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A CPREPACE

This project was conducted for the-Department of Education, Office of
' .

Libraries ana Learning Techn6logies (OLLT), under Contract Number

300-81-0022. Dr. Carlos A. Cuadra, President of Cuadra Associates, Inc.

(CA), was Project Director, and Judith Manger, Vice President of CA, was

the Associate PrOject Director. Other project team members were Mary C.

Berger, David M. Abels, and Joseph W. Beef.

The purpose of thi7s report is to document in a comprehensive way both the

process and the" substance of the "Libry and Information Science Research

Agenda for the 1980s" projec. Although e outcome of this year-long

study is of primary tance to the fieldl of library'and information

science, a record o project itself is also required, to show how the

finaI productthe ch Agendawas developed.

Those readersAho terested primarily in the results of this project

may want to fobs their attention first on Chapters V and VI, which report

on the Research Agenda and on possible uses and interpretations of the

research priorities represented in the Reseaich Agenda. Readers are also

1

referred to a separate brief volume, A Library and Information Science

Research Agenda for the 1980s: Summary Report, which was prepared to

help disseminate the results of this prOject more widely.

J
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4
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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Thid report presents the results of a projtct spons6red by the DeOrtment

of Education, Office of Libraries-and Learning Technologies (OLLT), and

carried out by Cuadra Associates, Inc. The purpose of the project was to

assist the Department, and the wider community that it serves, in

identifying research priorities for the 1980s in the field'of library and

information science.

Summary of Chapier II. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

Although there has been considerable variation over the past decade in, thee

pattern of research funding for library and information science, one can

foresee a period of austerity in federal funding, over the next Uve to ten

years. -It is important, therefore, that public investment in research have '

the highest payoff possible. This means that there will need to be better

planning, to ensure that available research furls are directed to research

areas where they will have the greatest potential impact, and better

coordination,to avoid duplication of

taken to revitalize the commitment to

base of support for-its-sp sorship.

effort. In addition, steps must be

research and to develop a broadery

These changes 'Ire .not likely ,to occur

solely from the publicatioof the research agenda produced through this ,f,r

project, but critical examination and review of this report can help us to

move toward those goals with greater assurance and speed.

The original title 'of this project referred to a "national" research agenda,

to help convey the Idea that the research to be propoised should address

areas of broad concern and mtjor)potential impact. This idea wsp useful as

part of the context for planning the project but, to avoid implication that'

the research agenda to be described is federally proposed or federally

endorsed, wewill hereafter refer to it simply as the "Resealch Agenda."

0 further context for this project, broad definitions of "library and

information science" and of "research" Were developed. Although there are

strong differences embedded in the tradition of librarianship and library



science, on one hand, and in information and information science, on the

other, there are also areas of strong common interest and concern. One

fundamental shared concern is with facilitating the,use of information"in

all former, either directly; by providing ribrary or information services, or'

indirdbtly, .by studying ways to improve those services. The focus, in the

present sdudy, 'on library and information services as intended to in-
,

compass the entire spectrum of public and private' settings in which such

services are provided. In a similar vein, "research" was defined in'terms

that, while retaining the essential concept of "systematic investigation of

a problem," encompass many different approaches, from experimental and

quantitative studies and methods to conceptfial and qualitative ones,

I

Summary of Chapter III., REVIEW OF PROJECT METHODOLOGY

The centerpiece of the project design was a three-day meeting, the purpose

)0, of which was to have a group of highly respected library andiinformation .

science professionals(hereafter'referred to.as project participants)

evaluate andiorioritize research Kojects--the "top 20" of which would 0',

comprise,the Research Agenda.

Extensive research and tommunication with project participants,priceded

this meeting. A background document was prepared by the project staff to

.help shape the desired scope and coverage of/he lessprch Agenda and to

define several central concepts, ihluding,"research" and "library and

information science." This document waS bawd on an intensive literature

review, an analysis'of past funding data, and discussions held with about

20 "gatekeepets"--experts in a number of different areas of librarvand

information science and related fields. The results of these efforts are ,0)(

reported in appropliate sections of this document--in Chapters II and III,

and in Appendices A., 8, and C.

Another major activity was the selection of.the 15 researchers and 11.

practitioners who served as the project participants. \ipitially, over 40

individuals were contacted to identify those who Would be interested in

participating and to learn of or confirm their areas of expertise and
r

(
ir
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,

speci

1
lization. We matchedtheie areas with a preliminary set of research

are s and-developed various matrices to help achieve the desired bqiances.

Withthe advice and assistance of OUT, a final selection was made.

rib I
ach'of the 1S researchers prepared descriptions of approximately six

proceed research protects, in one or more areas. The purpose of these
)

proj t descriptions was to have available atthe Researgh Agenda meeting

stim us material that would help the partifipants to focus their discussion

an evaluation, on specific, concrete ideas for dealing with important problem
). .

eas. Draft descriptions of the projects, prepared within a two-month
,

eriod, were distributed to all participants,-for ,their review and initial

ealuition., Their evaluations were'the starting point for the discussions

and rating sessions held during the meeting.

Summary of Chapter IV. SUMMARY'REPORT OF THE RESEARCH AGENDA MEETING

The Research Agenda meeting was held in July 1981, in a retreat environment

in Virginia. The overall meeting plan, which included both small-group

workshops and.plenary sessions, was designed to facilitate diicussiOn and

evaluation of the research proposals and selection of the Research Agenda.

Since project participants had been selected, in part,, on the baSis of their

diversity, there was no expectation for achieving complete agreement. Their

diversity was reflected in the results of the pre-dieting ratings, in which

the majority of proposed projects had attracted all five points on the -

rating scale that was used. At the meeting, emphasis was:placed on communi-

cation among partiCipants, to ensure that their different perspectives and .

value systems were shared, as the relative merits of individual projects

projects and program areas were,discussed. A number of'criteria were applied

in evaluating the projects; including their relevance to the field of library
1 .

and infOrmition science, the plausibility and technical soundness of their

methodology, their scope and size, and their potential impact. An important

theme throughout the meeting was the need to achieve a "balance" in the mix

of projects that were to constitutei the Research Agenda:1
ti

12
P.
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The initial ratings and discussions resulted in thelselection'of a prelim'inary

set of 42 projects, out of a total of 101 Candidates. This set .included the
, .

top-ratedprOjects in a number of areas; projects that were combined during

the meeting. to help represent
multifaceted pro.ram'- areas; a few new

projects devdeoped at the meeting; and projects that were not 'top -rated but4

which, on further review/by the group, we3e !upgraded" for consideration
in

the final ratings, eginal set of ratings completed bi each'perticipant was

tabulated and tAen,reviewed by the entire groupirto identify the ;,0 Research

Agenda projects.

Summary of Chapter' V. PAESENATION (*biz RESEARCH AGENDA-

The Research'Agenda comprises 2Q5rojects, in four broad area Tree of

the prolocts include two or more sub-prbjebts. No ranking is implied by

the sequence of areas and projects. The Project numbers ard'given tb

.facilitate location of the full project descriptions in Appel, D.

,Information Generationiand Provision of

Library and Information Services

03. Exploiting the True Capabilities of Electronic'PublicatiOn

04. An Online Network to Support Question Answering in Libraries

44'

54. Information Transfer at an Online 'Reference Desk in a Public

Library Setting--Design Considerations for Staff and Patron

100. The Role of Libraries in Creating and Providing Viewtext

Information Services:

Role of.the Community Library as Viewtext Information

Providers

Impact of Viewtext Systems on Traditional Reference
Functions of the Community Library

13
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and Uses.

'09. .Techniques for Marketing Library and`Information Services

1p, Development of a Conceptual Framework for Observation Of User
Behavior with Online Znformation/DetaHystems 40.

9.. The Influence of Selected InOrmation Search Mechanisms On User

Behavior

21. Evaluation of the Changing Needs of Online Search System Users
as Influenced by Search Systems Experience

37... Consumer Behavibr Research Applied to Libraries
owe

55. Direct and Quick Information Retrieval Service in a School

Setting

58. Information Seeking in High and Low Scatter Fields

64. From Childhood to Adolescence; Changing Information Needs

f
78. Impact of the 'New Literacy" on the "Knowledge Gap" between

Demographic Groupe

Economics of Information and of Librar4i and Information Services

tfl: Alternative Funding Possibilities for Publicly Supported
Library -and Information.Services

31. Popect of Information on IndustAaltProductivity

a ublic Libraries on COMMunity Productivity

-14. Econ?mic Value of Investment in Information

94. Costs and Cost Analysis of Library and Informatiflp_Services:
.

Elements of'Cost in the Production and Dissemination of
Information

- ?Cost-Accounting Standard);

;Development of Cost and Performance Models for Evaluating
Library Automation Programs
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Education and Professional Issues

47. ,A-Study of Selected Organized Groups Which Actively Promote

Censorship of Materials in Public Libraries and Schools

97. Dissemination and Diffusion of Library and Information ,

Science Research andractice:

,Analysis of Effective Researcher-Practitioyr Linkages

fn the Libiary/Informatipn Field .

Diffusion of Innovation in Librarianship

"Pathfinders*: The Diffusion of an /nformation Innovation

Diffusion of Social/Behavioral Sciences Research Methods

into Information System/Use Studies

Summary of Chapter VI.! INTERPRETATION ANL( USE OF THE RESEARCH AGENDA

Although the Research Agenda does not represent "ready- to-fund" projects or

a prescriptiOn that should be followed without further development and the

exercise of judgment, it does represent one carefully considered statement'

of proposed research priorities fot the library and information science

field, tt this point in time. Aa'such, it can properly be used to guide

and support the allocation and targeting of present and prospective research

funds.

The Research Agenda can serve a number of other useful purposes for OLLT

and for the profession as a Alole. One vitally important way it which it

n be usedds t:Amulate further conceptualization of research needs and
*,&

priorities in iirlaus areas of specialization such as those represented by
vet

the various professioniaNad trade associations concerned with library and

informatioh science. A' highly desirable f-ollowup activity would be for

groups of expert researchers and practitioners in thoSe areas of specializa-

tion tq review the Research Agenda projects, in light of their own,priorities

and develop in-depth statements about the research needs in their program

area, using the Research Agenda projects (and, as well, those of potential

merit that'were'not included in the Research Agenda) as illustrations of

or .aspiration for the types of project effortathat can meet those needs.

15
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Used this way, the'Research Agenda can hel4to provide immediate guidance

to those insgtutions and agencies in the field that d and want such

guidance inlieveloping their own research Agenda.

The special-interest reviews recommended above can also help to identify

areas that,,may notwAe adequately represented in this Research Agenda.

(See Chapter VI and Appendices B and E for suggestions regarding such

areas.) In usibg the Research Agenda in this way, it is important that

the focusgremain'solidly on research. It is not enough to dwell on the

importance and seriousness of a problem; we must translate our concerns

'into questions and/or hypotheses that can be addressed through research.

This does' ot,necessarilY mean that the ideal study approaches can or must

always be specified'in advance. If we are to break new ground in research

on particularly difficult issues, preliminary work may be needed to develop

appropriate thedries and methodologies

One possible out e from the dissemination and discussion of this Research

Agenda soul development and endorsement by the library and

ihformatiom science community of statements of national-level research

priorities. '.It is not clear, however,, from either a theoretical or

practical standpoint, whether the various elements in the community can

combine forces to define the most productive investments in research, to

benefit all institutionb and organizations concerned with the principles,

theories, an effective practices in library and information services..

The Reseesfch Agenda.project has drawn sharp attention to a compelling need

to improve the dissemination of researah'resulis and to improvecommunica-

tions among researchers and between researchers and practitioners. There

is also a need to draw the attention of potential research-sponsors--both

within and islittide'IRi'"library and information science community--to the

need-tor r_edearch, to the-llkely payoff from well-targeted research, and to

specifid research needs such as those outlined in the Research Agenda. This

documentijand the Suimary volume) can be useful to various groupie in communi-

cating with-patential sources of funding about research needs and in communi-

cating something of the exciting potential of future, library and information

servile..

16
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Finally, the process and results of the Research Agenda project may,draw

attention to the need in our profession to improve our capacity to conduct

research and our capacity to interpret and use research. findings. If we do

not work to develop those capacities, the research ideas expressed in the

Research Agenda are not likely to be executed well, And the results of

research will not be translated into more effective library and information

services. Critical discussion and debate now on these and other challenges

highlighted in this report can help to stimulate a revitalized and healthy

climate for research in our field, far years to come.

P.,

A
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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

This report describes and presents the results'oi a project sponsored by

the Department of Education, Office of Libraries end Learning Technologies;

and carried out by Cuadra Aseqciates, Inc. The purposd of the.project was

to assist the Department, and the wider community that it serves, In

identifying research priorities for the 1980s in the faqir of library and

information science. The r rt outlines the problem7describes the-method'

by-which the project sOdress s problem, and present' and interprets

the results.

A, WRY -THE NEED FOR RESEARCH PRIORITIES?

$

It is widely believed thit funds availabl4 for government and other, national-

level support of research, development, and demonstration ie the field of

library and information science 4eclined sharply during the 1970s. This

perception is not altogether accurate. To be sure, the funds available for

research that many librarians would cdNAider directly relevant to their

problems and challenges have been decrqiing, whereas the funds for informa-

tion science (or, more accurately, science information) havi largely held

steady from the one organization that provides major support for Such-re-

search, the Natidnal Science Foundation. But'the overall picture of funding

patterns over the past decade is rather mixed. Some organizations have

reduced their levels of funding; others have increased them; and others,

display a highly variable pattern of -funding, with sharp changes from year

to year. Such changes sake it difficult to generalize about the status of

research funding for library and information science.

The problem is oompliated by the difficulty in drawingclear, clean lines
4

between research, on the one hand,.and development and demonstration, on the

other. Some projects described as research are, in fact, largely demonstra-

tions, and_other projects corigidered to be developmental still require

answers to one or more fundamental questions. It is even more difficult to

determine the value of past and current research (however defined), because
'41C
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of the many different frames of reference within the library and information

science community. What can be concluded, regardless of one's definition of

1

library and information science research, is that, although the United

States is developing into the world's first "ixforiationieconoty," the

reputedly growing importance of information products and services is not

reflected in thir level of research funding associated with them.

Another factor that -has helped to contribute to the mixed perceptions about

research funding is the investment being made in the private sectorin the

information industry. As more and more companies become involved in providing

new technology-based information services for business and the home, they

have undertaken the research necessary to' support the development of those

.

services. It is.important for us to dfitinguish this kind of proprietary

research from the type of research that is conducted, on behalf of the

public, to enrich the nation's store of knowledge. This distinction is not

,syltoly one'between.basic and applied research. It has to do with the

critical question of who willhave access to the research data and what use

can be made of those data.

However important private-sector investments may be to the total information

research picture, they cannot.be considered as a replacement for "public"

investments it library and information science research. The dramatic growth

of new information products and services over the Oast decade has, in fact,

generated an increasing need for research, to show their impact - -for better

or worseon the-more traditional information. resources and services and to

help us understand better the ways that they are or should be integrated into

the information-generationlko-use cycle.

Whatever the funding patterns have been in the past for publicly funded

library and information scienderestarch, we are likelOo face a,perick:tk

austerity during the next, five tt) ten years. It is vitally impcirtant,

therefore, that whatever the level'of public investment in library and

information science research is to be, that investment should have, the

highest payoff possible. This calls for concerted pianning,4with careful

attention to priorities-

19
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The Department

has recognized

of the context

priorities for

of Education, Office of Libraries and Learning Technologies,

these needs and has drawn three major conclusions, as part

for the present project, aimed at developing-reJearch

the 1980s:

(1) Rigorous planning is'mandatory to assure that,available

research funds are directed to the sectors of the library

and information profession that most need them

(2) Coordination among all funding soux4: is imperative to

assure that there not be duplication of effort ,

(3) American library research needs must be documented and

clearly communicated to those public and private sector

officials who must make funding dedisions

At least two other important donclusions must be added. The first is that

national-level funding of library and information science research projects

of the 1980s milit be as relevant u possible to the total information

environment of the 1980s and must provide significant leverage in solving the

prbblems to which they are addressed. The decline in government funds in

some areas of library and information servides research may reflect not only,

increasittg austerity but also misgivings about the productivity1and relevance

of the type of research heretofore ftinded. To the extent that such mis-

givings are justified,, the underlying problem must be corrected.

It is useful to introdude re a distinction between tlp.Ways of thinking
/

about the use of the res is of -this Research Agenda/project. One' can see'

these results as helping OLLT and other public and private Organizations to

make the best possible project - selection decisions, on the assumption that

research funds will continue to decline, Accepting such an assumptioncan be

likened to a "going - prof- business" approach. On the other hand, one can

envision
/
"present project--and followup activities in disseminating its

.,

results -=as taking an essential-step toward the revitalization of research

in library and information science - -a revitalization that will involve

ge \.'
. ,
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increasing, rather than declining funds. Ewen int age of austerity, a
..

productive investment is a bargain.

It would be naive to imagine that such revi,talization will result merely

, from the publication of a report on this projecit, particularly since, as

several observels have pointed out, past efforts in agenda development

appear to have had limitfd impact. ,Writing ebb6 "Library Research in the

70s; Problems and Prospects," Shaughnessy (1976) oted that a number of
(

attelpts have been made in the.past to construct .catallgs of research

topics that need to be undertaken." He cited-as examples Prank Schick's
-,,

essay, "Library Science Research Needs," which appeared in the Journal of

Ecication for Librarianship (19tS4; Ralph Blasingam4's article, "Some

Research Questions," which appeared in Ralph Conant'' The Public Librarys
,

and the City (MIT Press, 1965); and, more recently, Harold Borko's Delphi
t

study,,reported in Targets for Research in Library ucation (American

Library Association, 1973). Shaughnessy concluded t i, given the limited

impact of these undertakings, it mightbe fruitless construct still

anothel "laundry,list" of reselchtopics needing prompt investigation, and

that the main problem confronting the profession with tegard to research is
.

not what we do but, rather; how to communicate the retsults of resemech to

I:)the field in meaningful ways. o'

We agree that the development of onezore "laundry list" will not, alone

re-

effect change in the way that research prbgrams are planned, funded, or

dissemi'n'ated. We also believe that fo1lOwup actions based on critical

examination of this report will be needed to.take full advantage of the

work behind it. These beliefs were sttongly endorsed by the, researchers

and practitioners who participated in the project and by repremintatives of
. -

major associations and organizations the library and information science

combunity, in a spielal Colloquium Called by OLLT toward the end of this

project, to solicit their views and recommendations on the possible tes.

of thri'report.

)
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B. PURTE AND SCCQE OF PROJECT

The purpose of this one-year project has been to formulate And prioritize a

"library and information science research agenda for the 980s." The

project results--both the "Agenda" and the considerations and concerns

raised in its formulationare intended to help support the development of

.policy and plans in the Department of Zducation, Office of Libraries and

Learning Technologies (OUT). It is important to emphasize that the 1

project is perceived by OLLT as only one of many sources of ihput that _are

to be Used in its planning. As a point of departure, however, the Research

Agenda, alOng with the substance and process of the entire project, could

help OLLT to focus its ongoing inquiry on the identification of program

) areas for which Department of Education leadership--in funding and in the

dissemination of information abouiesearch and research needs--is most

appropriate. It was also believed that the study could be of value to

others, including federal, stance, and local agencies', professional

organizations, research-funding organizations, schools of library and

information science, and individual researchers and practitioners, in

formulating their own research,apandas for the 1980s. It remains to be

seen whether the results of this project, in contrast to similar efforts

referred to earlier, can also serve as a springboard for discussion and

debate lrloughout the professional community, to help develop a broadly

based consensus on directions for research in the 1980s.

'The original title of this project-was "A Library and Information Science

National Research Agenda for the 1980s." The tern "national" was intended

to convey the idea that the Research Agenda should not focus on projects

that were only of local or. limited concern. The participants in this

project found the distinction useful, because it enabled them to exclude

frgh serious, consideration small-scale, limited-effort projects such AA

might be suitable for a graduate student in a one-qtrter course. However,

the term "national" can carry -the implicati that the agenda is a federal

agenda or that it is being prp.posed or endors by the federal government.

The federal government has indeed provided the funding for this project/

but it also provided full/freedom for the participants to exercise and

offer their own best judgment tcon the library and information science

22
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iesearch needs of the, nation. In this report, we will not refer further to

the "National Research Agenda" but only to the "Research Agenda."

One of the Most challenging teaks faced in this project was to define an

appropriate scope of inquiry. The target--a library and information

science research agenda--involves two majorconcepts 'on which there is less

than universal agreement: (1) libekry and information science, and (2)

research. To some, library and information science is a single disciplinei,

,others see the library field and the information field as quite distinct

from each other.* Similar differences-of opinion exist with respect to

research. To some, the term reSeatch should be applied primarily to

Inquiries that are experimental, lanipulatory, or at least rigbroua in

their design and execution. To others, the term can encompass a very wide

. range of inquiries, from historical reviews and theoretical conceptualiza-

tions- ("desk studies") to demonstration projects.

The definitions of these concepts were of more than academic interest in

this project, since the key activities of the project--the description,

review, *Valuation, and prioritizing of research idea:srrequired, first,

the definition of an appropriate domain of interes4001mmond, the

selection of researchers whose interests, experience, and skills mapped

thos areas well. It is clear that, if the domain of interes.t were defined

too ly or too broadly, the results of the project would necessaril

bi The problem, of course, is that no one can sat)preciselYwhat

th domain is.- The challenge for, this project was,not so much to

find the true and correct definition of library and information science,

nor the true and correct definition of research, but, rather, to develop

some well-fouhded guidance for future library and information science

research, in spite
v-*of the lack ,of universal agreement about the domain

which we work.

*Those who take this view might object to our use of the term "library and

.information science" in this discussion, since i seems to prejudge the

,issue. We do so only as a matter of convenience;, as the discussion will

show.,

ft
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In order to guide the' project' team and, later, to guide the researchers

a:td practitioners in carrying out their roles in the,project, we examined

the literature relating to U) the concept of lirary and information

science, and (2) the concept of researcR. The findings and conclusions

from `this review were documented and shared with the project participants

and OLLT, to help provide same common context for the project and

provide a` target for oo®enb,riticism, and other feedbck that4would be

useful in sharpening our mutual perception of the field and the research

<, challenge. This section is a revised and condensed version of materials

fros..this background document that were developed for this purpose. This
r.

review is presented at this point to prpvide the same type ntext for

the readers o this report.

The Concept of Library and Information Science

In reviewing definition in this area, a= basic question arises: are we

defining a single discipline (i.e,., library and inf ormation.$cience),.or are

we defining two disciplines (i.e., librarylscience and inf ormatibf

Bence) ? Theri is little agreement on thls point. For example, the

American Library Association (1972, 1976) rues the tirm "librarianship" to

include "the relevant _ooArepts of infortation science and documentation"

and tke term "libraries" ro include "current`4odels of media centers,

learning centers, educatioMi resource centers, information, documentation,

and referral centers." Alan Rees and Tefko Saracevic (1967), on the other

hand, state that information science cannot be equated ,with documentation,

information retrieval, librarianship, or anything else. "Information

i

science is not souped -up information retrieval or librarianship any more

than physics is supercharged engineering." ,

In the first volume of the Annual Review of Information Science and

Technology (1965) , Cuadra, its first edttdr, comhenCed on .Je problems of

defining the field of "information science and technology."

-'mane worksrs see it as a somewhat glorified, even overblown version
of conventional library practice. Sane, taking the computer as their
intellectual base of operations, view information science fn terms of
machine manipulations of linguistic, pictorial, of even only numeric
data. Others, score of whom call themselves documentalists, view. the

1
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"field as neither library science nor computer operations but as a

fairly distinct discipline dealing largely with the processing and/oi

analysis of scientific and technical documents. A smalliainority,-deany

of them newcomers to the information field, view the activities they

see in terms of interpersonal communication. To them, the field is a

behavioral one, for which both computer and docdment handling methods

are important but limited aspects.

Cuadra leaned toward the point of view that information science and

technology was a new--if still amorphous--area of inquiry and invention with

historical antecedents in''and technical debts to other fields, including

even those such as business data processing and' milktary command and control

systems.

Are those cited above really talking about _the same single field or the same

set of fields? This basic question is only one" part,of a greater set of

complexities and ambiguities in'the library and information field that is

mirrored in the sometimes indiscriminate and interchangeable use of terms

that relate to disciplines (i.e., library science, information

science), to institutions (e.g., libraries information centers,

information olearinghouses), and,to services (e.g., reference services,

literature searching services, puOlishing). .In general, library science is

defined primarilt in termtoi the institutions in which it is practiced,

the materials with which it deals, and the services that it provides. The

following are typical of the many published definitions:

ll

Library science (or librariaAshi4) is:
/'

the 'spudy of the way libraries select, acquire, catalog, circulate,

and make available books and other information. (BeCker)

the knOwledge and skill by which printed or written records are

recognized, collected, organized, and utilized. (ALA, 1943)

the Oody of organized knowledge which is concerned with the

purposes; objectives, and functions of libraries and the

principles, theories, methods, ofgeniiatidhe, and techniques
employed in performing library service. (Gates)

.46

4
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0 the knowledge and skill concerned with the administration of

'Ocarina and their content; library economy (practical

applications of library science to the founding, organizing,

and administering of libraries) and bibliography. (Harrod)

Definitiortsof information science, on the other .hand., tend to be broader, as

illustrated by the examples below:

Information.shience is (or encompasses]

the study of how man creates, uses, and communicates information
in all tts forms. (Becker)

the investigation of communication phenomena and the properties of

communication systains. (Rees and Saracevic)

an interdisciplinary science that investigates the properties and

behavior of information, the forces that govern the flow and use
of information, and the techniques,, both manual and mechanical,
pf processing information for optimal storage. (Borko, 1968)

the creation, organization, dissemination, and application of -

knowledge concerning information and its transfer. (AS IS)

Careful analysis shows that some very strong differences are embedded in

the traditions of librariasphip and library science, on the one hand, and in

information and information science, on the other. A crucial difference

in these two sets of traditions lies in the degree' of commitment to specific

institutions of library and information service. Whereas library science

is associated with the Operations of specific institutions--libraries--

information science deals with broadly defined areas of information

creation and generation, representation;"dissemination and communication,

independent is4,any specific or limited set of means or institutions. That

is not to say, ,however, that information Science has no direcn,relationship

to' the ooncerha of libraries as institutions. Much of information science

research has, in fact, been done within a library context and draws upon

the expertide of those who have been, or are now, involved in library

services. Nevertheless, informatiowscience does not have a commitment

to any specific type of information-service institution.

aur examination of the literature o the relationship betwerLlibrary science

and information science leads us to conclude that, although the scope and

26
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focus of the two discipline have di
ed,signifitantly in the past t-and

continue to differ in many respects, they erlap considerably in their
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4

basic concerns and shire sane of the same tra ,tions, e.g., in promoting,

greater understanding of how information is created and organized, how it

can be disseminated and made accessible to users, and how the overall flow

of information c,te managed most effectively.

Perhaps the most important area of overlap between library, science and

e'information science is the fundamental concern they have with facilitating

the use offinfbriation, in all forms, either directly, by providing library

or information services, or indirectly, by studying ways to improve those

services. In outlining the scope of library and information science for

purposes of this project, therefore, We chose to concentrate-on those aspects

of library 04 information science fesearch that are concerned primarily with

library and information service, encotipassing the entire spectrum of public

and private,settings in which these services are provided and all of the

target audiences of these services.
0
These settings include government

libraries and information centers, public libraries, public and non - public

school libraries and media centers, state libraries and state education

agencies, regional and subregional libraries for the blind and physically

alditilfed, information analysis.centert and clearinghouses, information

brokers, technical information centers, and special libraries in business,
. 0

.

industry, law and medicine. We also choie to include within the domain of

this the taPplier communitye.g., private publishers, government

4111(b.informa n suppliers such as NTIS and GPO, online services, "home

information serviges," and other kinds Of information utilities--at the

points where they interface with and impact on the library and information

services, Users, and institutions.

We recognized the risk that the scope outlined abdve might prove td be
.

impractically broad, in terms of the project objectives, but we believed

'(and continue to believe) that, if one is thinking riously about a

research agenda for the next decide, it would de a fatal error to take a

narrpw or limi.ted.vi/f the ipatitutions and mechanisms that are likely

to play a significant'role in this time period.

iqq...:
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The Concept of Research

At a general level, the concept of research is fairly well understood,

particularly in terms of dictionary definitions such as "systematic inquiry

into a subject in order to discovez or reville facts and theories.' There is,

as well, a fairly general understanding of the distinction between basic and

applied research and, to a lesser extent, of th; distinction between

research and demonstratn. When one attempts to apply thete definitions

and distinctions to the field of library and information science, however,

the limitations of these definitions become apparent.

It ivgenerally acc4ted that research implies use of the scientific.

method; defined as the 'principles and procedures for the systematic pursuit

of knowledge involving the recognition and formulation of a problem, the

collection of data,thrbugh observation and experiment, and the formulation

and testing of hypotheses.' Indeed, Jesse Shera's definition of research,

gisen below, closely parallels this dictionary definition of the scientific

method.

Research is an intellectual process whereby a problem is perceived,
,diiided into its constituent elements, and analyzed in the light
of certain basic assumptions; valid and relevant data ariLcolXected;
hypotheses (if any) are rejected, amended, oeprovided by objective
testing. (Shera, 1964)

The ALA Office for Research distinguithes between.research.and other types of

projects and clearly lint6'researchprojects with scientific methodology:

Research proiecti are those which pose a question, gather data .

thrOugh objective methodology, and analyze this data systematically
so as to produce aWanswer to the question.

Survey/statistics gathering projects involve collection of
information- (numeric oeverbal) about libraries or librarians
and reporting of results.

Development/demonstration projects involve preparation of
special materials or, methods of doing things, active use of
these materials or methods by institutions or groups, and
reporting of results.

28
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Note that there are two components to these definitions of research: the

Collection and analysis of data--the
methodology component, and the

formulation/revision/rejection of
hypotheses/conclusions based on the

analyses of those datd--the purpose component. ResearCh in library and

information science has sometimes
beenbcriticized for failing to meet the

standards of ''scientific" inquiry in bothoof these areas. Shaughnessy (1976)

claims that, if Shera's definition were used, "perhaps 80 to .90 percent of

what is presently regarded as research would have torte discarded."

The most frequent criticisms focus on the first component. Several studies,

including those by Van de Water et al..4Schlactet and Thomison, and

Grotzinger, have examined methodologies employed in library and information

science research, with discouraging results. Van de Water et al ,_concluded

that there is a "qualified tendency toward methodological improvement

in research articles published in 1974, as compared to those appearing in

the (1969-1971) period," while
schlacter and Thomison, as well as Grotzinger,

saw no indication of increasing methodological sophistication. The article

on "Library and Information Science Research" in the ALA World Encyclopedia

of Library and Information Services states flatly that "Much of what has

been called research in library and information science, however, has not

been conducted using the scientific method, and often there is doubt about

what has been learned."

There aie those, such as B. Curtis Wright, who argue that'librarianship and

information are simply not amenable, to scientific impiety or intellectualize-
,

tion. This position deserves examination if only because it calls attention

to the fact that library and information services, and user needs for a6d

reactions to them, involve very "soft" data and, because human behavior is

involved, they do not always lend themselves to the kind or level of experi-

mentation and theory building common 'in the hard sciences. But as Kaplan,

Shaughnessy, and others point out, experimental meth logy is not the only,

or necessarily the most important, aspect of resea , and there are numerous

mettl;as that can be considered "scientific," including operations research,

mathematical, analytical, historical, survey, experimental, modeling and

simulition, and statistical methods (Kaske, Neal K. and James E. Rush).

1
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Perhaps even more criticat to the field are the alleged shortcomings in the

second area: purpose. Numerous writers, including Busha, Shera (1968), and

Wasserman, fault library, and information science for failing to ask the

% right questions or to establish a theoretical foundation.for further

research and applications. Ennis charges that Library research is

"noncumulative; fragmentary, generally weak and relentlessly oriented to

immediate practical.:

For purposes of this project, wedecided to use a fairly broad dictionary-,

type definition of research --one that would retain the central concept of

"systematic investigation of a problem" but that was also broad enough to

encompass many different approaches, from experimental and quantitative to

conceptual and qualitative studies and methods. This definition could

encompass both basic research - -to achieve fuller understanding of phenomena,

without consideration of how that understanding will subsequently be

used--and applied research--to identify solutions to practical problems or

to discover'new knowledge that can readily'be used in real-world'situations.

C. OVERVIEW or PROJECT DESIGN

This project was designed by OLLT to involve a number of prOfessionals in

the library and information science community, in addition to the Cuadra

?ssociates project staff. The key element in the project,desigh:as a

three-day meeting, in which already prepared research project descriptions

were to be reviewed and evaluated by a number of distinguished researchers

and practitioners, selected to represent a broad range of experience and

expertise in the library and information science field. The meeting was to

be preceded by a sdbstsntial amount of preparatory work, to help ensure
A

that the meeting could achieve its objectives.

The.project.involved six major tasks:

(1) Review the literature and informally consult with other profes-
sionals in the field, to support the preparation of ,a background
document that would help to guide the remaining pr ject activi-
ties and to prepare participants for their role i the project

3 0
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(2) With OLLT, identify and select project participants from both

the researcher and practitioner communities

13) Commission the 15 researchers to draft a set oftproject descrip-

tions,' to be reviewed by all 26 participants prior to the meeting

and used as a stimulus for the formulation of the Research Agenda

(4) Prepare for and,conduct a highly interactive, "results"- oriented,

three-day meeting with project participants, to have them evaluate

and prioritize the proposed projects and others generated during

the course of the meeting, to define the Research Agenda projects

(5) Prepare a draft report, to present the Research Agenda and

discuss its interpretation and potential use, for review by

project participants and, in a special OLLT -sponsored

Colloquium, by representatives of major library and

information science associations and other organizations

(6) Prepare a final project report. and a summary report

A major ,ingredient in the project design,'in addition to the three-day

meeting, was the preparation of descriptions of research projects by the

researcher participants, in advance of the meeting. The rationale for this

approach--of evaluating and prioritizing possible research projects,

rather than general. problems,
issues, or needs - -was that doing so would

help the participants, in the brief time they had together, to focus

specifically on major problems,' issues, and needs that.lend themselvesty

research.

O. ORGANIZATION OP THIS REPORT

This report discusses both the process and substance of the study. This

balance of re0ortAg is importantL because the context for reviewing and

interpreting the projects included in the Research Agenda, as well as those

that are not included, is represented in the process by which the Research

Agenda waatormulated. The report is organized into sixchapters, a

bibliography, and five appendices.

Chapter III provides an overview of methodology, including the preparation

of a project framework, the selection of project participants, and the

preparation and review of the proposed project descriptions. Chapter IV

describes the Research Agenda meeting.

1
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The results of the meetingthe Research Agenda--ire presented and discussed

in Chapter V. In Chapter VI, we discuss implications of this proje1ct and

recommend ways in which the project and the Agenda can.be used by the library'

and information science community. in presenting these ideas, we draw upon

the Views and perspectives offered by various representatives of the library

and information sciences community who participated in the OLLT-sponsored
,

Colloquium, in,Decembor, 1981.

In addition to 'these chapters, the report includes a Bibliography and List

of References and five appendices. Appendix A presents an analysis of our

literature review and Appendix B, a summary-of informal contacts made with

gatekeepers." Appendix econtains the major findings from our review of

both literature and data on patterns in research fun#ing in library and

information science areas. Appendix D contains full descriptions --Of

individual projects selected for the Research Agenda, and Appendix E

contains summaries of the other proposed projects that weie reviewed but

not selected for inclusion in the Research Agenda.

I
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III. =nor or PROTECT METHODOLOGY

The key activity and centerpiece, of this project was to be a three-day

meeting, the puipose of which was to have alroup of highly respected

library and information soiree professionals (hereafter referreeto as

project participants) evaluite and prioritise,research projects for

inclusion in the Research Agenda. Considerable preparation was required

dopor during the seven months prior to meeting, both by the Cuadrs Associates (Ca)

project staff and,by the project participants. The major components of that

work are described below. The meeting itself is described in Ch6ter IV.

In its Request for Proposal for, this contract and in subsequent discussions

with CA personnel, OLLT made clear its intention to have this project address

the field of library and information science research in the broadest terms

possible and without artificial or assumed limits sed on perceptions of prior

OLLT funding patterns. To help make this aim expl cit to the participants

and to provide a framework that could guide our p oject work, we prepared a

set of drift background materials that:

(1) set forth the scope and boUndaties of the project, focusing
particularly on definitions of library.and information Science
research .

(2) provided a review of funding trends over the past decade

.(3) identified a sceliminary se of research categories that could

be used to help guide election of project participants
and the commissioning of draft research project descriptions

The materials produced in (1) above, since revised and condensed for inclusion

in this report, were presented earlier in this report, in Chapter II. A

summary of'findingi in (2) above is provided inAppendix C. The tasks ghat

contributed to the development of these background.materials and to (3) above- -

the identifipation o; a. set of research categories --are presented below.

33
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A. DEVELOPMENT OF A PROJECT FRAMEWORX

To help ensure that,,in the very brief time available, the scope and Coverag

of this project were defined or the basis of the broadest possible input, we

studied selected literature and discussed major issuesiand trends with t

number of library,and information science professionals who were identified

by au', the CA project staff, or their own colleagues as gatekeepers" in

one or more areas of library and information science.,

Literature Scan

To obtain a perspective on what professionals in our field have been writing

about and researching, we collected and examined a\broadly based subset of

literature. This literature covered items in over40 issues of 15 profes-

sional publications, as well as citations (and, as available, abetracts) from

online searches of five databases.* All its were classified along a set

cst structured but open-ended dimensions (e.g., type of methodology; research

environment and/or target populations) and we generated brief title annotations,

to provide a record of the specific subject matter, of each item.

A report on this analysis is presented in Appendix A, and a sample page is

,

shown in Exhibit 1.

*Online searches were conducted on: ERIC, Library'and Information Science

Abstracts, ssrE, Comprehensive Dissertation Index, and INSPEC. These

searches focused on items indexed by research-related terms andxlibrary-

and-information-iervice-related terms. The professional publications that

were reviewed, cover to cover, included: Advances in Librarianship (1979,..,ii

1980); Annual Review of Information Science and Technology (1980); BulletiE

of the American Society fpr Information Scispmm (1979 and 1980 issues);

Bulletin of the Medical Library Aisociation t1980 issues) f College 6 .

Research Libraries (1980 issues); Journal of 'Librarianship (1980 issues);

Journal of the American Society for Information Science (1980)Issues);

Library Journal (10 1980 issues); Library Researcilk(Spring, 1980-81);

Library Resources & Technical Services (3 1980 iseis); Library Trends

(Summer 1980); Special Libraries (1980 issues)'; School Library Journal

(1980 issues); The Library Quarterly (1480 issues);, and Wilson Library

Bulletin (1980 issues). In addition, Tables of Contents in the 1979 issues

of many of these sources were reviewed for additional contenyareas.
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Exhibit' 1. 'Sample Page from Literature Analysis

CICANZZTZCI ar 20'0 MT= (.3)

rcerownsiaaserartcs lairaarS/ITODI,

.tidal classification principles (5) (C.I.) %eery of integvatiee Levels aid

relaramee to design of alassitisatioa

ac__
hem of titles fox autoesilo&ocusenti..clase-
ification (iMperUeentl

LC melee% headiness principles and
mpplicatiaes (5)

ULU: problems. Uplicatiam. deocriptimm
(ef(L;(71

Cataloging of the corporate semi premles
of reLationsaip betimes corporate bodies--
gee automation (authority films) Map]

30=2 proelener adoption (I) (L(

Cataloging needs of paella liaresiee (11)

Sersals cataloging (5)

Problems La discomersony Lff

file cataloging (a)

review of work &boat 'elesememtive cataloging.
1171 (Litecasere Itim)

Nevem of works on eublect analysis. 1,79
(Litesseare ariidef

rerfornense of card catalogs --a review of

researse LLiteestere aortes)

/ACM Usury end implications of
laplemeotatios (Literature amotewl

invostegattels of semporate beediegs with
fete subbsedinge'aod witheet sailemetings

(aiseertatios)

saissiroship of the lesgth of the catalog

field am the asresarry with which it oemmoys

the osetsols of the document it rspreseets
(experiment)

liandLieg Of to authorship to
descriptive cataloging (Lammertatioa)

aeslytical wench for readying corporate

entry in cataloging USiamytationf

earlier of practices and expectations in
AS authority work on oc.a Libras/4m

UlUmereatinef

Adagasce Late for Bleck literature
resemore

Standards in serummaring sublect headings
for or lterarise (eperiment)

Camorsies from MRS to LC (taperteentf

:editing concepts and sotheds (10

seed for :ilia, rules frog a 's punt
of view f)

:mimes' of legal woks (f)

Citation Legating applied to science,.
=maim. and humanities (I)

Comparing= of prOesemem and content
mama, methods for sublime retrieval in
ascaives (rUmeertation,

A111111111Tte 3.104111/174 hared on transition
pesoomme.of word occurrences

L Test of the hypochseis that citation
iodises weft axperimmet)
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A classification, shown in Exhibit 2, was developed to group the items

listed as "Problems/Issues/Topics" and "Research." Although we examined

over 1300 items, we do not consider the literature review to be exhaustive;

bin do we believe that the` display format used to repprt our review can be

used tb deduce "gaps" in research. The primary purpose of this background

task as to obtain an idea of the areas that should be considered in

shaping and defining a preliminary set of research categories.

Conversations with "Gatekeepers"

A total of 20 individuals considered to be among the "gatekeepers" in

various areas were contacted to discuss problems and research needs. These

indirviduals were selected to represent one or more of a number of different

perspectives: librarianship, library applications research, and library

education; school library media programs; information sc once; telecom-

munications and advanced,technologies;
publivolicy; and economics. We

attempted to identify individuals who could represent one or mre specific

institutional settings and professional organizations. Practitioners,

administrators, and researchers --including both public- and
private-sector

individualswere included in this sample. Their oo,ents are Summarized in

Appendix B.

In-DISAh Review of Selected Articles

In the process of reviewing the literature, we identified a set of key

articles that provedtto 'oe particularly useful in our development of

background materials on definitions for library and informatiOn science

tepearch and on funding' trends. These key references are presented in the

BIBLIOGRAPHY AND,LIST or Prmaurscas at the end of this report.

Identification and Analysis of Funding Data

To s 1 ent out literature review on trends in funding for library and

informa ion science research, we contacted over 20 organisations identified

by OUT d the project team that were known, or thought to be, national-

level research funding Sources.

l
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Exhibit 2. Framework Developed to Classify Items from the
Literature Scan (Pait 1)

,CREATION Or DEIORMAT/CN

Publishihg
Research ledge (Library Profession)
Research/Inowledge (Other Disciplines)

ORGANIZATION or INFORMATION
N,

Management of
Collection Development/Acquisitions/Selection
DOCUMMit

I
presentation

Automation
Preservati
Other

1111113DEEIViTICI; OF INFORMTION t,.

Librarr_Services (Generaly
Tortilla Library Services
Roles of Libraries
Inter-Library Loan (ILL)
System Design and Evaluation
Management and Evaluation
Online Search Services in Libraries/Information Centers
Other Automation
professional Communications

dr narossuncei
Users and Uses.
Use of Libraries and Ihformation in Research
Communication
Library/Information-Use Instruction

ItANAGIDEINT Q LIBRARY i INPORMATICN SERVICES

Planning and Evaluation
Administration
Budgeting/Costs/Pees

witTwourma AND COOPEXAT/ON/RESOURCZ SEARING

Role /Structure /Governance
Multinetworking and Multi-Network Coordination

AUTOIRTION AND =OENOLOGY

Micsoforms
Automation

0
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.Exhibit 2. Framework Develope0 to Classify Items front'

Literature Scan (Part 2)

PROFESSICSALISM

The Profession and the'Discipline

Professionals
Careers and Career Development
Societies/Professional Associations

ZDOCATICS i TRAINING

General
Adademic Programs
Continuing...Education

PUBLIC POLICY/INFORMATION POLICY

Access to Information
Information Policies
Funding of Libriry Services

GOVERNMENT: PROGRAMS 6 SERVICES

STANDARDS

COPYRIGHT

CENSORSHIP/INTELLECTUAL FREEDOM

TWIT

FUTURES

Through these preliminary contacts, we were able to classify the,organi-

zations according to their role,in funding research, the results of which

are shown below in Exhibit 3. Sufficiently detailed funding data could be

obtained from nine'of these 12 funding sources (indicated with asterisks in

Exhibit 3),for use in our analysis.
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Exhibit 3. Illustrative List of Funding and Potential Funding Sources

SOURAS OF SUPPORT FOR LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SCIENCE RESEARCH

Andrew W. Mellon Foundation ---

*Carnegie Corporation of New York
Charles A. Dana Foundation
*Council on Library Resources
*Department of Education/National Institute of Educati
* Department of Education/Office of Libraries and

Learning Technology
Exxon Educational Foundation
Fund for the Improvement of Posts ndary Education
*National Commission on Libraries tillpd Information Science

*National Endowment for the Humanities
*National Library of Medicine/Extramural Grants Program
*National Library Service for the Blind & Physically Handicapped,

Library of Congress
*National Science Foundation, Division of Information andoTechnology
Special Libraries Association

SOURCES'OF GENERAT,SUIMMISAT DO NOT NOW
FUND RESEARCS (OR EXTERNAL RESEARCH)

Aisociation rd Research Libraries
Department of Education/Library Education and Secondary

Resources Branch .

Department of Education/Library Services and Construction Act
Department of Education/National Center for Educational Statistics
Department of Education/School Media Resources Branch
Library of Congress
National Archives
National Library of Medicine/Lister Rill National Center for

Biomedical Communications

*Included in subject and funding analyses, reported in Exhibit 4 and Appenditx C.

t
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We identified, in total-, over.600 projects relevantto library and information

science that were funded by these nine organizations during the period 1570

through 1980. A broad definition Of research.was used, in terms of both

methodology and areas of inquiry. For example, we included some demonstration

projects, as well as "desk" projects related to, the theoretical basis of

information science. Projects excluded were those involving general library

support grants, support for the organization of, or attendance at, meetings,

and support for Collectlbn develOpment or other activities such as the

American National Standards Institute.

These 600 projects were classified into 32 areas of inquiry, using the

classification scheme developed from the literature scan and shown earlier in

Exhibit 2. Research areas that received the largest amounts of funding,

i.e., a total pf over S2 million during the period of this analysis, involved

these subjects: the generation of information in various disciplines; computer

system design and evaluation; the management of library and information ..

services; document representation; and user studies. The detailed analysis,

showtskg.lor-\each area of inquiry the number of different funding sources and

'level of funding, is reported in Exhibit 4. Further background information

on patterns in funding of library and information science research is

presented in Appendix C.

Preparation Of Preliminary Research Categories

On the basis of a review and discussion of background materials described in

the preceding sections, the project team developed a set of preliminary

research categories, to help guide the participating researchers in selecting

areas for their research project descriptions. These categories are

summarized in Exhibit 5. A diffieult judgment to make in conceptuali2ing

research categories was on the most appropriate, level of specificity. The

categories could not be so broad (e.g., "networks" or "automation:) that the

specific intent or focus of concern was lost. On the other hand, the

categories could not be so-specific as to make them actual research projects.

This dilemma was resolved by taking an approach that used both generic

classes and a number of important (and illustrative) subclasses.

10



ftinitillt 4. *Areas of Inquiry: "Analysis of Researdh
Awards in'ihe 1970$ (Part 1).
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Ekhibit 4: Areas of Inquiry: Analysis of Research

Awards'in the 1970s (Part 2)

No. of

roolooto

ho. or

rood oio qouscas Total Funding

:697X

MEM or adorn
4

.Goists/boagsrim/fass in library 13

and information services

Library a information us6 e
11,`

insermace

Library and information 6 316E

met assicents ..../

Standards 5 3
'

3071

i ,,
4remiss

1 EP 476X

ieraimic program for LibearY S 7

and inforeasiontsciance adoration

2 2711

Zifornasion policy .4 2 21591

Microform 9 3 2541

0395reight
3 2 2501

Mur.ation and training (mnaral.) "3

faitarlibrary loan % 2

1

2

2021

/ 1231

bola of Libraries in see dime- 4 2 1.211

=mice of information

Library f9 3 1 941

Grammies prom am and sareicas 1: 1 141

Theft . i 1 1 91
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Exhibit 5. Preliminary Research Categories (Part 1)

A. USERS AND OUR mars

1. Ways in which individuals learn about basic concepts of in =na-

tion, information sources, and information die.

2. Information-seeking and information-using behaviors, with
consideration'of the various types and sources of information and

method% for determiningjhatusers need
C

3. Impact of received information on the immediate recipient and the

ultimate (end) user of the inforiation

B. MANAGEMENT AND EVALUATION OF LIBRARY AND INFORMATICU SERPI

4. Management concepts and tools (or models) --including management of

multi-site libraries and networks- -e.g., for managing resources,

for' identifying true costs iiidcosit -accounting procedures, for
estimating user demand and information supply, and for defining

jobs/supervising personnel

5. Techniques for, and effects of, the "marketing" of library and

information 'services

6. Determining (including measurement approaches) and assuring quality

of library and information services,

C. NEW Easommcsor LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SERVICES

7. Elements of cost in all areas of the production and dissemination
of information, and the placetent of appropriate va'ues on
information packages and services

s

8. Alternative funding possibilities for publicly supported library

and information services

9. Economic implications, particularly for the small library and
inforeation ervice organization, of electronic publishing and

distribution

D. NEW AND EXPANDED LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SERVICES

10. Feasibility and potential impact of various new types of services,
e.g.) home-information delivery services, information and referral,

and-other "ccomunity-related services

11. Implications of an access orientation (as opposed to a "holdings"
orientation) on collection development, inter-library loan,document
deliVery, copyright, networks, standards, etc.
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Exhibit 5. Preliminary Research Categories (Part 2)

E. SYSTEM 4CEVELOPMENT

12. Technical interface-related considerations for improvetritccemp to

systems,-by intermediaries and end users

13. Social, cultural, and psycholNical considerations involved in

AD promoting and educating for ppblic use of systems

14. Feasibklity and design considerations for systems to support

reference services(e.g., fact-providing and question-answering

services)

15. Descriptive cataloging and indexing needs for online systems to be

used by end, users

16. Preservation and protection of various non-print storage media.

E. FACILITATI( OF CHANGE IN THE PROFESSICO

41.7.
Professional communication, in getting research to researchers and

getting research (or translations of research) to practitioners

18. Adoption 'Of innovation by library and information service

institutions (how new tools and praotices are adopted/integrated)

And methods for facilitating adoption in the future

0

denti.cication and assessment of research methodologies and tools--
4 $

G.

co'

includi43 theories within and outside the library and information

science field--available to .library and information researchers and

'to.practitioners

'20. Education and continuing education requirements for the professional

of today and tomorrow -

TIM IN SOCIETYROLE

.
21.9 Relationship of information use to productivity

yOtential of information principles and technologies in the solution

of 'problems in human services, government, science, technology and

*business

23. Integration of information into the instructional and learning

Priocesses

1/.

/
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Thekcategories in Exhibit 5 reflect several basic perceptions heldirby the

project staff about the most desirable type of candidate projects to be

developed for the Research Agenda. It was felt:

- That the ppojects should cover areas in which the resulting re-

search could achieve high visibility and impact. Although there

was a need to be fairly broad indefining potential research
areas, the intent was not to be exhaustive. As requested by

OLLT, the framework of research categories was, in itself;
intended to be a first-level screening of priorities.

- That, to the extent possible; the projects should be expressed in

institution -independent terms. They shouldre4ect needs and
problem areas that are shared across a wide spectrum of library
and information service organizations and uncross a wide spectrum

of library and information service pr ssionals, A number of

gatekeepers volunteered the opinion--on that we share--that our

field has been too fragmented and that e must pay greater attention

to commonalities, particularly if we ar to maximize the effects
of research ncpenditures from federal and other national-level

funding sources.

- That there is i need to'break new ground in research, particularly
in areas where funding support has not been strong. This does not

mean that wp have answered all questions in other areas for aleNtime.

In some fundamental areas (e.g., planning, measurement, andevalua-
tion), research is still needed, even though the areas have'had

substantial attention. A balance needs to be achieved between
identifying.treative new ways bf sharing and dissemipaking informa-
tion, and caking use of the already existing knowledge base.
knowledge base.

- That the research categories should not deal solely with internal
proceises of providing library and information service but must also
address some of the areas in which library and information services
interface with and affect other aspects of our society.

the trend toward electronic distribution of information will
continue, and computer and microprocessing technologies will become
more pervasive in education and in our everyday and business lives.
/his view of the future will need to become one of the central
reference points in the structure and definition of goals in our
profession, in library and information science education, and in
the economic4 and-provision of library and information services.

Although it would'have been convenient to think about major research cate-

gdries only in terms of traditional functions and classes like the ones

displayed earlier in Exhibit 2, we elected not to do so. We hoped that the

presence of some non-traditional classes would help free the project partici-

Wxplore some of the more global and multidimensional problems facing
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our field: The drawback ofthis approach, of course, is that, at first

glance, some majortareas may appear to be "missing.' For example, "coopera-

ation and resource sharing"
and314C;;;Iogy," both important and popular

topics, are not explicitly named-es research categories. The fact that no
.

specific categoriet have-been devoted to them does not, mean that they were

nciit addressed. We expected the-participants to
address these and any other

specific issues that they considered important as they interpreted the

preliminary categories from\their own perspectives.

I

1

In guidance given to researchers for preparation of the research project v.:4

descriptions, we emphasized that these areas and categories were not intended

to limit or constrain them in developing ideas for proposed projects. We

to)d all of the participants that they would have anopportunity to propose 4* 1

.additional problem areas and needs at the Airlie House meeting itself.

B. SELECTION OF PROJECT PARTICIPANTS

To meet the stated objectives of the Research Agenda project and to stay

within the resources avap.able

concurrence from OLLT, a max

participants in this project.

this project, we established, with

r of professionals to be invited as

inal set of participants, all of whom

were identified with their present affiliations in the Acknowledgearnts,

included 15 researchers (14 of whoa participated in the meeting) and

11 practitioners.

Invitational meetings almost always raise questions about the criteria for

invitation and about the representativeness of the invited group. *inal

-selection of the participants was made in cooperation with OLLT, on the basis

of a number of criteria. gesides being leaders in their respective areas,

the Participants, Collectively, represented a very/road range of backgrounds

and expertise--a major consideration in our seOction, along with the goal of

achieving various kinds of geographic, affiliation, and occupational balance.

Cr./

The selection process began with the identification of a set of candidates,

drawn from f'commendationi made by OLLT, the Gatekeepers with lhom we

.
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disclosed major research area needs, and our own staff e. From this 'starter'

set of'candidates, we made a number of contacts, to get first-hand

information on ir currient primary areas of specialization, and to

determine r interest in being participants in this project'During

these conversations, we also obtained their recommendations for additional

names of qualified individuals. Followup contacts were made withthesm-------
.

additional individuals, as well. Over 40 individuals were contacted, to

learn of their possible interest in participating, and each o these

candidates was Matched against the major research areas in our preliminary

set of categories, to help ensure that we were adequately covering the

types of expertise needed to prepare research project descriptions in all

areas. (All participants submitted vitae to help us in this matchup process.)

Various matrices were made to help achieve the desired types of balances

and, with the advice.and.assistance of OLLT, a final selection wms made.

C. PREPARATION AND PRELIMINARY RE7104(flOF PROPOSED RESEARCH PROJECTS

Each of the 15 researchers among thb 26 project pricipants was'asked to

prepare, iA draft form, descriptions of approximately six research projects.

Although their interest eras, had been.discussed in the course of inviting

theirparticipation, we formilized the commissioning of these descriptions.

Each researcher was asked to specify from among the set of 23 research

categories (see Exhibit 5)-those that were of primary and secondary

interest. In addition, each researcher was ihvited to suggest additional

research areas that he or she wished to address in the research descriptions.

All of these preferences were arrayed in a matrix and reviewed by CA staff.

On the basis of the 'fie between researcher interests and the areas

identified in the satrix, we made tentative assignments for each researcher.

These assignpents were discussed with each researcher over the telephone

and mutually agreed on as the areas in which they would focus their )ttention.

.

The purpose in making these assignments was to help ensure that we covered.

all of the major research areas and that we minimized unintentional duplica-

tion. (Some overlap was intentionally built into the assignments, to help

ensure coverage ok selected broad areas). Our undefstanding with the

47.
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researchers was that they were free to shift their focus, if certain areas

did not develop well for them, and to group projects together, if necessary,

to provide the'right kind of coverage of problem areas.

MP'

With these assignments, w provided instructions on the format and content

to be provided for each project description. Each contribution was.to

approximately five pages in length and include these sectional

Background. 'To describe briefly 'the major problem area(s) that the

project addresses, includingicitatigns to previous relevant research on

which the proposed study shotild build.

Purpose and'Objectives. To discuss research questions and

hypotheses to be studied and to identify 'the intended beneficiaries or

target populations. .

Study Approach. To characterize the type of Methodology (e.g.,

experiment or survey) being proposed and to indicate the particular

environment in which the study is to be conducted.

Cost Estimate. To include the number of professional person -years

and any additional extraordinary direct expenses.

Researchers were given approximately two months to prepare draft descriptions

of proposed research projects. :Although they were asked, to build on already

existingror ongoing research, we did not expect, in the time allowed, for

them to prepare in-depth state -of- the-art papers or to justify in detail'

their selection of particular problem areas or research approaches. In other

words, we did not re4uire 'pplishee proposals. As amentionid earlier in this

4.* r

report, the purpose,Of developing jehese project descriptions was to have

available at the or ie House meeting the type of stimults material that

would help the participants to focus their discussiona/And evaluations on
.

specific, concrete ideas for dea4ng with important problem areas and needs.

After the drafts were received, they were distributed to OLLT ana to all `

participants, for review and initial.evaluation and rating prior to tht

ft meeting.
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IV. SUMMIT REPORT Of TIE RESEARCE AGENDA MEETING_

Thelteseardh AgeNda meeting with 25 participants was held in a retreat

environient,at Airlie Rouse, in Warrenton, Virginia, July 19-22, 1981. The

sequence of sasXions,'which included small-group workshops and plenary

sessions, is shown in Exhibit 6. The overall meeting plan was designed

to facilitate discussion and evaluation of the research idias and, ultimately,

the selection of the top 20 (or so) projects that would comprise the-Research

Agenda. It was also designed to pcovitie the opportunity for the participants

ib share and discuss the criteria on which they based their judgments.

The 88 projects that had been prepared in advance by the researcher partici--

pants were grouped into three sits --A, MM, and C--in an initial classifica-

tion skates designed to facilitate discussion and evaluation of projects on

similar topics. Participants were given compl to latitude to combine

projects (e.g., to strengthen any individual ojetts or to broaden the

scope of a single project) and/or to develop entirely new project

descriptions, in order to cover research areas that had not been covered

adequately in the sot of 811 projects. As a result, 101 projects and

combinations of projects wee reviewed by the participants. Pull copies of

the top-ranked projects --the Research Agenda--and summaries of-all other

pro are given in Appendix D and Appendii 2, respectively.

following sections we report on the major segments and processes of

the see ng. C7, project director served as chairmen4the meeting.

He and two other c senior staff members chaired small-group workshops and

acted as facilitators but did not tajce part in any voting.

A. /NTRODOCTORY SESSIQW

Following introductions of all participants, Dick Hays, the Deputy Assistant

Secretary, Office of Libraries and Learning Technologies, presented an

overview of OLLT's goals and expectations for this project. Some of the

participants had assumed thatt'bocauit this study was being aupported'by.

)(3
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DAY 2

2 hours

6 hours

Day
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phibit 6. Summary of Research Agenda Meeting Schedule

rirrn000croseesszurai

W3RiSNOP ARD'PLENARY SESSI648: ProjectEvaluationCriteria

MORISFOP.AND PLENARY SESSIONS: Evaluation And Rating of,

ProjOrattin Groups A and B
0

?MARY SESSION: Evaluation and Rating of Projects in

Group C

I hour puma' SESSION: Review and Rovision,of.Evaluationelatings

of Group B Projects

PLENARY SESSION: Review and Revision of Evaluations/Ratings

of Gedip A Projects
1 hour

2-1/2 hours INDIVIDUAL AND SMALL-GROUP MOIR SESSIONS: Preparation of

New, Reviled, and Combined Projects

1 hOur

Day 4

PLENARY SESSION: Discussion of New, Revised, and Combined

Projects

(DIDIVIDOAL &t...,0g of Final Candidate List of 42 Projects)

3 hours

4
2 hours

,

1

.

PUMA= SESSION: Piesentstiog4f Final Ratings and Review/

Discussion of Research Agenda Projects

PLENARY SESSION: Evaluation of Meetihg and A.nal Product

Dissemination

.4

1r

1
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OLLT, the research projects shout be,relevant to OLLT's mission and

-domain, as they understood it. hey were reminded that the Research Agenda

was to hive no such preconceived &ries or limitations.

Orientation Comments

Following a presentation of the procedures to be used for rabing the

research projects, the Chairman introduced several basic premises to guide

the process of evaluating projects: Be noted that a group of very diverse

individuals had deliberately been selected for this meeting and that we did

not want to lose the potential value of that diversity in the process of

evaluation. What was important in the process was that individual per-

spectives and value systems be communicated to-otb-er participants. We had

no requirement for, or expectation of, aohieving,cons*neus, in the sense Of

complete agreement. The selection of Research Agenda projects - -the "top 20"

projects - -would be determined through the averaging of individdal ratings.

We also fully expected that each participant would apply his or ter own set

of criteria to the *valuation process and, again, what was important in the

-discussions was for these criteria to be wade explicit. In planning the

meeting, we had considered and rejected the idea of-establishing a.specific

set of criteria in advance and asking the participants to use them, even

though using them would have imposed scmewhat greater structure on the .

overall process. Instead, we ,planned to have the group members share thei

ideas t the most iscotimurit criteria. A set of criteria, shown in

Exhibit 7, was presented and reviewed, to stiiulate the group's thinking

about aria to be considered. (Fu.t'1 discussion of thii topic was

schedule for the first session on the following day.1---Rowever, participants

were told that they would be asked-to apply their own weighting of criteria,

using their personal "multiple-correlation machines."

Report Lt Pre-Meeting Ratings

-In the weeks Prior to the meeting, participants had been asked to 'review. and

provide ratings, on the original set of 88 projects. This preameeting evalua-

tion had been requested to ensure that the participants had time, to Study the
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Exhibit 7. Suggested Criteria for Participants' Consideration

- Importance of project to the field of library and information science

- Importance to the users/clients/beneficiaries/publics
that are.served

by libraty and information services .

\
.

- Techriical, soundness of the researchconcept/plan
----...

The extent to which the problem/issue/target is truly amenable to

research

The area of subject matter, including the problem or need it addresses

and including whether the project descript n is framed eithet too

broad?y or too narrowly

- The objective of the research (what is to be learned) and the precise-

ness with which the objective has been described

- The reasonableness of the project's view of the present state of affairs

and consistency with the participants' own visions of the future

- Awar ss of and linkage with prior research in that area

- The cost-benefit ratio (likely impacts for the resources utilized)

- The nusiber and type of potential beneficiaries

- The likelihood that.the results can be put to immediate, practical use

- The exent,to which the problem or area has been studied before or

opens U157new ground

- The size 'Sf the project, in terms of funds required,,extensiveness in

effort, need for massive cooperation, etc. 6

- Extent to which the project is premature, i.e., assumes data, method-

ology, or an environment that does.not yet exist

- Helps to achieve a balance among erojects
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projects carefully, because there would be onlf limited time at the meeting

for reading and reflection. It was also important to determine whether we

were likely to encounter serious problems in the use of a 5-point rating

scale. #t the meeting, we reported that, in examining the returns, we found

no evidence of such problems,,and the preliminary evaluations supplied

ample evidence ofthe diversity of views represented in the group. Summary

\atare44)tics for theie preliminary ratings are provided in Exhibit 8. Almost

all of the projects had attracted all five points on the ruing scale: 67

projects lout of 81*) had ls (the 'high' end of the scale) and 2s and 3s and

4s and 5s. No project rated better than 1.9 (an overall rating average) and

no project rated lower. than 3.9.

B. THE WORRSHOP/PLENARY SESSIONS ON CRITERIA

In their first small-group workshops and in the first plenary session,

participants were asked to share their views with eaceother on the criteria

dust they had applied in their pre-meeting eAluations and on the criteria

that they thought should be applied during Ehe course of the meeting. To

'stimulate discussions in the small-group workshops,-participants were asked

the questions 4iven below, which were to be answered independent of any_

specific projects, unless they were needed to illustrate a Particular

criterion.

- What made your 1-rated projects ls?

- What kept your 2s froM being Is?

- Did your 3s, 4s, and 5s simply lack something that the

others had, or did they have a specific characteristic
whose presence caused a lower rating?

*A final set of en project descriptions was not available ip time to be
included ih the pre- Ling evaluations,_although they were distributed prior

to the meeting.

53
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Exhibit 8. Summary StatiStics for the Pre-Meeting Evaluation Ratings

1. Distribution of Raw Tallies, by Rating Score

Rating Score Number of Times Assigned

'1 371

2
432

3
372

4 309

5
246

2. Distribution of Ratis, by'Number of ProjeCts

Distribution of Ratings Number of Projects

1 - 2 - 3 - 4 = 5 67

1 - 2 - - 4 - *

* - 2 --3 - 4 - 3

1 - 2 -,3 - * - 5 2-

1 2 - - 4 - 5

81.

3. Average Ratini Scores

Range of Average Scores Number of Projects

1.8 or Higher

1.9 -

2;1 - 2.5

23,- S.0

3.1- 3.5

3.6 - 1.9

4.0 or Lower

.

5

22

29

21

4

0

81

6

b,
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Croup 1 recommended that the projects to be selected have-broad societal

implications, be future-oriented (i.e., not'bound by the present), and be

cost-beneficial. Groupp2 recommended focusing first of research issued and

the problems Being addressed and, in a later,pass, use the methodology to

help ensure thatthe problem is truly "researchable." They recommended using

.a "so what" test to decide whether the project would make.a

'difference and they proposed trying to achieve some hzlance

"thinking ec ectic." The third group identified four major

strength of the theoretical base; methodological plausibili

aiion of the state of'the art; and potential payggf.

significant

and breadth *

criteria: the._

ty; due consider-

The4kiscussions in the smsli-group workshops that generated these recom-

mendations and that ensued in the followup plenary session illustrate some

of the contrasting "p4rspectives that were Aid by participants. View

several areas are suimarized below.

OIL
. "r

Several participants noted thalithey expected"to change theih prPineeting

views' on the prpjects because of the broader fundngVcope" that had been

emphasited in the previous evening's disCussion. For at least one

partidipadt,, whether a project was a fundable represented major factor in

the ratings:* 00P

I'
A gutstion I asked myself (in rating projects) was:
is there some agency that will fund this project?
I think that same political astuteness is calfed for.

Other participants ignored funding:

I did just the opposite: I looked at-projects without
regard to funding or funding sources.

4,

I believe that if you feel intensely 'enough abbut
something, you 'can probably get fundiag for it.

S.

'*Quotations provided throughout this report are not netessariiy verbatim.
..

' have-been condensed and edited for purposes of readability and clarity.
. A

59t
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4

Relevance totibrary and Information Science

4-

4 ,

Discussions in:both the small groups
and,Pienary sessions shoWed that e

-relevance of a project to the domain of library and inforMation scienc

research wai,conildered by many participants, even though they,had

nit rent views on its importance as a-criterion:

F'

Some projects were beyond our domain, but then I said to

myself: Why shouldn't we be the ones td raise these

questions? (Thet,example given'had-to do With the economic

theory of information.)

I liked projects that led us into other fields.:.

This area bothers me....literacy is a problem that the field

of education hasn't been able to solve, and we can't really

solve dt either..""ft's beyond our scope.

We in the public libraries have always been a local

option; we are not mandated.
So, projects that let us

show value to political decisionmakers are most

important--that's real life. I rated library technology, .

funding, and literacy,projects:highest.

This cOterion assumed greater -significance in the courseof
the meeting,

particularly as views on the boundaries of library and itormation

science as a field of research study were constantly being tested!.

Project Objectives and Methodologies Jr,

The difficulty in evaluating research prdiects, as opposed to research

areas, was revealed most
dralitally/in discussions of 'projects in whiqp

o ,

e .

,

the research objectives-(or the problem areas being researched) were signifi-

cantly more, or significantly less, compelling than their proposed methodoloqi.

11.

This d4emms fated by the
participakts ispreflected in these comments:

r.
4

I feel we should be dealing with issues, not projects:,

That'$ why I rated basically on objectives rather than

oh methodologies.

56
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.I didn't worry so
the problem being

But, are we going
methodologies?

-49-

much about methodology but looked'at
addressed.

A

to be stuck with projects that have bid

This 41ilemma was not resolved in the general discussion of criteria,

although one of the groups, as mentioned earlier, suggested that

methodologies become.a concern for a second pass. In fact, it appears

that, in their evaluations, the participants tended throughout the meeting
.

,

,,-
,--

. N
to focus primarilron research opjectivets,*but they made methodology the

,direct foOus Of attention on those profects where the methodology webs

particularly weak and/or'where the methodology was a Major component of the

Icir

research objectives (e.g., here a methodology was being tested for its

usefulness in addressing a ticular problem), In general, however,

research objectives were far more, important to the participants than

methodology.

It shoUld als96.ke noted that there are many projects in the collection,

even among, tame that were finally included in the Research Agenda, that

members in the group would have liked to work on, time permitting, to

improve the objectives, the methodology, oboth. They, recognized, however;

that creating descriptions of "polished, ready-to-fund projects wee not a

,major ,goal:

Present Versus Future Orientation

1

Officially,.the scope of the meeting's concern was the *1980s." This point,

was emphasized a number ortimes, to enlure that participants dill not take

4 #
too narrow a view of the time frame for the proposed research The

participants differed ,in. the extent to which they could --or wanted
a ,

'to--detach tt*1profect evaluations from present-day concerns. StreOg

Opinions were voiced, by both researchors'and practitioners,Sabout the

extent to which one needed to brifig an orientation towitd the-futureeto
.

,

the evaluation process.
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. .

(Question to reileaschers)-,Are your projects extensions

of present projects or new areas? ,(Answer, from sedirai

researchers) Mostly extensio

We cannot and should not fail to dok at historical studies

AO.
and present studies to see where Ve are.

We can't really, deal with areas in the distant future.

I rated novel ideas higher.

(In answer to a questiokabout projectsotelating to the `.-

present, e.g1/41111se of the card catalog) How to build a

better buggy p--such as the card catalog--is not the

type of project'we should to interested in.

Projects with broad impact end futures orientation tend to

have less well-develOped'methodologies, but we. can try to

improve these methodologies or take it on faith that

someone will learn'how to study a problem.

0

Scope, Size, and Impact ,

A numher of contrasting views were presented regarding a rightful place

on a national=level agenda of relatively small (low -eff rt) projects and

projects that were nar'rowly focused.

. ,

In response to questions on the meaning of "broad societal implications" (a

criterion recommended by one group), the point was made that application of 1

this_criterion could help to weed the substantive from the trivial and to

focus more attention on those projects that would have impact on a greater
-----

part of society., Another group expressed the same generaI'idea, calling the

criterion the "so-what?' test.
_

One practitioner translated the scope,size, and impact issues into

this set of criteria: the projects must have same reledlance to the world,

have a macro-level view, and must have some potential for ultimate impact

on end users and on the ability of the library to thrive, compete, and

survive. Only projects of ttis type should be considered of "national"

importance.

58 /
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Balance

N.,

A theme throughout of the discussion was the need for "balance,' nott
aLthe characteristic ofa single project but as a criterion for judging

the 'mix" of projects selected foethe research agenda. This thee was

first expressed in terms of an eclectic or heterogeneous approack:

There are several modeli for a research agenda: an Apollo"

type agenda, representing what was needed to acccaplish'that

single missions a 'fusion" -iype agenda, where one of a few types

of energy solutions must be selected; or the "cancer",research

program model, in which'a multiplicity of solutions must be

researched. For our field, a heterogeneous approach has been

most typical.

The-concept of balance was later expressed nicely in. terms of the Research

Agenda's serving as a "research portfolio.' Durin4 the diacussion on this

concept, another "meta-project" concern was expressed in these terms:

0
A major objective for the agenda should be to create a better

climpte for 'research. You can ,,have a program-oriented
research approach that consists mainly of RFF=type bidding,

or you can have less defined areas and stimulate researchers

to develop their own ideas. Some research builds research

capacAty among professionals and is therefore worthwhile,

even ifdit is not the most important research project in

itself.

The participants did not arrive at a clear consensus on the Apecifics of

the balance that was to be achieved among the projects, but it was clear

that the achievement of Some kind of balance in the areas 9r topics to

be discussed was to be an important consideration in their selection of

projects for the Research.Agenda.

A rather surprising aspect of the dl n on criteria and expectations

was the total absence of strong an sharply stated special-interest views

that tend to become divisive in many meetings. The rticipants were able to

respond to the challenge to don their 'library and information science

professional" hats and look at the full spectrum 4f concerns and issues in

the field, regardless of whether those concerns and issues were of primary

concern in their day-to-day profmsional work.
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C. TEE PROJECT EVALUATION AND RATING SESSIONS*

The various discussion sessions were. intended to achieve the following

objectives: 6

To give the participants an

pre-meeting evaluations, in
on applicable criteria, and
to our computing the scores
projects

1

opportunity to review their
the light of the discussions:
torchange those ratings prior
and averages for each set of

- To display the individual group ratings and overall ratings

fOr the projects, as stimuli for discussion ,

To encourage discussion of why the top -rated projects that

received a statistically high rating (i.e., a low spore) should

or should not make the 'preliminary cut" of projects to be

considered as candidates foi the Research Agenda

- To determine whether there wera other projecti that received

poorer ratings,fron the group.bui;(for Same reason deserved

to be "upgr " for inclusion in the preliminary cut

- To identify pro ects that should be combined and/or improved

- To identify areas in' which new projects "should be generated

- To arrilie at a set,,of top ojects to be included in the

'preliminary cut c%.

The discussions held thrOughout the-two da also'resulted'in a number of

changes to the statist4cally'derived list of didate projects. Projects

were "downgraded"--removed'from the list --or " raded"--added to the

list on the basis of discussion among

and combined project descriptiojis were

discussions that led,to cbaAges in the

provided in thIllexamples given beloe.

the participants. In addition, new

prepared. A flavor of some-,of the

statistically derived listing is

*Project numbers are provided in this section to help readers locate('

descriptions presented in Appendices D and E.

o



Recoiendations for Combining Projects

Projects 33 and 1 on publit'library funding were both among the top -rated

project? from their group, which led to tb following interaction about the

needt6 combine the two, as well as Projitt 51, which had not been a top-rated

project. ,

Because we're so with the issue of public

library funding, 're applying different standards to

the projects. I can't see how these project:1'1.0re trying

to reach the goal of financial stability for libraries, or

even what the problem statement is, or whether it's

researthable. Project 51 came closest to being a real

research project with a specific methodology. What is the

specific question that Project 33 addresses, and what

answers will it provide?

Project 33 says that a group of 25 to 5¢- people will get

t it's Ake who; you get 23 or so people
together II( come tb a consensus on what should be done.

You know
together and try to come to a consensus...clearly the area
is important, but research,cannot produce *I answer.

Regarding Project 51: most people recognize that the property

tax is nOtta'viable funding\mochanism for-public libraries.

SCLIS did worX osim:lternattoi' funding Sources and published

this work some ago. We should build on that work..

It's O.R. for uoi to say that there aie broad approaches to

research in an area and that, within that, there are also more

specific apprdaches. Funding agencies can fund one or both

of these approaches, but I hope that we're not saying
(if we combine them) that one study iWthis area should be fundqd

in the next eight years.

Bowyer important an issue is, you have to come up with a
research project of else the issue must pass. Is it

researchable? If not, we have to drop it.

As a result of this interaction, two of the prod-not authors and a

practitioner volunteered to work on a coibination of the three projects- -

which became Project 95--although the group also voted to leave the two

individual projects in the list, for final rating later.

4

%O.
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'Recommendations for' Upgrading" and "Downgrading" Projects

Several projets that were not in the top ten of their groups ("A," 'B,' or

'C') were reintroduced by individuals for possible upgrading and inclusiOn

in the preliminary cut,. For example, projects 38 and 46 were introduced

as two networkfilg-relateeprojects, although they had quite different foci:

project 38 covered collection tvelopeent and project 46 covered school

library media programs in networks. In the case of project,18, a

practitioner noted that it was rated low because the problem of cooperative

collection developmentin networks was not one of lack of methbds or

concepts, but lack ofigamemitment. This person was not sure that those

problems could be addressed through research. Another practitioner felt

that such was already being,done in practice to bring school library media

programs into networks. Neither of these two projects was upgraded by tphe

group.

Project 30, on general economic theory, was one of several projects that

stirred more. controversy than others. In one of the initialevaluations,

-N....."0/5 project received seven is and also seven,5s. For some participants it

was a very important area for others, it -was outside the scope ibrary

and information science. In representing-the opinion, of those the latter

side of the issue, one participant noted: 'We should concern ourselves first

with studying our own micro-level economic issues." In spite of such

reservations, the group voted to include the project in its preliminary cut.

The reasons for downgrading projects were not always made explicit. One

project on electronic catalogs was downgraded because some members felt that

the project overlapped previoU6 research and that the new project did not

add sufficiently to that earlier work. Whether the proposed new project was

in fact linked conceptually to previous reseach was not resolved. The

discussion focused instead on why reliparrbh sometimes goes unheeded and/or

unknown. Some of the participants felt thee certain types of research,

including alternative methods for generating cataloging data for online use,

are a threat to the library establishment and Nn go no further.
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D. FINAL SELECTION OP AGENDA PROJECTS

In a final evaluation. session, participants were asked to rate all of the-1

projects that had mad* the preliminary cut. Thete were 42 such mkjects,

out of a total of-101 candidates. ISO ratings were tallied during the

evening and early seining hours andpe results were presented to the

participants On the final morning the meeting,

In reviewing these final rating results, the group agreed to stay with the

objective of making the top-rated 20 projects tA, Research Agenda. Spwever,

it is important to note that there were few natural breaks inthe point

distribution, and the cutoff at 20 was based simply on a predetermined

target.

li,,Because some projects were, in fact, combinations of i tidual projects that

were also being rated_indiyidually, the group'voted, on a case-by-case basis,

whether to retain in tlrResearqh Agenda either a"combined project" or the

", individual projects" comprising that combined project. In general, their
II ,

preference was to retain individual projects in cases where they had received

more favorable rating scores. it I

The Research Agenda projects are presented and discussed in the following

chapter of this report.-

I.
1 63
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V. PRESENTATION OF THE RESEARCH AGENDA
'

In advance-of the Airlie Howie meeting, we set as a target approximately 20

projects to be-included in the Research Agenda. This target was not

intended to be strictly adhered to and, in fact, through combinations of

projects -- representing project bream- -score _than,20 specific prOjecta

are included in the final Research Agenda. The rationale for establishing

a target was to-help ensure that, however difficult it was to make hard ,

*

ilchoice and establish priorities, it would be done. i

In this chapter, we present and-discuss the Research Agenda piojects and

place they in the context of the "universe of projects and areas that

were considered at the' Airlie House meeting.

A. OVERVIEW OF THE -ReSEABGH AGENDA

Exhibit 9 shows, by number and title, the final set of projects and

combinations of prtdects selected for inclusion in the Research Agenda. In

selecting these projects, the participants very clearly did. not.intend to

convey the message that the,research area represented by one project was

necessarily more important than the area represented by another project.

Therefore, we have displayed the final set of projects in li....4assification

scheme, to help characterize the major focus of each project or set of

projects. The sequence of presentation in this Exhibit does not imply the

relative importance of various areas. Complete project descriptions are

provided in Appendix D.

The

areas

of the Research Agenda, within the total universe of projects and

sidered at the Airlie House meeting, is illustrated in the display

given in Exhibit 10. This display shoWs the Research. Agenda projects

(indicated with circled project numbers) in relation to, the total number of

candidate projects in each category.

I

4
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Exhibit 9. Research Agenda Projects, by Number and Title (Part 1)

INFORMATION.GENERATION AND PROVISION OF LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SERVICES

Electronic Generation, Storage,'andDelivery Of Information

03. Exploiting the True Capabilities of Electronic Publication

100. The Role of Libraries in Creating and Providing Viewtext InformatiOn.

Services (combining projects 79 and 80),

79. Role of the Community Library as Viewtext Information Provider

80. Impact of Viewtext Systems on Traditional' Reference functions

of the Community Library

Use of Automation in "Reference-Desk" Services

04. An Online Network to Support Question Answering in Libraries

54. Information Transfer-at an Online Reference Desk in a Public

Library Setting--Design Considerations for Staff and Patron

INFORMATION USERS AND USES

Information Needs

09. Techniques for Marketing L nary and Information Services

37. Consumer Behavior Reseaic Applied to Libraries

64 From Childhood to Adolescence; Changing Information Needs

Information-Seeking Behaviors

55 Direct and Quick Information Retrieval Service in a School Setting

58 Information Seeking in High and Low Scatter Fiel4s

Information Access and Use.

18. Development of a Conceptual Framework for Observation of User

Behavior with Online Information/Data Systems

19. The Influence of Selected.Information Search Mechanisms on User

Behavior

21. Evaluation of the Changing Needs of Online Search System Users

as Influenced by Search Systems Experience

78. Impact'of the "New Literacy" on the "Knowledge Gap" Between

Demographic Groups

65
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Exhibit 9. Research Agenda Projects, by Number and Title (Part 2)

ECONOMICS OF INFORMATION Alp OF LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SERVICES
.

eV&

Costs of Library and Information Services

94. Costs and Cost Analysis Of Library and Inforiation Services
(combining aspects of projects 17, 82, and 36)

17. Elements of Cost in the Produdtion an Dissemination

of Information

82. Cost-Accosting Standards

36. Development of &1st and Performance Models for Evaluating

Library'Automation Prams

Funding of Publicly Suppported .LiBrary and Information Services

11. Alternative Funding Possibilities for Pub4icly Supported Library

and Information Services
,

The Economic Value of Information and of Library and Information Services

31. Impact of Information on Industrial Pr ucti ty

32: Impact If Public Libraries on Cnimunity Productivity
11'

. 84. Economic Value of Investment in Information

EDOCATION AND - PROFESSIONAL ISSUES-

.

97. Dissemination and Diffu sion of Library and Information Science
Research and Practice (combining projects 98, 42, 26, and 23)

98. Analysis of'Effective Researcher-Practitioner Linkages in
the Library/Information Field

42. Diffusion of Innovation in Librarianship

26. "Pathfinders ": The Diffusion of an Information Innovation

23. Diffusion of Social/Behavioral Sciences Research Methods
into Information System/ase Studies

47. A Study of Selelted Organized Groups Whilph Actively Promote
Censorship of Materials in Public Libraries and Schools .

6)6
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Exhibit 10: A classification of Proposed and "Research Agenda" Projects* (Part 1)

RESEARCH AREAS PROMICTHUMBERS

_INFORMATION GAMERATION Alin PROVISION or LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SERVICES

Electionic Generation, Storage, and Delivery of Information

.

Adtomated Reference Services 0

Information Dissemination-Research to Practice

0, 05, 70, 71, 74,

99, ® 09,001, 101

0
01

76, 77, 83,

Expansion of Community-Related Library apd InfoShation Services 12, 35, 81

.INVORMATION USERS AND USES

Information Needs
07, 08,0, 13,0,

Information-Seeking BehaylOrs
24,1(9. 59, 92

.
Information Attertiss and Use -0 (3' 20, 03 41,

52, 53, 56,

57, 60, 62, 63, 69, 72,3 90,

91, 93

PLANNING AND EVALUATION OF LIIIIRARY AND INFORMATION SERVICES/SYSTEMS

Planning and Evaluatiu0
39, 50, 62, 66, 68

Evaluation of Library and Information Siirvfce eftectivIness . . .0. , 14, 15: 16, 25, 40, 5

Collection Development and Preservation
38, 541

Library's 1601.,is Covarnment-Sponsored DIssamlnatiom . . 415 .. .. 96

System Performance Measurements
85

Networks.
46

Futures
06, 43, 44, 73

-1-
itesearc) Agend4.0pioiect numbers are presented In circles.

111.1.0.-" NNW -MIL
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t 10. A Classification of Propos,edand "R arch Agenda" Projects (Part 2)

RESEARCH AREAS PROJECT NUMBERS
- ...*.

ECONOMICS OF INFORMATION AND Of LIBBBRT AND INFORMATION SERVICES

. Costs of Library and Information ServiCes

.: '

(F0117.82,36)

Funding of Publicly Supported Library and Information Services 0:13, 1, 95

The Economic Va4ue of Information and of Library and Information

'Services

, 006
Impact-of Electronic Distribution on Conventional Library and

.

Information Sources - -.
02 .

Information Economy Theory /
10, 30, 49

...

EDUCATION AND PROFESSIONAL ISSUES

Dissemination and Diffusion of Library and Information Science .
. ''

Research and Practice .

Education and Training

34,0(98+42+26+23)

28, 48, 88, 89

Librari. and Information Science Research 22, 27, 87

Library and Information Science 86

Standards , 65

Technology Utilization by Professional Groups ' 67 .

INTELLECTUAL FREEDOM CI ..... .

68
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In the chapter-that follows, we identify andipriefly discuss some of the
.

J 4

arems that are not covered in the Research Agenda*: However, it-is important

to comment at this time on two of the obvious "missing' elements in this

Research Agenda *1.10 projects are included from the classificationcategory

of PLANNING-AND EVALEXTION OF LIBRARY ANDANFORMATIVN SERVICES/SYSAMS. This

is an artifact of theslissification scheme, rathef than of the scope and

coverage of the Research Agenda. Upon closer examination of the Research

Agenda projects, the reader wilt observe thatAceral projects from other,

more specific categories could also be classified as Planning.and EvalAtion

projects.

Another area in which no proj s were selected for inclusion in the Research

Agenda was Education and_Traini4(within the category of EDUCATION AND

PROFESSIONAL ISSUES). The number ubmiegions of jproects in this area was

purposely limited because, conCtnent, th-this project, the Department of

Edication was planning a separate stud this area. At tHe time of the

Airlie House meeting, the Request fQr Proposal had been withdrawn. The

project participants expressed the hope that it would be reinstituted. The

consensus was that this area is of vital concern, but that there was

insufficient time to deal, de novo, with a challenge of-this magnitude.

The RequeS't for Proposal in this area has since been re-issued by the.

Department of Education.

4

Although we encourage t-eaders to review -the fu prOject descritkons,

contained in Appendix D, we provide in Exhibit 11 on the following pages

summaries of each project, to help convey better the scope and coverage
1

of the Rtsearch Agenda.

4 ,
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.
.

Project 03. Exploiting the True Cal-abilities of Electronic Pubrication.

Electrodic publishing today is li more than the display of printed pages

on a screen; the full capabilities of computers are, not yet being fully

This-study proposes t demonstrate,what a Publication designed

ab initio for electron4c acces would look like. Demonstrations and experi-

cmentsiould be conducted an user reactions obtained.

Pro ect 0416 Online Ne rk to Su rt estion-Answeri in'Libraries. A

demonstration and mix e research project As proposed to build a nucleus

database of reference estions and,answers,for online access. Such a system

could improve the qual ty of reference service (more accurate answers in less

' time) and reduce the- uplication of effort among libraries.

Project 09. Techniqu for Marketing Library and Information Services. If

libraries are to a ieve viability in thecurrent socio-economic climate,
they must adopt mo e aggressive, bold, and response-oriented strategies. A

two-phased projec is preposed: a synthesis of information available in all

pertinent fields to identify relevant market research techniques; and an

exploratory4res arch project involving case studies pf librarigs that have

used aggressive marketing techniques.

Project 11. Alternative Funding Possibilities for Publicly Supported Library

and Information Services. Libraries must develop sources of 'revenue outside

the taxpaying cycle, and fees for services represent at least a partial

solution. An evaluative survey of randomly selected libraries is proposed to
gather data concerning alternative funding sources that are used, including

fees for see/ice. -

Project 18. Development of a Conceptual Framework for Observation of User

Behavior with Online Information/Data Systems. There is growing interest in

data collection regarding user behavior, yet there are no consistently used

and accepted techinques for measuring user- computer interaction: This

project proposes to develop a behaviorally-oriented model or conceptual
framework that can be used for developing observational measures of user
behavior vis-a-vis online information/data systems,4end to relate the

*components of the model to specific areas of system design and system-
performance.

project 19. The Influence of'Selected Information Starch Mechanisms on User

Behavior. It is generally assumed that users can adjust their behavior to
suit the, particular requirements of a search system, but it'is passible that

. users retain a 'core-concept" of information-seeking methods and use each
system on- the.basis of this approach. System designers need to have a better

0 understanding of the influence of-search mechanisms on user behavior. A

controlled experiment invesrigatipg four basic search mechanisms is proposed:

41 u.
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Exhibi ,,ll. Brief Summaries of the Research Agenda Project;(Part2)

Project 21. Evaluation of the Changing eeds of Online Search System Users

as Influenced by Search Systems Experience. Studies have indicated that users

with different levels of training and/or experience vary in system-use

behavior. Research is needed to determine how user behavior dnanges.yith

experience:and the implicatidts of these changes for system design. This

information could be applied to the design of user, interfaces and training

programs. A controlled field study of beginning users is proposed.

Project 31. Impact of Information on thdystrial Productivity. Since 1972,

the productivity growth rate of U.S. industries has dropped, while many

other countries have enjoyed increasing producAvity-growth rates. There

may be a positive correlation between investment in 'information sevioes

and productivity growth, bilt little has been done to measure this

relationship. A study is needed to coileot/data'ori productivity and

investments in information goods and services, fe6 the United States and

other industrialized countries.

Project 32. Impact of PublicLibraries on Community productivity. Measures

of library.peoductivity now in use permit interlibrary comparisons but do not

indicate the econsTic contribution that a libraty makes to acommunity.

Research is'recommended to develop and test a model for measuring the impact

of the public library on community productivity.

Project 37. Consumer Behavior Research Applied to Libraries. Mark/et

research techniques axe regular4 cited as having great potential payoff,

) but prior' studies, appear to have contributed little to planning 'changes in

services, resources, and management of the libraries conducting the

surveys. Surveys must do more than describe the market; they mast ident

users' needs so that services meeting those needs can be provided. A

project is proposed to review the field of consumer research, identify a

model of consumer behavior a'propriate to libraries, and test that model in

one library community.
11,

Project 47. A,Studyof Selected Organized Groups which Actively Promote

Censorship of Materials in Public Libraries and Schools. The ALA Office of

Intellectual Freedom reported a five-fold increase in censorship complaints

after the November 1180 election. To be able to plan'effective strategies

to counteract censorship and promote intellettual freedom, we must be aware

of how the censor operates. The stud) seeks to analyze, the chafacteristics,

purposes, and strategies of selected pro-ce fltorship groups, from' information

gathered through docuMent searches and interviews.

Project '54. Information Transfer at an Online Reference Desk in a Public

Library Setting--Design Considerations for Staff and patron. The objective '

of his research is to understand what does and might exist, at a public

'library reference desk if the full capability of the inSarmation industry

...'
were integrated and'placed at the disposal of the reference staff and the.

partron. The study would begin with a literature review and proceed to the

development of a prototype system.

.
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Exhibit 11. Brief Summaries of the Research Agenda Projects (Part 3)

Project 55. Direct and Quick Information Retrieval Service in a School

Setting. Years ago,,researchers at MIT. experimented with a ''knowledgeable

information system' and a group of ttenageboys. The researchers hoped to

learn bow people really want, to ask questions and what we might have to do

to answer them. This project would review and revise the original MIT

study to determine how young people ask questions; the topics in which they

are interested, and how computer-based information systems might be used.

Project 58. Information Seeking in High and Low Scatter Fields. Studies

indicate that degree of scatter may be a very important variable in researchers

information-seeking behavior. (Scatter' refers to thm;organization of the

field: lowl-icatter fields are those in which-the subject area is narrow and

the literature is well-organized: high-scatter fields exhibit little

organization and include many different subjects.) Research is needed to

' determine bow the degree of scatter affects the way people seek information

and whether optimal patch strategies can be developed for researchers in ,

)

high- and loci- scatter fielde.

Project 64. From Childhood to Adolescence; Changing Information Needs. Few

studies focus specifically bn children and adolescents, and they are
often confined to reading agd library use, not information-seeking activity

in general. A study is proposed to test empirically, with data gathered
through personal interviews, certain assumptions about information needs in

early adolescence and,to determine whether formal instruction on information-
gathering makes a difference Lc: strategies for obtaining information.

Project 78. Impact of the 'New Literacy' on the "KnowledgeGap" between
Demographic Groups. Social researchers have hoped that the 'knowledge gap"

would narrowed by the introduction of information media thaerequire
less processing Skill than books and newspapers. It is not cleat,whether

. viewtext systems will in fact narrow the knowledge gap or if the 'new

47 literacy' they require (i.e., some understanding of computers) will result

only in an increase in the richesof the information "haves." Field

, research on the use and use of viewtext services is- proposed, to help

answer this question.

Project.84. Economic Value of Investment in Information. 'What's the value

of infosmation?" This question underlies every deCision about investment

in information resources, products, and services. The purpose of this

research is to establish a methodology for evaldation of the economic value
of investment in information products. Input- output industry data will be

analyzed to determine, the effects of investment in different types.of

dig

,

resources:

Project-94. Costs and Cost Analysis of Library and Information Services
(combines aspects of Projects 17, 82, and 36). Thi, study combines three'
separate projects for the purpose of establishing itandards for recording

and reporting cost data in libraries. Procedures will be develoord for
collecting and projecting unit coats, standards will be establishN, and a
series of decision-making models that are particularly applicable to
automation decisions will be created.

1'
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Exhibit 11. Brief Summaries of the Research Agenda Projects (Part 4)

,&..

Project 97. Research on the Diffusion of Library/Information Research and

Innovation (a combined project that encompasses a new project, 98, and

projects 42, 26, and 23). Not much is known about the diffusion of library/

information research findings and service innovations. The suggested areas.

of study are: communication between researchers and practitioners; methods

of successfully diffusing and utilizing innovations; the stages through which

innovations pass; and the effectiveness of seminars in transmitting research

results.

Project 100. The Role of Libraries in Creating and Providing Viewtext

Information Setvices (a new project combining projects 79 and 80). The

term " viewtext" encompasses teletext, videotex, and other computer-based

information delivery technologies. Studies are proposed to determine which

library resources would make" unique contributions to community viewtext home

information services and to identify the viewtext information files of

greatest usefulness to reference librarians in community libraries..

3

3
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B. DISCUSSION Or PROJECT AREAS IN TEE RESEARCH AGENDA

The perspectives brought to the presentation and discusipion of project areas

covered in the Research Agenda are our own, alt obugh we'have drawn liberally

upon and synthesiied a numbei of viewpoints and opinions expressed by parti-

cipants in,.tbeir preparation of research projects and reviews of our draft

background materials, and in the course of discussions at the Airlie House

meeting.

Information Generation and Provision of Library and Information Services

The set of four individual and combined projects in this area reflects a

number of perspectives and concerns regarding the role and impact of various

online information technologies in the generation of information for

electronic delivery and in the provision of library and information services,

e

using these technologies. Although many of the candidate projects in this

area involved one or more of the new technologi being developed for home

'information delivery systems (e.g., viewdata and videotex), there seemed to

be less interest wrong participants in focusing on any. particular technology,

and more interest in the.substantive issim underlying the definition of

appropriate roles for, and effective utilization of, these tehncilogies, and

in their impactson library and info'imation services.

3

Electronic Generation, Storage, and Delivery of Information. This area

of research is represented by two projects:

03: Exploiting the True lkapabilities of ElectrOnic Publication
7

100: The Role of Libraries and Library/Information Professionals in
Creating and Providing New ?onus of Information Delivery

The Objective of project 03 is to demonstrate what a publication designed

ab inj.tio for electronic access" eight be, to promote the development of

true electronic publications, i.e., those that exploit fully the

capabilities of the electronicliedia and, thereby, are more effective and

useful information resources. In the discussions of this project - -and of

4
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several others, as wellparpicipants
reminded each other of the admonition

of Mortimer Taube,.in 1964, the year of the study that launched MARC, not to

simply convert the 3x5 card into machine-readable form.

Project 100 is a combination of two different projects, proposed by the

sale individual, that explore the role of the library
f

(in this case, the

community library) as a viewtext info tion provider And user. ("View-

textleis used by the author to cover v rious electronic information'delivery

technologies.) The perspective in t ese studies is that the library should

not be by-pasted in the development Of home-information delivery tstems

'and that the library, like other info tion organizations (e.g., newspaper

publishers), must learn the types of materials that are likely to be wanted

by users of these systems. The second study reflects the importance of the

library's becoming a subscriaw.of such systems, for purposes of enhancing

its services' to the community, not all ,of whom will have direct access in

the home to; these systems.

Use of Automation in 'Reference-Desk' Services.' With two dif;erent

approacbes, and Somewhat different issues to be addressed and hypotheses to

be te/Sted, two researchers proposed projects dealing essentially with

res rcb and development in. the area of applying automation to the reference

(question-answering) services of libraries and information service
dehk

///

rganizations:

P

04: An Online Network to Support Question Answering in Libraries

54: Information'Transfer at an Online Reference Desk in a Public

Library Setting -- Design Considerations for Staff and Patron

One underlying objective of such studies is to move the library network

activities into cost- and resource-sharing in the reference area. Another

objective is to develop some means to help improve the quality of reference

service, given the fairly distressing results of studies recently conducted

that have indicated a lack of accuracy in reference service.
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To the extent that both of these studies suggest the need-for a prototype

system and database, for purposes of testing various research questions, it

should be poirited out that one additional issue--copyright--is certain to

be jaised in the course of any such development. The realities of,potential

problems in this area were not discussed at the meeting.

Information Users' and Uses

A total of nine projects in the Agenda focus on one or more aspects of

information needs of users, information-seeking behaviors, and information

zaccess and use. These were selected out of a total of at least 29 projects

that addressed issues and questions in this area. In sqme ways, this area

was more difficult than others for the group to evaluate, given all of the

possible population groups, objectives, and methodologies to be considered.

In general, projects with more innovative approaches and the broadest

possible applicability to 'carious population groups and institutional

settings tended to be rated more favorably. We sensed, in this area,

, particularly, the group's determination to de'al with broad issues and

concerns and not to make statements about the relative importance of one

population group or institution over another. .

Information Needs. A set of three projects can be srOuped in this

area:

64: Pram Childhood to Adolescence; Changing Information Needs'

37: Cohlm)mer Behavior Research Applied to Libraries

09: Techniqpes for, Marketing Library and Information Serviced

The first project represeAs a carefully considered exception to the

principle of not focusing 4r: particular population groups. This selection

resulted from a fairly lively debate on the status of oui- knowledge about

the needs of vardouspoptlations. This debate was triggered by discusssion

on the needs of academicians, in conjunction with project 13:

7
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Some people believe t academicians havenot had a chance to

spontaneously and fr ly express their information content and

channel preferences. But, they certainly have. No one has

put constraints on their responses. I feel they are most readily

studied by discipline, since their discipline conditions them to

collect information in certain ways. They are next most readily

studied in their organizational settings. ... we need codification

of past user descriptive resarch more than new data collection.

Does this apply to children and adolescents?

No. Groups that have not had their descriptive studies done are

still waiting in line to be studied. Especially groups that are

undergoing drastic change, such as children, should be studied.
4

I disagree that we know anything about academicians' preferred

information seeking behaviors. They answer questions the way

they think they are supposed to...

I won't dispute the phenomenological validity of what you're

saying, but it doesn't come out in the data.

This particular exchange most likely had an impact on the group's selection

of project 64 for inclusion in the Research Agenda, more on the basis of

its objectives than of its partiCular methodology. Another comment from a

practitioner may also have had n impact on the group's decision to minimize

its focus bri particular population groups. The opinion was expressed that

methodologies in user studies were what was most important, because user

studies needed to be conducted locally, i.e., by the organization that

provides the library and information services. This practitioner's feeling

was that the results of experimental.user needs studies were pot necessarily

transferrable or applicable to particular situations, but that well-tested

methodologies were.

Some of this same rationale can be applied to the other two projects that

are included in this area. It has become more acceptable over the past

several years to view the'infot-mation user as a "consumer" and to look

toward those aspects of marketing (e.g., identifying consumer needs and

preferences, as well as planning for product/service development and promo-

tional strategies) that may have application in the practical aspects

of planning-library and information services. We see the two marketing-

related projects as belonging in this context, although one could also

think of them in terms Of management and planning.
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Information-Seeking Behaviors. The more theoretical aspects of this area

are represented in these, two projects:

55: Direct and Quick Information and Retrieval Service in a

School Setting

58: Information-Seekingehavior in High and Low Scatter Fields

Both ofiteSe projects, although described in the context of specific

research environments, were felt to involve compelling methodologies that

could have broad applicability.

Project 55 only incidentally involveS the school setting. Its population

focus is on school-age children, but it is considerably different from the

earlier project (64), because it is not concerned with any existing system,s

nor with instructional or guided information-seeking activities. Building

on an early MIT study, this project is intended to learn how questions are

asked and what kind of system is needed to answer those questions.

Project 58 also builds on earlier studies that may have been under-utilized

in exploring differences among researchers' information-seeking behaviors,

which may depend upon the amount of "scatter " -- degree of organization and

structure--in a given discipline.

Information Access. Three proj4ts in this area involve a number of

research questions intended to advance our knowledge of the online

systesi/user interface:

18: Development of-a Conceptual Framework for Observation of
User Behavior with Online Information/Data Systems

19: The Influence of Selected Information Search Mechanisms
on User BehavPor -

21: Evaluation of the Changing Needs of Online Search System
Users as Influenced by Search Systems Experience

Because these thper projects take advantage of the "living laboratory" of

online users and systems, which is already in place, we have elected to

78
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treat thei here in context of the ways that users access information--in

this case, through an online system -- rather than in a traditional "system

design" type,of category.

The types of questions raised in these projects include: (1) How does the

fundamental design of the user interface,influencesuser behavior vis-a-vis

online interaction, and what invariants and/or commonalities in the

user/system interaction patterns exist across distinctly different user

interfaces? (2) How does user behavior chinge* with respect to online

system use, as a function of experience gained with the system, and what

implications does any change in-behavior have on system design? With all

of the recent efforts on the development of "user-friendly" interfaces, to

help support end-user access to bibliograhic systems and public access

catalogs, it is important for us to learn not only what is needed to

encourage novices to use online systems, but to knaW how long they are

likely to remain in this category and what kind of systems and interfaces

will be needed to support their access patterns over time.

Since project 18 is designed to help develop sane standard methodologies

for capturing access data online, it can be viewed as a starting point,for

projelps 19 and 21, which raise questions of major relevance to a broad set

of systems -- bibliographic, non-bibliographic, public access catalogs- -and to

a broad set of users, including intermediaries and end users.

Information

project 78,

Demographic

Use. The basic research question posed 'by the author of

Impact of the "New Literacy" on the "Knowledge Gap" between

Groups, is whether the newer viewtext-type systems can succeed

where other-technologies (e.g., radio and television) have failed, to make

information more accessible to all population groups and sufficiently

interesting to be used.k This project raises important questions about the

equity of information'access that are of imiediate concern to publicly

supported library and information service organizations, and that are also

matters of broad information policy of obncern to our entire field.

7,9

4
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Economics of Information and of Library and Information Services

The selection of five projects in this area reflects a sense, of urgency in

several areas: the development of better (and more standard) ways ot.

assessing the true costs of library and information services; providing more

stability in the lunding of publicly suported library'and information

services; and establishing a means of artibulating, in some concrete way/

_the-value of information to those outside our profession.

In its final selection of projects, the participants stopped short of

agreeing among themselves on the relative importance to our field of the

general issues being studied on the "information economy." A stronger

consensus emerged on the need4o study the Micro-economic issues involved

within the boundaries and more limited scope of library and information

service providers.

Costs of Library and Information Services. This area is represented by

a set of projects that were combined into Project 94: Costs and Cost

Analysis of Library and Information Services. In combining three projects

(17, 36, 82), the intent Was/t6 suggest the need for a multiple -phase study

to develop standard accounting practices, to use those procedures in develop-
.

ing standard per-unit costar and to apply them to particular management

decisions--in this case, to the development of cost and Performance models

for evaluating library automation programs.

Although this area may not break "new ground" in research, it seemed to be

the consensus of the group that work needed to be undertaken to encourage

library and information service managers to develop the tools for a more

"business-like" approach to management, required in an environment of

limited funds, and to use such tools.

Funding of Public Libraries. An important exception to the spirit of

the group in dealing-with projects in an institution-indepen t way is

represented by the inclusion of Project 11: Alternative Funding ssibil-

ities for Publicly Supported Library and Information Services. The nclusion

of this project also reflects more of a concern that the underlying problem
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of funding stability be represented in the Research Agenda than any consensus

4 on the merits of this particular project. (A discussion aboUt the candidate

projects in this area was reported earlier, in Chapter IV.) Nevertheless,

Project 11 deals with an important objectiveto study the viability of a

number of alternative funding Options available to library and information

service managers.

The Economic Valutof Information. The inclusion of three projects in

this area, one of which (84) was rated highest in each successive voting,

suggests that a sense of urgency is developing about the need for our being

able to communicate'to business, government, and our communities of leaders

and users, the value of information in terms that can be understood; for

example, as a "return on investment." Perhaps because of its visibility in

the business and popular literature over the past several years, "priaductiv-

ity" was the key focus in each )of the three Research Agenda prottas;

84: -Economic' Value of Investment In Information

31: "Oct of Information on Industria& Productivity

327 Impact of Public Libraries on Community Productivity

, .

We_beli ver that-the intention of the participants, in these selboctionp, was

to emphasize .the importance of this overall program area and to suggest

that multiple studies are needed, the methodologies for which may be
t

derived from the proposed projects and/or from support for preliminary

research to develop a set of appropriate methodologies.

Educational and Professional -Segues

The Research Agenda meeting itself stimulated expressions of very strong

'interest and concern about the dissemination and diffusion of research

information and about itproving communications among researchers and

practitioners. In the process of revisiting and evaluating projects,

participants were repeatedly raising questions as to whether work was being

done in an area and whether there was work on which new research should

build. There was also a strong sense among the participants that the

mechanism provided by the Research Agenda meeting, to facilitate

A
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.communication among researchers and prAttitiopers, was one that needed to

become more ".,institutionalized" as a process in our'field". In this regard,

the group asked one of the researchers to address the area through a

combination of several candidate projects, no one of which alone was

sufficiently forceful to be selected among the top 20.

,Project 97, the resulting 'combination project' description, included a newly

developed project (98), alOng with three projects proposed in advance of the

meeting. The four component projects Are:

98: Analysis offrEffective Researcher- practitioner Linkages

in the Library/Information Field

'42: Diffusion of Innovation in Librarianship

26: 'Pathfinders': The Diffusion of an Information Innovation

23: Diffusion of Social/Behavidral Sciences Research Methods into
4

Information System/Use Studies

--

It is ironic that a field that has addressed itself to so much study of the

information transfer anclutilization process in 'other fieldi and disciplines

has not previously perceiied clearly - -os, at least not expressed clearly--

the need to invest in study of itself.

Project 47, 'A Study of Selected Organized Groupe Which Actively Promote

Censorship of Materials in Public Libraries and Schools,' represents a Very

different kind of education and professional issue. In the author's

rationale for the project, the point is made that, if our field is 'to prepare

for the censor and plan its counter-strategies effectively, it must learti.
1

more about the characteristics of those individuals and groups who would

actively promote censorship.

This project provides a useful.illustration of how-"problems" can be

translated into researchable problems:. Some problem areas seem to

involve attitudinar,*economic, or political consideritions that do not lend

themselves 6o research. On the other hand, as shown by the author of this

project, it may be'that we can translate such problems into a set of rhearch

questions that identify clearly what it is that we want to learn or test`.
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VI. INTERPRE'PATION AND USE. OF THE RESEARCH AGENDA

$

.In this chapter, we diaCusa what the Research Agenda- is and is not, and

we draw attention to a number of different'ways in wiith it canbe:used.
.-

The discussion draws upon' and synthesizes various viewpoinq expressed by

lete Researeh Agenda participants and Colloquium attendees, al; well as the

/view; Al.th5 -project staff..

1'

The purpGse of this final chapter is to interpret the project - -both the

process and the product--in terms that can be translated into followup
,

. .

activities and actions. The primary objective of the project was to assist

the Office of Libraries and Learning Technologies in its research planning,

but it was recognized' those involved in the pro ct that, wii adequate

dissemination and folloWup diSoussions and debate, go could serve a
.
mud'

broader set of purposes within-the librafy %nd information science unity.

?hos uses can be defined only after this seport. (or the Summary 'vole )

-. -.

has n reviewed and 4liscusseckwithin the profession, but an important
. ,

start as been made in thediscussions held at an OL4F-spOnsored Colloquium
*

in mber 1981. The representatives of 15 ,library and informant (-

science organizations who attended this meeting are listed ih Exhils t 12.

In sporforin4 the Colloquiud, as a first step in promoting wide dissemina -
AP ... . .

tion.of the Research Agenda, OLLT has udderscored the importadce of this
'4. . : .

project as a focal point for improved communicatiop among tho e involved in
, .

condUctiV and using library and information science research. Thls,,
-,f

importante was also reflected by the participation^of pepar t of Education
. *

Secretary T.H. Bell and Aqsistant Secretary D. Senese in thColloquium.
.

... . ,

Ar. INTERPRETATIOi 0 TEE RESEARCH AMNIA

oats

,

The Research Agend ting plan ovid9,,the,opPortunity\for participants to

.ice, revise,or ooihine research tojects, in accadadpe with their views of

the re search that=is most needed. ttls Inevitable that theresulting, *

Researchjgenda refleoti the mechaskics o;:the process used in defining thiie
#

_

,. . projepts'and.thecomposiXion of the group Vat dteSted nd judged them. One
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Exhibit 12. Attendees at the OLLT- Sponsored Colloquium on the Research

Agenda Project, in W&Shington, D.C.1,. December 2, 1981*

' .
f .

/
Carol Henderson, American Library Association

Betty Bucking*, American Association for School Librarians i

Carol Johnson, American Society for Information Sdibnce

Harold Goldstei9A:ssoclation of American Library, Schools

* 7,
.

JoAnn Horror, Association of College and Research
f

Libearies ,

I

Rolland Billings, AssociatiodApirlducational Communications

Carol Mandel, Association of Research Niiaries'

Patty Klinck, Chief Officers of State Library Agencies

Peter Dahl, Council at Chief State School Officers Is

P'

Deanna Marcum, Counciton Library Resources, Inc.

Henriette Avraa, Library of Congress

Estelle Williamson, National Association of State Educational

Media Professionals

Beisie Mlpre, National Commission on Libraries and

InformationScience

George Ginader, Special Libraries Association

,

*In addition, there re observers present from seve101goverpment

a -.
agencies, inc the National. Science Foundation and OLLT, and from

sabferal,professional associations and societies.
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can assume that different sponsoring agencies might have used a different

Methodology and/or that other groups of researchers and practitioners might*
,

..

have created and selected different final sets.of project.
41. - -

liecognition of these possibilities should not diminish the importance of
-

thisrieeting's gesulEs, since the participants were painstakingly selected,
0 $

they came well-prepared to undertake the task at hand, and, in spite Of the.

latk of time to step back and review all of the work that had been done, the

mechanics of the project, including the Research Agend eting, "worked:"
. -

It does, however, underscore the need to avoid thinking li t s particular

Research Agenda as The Research Agenda, which shoUld be adopted or followed
. .

without any further review, development, or exercise of judgment. It is not

at all 'appropriate to think of the Research Agenda as a set of "ready-to-fund"

projects. It is more appropriate to think of itlas one carefully considered

statement of proposed research priorities for the library and4information

-71knk_field, at_a_given point in time. As such, Ltoan-properly be used

tolquide,and support the allocation and targeting of present and prospective

resMrch funds: But, equally important, it can alio serve alia useful'vq2t

of departure, to be used not only by OLLT, but by the profession as a whole,

for f*rther definition of research priorities%

4
Areas for Further Review...

Some readers will wonder why particular project dr program areas are not

repreSIpted in the Research Agenda. There are many possible reasons, not 41.1.

of whicrwere (or could be) made explicit in the process of evaluating and

rating a total of 101 projects within a limited period of time. Some projects
, .

received ratings 'that -Pieced them very loo. within the partifular group of
,

, 1

projeCts under discussion and, unle ey were 'upgraded" in later sessions,114
they would not receive tech discussio

1

in the rebiew process. Some projecti

on whOse"merits everyone iAs inogreeMentwerf also likely to L*Ii(ve minimal

discussion, beta se of the Ty fact that there was agreement. The criteria
k

being used by th Participantstended to become explicit primarily when there
i' It' plottingwed considerable dis rity'in the rating,: p otting the distribution of

-..e. '"

most
Al

the pre - meeting ratings 'we found that mOf the projects'Veceived ratings
.. '

.. :4
fr 1 through: 5, on a fiielioint sca/e. That-is, theyyeteiied is and 2s'

. ^
I

: . '
,./1

41 .
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And 3s 48 and 5s. (See Eihibit 8, shown earlier in Chapter,TV.) It_

was jects th highly disparate ratings that tended:to.receive the

most attention in the roup'discussions.

In these discussions, it became clear that, for-aorat projects, the,general

areas of.need,m1Y have seemed important to members of the group put the

descriptions of the resetrch objeptives and/or the methodology were not
A

sufficiently clear.or compelling to piomoti broad acceptance. In other

cases, the proposal idea per se was impressive but the area of need did,not'

seem as important as others: Theparticipants attimPted.to achieve some

type of balance across a number of different--and equally important-L

program areas and, at the salve time, to maintain their focus on the

most promising andAtell-considered research projects.
1

The participants admitt ly 'weir not experts, in all of'the areas covered in
.

the submitted projects aid they recognized that the researchers Aid not,

n the limited time available, prepare state -of- the -art paper , in suppOrt

their projects: Therefore, one desirable followup activ y i;m1d,be to

have expert reseatchers and practitioners in various areas review thes#

'projects and develop more in-depth statement about each piogram area.
$

They "could use the Research Agenda projects,, nd other projects that'were

1;4not included, as illustrations of the types o efforts needed to build on

previously conducted work or on reseatch in progress, and theycould also

-provide an appropriate rationale in cases where there was a clear need to
. -

break near methodological ground.

Such reviews by additional groups of-expert researchers and praCtitioners

in various areas can also help be identify areas tha.t,are not adequately

represented in this Research A4enda. The areas identifielkby the Airlie,

House participants and the Colloquium aAendees.as needingefurther consid-

eration 4ncluded: education and training; preservation and protection of

s_jmaterials in both conventional (e.g., book) andnon-cionventional

stagnetic, video, and optical disk) forma; ilpacts and more effective use of

technologies in the workplace;.and management planning and evaluationo/lbese

and other suggested areas of potential interest are shown in Exhibit 13. This

djsplay represents ideas, research questions, and problem areas that were

6
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49

identified by the participants in the course of the pro'ect and, as well, by 4

'interested other professionals' who submitted suggestio for consideration at

'the Airlie House meeting. We would also recommend a review of the projectsc.
ndt included in the Research Agenda (see Appendix E) and the suggestions and

comments made by the "Gatekeepers" (see Appendix B)._,

In using the Research Agenda as a stimulus for further conceptualize

and mapping out of the research needs in our-field,, it is4important

maintain the focus solidly on research. We tend, in our field, to identify

our problems and major issues without articulati6§ specifically the

questions that need to be answered through research. If, for example, the

cultural and recreate oval value of libraries is, not well understood,' it is

not enoughfrom the research standpoint-iio dwell upon the importanc and

seriousness of the problem. We must'also translate our concerns into

estions and/or hypotheses that can be addressed through research.

This emphasis on "'researchable' proqlems and issues does not necessarily

mean that, we must be able to specify in apvance the particular study

approaches or methodologies needed to accomplish the desired objectives.

In fact, if we are to break some new ground in conducting research on

particularly difficult issues, we must convince e sponsors of research

that support is needed for preliminary investigations,that can help to

develop apOroPeiate theories and methodologies.

The*esearch Agenda as One Vision of the Future

//

The title of this project specifies the timesframe that was to be addressed

in the Research' Agenda: the 19808. It also expresigs OLLT's belief that

the project focUa was not to be limited to the problems of today but, should

consider, as 44011,-thl future toward which our field must work.
**°

4
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Exhibit 13. Other Research Areas and Questions to be Considered in

Further Development, of the Research Agenda (Part 1)

TION GENERATION AND PROVISION
OF LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SERVICES

What are the barriers to electronic information as a primary publication

system? A complete model bf a system in which most primary publications

exist in machine-readable fora should be developed. The model should

include authorship, editing, copyrht, access, citation, preservation,

distribution,etc. What barriers exist in. making such a systemwork?

Effective utilization and impact on librarVirrmation services of

workplace-related technologies, e.g., retriev of full,text. Word

processing' creates large".guantities of,unstiuctured full-text information.

How do we retrieve/use such information?

Use oeinformation networking, via cable, ieschool -public-special

lib les, and statewide home and library delivery by Public Service

Tel ision of State Library Agency utilizing satellite technology,

tete , videodisc, etc.

Provisi .of effective automated access to gooks in non-Roman alphabets.

The library as ran informationservice contractor: a stud to identify

inforiation -related, contracted services used 'by cities, and-49 postulate

how. the library could have handled these servicesal, The goal ti-ttr-fdent14,-__Az

those types of services that the, library could provide as an information

Service contractor to local, state, and federal agencies.

INFORMATION USERS AND USES

/..iihe librarian as a personal information contact (the family librarian).

Some evidence exists thatpeople resist e bureaucracy when personal

contact is difficult. Law and medicine two professions where the user

may have a personal contact as an inter lary to spegialists4ia their

family legal counsellor and doctor. Two ibraries (at a minimum) are

_selected. Every other new registrant i signed a personal librarian.

interview is held with the new istrants and the personalllbrafian -.-

introduces the user to the types of services available. A businesircark4-.

handed out: the user may cal4., when help is needed to get the services

needed. An evaluatiph is done obthe attitude and knowledge concerning

library in both groups to determine whether the user as client-his- .
different perceptions than the user in general.

Impact of computer/video games on learning.

) A If,
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Exhibit 13. Other Research Areas and Questions to be Considered in
.Purther Development of the Research Agenda (Part 2)

PLANNING AND EVALOATION OF LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SERVICES/SYSTEMS

Implications of rapid transfer to electronic information services in U.S.
upon information exchange with third world. What potential imbalances could
occur if U.S. begins to have most primary publications in machine-readable
form. How would ormation be shared with less advanced countries? What

are the inplicat for library development? !Whose problem is this?

Library contributes to the Quality of Life. The President's CommissiOn.for a
National Agenda for the Eighties included a panel on the Quality of American
Life. Much concern was expressed by citizens on the quality of life and an
interest to regain some control. These concerns included basic needs: jobs,

' healtti. shelter, safety and cultural needs. Can we: develop a classification
that would describe the contributions libraries do and could make to the
Quality of American Life?

,

'° Reseacch is needed tat. can prove that a quality library or library media
,

program does make a direct and quantifiable contribution to the overall
. expelAnce of a school, college, or business program. The research should

babLish (if the data supports JO- the interrrelatidniss of programs and
,-s Wicei which tatelibraries must develop and maintain.

'Preservallotit problems .for electronic libraries And archives. How permanent
are Mot sew.storage media? Bow good are magnetic ;ape archives without

. permanent documentaticm/softww to access data? Clan we identify these

problems now and begin to alert appropriate organizations? What should be
saved.,and what Will both.. coat? Should copyright include a preservation,

;"fee? -I,

SoUrces of error in reference services. Childers and others have done studies,"--,..

indicating that reffrahms service *Often* provides incorrect information to
libmery usere. This study,would analyze the sources,of error in reference
service: opmmunication errors, reference library error, source error, etc.

Library statistics. Present statistics gathered are based on standards drawn.
4 in the 1940s% We need a roposal for field test of new standards for
ribrary statistics end for bibliogr!ephic Iquivalents of reel microfilm in
various types of library collections.

. Study Of wildnization, which exercises-Vubtle but meaningful impact upon
role, governastek administration, mariagem4t,decision-makers, and users. .

.

Library servioisto a leisure society., Same observers believe that new
technologies; including roi(otics, m111 read-inevitably to more worker
displacement and more The.library's-leisure support activities are
often less well regarded professionally end are given little attention. If

10 postulate a, leisire society, how'wdeld/could libraries change to
accomeodate,and provide effective services?

4
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Exhibit L3. Other Research Areas and Questions to be Considered in

further- Development of the Research. Agenda (Part 3)

Re perceived value of library as preserver of cultural experierN.eand

information heritage: there is a great interest in cultural and histbric

preservation at the same time that library observers appear to be

criticizing the library'k role as a preserver. and storer. How important is

this role? Are people willing to support it? And, if not, will some other

agency provide it? How should we determine what should be saved?

ECONOMICS OP INFORMATION AND a LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SERVICES

Impact of the library economy n professional and scientific associations.

What percentage of the budgets learned groups is provided by library

,memberships,'subscripiions, purchases, etc.? What changes in the library

economy would be felt in these groups?

Federal investments in information agencies, services and products. Basically,

this seeks to determine the investra6nt federal government is putting into

the U.S. library system in comparison to its total investment in its own

libraries and information services and products, as well as its subeiei.es

through grants to other groups. and contracts. Information. should be defined

fairly narrowlv.for this study.

New concepts of capital acquisition for technology transfer to libraries.

This study explores a broad.ringe f possible methods that could be used to

raise capital for large scale tec ologyAransfer. It then indicates those

that might appeal fruitful for sideration. Implicit in this study would

be ehe need for legal changes to allow new ventures.

Forging a partnership between the public and private sectors to provide

capital- and "imagination" for application of technology to library
,information prograds.

EDUCATION AND PROFESSIONAL ISSUES'

Capitalization for art aVerage library worker is $300, while, for an

industrial worker,, it is $20,000. Why has there been a.failure to provide

library workers with the tools they feed? What is the needed capital per

worker for equipment in light of today's technology? What kind of

investment are we talking about over the next.two to three decades?

60 to 70% of citizens are served by small libraries that have staff-mIll"ho

professional trrqaing. Increasingly, networks are developing around these

libraries. Arm ,e going to end up with.a library system segregated by

technology? What can be done/

Continuing education programsto develop librarians' competencies to deal xith

high technology.

a
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In a self-critique of their work at the Aline House meeting, sever parti-

cipants wondered wgether the Research Agenda was sufficiently forwar -looking.

45a
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I wish we had the capacity to be more visionary...perhaps
r we haven't been very future-oriented because we're such

rational people.

Is this a research agenda for the 1980s or only the second
half,of 1981? Does it- reflect enough risk taking? 110

Futures scenarios are going to be very different in
different types of lie cries, and we hae not. specified those
multiple futures:For example, we haven't addressed the
enhancement of the transfer of knowledge through multiple
technologies (videodisc; computer graphics)that will be
available to children.

The participants differed in the extent to which they could--or wanted to- -

detach their project evaluations from present-gpy concems. They also had

different views on what copstitutes a "visionary" Research Agenda. One of the

Colloquium attendeis said: ":-...for a lot of us, the research projects that

have been considered are very visionary. Maybe the report should indicate

that this is truly an agenda for the late 1980s or early 1990s...because many

of us are not likely to meet this agenda even in the year 2020."

We fully expect to encounter a similar diversity of views witkin the

library and information science community, with respect to the need for

concept-44n of the future. While individpal visions of possible futures

were helpful in providing a rationale for the Research Agenda projects,

there is validity in other views, such as these:

The value in any of thede types of projects is in eventually

doing something. ...in the world we live in, you have to have
a little bit of'courage and conviction and do something
about it, on the assumpt,ion you will never know all you want
to knowq We could postulate.about the future forever.

My view of the, future is that we create it, rather than
tiring to agree on some over-archihg vision that we're all
Oing to follow.

One.i.Tportant message from this diversity of views is that there should be

overall balance in our research programs between projects that deal with more

immediate probleMs and those that help us create new futures and possibly

J
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even avoid some types of problems. There must .1o4 support for the risk-taker,

the ,isionary, and the dreamers, justwas there must also be support for those

who help to deal with the "real-time" need and problems..

W. POTENTIAL USES OF THE RESEARCH AGENDA

Given appropriate dissemination of the project reports and the development

of floirpriate mechanisms and forums in which to share reactions among

vG'iods library and information scienceprcifessionaley this project can be

used to help bring attention not only to research needs VI the field of

library and information services but alSo-to.the need for developing our

capacity to conduct and use that research.

Possible outcomes from the development bf appropriate dissemination and

discussion mechanisms are offered for consideration in the sections below.

I
Development of Statements of National-Level Research Priorities

Alate first order of'business in exploring this possible use of the Research

Agenda is to assess the level of acceptance that can be achieved across the ,

various special interests in the library and information solace community

in the development of a common set of priorities. We emphasized earlier

in this report theimporiance of this broad.piofessional outlook that was

*assumed by the project participants in meeting the goals of this project.

Both the likelihood and the desirability of this outcome being achieved were

debated, by the Colloquium participants, as witnesss these comi4nts:

I think there's a danger in a na
projects or priorities that can
common denominator. I think the

city and specializati0h, and so
would think, more as a coordinat
that would please eveiyone.

e;

I.support the over-arching point
Research Agengp) bedause I 'think
df duplication and, in eimei of
terrible thing. ...but it needs

thp many communities and special
not do for everybody.

tiona3-agenda as a set of
possibly sink to the lowest

re's a reason for multipli-
you want to use an agenda, I
ing device than as something

of view (represented in this
we have a tremendous amount'
lack of funding, this is a
to be painted out th-at, given
izations involved, this may

9:2
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I firmly believe in looking forward to the 90s and that we
have to haire an-umbrella approach... We all have various

2a
and sundirlikes and dislike but at some point we hive to
look to each other. We can' just isolate ourselves and

I)

think about our own little in. The link and application
to various specializations can be done...it's how creative

.

and how systematically it is done,

Another aspect of the concept of priorities that was discussed by Colloquium

attendees is the interpretation of the Research Agenda as a "blueprint" or

"cookbook." As the group was told, it was not the intention of OLLT or the

project staff to develop a set of priorities that would be used in a highly

prescriptive fashion or in a way that would lock a funding prpgram into a

fixed set of objectives for -the remainder of the decade. Interestingly

enough, a number of the Colloquium attendees felt that there werapOtential

benefits in eventually having some sort,of cookbook. They pointed out

that,' without a cookbook, decisions are more likely to be made without

purposes- without an overall framework and a defined set of objectives,

Other paiticipants pointed out the danger of interpreting any set of

priorities as a singular and exclusive statement of needs, as opposg to a

statement of major concerns and issues to be addressed.

Agreement.on the potential, value of the Reseatch Agenda as a departure point

for discussions, leading to a statement of a national-level set of research,

priorities was not reached at the Colloquium, nor had we wanted or expected

to 46hieve such an objective. Representatives of the varioustassociations

and organizations said that it.waS important to have the report discussed

by members of their research oommitIees and Other advisory bodies, and to

discuss- in more detail its implications with their own constituents. It is

important to mote, however, that there was consensus on the need to continue

the iomentum of the project, including the Colldquium discussion, and to

use the Research Agenda as a focal point for inter -society'discussions,

perhaps under the auspices of a single group, such as the National-Commission

on Library and Information Science.

As the Rupearch Agenda-is reviewed by various groups within the library and
. .

information science community, it is important to keep in mind that accep-

tance of this project as a point of deearture'does not mean that individual

93
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/ .

and organizational stakeholders must endorse every project included in the

Research Agenda, nor must they endorse with equalenthusiatall of the

research areas represented-by the Research Agenda projects. Use of the

Research Agenda in moving toward a "national-level" statement offriorities

would, however, require a continuation of the coMmitdent started at the

Airlie House meeting to move beyond our more individual and immediate

concerns, and to view our field in a cohesive rather than fragmented waY,

with emphasis on our common needs rather than our differences.

It. remains to be seen whether the current environment of austerity and

reduced government funding will serve to dramatize the neeefor the various

elements in the field of library and,information science to pull together

and combine forces in defining the most productive investments in research

to benefit all institutions and organizations that are concerned with

principles, theories, and effective practiced in library abit information

service.

If the.development of a common set of research priorities-is not a

realizable objective, perhaps in alternative but also beneficial use of

this prOject and its results could be explored. The results of the present

project can provide some immediate guidance to funding organizatiOns,and

agencies, to professional organizations, to library and information science

schools, and to individual researchers and practitioners thtoughoilt our

field that need and want such guidance, as a stating point in developing

their own research agendas.

Role of.th, Research Agenda in Promoting Improved Communications

There are a number of ways that individual institutions and organizations

can use,his report, and the Research Agenda specifically, to focus attention

on researN in the field of library and information science; quite apart from

any implicat;one.for developing a coordinated or national- level statemen

of _priorities. Perhaps the strongest endorsement fOr this particular ou come

is represented by the presence in the Research. Agenda itialvf of projects i

fact, of a program area--devoted to the dissemination and diffusion of

research in our own field. As pointed out earlier, .Chapter V, it is

4
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ironic that a field that has studied the adoption of innovation and'verious

aspects of the dissemination of information and diffusion of knowledge in

many other disciplines has yet to, devote similar resources to self-study.

In this section, we identify several types of objectives that could be

pursuedk,1:5 a means to draw attention--both within and outside thiklibiary

and information science_ community --to the need for research and to specific,
/2.

research. needs.

Dissemination within the Library and Information Science Field:, In the

course of the project, and particularly in the discussions at the Airlie

House meeting, a number of concerns were expressed about the nature of

research in our field. Some of these concerns were refleited6in the

specific projects proposed for (and accepted in) the Research Agenda. For

example, the presence in the Research Agenda of a major project (97) on the

dissemination and diffusion of research and practice n our field reflects

strong concern about the dissemination and use of research and about

communication between.and among, researchers and practitioners. In the words

of one practitioner:

I would like to see more dieissyssion about how to improve
communication and the diss ation of information in terms of
what's going.on in research versus the world at the firing
line. I'm appailf:d at how'under-informed I am about research
going on in the field. Perhaps this process (the meeting)
will help to establish more interadtivecommunications in the
future. .0 ,4 ,

4 It seems apparent that, if the investments in research are to have a com-

mensurate impact, it will.be necessary to develop a greater commitment to

the disseMination of research results. This point has already been made

throUghout this report, but it should be re-iterated in the context of

funding support. A research prOject should not only have funds allocated

to a literature search, to help ensure that the new work builds upon prior

research, but it should have funds committed to the dissemination of tie :

'research results, to help support their translation, as appropriate, Into

practice. Alternative =When/3ms for dissemination need to be explored,

.95
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;

relatliye to various types-Ofiresearch projects, to help ensure that theend

product of research £s more than a final report'that is entered into one of

the document-provisibh services, as its final resting place. More face-,

to-face communication among researchers Involved in an area, and with

practitioners who may be interested in or affected by certain types of

research, are needed to help effect greater use of our khowledge

41"4
Communications with Potential Supporters and.Sources of Fundir4./At the

Colloquium, a number of questions were posed abut the means by which some or
f-

all of the research projects identified in the Research Agenda could be

funded. As a historical note, the assumptiolipas made at the outset of the

project that, when we finished identifying what research was needed, a quite

separate_set of actions -- outside the scope of the present projectwould tie

needed to obtain furiding for that research. The issue of "fundability" for

specific projects was raised at,the Airlie House meeting but was not permitted

to intrude on'the basic question of what .it was that heeded to be learned

through research. In a sense, the Research Agenda is an "innocent" document;

it says, *Here is what we think is important, and here are a set of priori-

ties." It makes no assumptions about whether these projects would or could

be- funded by sn- LLT, by an EXXON, or by any other type of organization.

It is useful to call attention to these different kinds of potential funding

sources, becaums there is inctsased recognition of the need to seek.a broader

base of funding support,beyd0 the traditional government'agencies and

national-level organizations. We need to enlist support from the private

sector and!, in addition, we need to consider how to tap focal financial 4

resources. The estimated cost of funding all 20-of the Research Agenda

projects is approximately. $5 million. The true -costs would be even greater,

given the likelihood-that each program area will require multiple projects

and/or multi-phase studies. No single source or set of sources is likely to

undertake all of these projects, particulArly when one considers the

diveisity of areas,covered.. p

One Ca14oquium participaht stressed the need to bring the concept of

research support into local institutions. As an example, she pointed to a
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recent research project that was defined and co-sponsored by a group of

four library organizations in two states. These librarrorganizations were
r--

able to argue effectively to their local governments that such a study was

a cost-effective means of their own budgeting, planaing, and

evaluation processes.

,

The discussion of funding support also led the Colloquium participants into .

the idea of uding the R ;search Agenda and the project reports to help communi7-

cate excitement about the future of library and information services to

possible research supporters. One of the participants expressed both the
. .

challenge amPthe opportunity in terms of a story, about the deputy state

librarian in heestate, who was asked by a fellow passenger on a flight what

kind of work he did. When he said that he was an "infor4tion specialist,"

the other passengen assumed that he worked for IBM and was startled,to learn

that he was a librarian. This other passenger asked: Is information

something new in liearies?" With this background, the 'attendee continued:

...I think that you have a ,little bit more' opportunity in the
private sector than you folks seem to think, if it's presented
well: This is the kind of effort that will get the business
sector interested in an effort that were interested in.
...4pbody isgoing to get excited, in the buelness world, about
what)they consider the "old-time library" effort. Although
they may revere and respect it, they're not going to be excited ,

about it. And I think this (the Research Agenda) has great
. potential to create that excitement.

The group identified a number of different organizations, including the Infor-

mation Industry Association, the Association of American Publishers, the

Council of Communications Societies, the Association of American Universities,

k number of private foundations and scientific societies, and various govern-
,

ment agencies andAtganizations, and the popular- business press, as groups

that should be informed in some way about this project. It was also agreed

that, because these groups have different interests and perspectives, it

would be desirable to tailor such communications, an activity that might be

undertaken by the leaderihip of various organizations in the library and

information scienCe community.

Ilk
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Improving Our Capacity To Do Research

It was apparent to the, participants in the Airlie House meeting that one of

the most important problems that the'library and information science community

must address is improving our capacity to do research. This need was appirent

inthe meeting, as individual projects were examined and evalUated, and it was

J

apparent to the project staff, as they prepared material for presentation, in ,

the Colloquium, in this report, and in the summary document. Even experienced

researchers do not alwayg define research objectives as clearly as they should

. be defined or define the best methodologies to fulfill those objectives. I

''several of-the Airlie House participants commented on the problem, which they

felt was worthy of interest in its own right. The point was also made that,

in addition to developing research capacity among library arid information

,science faculty and students, there was a need to develop among managers and

other practitioners the capacity to interpret and use research findings.

The federal government sometimes' contributes inadvertently to the weakness

in research capacity, in its Requests for Proposals. RFPs are frequently

, too detailed in eeir design specifications, leaving very little room

for - -and, in fact, penalizing--researchers who would propose creative and

innovative research approaches to the problems being attacked. Detailed

and rigid specifications are highly appropriate for Some types of

contracts, but there are also areas in which the contracting process should

provide the opportunity for significant intellectual contributions(by

those who respond to the government's requests. They should also provide

the flexibility needed in some research projects to respond to the

findings and/or problems encountered'in the early stages of a project.

If, in the process of drawing attention to some of these professional

concerns regarding the conduct and use of research, this project helps to

stimulate a revitalized and healthy climate for research in our field, it

will have served a most,valuable purpose.
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APPENDIX A

RESULTS OF LITERATURE; SCAN

In this' section, we present the resattof our literature scan. A visual,

presentation of these results appears in two columns: the left-hand column
is a listing of.Problems/Issues/Topics, and the right-hand column, of
Research/Study.

The entries are organized according tothe classification'framework described
earlier in this report, in Exhibit 2. The entries are, in most caties,
annotations, not actual titles. With a few exceptions, qames of suppliers,
'states, libraries, and other named references have been removed. We included

some English-language, non-U.S. marks, whdre they were felt to be highly
pertinent to this task: These non-U.S. entries have the country of the
author in parentheses, generally preceding the annotation.

The Problems /Issues/Topics were identified primarily from the scan of actual
issued' of professional publications, although somewere idetitified from the
online search bibliographies, where it could not be determined whether the
'item represented by the citation had a research focus. The codes given in
parentheses after an annotation indicate one or more of the following types

N117 -.0f source items:

Book Review
(t)'. Letter to the Editor orEditorial
(N) iiiNiss Item

. (F) = Feature Article

A code is give twice, e.g.,, (BB), in those instances where we identified two
or more unique ems on that particular topic:

In the right-hand column, we have summarized the content of the research
articles and'reports. In some cases; items represent research in progress

SSIE). khere it we, possible to determine the type of research
ethodology that was used, we have noted it in parentheses, after the

annotation.

Citations fr
sertation Abort

are not mark
methodology

vonline search of COMPREHENSIVE DISSERTATION INDEX (Dis-
Is, without abstracts) are identified as such. Items that,

are either theoretical papers or works for which the research
4 not be determined.

The spacing 0 /Items is intended to show only a general correspondence in
subject matte lbetweer entries in Vte two columns.' Direct correspondence .

between a ic problem and a research project' clearly Could-not be

determined w *out studying the source materials involved. However, the --
groupings wiihtn the Wining ere provided so that the scope and variation tn.
'subject matt icovered in the source materials could be reviewed mdre ee9/1y.
Many items , of course, be classified in any number'of categories, but'
we have elec to place each item-in the listing only once. 'During scanning
and analysis,1 ie removed all obvious duplications. .
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CREATION OF INFOR:IATION

Publishing

PROBLEMS/ISSUiS/TOPICS RESEARCH/STUDY

Overview of publishing (B)

'Publishing economics: oniine vs. print (B)

Alkalizatrbn of paper to promote permanence

(F)

Involvement of librarians in pre=publication
phase of literature to. ensure literacy

standards (F)

Elitism in publishing and its infldence on
libraries (effects of big-company takeoversY

(F)

Marketing practices of paperback publishers

(F)

Use ,tf microcomputer" in data entry to

publisn bibliographies (F)

Use of omputer networks for editorial

processing (F)

Implications_of computer networks on

editorial processing (F)

micropublishinglshould'be alternative to

pint .in Journal publishing (F)

Problems in microfilming state and local

government documents (F)

"V"

Survey of practices and attitudes of

librarians and individual's in placing,

renewing, and calf/ening of journal

subscriptions (Survey)

Evaluation of dual pricing structures
(individual vs. institutional) of journals

in health sciences (Survey)

Economi of;jaturnal and monog?aph

plikshing

Electronic processing as a solution to

economic difficulties of small journals

Comparison of two databases -- coverage of

psychological literature

Overlap of secondary servic0.40 coverage of

primary journals and journal articles

U.S. secondary information services in
physical sciences and engineering- -

evolution and trends (Dissertation)

Examination of three different techniques
used to .measure readability of text, to see

if they correlate

Trends in tte of computers in publishing,

(Literature Revlew)

Interactions between scientists and the

Journal publishing process (Dissertation)

Project designed to stimulate adoption of

innovations by scientific and technical

publishers (Survey)

Use of automation to aid in detection and

correction of spelling errors in database

qeneealtion (Experiment)

Impact of publishing a research journal in

microfiche (Survey)

Evaluation of publi4er's descriptive
'.information on works available in microform

(Survey)

Evaluation milady of adequacy .of sources

(book dealer's) used,by university library
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CREATION OF INFORMATION (2)

Research /Knowledge (Library Profession)

PROBLEMS/ISSUES/TOPICS RESEARCH/STUDY

Need for research gin information science (F)

Need to build on previous library research
(F)

UK national research programs in information
science (Fe')

Internatsenal research and development in
documentatio (F)

Library research for practicing
librarians (F)

1. AN

Library research- -past, present, future
(Field Suivey of State Librarians)

(U.K.) History of research at Sheffield in
library science with a gcn.aral review of
research areas in library and information
science (Literatur$ Review)

(U.K.) Trends in research and development
in documentation

/ (Canada & U.S.) .9;ientific research in

library schools--history and future ,

(Literature-Review)

(U.K.) Public library research projects
since 1960

Resell-arch in librarianship: funding sources,

locations, purposes (Survey and Literature
Review)

Design for evaluatioh 6f-information science
research

Evaluation of manuscripts in health
sciences librarianship to identify problems
in research design, data presentation, and
writing skills (Dissertation)

Selection of journals for publishing
library research (F)

Guide to bibliometrics and its relevance to
practical library and information prelblems

(F,)

'

Publishing ideas by librarians for improving
pra4tices (L)

Column to begin on reviews of PhD disserta-
tions in 1;brary and information science
research (N) - ->

Bibliometric study of two selected journals
in library science, 1970-1974

Impact of'research pub)ications on
librarianship-J-on;practitioners and on the

knowledge base of ) ibrarianship

Correlation of individual and organizational
research and publicatip productivity among
university and college librarians
(Dissertation)

(U.K.) Computer simulation as a research
tool for informatioff science

Use cA sociological approach in library
research-

kg,
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gREATION OF INFORMATION (3)

Jtesearch/Knowledge (Library Profession) (bont.)

PROBLEMS /ISSUES /TOPICS RESEARCH/STUDY

NSF considers demoting DIST (N)

NEE' grant to study rural librarianship (N)

ti

O
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CREATION OF INFORMATION. (4)

Research/Knowledge (Other Disciplines)

PROBLEMq/BSSUES/TOPICS
1

RESEARCH/STUDY

Decisionmaking re fupding of high-risk
approaches to research (L) - *

C

The information deficit may. be equal to or,
greater than the information, surplus: how
much information evaporates before being
captured? what is value of it? cost of
capturing? (F)

Role of libraries in the diffusion of
knowledge (F)

Annual reviews as indicators of developing
,structures of scientific-disciplines
(Dissertation),

Investifjation into the structural propertIe7
of information in different subject areas

Relationship between perspective-taking and
communication strategies w'ithin rational
anotive therapy (Dissertation)

/Effects if metainAormation cost change and
metainformation preference in a decision
task, (Diertation)

Proposal to use a new index to determine the
dispersion or scatter of documents over
some set of valties o; a document

AP
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ORGANIZATION OF INFOg4ATION
.

* Management of

PROgLEMS/ISSUES/TOPICS

A total Syst2 for technical serveices (F),

Introduction' to library technical services

,(B)

RESEARCH/STUDY

Serials management and microforms (B)

Administration of periodicals (B)

Managing report collections for zero growth

(F)

Weeding techniques (F)

Calculations for half-life of chemical
literature (L)

Use-density me4gures for journal retention/

disposal (L)

I.

fieview of the literature about serials

Literature Review)

Use oflreciprocal interdependence as method

for handling serials in manual and automated

systems (Case*Study)-

Costs and benefits of purchasing periodicals

'on one-year versus three-year subscriptions

Method for determining journal retengion/
disposal based on costs, shelf-space, and

user needs

Quantitative model of aging of scientific
journals through Citation analysis

Methodology for testing use of-b,iomedical
journals to determine obsolescence and -

manage shelf space

Subsequent demand (in medical'library) for

journal title p weeded in 1975 shows
decisions were wrong (Case Study)

IRS rulings re publisher warehouses vs.
library needs for items to stay in print (F)

Price index of medical periodicals (L)

Use of wholesalers vs.apablishers (L)

Implementation of exchange program to meet

budget curtailment problems (F)

Collection size/blidget of children's
hospital libraries (L)

Library bindings--no standards; over-

charges(L)

I

t.
if p.

p.

Prices and U.S. periodicals

Effects of inflation on cost of journals

for small hospital librar;es (Survey)

Study of acquisitions and processing costs
in a small public library (comparison of

utility vs. in-house)

Comparative costs in stor.ng materials
$

Shelving practices in libraries (Experiment)

Costs of compact shelving vs. microfilming
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ORGANIZATION OF INFORMATION (2)

Management of (Corit,)

. .

PROBLEMS /ISSUES/TOPICS

Organizing. a picture postcard collec ;ion (F)

RESEARCH /STUDY

t

Local goverhment records: management,
preservation, and use

.4
V

7
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ORGANIZATION OF INFORNATfON (3)

Collection Development/Acquisitions/Selection

PROBLEMS/ISSUES/TOPICS 0.1
Collection developfent in

gifts and exchanges (B)
sound recordings (B)
vertical files (B)
slide libraries (B)
government document collections in

health-science libraries (B)
government publications (B9

Public library responsibility to-develop
quality coliections-(a)

Quality vs. What people want in public

libraries (L)

Place of romance novels in libraries (F)

Archival responsibilities of university

libraries (F)

nal

1".

DifclIditles and aints in selection of

books (N) (F) 4

Selection Of c;..terials for .interdisciplinary

university programs, not )ust speciic
subject areas (F)

Selection, for self-educated minorities, not
just middle-class public library'usets- (L)

Selection of books/journals fbr 'small dental

library (F)

Need for critiques, not reviews of children's

books (L)

RESEARCH/STUDY
4

Application of information theory for
materials selection and collection
evaluation (Dissgrtation)

`(U.K.) Computerized method correlatirig
circulation'and inventory statistics for
collection development of monographs in a

large research library (Experiment)

Test of Lopez method for evaluating
collections of university and research
libraries

AMP
Evaluation of collection development
procedures in 19 ARL libraries (Survey)

,Collection'evaluation in research libraries
(probleMs, issues, & methodologies?

(Literature Review)

Collection development in university "4"

libraries: relationthip between categories
of selectors and usage of selected items

(Dissertation)

Study to find out which university libraries

are collecting significant business archives

(Survey)

Evalubtion/analysis of collection-develop-

ment at NLM

Potential of bibliometric analysis in
Literature of arts and humanities for
collection management

Model-based on cost-benefit ratio for
selection of journals

Objective method for seleyting setialton

a academV-health science library

(U.K.) Analysis of ILL for journal

acquisitions

Online acquisition systems are effeqive
management information tool for uniArsity
library administrators (Survey)

History and future of sales of non-print
media to U.S. schools (K-12) ',(Literature

Review)
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ORGANIZATION OF INVORMATION ,(4)

Collection Development /Acquisitions /Selection (Cont.)

11"

d

PROBLEMS/ISSUES/TOPICS RESEARCH/S4UDY

Lack of access to local municipal
publications (F)

Obtaining 'access to federal documents urger

FOI Act (F)

t
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ORCAtiILATION OF 'INFORMATION (5Y

,Document Representation

4

PF1p3 ISSUES/TOPICS

Model classification principled (B)

LC subject headings: principles and

applications (B)'"

AAC152: problems, implications, description

(N) (L) (F)

Cataloging'of,the corporate entry: problem

of relationship betweemcorporate bodies--

can automation (authority filet help?

bDC19: problems; #doption (N) (L)

Cataloging needs'oFZublic libraries (N)

Serials cataloging (B)

Problmms in discOgraphy (F)

Film cataloging (B)

S

Indexing cohcepand methods (B)

Need for filing rules from:a user's point

of.view (F)

Indexing of legal books (F)

'
Citation indexing applied o sciences,

technologYi and humanities'(B)

(U.K.) Theory of integrative levels and

relevance to design of classification

schemes

Use of titles for automatic document class-

ification (Experiment)
.64

Review of work about descriptive cataloging,

1979 (Literature Review)

Review of works on subject analysis, 1979

(Literature Review)

PeAformance of card catalogs - -a. review of

research (Literature Review)

AACR2: History and implications of

implementation (Literature Review)

Investigation of corporate headings with
form subheadings and without subheadings

(Dissertation)

Relationship oL the length of the catalog .

field to the accuracy with which it conveys
the contents of the document it represents

,(Experiment)

Handling of corporate authorship in
descriptive cataloging (Dissertation)

Analytical approach for stuaying corporate

entry in cataloging (Dissertation)

Surve of practices and expeatations in
name authority work on OCLC libraries

(Dissertation).

Adequacy of LCSH for Black literature
resources

Stdhdards in structuring subject headings
for art libraries (Experiment)

Conversion from SEARS to LC (Experiant)

Comparison of provenance and content
.ndexing methods for subject retrieval in

archives (Dissertation)

Automatic indexing based on transition
phebnomena of word occurrences

Test of the hypothesis that citation
indexes work (Experiment).
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ORGANIZATION OFINFORMATION (-6)

, Document Representation (Cont.),

PROBLEMS/ISSUES/TOPICS RESEARCH/STUpY

Tests' of citation indexes for validity

investigation of 41zzy set theory as
Appropriate formalism for models of searching

& subject indexing

Comparison of the success -pf user-assigned
intex terms vs. index terms assigned from

a thesaurus (Experiment) 4

ti
Quantitative approaph to studying dynamics

of a thesaurus (Dissertation)

Identification of new lexical?semantic
relationships and their properties for use
in structuring thesauri

Analysis of propo rtion of inf ormation in

author abstracts that comes from different

rt% of research papers

Mole of authors in providing information for
bibliographic control of their. works

(Survey).. V
Cybernetics of bibliographic control- -
a theory of document retrieval systems
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ORGANIZATION OF INFORMATION (7)

Automation

PROBLEMS/ISSUES/TOPICS RESEARCH/STUDY

Introduction to OCLC (B)

,Description of RLIN (F)

Introduction to WLN (F)(F)

Comparison of bibliographic utilities (BB)

Go it alone decision, vs. use of biblio

utilities (N)
/

..f\\ Library builds online MARC data age -L)

Potential of (bibliographic utilities)
for a special library (Case Study)

4 0

Closing the card catalog (L)
Experiments in layout of library catalog

Card vs. online catalog: management
information on COM

issues and decisions (B) Mehod for estimating number of public

terminals needed for'online catalog (or

MF readers for COM catalog',
VP

...Development of generalized algorithm to

determine terminal requirements-for
online catalogs

KWOC vs.' automated indexing (L)*-
Automatic extracting of texts in several

Potential of computers for indexing poputar
languages for automated systems

fiction, including comics (F)

Automation of technical services in research

libraries: toward a paperless society (F)

Online serials management system in a

special library (F)

r-

Design of system for matching and controlling

author names (Experiment)

Thesaurus generation via automatic term

clustering (Experiment)
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ORGANIZATION OF INFORMATION 1(8)

Preservation /Conservation

PROBLEMS/ISSUES/TOPICS' RESEARCH /STIR""

,Preservation of library maerials (B)

Preservation pf materials at a crisis (F)

Policy statement on conservation for
research libraries (F)

Need for inhouse preservation (repair)
capabilities in research libraries (F)

Preservation and restoration of, sound
trecordings (B)

Fpundation gives grant for preservation
of U.S. doc. research collection (F)

White -aig42 processing technique, for
archival storage of Cplor films (F)

Microform cop of rare archival materials
as substitutes for preservation of
originals (F)

I

1-

Report on national needs in libraries and
archives conservation (Survey)

Review of collection development and
preservation in 1979 (Literature Review)

Microbiodegration of audiovisual collections
--films, tapes, photos (Experiment)

."'"'"

ti

e
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ORGANIZATIONNOF INFORMATION (9)

Other

PROBLEMS/ISSUES/TOPICS RESEPICH/STUDY

Problems in organizing/retrieving machine-
readable data archives (F-L)

Application of cataloging
'readable clata files

Use and production' of microfilm (F-L)

4

Needs assessment in a governmWit library

for cataloging of data (F)

;

,,

s to machine*

4,444

ipnverting from hardc9py to microfilm

(Experiment)

Study to improve bibliographic access to
microform monographs (Survey)

Ac9-44 to miOroforms--lack of adequate
cataloging rules and bibliographic control

(Literature Review) \

Bibliographic control of early books (B)

Analysis of union list of serials (3)

c
If

a



PROBLp1S /ISS

Raterence service (BB

Staffing the referenc
vs. non-professionals
librarians vs. otner

Role of teaching in r

Review of academic ref
the publications of mu
federal governinent (F)

3

' I As

isseminatio (FF)

view of 'state disseminapon
states (F)

(F

)

A-15

DISSEMINATION OF INKORMATION'--,\

Library Services '-(General)'

PICS RESEARCH/STUDY

X: professionals
reference

arians (F)

Otnce services (F)

ct services for
ipal, state and

%*..

Search and idea tactics to improve inforta-

tion searching strategies

,`'.Effectiveness of telephone reference/
information services in tcademic libraries
(Dissertation)

Unit costs of reference questions using
random time sampling and self observations,
in a medical library (Experiment)

Role of the "referral slip"'in improving
the referral service among the libraries
of a state university (Experiment)

Need for an information desk in a research
library that provides decentralized
reference service (Case Study)

Analysis of publiF library reference
questions by anal§zing the user's reasons
for asking the question to improve'the
effectiveness of the reference interview
(Survey)

..IC

International information flow, using
physics data for test

ects of a successful microfiche program Relation of microform instruction program
to user scceptance (Dissertation)

Portable microfiche readers part of
successful program

-College learning resource center (B)

alb

s

-.

Role of microform government publicatr.ns
in providing sodiological and historical
information (F)

I.

Analysis of learning resources centers in
2-yr. academic institutions (Dissertation)

Meatiarement of circulation desk activities
using a random alarm mechanism (Experiment)

DocuMent delivery 'services in university &
college Wararies geed improvement (Survey)
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DISSEMINATION OFINFpRMATION (2)

Targeted Library Services

PROBLEMS/ISSUES/TOPICS RESEARCSITUDY

Consumer health information services

(U.K. viewpoint) (F)

OM,

Library service to oldtr Americans (N)(F)

Role of library in delivery of consumer

health informayion (Survey)

Emerging patterns of community services (B)

Puppet shows for the young,

physically/mentally disabled (N)

Library service for institutionalized

individuals (F)

Library service in prison (N)

Provision of TS/ booths for hearing-

impaired to view captioned programs (N)

Library service fof the disabled (nain-

itreaming) (B) (N)

to teach about

Evolution of public librlry services for

the adult independent learner (Dissertation)

Adult education programs an4,activities

provided by public libraries in (state),

(Dissertation)

Trial service to local government decision-

makers by library school--program

discontinued (Experiment)

Economic -and other aspects of telebook

services, for delivery 4 recorded books
electronically to blind and phydIcally

handicapped individuals (Experiment)

Model library service for hearing-impaired

individuals (Survey)

Model library programs for disabled,

institutionalized individuals (Demonstration

Projectl

Library services for children (BE)

Library services to children: parents vs.

children's rights (F)

Role of the library in controversy of

"value education" (K-6)(F)

Role of public library in reaching non-

readers (K-12)(F)

Review of public library progrims for young

(preschool) children (Literature Review)

Research and measurement in library

-services to children

(Belgium) Techniques for presenting

news to the deaf

TV

Research and measurement, in library services

to children

Use of computer-based systems to increase

iftfotmation access of school-media center

material4.(Demonstration ProjeO'1I

Pilot project for library services in

story-telling for 2-year-olds k

Styles and techniques of evaluation

applipable to early childhood library

programming in public and school' libraries

(Demonstration Project).-

4
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' DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION (3)

'targeted Library Services (Cont.)

4

PROBLEMS/IcSUES/TOPICS RESEARCH /STUDY

.1
Clinical librarians and services, to

patients (L)(F)

Medical libraries as resource to hospitals

for online searches (for fee) (F)

,Support for continuing education needs
of health practitioners (L)

Programs for community hospitals.(L)

Service to in-service nurses (L)

(Canada) Research and measurement in library

services for children

/,

Bookmobiles still needed; still effective

(L)

More attention needed to needs of special

groups (L)

Should 1
(N)

ies help to fight illiteracy?

Failures in so
to return to trade

(L)

1111
onal library services

Services to Spanish-speaking population
-

(Survey)

Application of computer technology to
development of planning information systems
for native Americans-(Experiment)

erimentation; need

I
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DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION (4)

Roles of Libraries
p

PRoRLEMS/iSSUES/TOPICS 5ESEARCH /STUDY

Role of public libraries in the electronic

evolution,' to increase access (F)

Purpose of the public Library (F)

The public i.ibrasy in perspective (B)

Role of humanities in public libraries (B)

Role of.pablic libraries. -in adult

literacy education, (F)'

Role of public libraries in implemgpting
PL 94-142, education of all handicapped

children (F)

Role of librarians in bibliotherapy; need

for training (F)

Role of-public libraries in adult education

(Literature Review)
So,

Bibliotherapy: developme4t of profiles

of bibliotherapists (Survey).

Role of library in imparting both knowledge Critical look at prevailing assumptions

and information (F)
concerning relation between libraries and

societies

1 4.

Characterizing 4ecial libraries by

'industry Z * .

amin.

Perceptions of students, teachers,
principals and media specialists toward
school library media center program and

services (Dissertation) ,

Rble of libraries and formal information
centers in the dissemination of research
results (Literature Review)

The use of student book collection contests
at colleges and universities to develop

and strengtOna, positive attitude toward

books and libraries (Survey)

48
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DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION (5)

Inter-Library Loan (ILL)

PROBLEMS/ISSUES/TOPICS RESEARCH/STUDY

Need for More rational economic basis
for ILL (F)

Economics of union catalog index
development (F)

Cooperation in ILL/journal holdings

'system (F)

Comparison of ILL through OCLC and a

state system (N) 4116

Use of teletypes for improved linkages
(F)

Evaluation of experimental ILL

(Experiment)

.

system

Turnaround times in evaluating ILL services:
US mail vs. UPS (Survey).

12I
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DISSEMINATION, OF INFORMATION (6)

System Design and Evaluation

PROBL416/ISSUES/TOPICS RESEARCH/STUDY

The DOD System (P)

MEDLINE (F)

Scientific and technical online database's

(F)

Update on bibliographic databases
.available.online (t)

Presentation of bibliographic information

on PRESTEL (F)

Emergence of systems designed to supply
nformatign for the entire population (F)

Systems for "everyday" information p)

Problems in public access to library
'automation (F)

4.

Evaluation measurestand methods for online

bibliographic systems
,

Comparison of three legal online systems

Cost-benefit oanalysis of selected
enVironmental and'data information
systems

Investigation of online searching,of ERIC.
and recommendations for re-design ,

Limits in subject retrieval from a large
published index (Dissertation)

Evaluakion studies on a textile information
,retrieval system (Dissertation)

User features of an inhouse information
system based on. automatic indexing,

compared to codk4rcialdealine service

(Experiment)

Experimental online catalog (for public
access) at a university.

Design of intermediary system for use of
online systems by, end users (Experiment)

Design of user-computer interfaces
suitable for end -user access of information
systems (Literature Review)

Evaluation of retrieval from book indexes

Developing corporate author strarch keys
for online catalogs (Experiment)

A

Feasibility of full-text retrieval for
the sciences (B)

Automated system for referrals to
community agencies (B)

System for handling and retrieving local
and state economic data (F)

Differencel'in systems for the arts and

humanities vs. sciences (F)

Experiments in relevance weighting of
search terms (Multiple Studies Reported)

1,

Search term relevance weighting given
little relevance information' (Experiment)

Analysis of optiial depth of indexing for
designing information retrieval systems

%nSelected artificial intelligence techniques
in information retrieval systems research
(Dissertation) (Literature Review)

Analysis of man computer interactions

al techniques underlying
, t

cognition systems (Dissertation)
Data or
,patter
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4
DISSEMINATION OF I ORMATION (7)

System Design and Eval ion (9ont.1

PROBLEMS/ISSUES/TOPICS RESEARCH/STUDY
#

6

(U.K.) Study institute to increase
knowledge on design of information systems

(U.K.) Document retrieval experiments using
indexing vocabularies, of various sizes,

hashing, truncation, etc.

Design and evaluation methodoldgy for
information systems

Simulation model for information system
design and evaluation

Use of co-citation and bibliographic
coupling in document retrieval

Using Boolean queries with clustered file
*organization (Experiment)

Anformatien retreival and:analysis
system as an inquiry interfaceA,(Disserta-
tion)

Construction of software tools to aid
online decision makers and database users
in accessing information relevant to their.

needs

Future trends in database software (F) Automatic merging of monographic databases
and the identification of duilicate
records

Computer programs for development of
data selection criteria and generation
of a database (Experiment)

Feasibility study to examine modeling
database storage, maintenance and, update

operation

Compression technique for Storing
natural language text (Experiment)

Design concepts and technques for the
online represention and organization
of knoWledge; its use, transfer, ,and
extension (Experiment)

r

1? 3
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DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION (8)

Manag nt and Evaluation

> PROBLEMS/ISSUES/TOPICS RESEARCH/STUDY

Measurement of library services (B)

State program for measurement and

evaluation of reference services in
public libraries (F)

S.

"-)

Comparison of costs of different current
awareness methods, including SDI and

verbal communication (F)

Evaluation of open book stacks and

academic library performance, including

circulation, uge, and availability

(Experiment)

CorrLation of classes of books circulated
and those used within an open stack library

Impact of computerized circulation system

on performance in 3.arge college library

(Experiment)

A queuing theory (Bayekian mod 1)' for the
circulation of books in a library
Evaluation of audiovisual. (educational
media) agencies, materials, and equipment

in public schools (Dissertation)

Ability of catalog information to indicate

relevance of documents (Experiment)

Impact of computerized circulation sx,Aem

pn performance in large college library

(Experiment)

ti

Marketing and promoting online services

by librarians (F)

Administration of microforms in college
libraries: use must be encouraged (F)

Selection of an online vendor (F)

Comparison of alternative systems for

providing access to the periodical

literature (B)

Automation and the service environment'

of the circulation manager (Dissertation)

Effect on photocopying of limiting journal

circulation,

124
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A-23

DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION (9)

Management and Evaluation (Cont.)

PROBLEMS/ISSUES/TOPICS .RESEARCH/iTUDY

CurreRt vs. new way of handling scientific
and Aahnical Wormation (Supvey)

4
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A-24

DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION 110)

'Online Search Services in Libraries/Information Centers

PROBLEMS/ISSUES/TOPICS RESEARCH/STUDY

.

Use of c.;Idine vendor) for searching

chemical literature (L)

Lmpleisentation of online search services

at a federal government library (F)

4

1
Problems in formulating effective online

strategies: obtaining clear definition
of problem from researcher (F)

0
Use of 1200-baud access in information

retrieval (L)(F)

Use of slaved terminals to serve remote

locatibns (L)

Free online searching at a university

library (L)

Opinions and needs of online database

searchers in special libraries (Survey)(

(U.K.) Comparative study of two databasies

forta current awareness service (Experiment)

Description (and analysis of potential use

in libraries) of non-bibliographic online

database services (Survey)

Impact of free-text vs. controlled-

vocabulary searching on =RIC (Experiment)

Testing and evaluation of searching

procedures with online systems (BB)

Effect of searching environment on online

searching performance (Case Study)

Overcoming biases in retrieval strategies

.

Use of thermal image film for demonstrating

onli e searching (Experiment) r

0

Study of user-identified costs and benefits

of online searchers'(gurvey)

Evaluation of costs oronline search
services in a medical library

Trial use of free computer-assisted
service, in a public library (Experiment)

Introduction of free online searches to

chemists (Experiment)

Impact of online searching on ILL in a

special library (Experiment)

126
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A-25

DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION (11)

Other Automation

PROBLEMS/ISSUES/TODTCS RESEARCH/STUDY

Growth of medical information systems
in the U.S. (B)

1 44

Difficulties in automating archival
records (F)

Locally 4eveloped automated circulation
system m e available to other libraries

(N)

OCLC drops' circulation development
contract (N)

Use of automation for generating new
accessions listings (F)

Use of computerized literature searches
to,produce faculty publications lists (L)

Tutorlal on machine translation vs.
machine-aided translation (Fd

1

- 12 7
1

1
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A-26

DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION (12)

Professional Communications
r.

PROBLEMS/TSSUES/TOPICS

6
RESEARC1/STUDY

Communication of research: from
researcher to user (F)

DiscUssion of NSF-supported projects in

the.area of electronic alternatives to
paper-based communications (F)

;

Communication of educational research and

development (Dissertation)

Integrated electronic communication system

Methods of transmitting research report

data from the laboratory to end user in

corporate setting (Survey)

Information acquisition, use, and transfer

in an R&D lab and between the lab and

other corporate divisions (Experiment)

Communicating results of NLM grant-

supported library projects (Survey)

Study of grant-related communication
activity.to explore information exchange

in health.sciences (Survey)

Construction of knowledge transfer

functions (Dissertation)

Authorship study in 5 library periodicals--

professional communication among

librarians

128
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USE OF INFORMATION

Users and Uses

PROBLEMS /ISSUES/TOPICS *. RESEARCH/STUDY

Access to libraries (B)

Improvement of libraries should be bated
on identification and understanding of
'problems that they.are intended too solve
(F)

Need to consult users in development of
aretems: only suctessful way is through
performance measurement of users and
user (F)

Need for research on user attitudes
toward systems and paying for information
(F)

Who are the information rich--decision-
makers or the people they rely on in
organizations? (F) .
Controversy over implications of recent
library use studies at a university library
(F)

The public library as a source of
information for community groups (B)

Information needs of business (F)

Use of libraries bphandicapped
individuals (F)

Information Reeds in the humanities (B)

Research on infdrmation needt in a
Tgerontological program (F)

HowIto find chemical information CB)

4

Management-oriented model for studying
and 'describing user infor9ation behavior

Problems of measurement and interpretation
pf library collection use studies
(Literature Review) ,

A methodology for needs assessment for
information and referral services (Case
Study)

fee of tools for bibliographic access
and success rates (Survey)

Communication apprehension and the
acquisition of information in the
academic library (Dissertation)

Citation analysis to measure how
academics and practitioners in computer
science differ in use of published
information

Application of- conjoint analysis (from
marketing) to measure student preferences
(in colleges .and universities) for reference

services (Survey)

Regular and irregular library use by
faculty members at three universities

(Dissertation)

Profile of users of a university library
(Survey)

Study of who uses university map
collections

Use of negative binomial distribution
to establishitterns of book use in
academic libraries

Study of search techniques of experienced
information specialists, chemistry
faculty, and novice searchers (Experiment)

and

Determine whether online prompting
improves searAes of three groups
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A-28.

USE OF INFORMATION (2)

titers and Uses ,(Cont.)

PROBLEMS/ISSUES/TOPICS RESEARCH/STUDY

1/4

(ia

1/4

Study of'online public access to catalogs

(N)

Use of online chemical databases by

chemists in a university and private

company (ExPerimehl)

Theories of middle range on informdtio use

by scientists and engineers in formal

Information systems

User needs study in (special library)

(Survey)

Comparison of requested literature vs.

cited literature by scientists

Assessing needs of the Spanish-speaking

(Survey)

Measurement of user's perceived value of

information analysis center

Information needs of practicing physicians

Professional'se::ional's (lawyer's) attitudes toward

online retrieval systems (Survey)

Clients and uses of SDI services

(Dissertation)

Identification of measures to discriminate

among users of online retrieval systems

With different levels and types of

experience (Dissertation)

Study of reading and book buying habits

ofthe American public (Survey)
40

Life and reading interests of adult users
of public'tIbraries in communities of

various sizes (Dissertation)

Library., use and characteristics of library

usersEet public libraries in (state)

(Survey)

Identificalton of patterns of human -4

interaction with card and online catalogs'

in university libraries (Survey)

Development of measures for library use
with emphasis on card catalog and online

catalog use in university libraries

Patron use of an online circulation system

in known -/tem'searching (Experiment)
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USE OF INFORMATION (3)

Users and Uses -(Cont.)

PROBLEMS/ISSUES/TOPICS RESEARCH/STUDY

Complaints/comments about COM by users

(F)

/

f

Use of thesis information as'an information
Idol (Survey)

4

1.6

4
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USE OF INFORMATION '(4)

Of Libraries and Information In Research

PROBLEMS/IFSUES/TOPICS RESEARCH/STUDY

Importance of research libraries / to

American int lectual life (F)

Use of Information to improve
productivity (F)

Future of research libraries (B)
-

Use of libraries (book collectiOns;
archives') in scholarly research (FF)

Changing patterns in academic research

;1.)

The implicatiets for the library of the
humanistic scholar (F)

Use of governant-publi;Cations by social

scientists (B)

Social science research depends on use of

chine-readable data files, so- librarians

must become aware of them and deal with

them (F)

Effective use-of scientific and technical
information in industry (Experiment)

Method of literature Analysis applicable
to science management (Dissertation)

Use of online systems, particularlY
citation analysis, for scientific planning

and evaluation (Experiment)

New approach for gleaning correlative and

statistical information from patent

literature

Bibliometric analysis of patent literature

and its relationship to the scientific

journal literatu (Dissertation)

Use of bibliometri s as a technique to

cluster professors for interdisciplinary

relatedness

. ,

HOw much and what kind of prior research is

needed and wanted by researchers (Literature
Review)(Exaggeration prevalent of amount of

access needed for. original research)

(U.K.) Bibliographical and information con-

tent of research papers (Survey)

,Use of citations in literary research

i

Citation analysi in the arts and humanities

Comparison of p assessment of the

influence of art cles vs, citation

assessment for ientific journals (Survey)

StUdy using citation analysis, of the
interrelations of psychology literature

as a preparatory step for studies of

psychological research activity

Characteristics of references elected

English literary journals
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USE OF INFORMATION (5)

Of Libraries and Information In Research (Cont.)

"fir

PROBLEMS/ISSPTS/TOPICS RESEARCH /STUDY

Value of patent information services to
the researchers and impact on R&D

(Case Study)

................ __------ .. ..

'Evaluation of ERIC serarch strategy for
locating information on use of online

systems in libraries...
Method-for partitioning citation dat?bases
into clusters of related journals

Comparison of peer assessment of the
influence of articles vs. citation
assessment for scientific Journals (Survey)

Bibliometric evaluation of theinformation
analysis concept (Dissertation)

Nature and degree of human error in data
gathered by sociometricItechniciuei from
information networks

Use of online databases for bib;dometric
studies (Experiment)

z
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USE OF INFORMATION (6)

Communication

PROB*FMS/ISSUES/TOPICS RESEARCH/STUDY
1

Scholarly communication (BB)

Value of person-to-person networks,vii
teleconferencing (F)

Communication behavior patterns of
academic educators and affect on
information processing (Dissertation)

Analysis of communication-support system
for dissemination of scientific and tech-

,

nical information in development of
(state) public policy (Dissertation/

Application of computer networks in
information science research (Literature

Review)

Impact of a computerized conferencing
system upon scientific research specialties

Use of cable TV to communicate among
members of an organization (Demonstration

Project)

Study of the impacts of a formal computer-
based information system on informal
information networks among engineers
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USE OF INFORMATION (7)

Library/Information-Use Instruction

1

PROBLEMS/W,SUES/TOPICS .

\

RESEARCH/STUDY

Need for study in user education (F)

Reiciew of library Instruction at all
levels: educating the user (L)

Techniques and strategies (FF)

Library-use instruction (schools) (L)

..... ----------- .......

'library -use instruction (academic)

(FF) (LL)

Teaching sociology students bibliographic
methods for document research '(F)'

New approaCh to library instruction in
psychology, using natural structure of
the research literature (F)

100-year history of library.!..s role in

user educatisn (Literatur ew)

Model of "library learning to identify
distinct contributions to ng

Need for evaluation °graphic

educition (Literature view)

Review of issues in'bibliographic

)(r

struction (Literatdre Review)

ucturing services and facilities for
library instruction (Liteiature Review)

Adult reading behaviori and ego-stage'
development (Dissertatton)

(Canada) Teaching research skills (dpe
of library) to patrons off public
library (Survey)Mo.......... . lbw

Review of college library instruction
(Literature Review)

Study of (campuses) offering undergraduate
credit courses in library' instruction

(Survey)

Applying aptitude treatment interaction
for individualized instruction in using
"The Reader's Guider (Dissertation)

Comparison of-three-methods for teaching
library skills in conjunction with
'Freshman'English (Dissertation) 4

Critical incidents and contexts ih assisted
adult library learning (Dissertatii5a)

Comparison.of'lecture and programmed
'instruction in teaching basic catalog
card bibliographic information
(Dissertation),

Effect of CAI library skills strategy
on,attittide toward and use, of college

library (Dissertation)

Administering course- related library
instruction programs in selected academic
libraries (Dissertation)



A-34

USE OF INFORMATION (8)

Library//eformation-Use Instruction (Cont.)

PROBLEMS/ISSUES/TOPICS R ESEARCH /STUDY

Comparative effectiveness of slide-tape
show and library tour for library

instruction

Need identified to relate library
instruction to research required in

student's courses

Study of university library patron's

needs (Dissertation)

Funding to achieve greater integration
of academic libraries, and undergraduate

education (Dissertation).

Relationship of students (in 2-yr. college)

library skills to their use of the

library (Dissertation),

Continuing education for clinicians in

_retrieval techniques (

Design and implemen tion of a law

school orientation program for WESTLAW

(F)

Teaching social workers to use information

technology to help solve casework

problems (N)

fr

s
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MANAGEMENT OF LIBRARY & INFORMATION SERVICES

Planning'and Evaluation

PROBLEMS/ISSUES/TOPICS ' RESEARCH/STUDY

,
besigning libraries to, sell services (r)

Approaches to measuring libary

effeCtiveness(FF)

Library_ effectiveness for the next decade

"(B)

4

Plannifg4kigrliiChlibeiry (F)

Interior design(for }ibraries (BB)

Libraries desiired for users (BB)

Survey of library- constitution needs-
planned (N)

Study of elected library managers planned

(N)

Public library planning

New approach to the evaluation of public

libraries (Dissertation)

Measuring library effectivenfas

User-oriented approach to setting priorities

for special library services "(Survey)

Evaluation of clinical medical.library

Ptogram

Study of new special libraries and means to

encourage their formation (Survey)

ti

Coptingency theory and'implicationseof use
in designing structure ilan academic

library

Application of several envilftmerital design

facto pianniM of public library,

facile Dissertation)

ti

Development of an instrument for measuring.

pdblic librarians' perceptions of their
organizational climate (Dissertation)

litw,assurance
libraries *(L)

in health science
.1

Use of suggestion cards (L)

1
41.
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A-36

MANAGEMENT OF LIBRARY & INFORMATION SERVICES (2)

Administration

,r

.PROBLEMS/ISSUES/TOPICS RESEARCH /STUDY

Library management studies--not enough

evaluation (F) -

Studies in library management and
organizational development (BB)

Information for academic library decision-
makinTand administration (BB)

Benefiti of implementing a, management
information system (FT ,!
,Need for both qualitative and quantitative
analysis in decisionmaking -

Changes in academic environment--fewer
fu4-time/on-site students--means changes
needed-in academic libraries, in library-
use aids,*and instruction and in library
services (F)

College an4 research librarians must, become
budgeters, systems managers, and conflict
resolvers--to manage technologically
elaborate libraries (F)

Placement of company into unit in
organizational structure important for it

to work at maximum.efficiency (F)

Problem with present library administrative
structures and negative effects on profes-

sional libraries

Management problems with multi-site
libraries (F)

Supervisift of library. employees (B)

Goal displacement in academic libraries as
relates to selected organizational factors
and earacteristi:cs of individual employees

(Dissertation)

Effect of library director's theory of
management on middle management behavior

in medium-sip public)ibraries
(Dissertation)

Comparison of Amrcepti9ns of deans, library.
directors, and departmbnt chairmen to
actual and ideal role of library directors,
in a 2-year institution (Dissertation)

Analysis of decisionmaking processes in
public libraries (Dissertation) -

Application of opetations research in
libraries and why it is an underutilized
techalique (Literature Review),

Experimental design for restructuring and
redesigning functions of.academic research
libraries (Dissertation)

Governance and academic libraries, related
to the academic setting -(Literature Review)

Psycho-organizational approach to staff
communication in libraries

Leadership, organizational dynamics,, and
rate of change in selected public libraries
(Dissertation) .

Information resources management:
definitions (F).

Management-of libraries: getting
corporate management support (F)

e

Hospital library resources and services

(Survey)

Marketing/promoting the library (F)

a

Library managers' guide,cto automation (B).

(U.14.) Direct mail advertising and public

library use (Experiment)
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MANAGEMENT OF LIBRARY & INFORMATION SERVICES (3)

Budgeting/Costs/Feesr

PROBLEMS ,TSSUES/TOPICS RESEARCH/STUDY .

.

Zero-base budgeting in a university

library (F)

Cutting library costs (BB)
.

Case Study: fiscal concerns and unpopular
choices (F) ,.

1
.

4

.....

,

Library

..e -

Library costs and options: bookstock/
storage vs, ILL (F)

.-

.

.

. -,,
'-...-------J

.

0 '

'

.'
Budgeting in academic private libraries
(Case Sttidy)

An analysis of costs of public library -C

,operations
. ,

Use of operations research to planning and
budgeting for school media programs at
building, district, and regio'hal levels

Functional relationship between levels of
output and cost of operation in scientific
and technical libraries (Survey)

-- --

---factors affecting salaries of academic .
librarians in medium-size, .state-supported
universities (Dissertation) r-

'. f

. -

Trends and practices in user fees in
publicly funded libraries (Literature
Review) alp

Statistical study of issues associated with
fees and users of infdrmation (Dissertation)

.

,

,
*

.
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NETWORKING AND COOPERATION/RESOURCE SHARING

Role/Structure/Governance

q

PROBLEMS/ISSUES/TOPICS RESEARCH /STUDY

History of libraryvnetworksand resource
Sharing (F)

Lilirary network development and impact on

academic libraries (F)

Fritical issues in development of library

cooperation' (B)

..., . ...

Studylof library cooperation, network,
.and demongtration projects (B)

Study of librarytcooperatives (Case Studies)
1

Exploration of library networking in
remote; diiadvantaged area (Experiment and

Survey)

Evaluation of interlibrary cooperation in

(states) (Dissertation)

Structure/governance of library networks (B)

Role of research libraries in the governance
structure of a national bibliographic

network (F) 4.

Planning for national governance of a
nationwide babliographit system (F)

Complexity of library networks and their

governance'(F)

Legal aspects of4orgomizing a library

neroarkt trl

,ms.

Application of game theory to library

networks .

Role of networks in'generating management
informa0bn of use to library administrators

!

Y,1

Libraris 4state%)
T
'e ablist cooperative

for research sharing (NN)(F)

State plUns stitewide medical services (N)

Consortia rdifCbg6 frtm external funding

to,:interAl support (L)

Bibliogimphic utility's membership iwup;
... -,,,,

s6 are ii;ces (N)

41`

Strategy for managingjournal collection of

a resource-sharing consortium

Forecasting demands for library network

services

140
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KETWORKIhC'AND COOPERATION/RESOURCE SHARING (2)
ti

Multinetworking and Multi - Network Coordination

PROBLEMS/ISSUES/TOPICS
wo.

RESEARCH/STUDY

Linkages called for between bibliographic

utilities (N)
. -

Need for coordination among networks as
decentralization grdws (FP)

Study awarded to investigate feasibility
of linkages between bibliographic
utilities (N)

Local network and'OCLC not competitive- -
cooperation and coordination needed (L)

Commercial vendor announces interface with
Aaibliographic utility (N)

Total information network not feasible in

our lifetime (L)

Research needed to study library technolo-
gies conducive to efficient operation of

national library/information network (N)

I

Planning model for linking bibliographic

utilities

AK,

141
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AUTOMRTiON 2ND TECHNOLOGY

Microforms

DROBLEMS/ISSUES/TOPICS RESEARCH/STUDY

1.

The microform revolutionRB)

Economics of microfilming (F)

Micrographics: use primarily in science

and technology (L)

Micrographics: need for system design.in
library before purchasing hardware (Fr

4MT Review of micrographics, reprography, and
graphic communications (Literature Review)

C

Online microfiche catalogs in libraries*
using microcomputers and centralized
computers (Demonstration ProDeCt)

-142
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AUTOMATION AND TECIINIOLOGY (2)

Automation

PROBLEMS/ISSUES/TOPICS RESEARCH /STUDY

Attempts made to show that machine
intelligence is not the same as "man's"

intelligence (F)

rf

Elementary school student develops cataloging
and circulation system for library on WANG

computer (N)

Failures in library automation: dearth of
articles on the demise of systems (F)

Implications of online for publishigg,

library management, and library education

(L)

Methodologies for' information system design

(Literature Review)

State of the Art on library automation
(Literature Review)

Evaluation approach to measure effect of
automation on library staff productivity

Implementation of complex information
systems (Case Studies)
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AUTOMATION AND TEONNOLOGy (3)
4

_*. Technologies

PROBLEMS/ISSUES/TOPICS RESEARCH /STUDY

!Minicomputers in libraries (B)

Role of microcomputers in libz'aries (F)

Errors pointed out in.microcomputer
article (LL)

Promising technologies for the library of
the.80s: (F)

satellite data communication for
retrieval and document delivery. (F)

home delivery systems (F)
personal computers (FP4
online full7text retrieval (F)

The videodisk revolution: use in libraries
(B)

Video in libraries (B)

Fiber optics (F)

Electronic delivery of documents And
graphics (B)

Use of holography as storage device and as
aid in character recognition (F)

I Legibility research needed for new products,
e.g., CRTs vs. printed word" (F)

Use of KarzWeil reading machine (F)

Need for coordination (to achieve
compatibility) among groups deve;oping-
hardware for the disabled (F).

State of the art on telecommunication
technologies and interfaces with trans-
mission-dependent systems (Literature
Review)

Dynamic behavior of shortest-path routing
algorithms for communication networks

Studies on computerized conferencing
(Experiments)

:Libraries experimenting with- television and
facsimile equipment for document delivery

Tel a$ a document-transfer
tool (Demonstration Project)

Experiments using satellites to provide
library services

Integrated approach to planning internation-
al data communication systems (Dissertatidn)

4

-op-
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PROFESSIONALISM

The Profession and the Discipline'

PROBLEMS/ISSUES/TOPICS RESEARCH/STUDY

F

Librarianship a profession? (F)

Scholarship and librarianship (F)

The profession and the professors:
academIc programs are lagging (F)

Search for a scientific profession:
library science education in the U.S.
and Canada (B)

Policy study of intellectual freedom is
librarianship (Literature Review) 7/

The antithetical relationship between
librarianship and'science as knowledge
systems ANS.

Theory of semiotics, communications technol-
'ogies, and culture (Dissertation)

Basic issues confronting information
science education and_thefield of
information science (F)

Scope of information science and studies
in the field (F)

Evolution and current state of inforiation

science (F)

Guide to information science (B)

Recurring library issues (B)

IMM

Study to learn working defimitions of
"information" in use by professionals (L)

Human relations in librarianship (B)

Unionization of librarians (L)

Ethics in information science (F)

More book reviews needed on library tools

(L)

Linguistic investigation into the deip ine
of information science (Dissertation)

Mathematical problems in the theory of
measurement related to information concepts

,,

40.

Review of authorship in 5 library periodi-
cals, for biases of sex and other variables

(
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PROFESSIONALISM (2)

Professionals
'4

PROBLEMS/ISSUES/TOPICS- RESEARCH/STUDY

Symposium on the role of the academic

librarian (F)'

44 7.'4"-..,.... .,

Advances in medical librarianship (F)
.

View of medical librarianship as a system

(F)

Requirements for academic librarians to

publish (Survey)

Development and constrfluences of faculty

bargaining, unit certification, and,
contract negotiation on academic librarians

(Dissertation)

Managerial role concepts of middle managers

in academic and public libraries

(Dissertation)

al librarians: problem of unauthorized

practice of the law -(F)

bccupational standards for information

1--resource managers (e)

4444444..44.44444 ................ 4
Research responsibilities of the school

.media superviiCir (F)
Relationship between belief structures of
school principals and medii specialists

related to role expectations for media
specialists (Survey)

National profiles of information

professionals-(Survey)

Sex-role orientation of library school

students (Survey)

Paraprofessional library employees--
les and training (Literature Review)

4.146
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PROFESSIONALISM (3)

Careers and Career Development

N

PROBLEMS/ISSUES/TOP/CS RESEARCH/STUDY

Problems and solutions to staff turnover

in libraries (F)

Why good people are leaving the profession

(L)

Status' of university librarians (F)

Library staff development guide (B)

Resume essentials for the academic

librarian (F)

Poor classified ads, for librarian

positions (F)

Expanding the ''''ilksmarket for inE6rmation

professionals: what skills are need -? (F)

COncern about school graduates

moving into non-library positions (F)

Emergenceof a new specialty: the network

librarian (F)

Library organization variables and
librarians' job satisfaction (Survey)

Measurement of job satisfaction of

oammunity college librakiins vs. college/

university librarians (Dissertation)

Research A job Satisfaction in libraries

(Literature Reivew)

Report on placements and salaries (Survey)

Impact of .ncrease in library doctorates;

concern that administrators be hired on

ability, Acit degree (Survey)

Status of women in administration in health

science libraries (Survey)

Leave for professional development--help
to gain faculty status (Experiment)

Faculty' status of academic librarians" in

(state) (Survey)

Status of academic librariani-Dound to be

unequal to other facul5y-.4Literature

Review)

Design of the library director interview

(Burirey)

Content analysis of ads for health Science

library positipns to determine empaoyers'

desired qualifications

Special librarianship (B)

Personal experiente as a free-lance

1.ibrarian (F)
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PROFESSIONALISM (4)

Societies/Professional Associations

PROBLEMS/ISSUES/TOPICS RESEARCH/STdbY

Too many HOW WE DO IT HERE type articles
(in professional journal) (L)

ASIS role in formation of a government
information lacy (F)

ASIS to track relevant legislation (F)

SLA needs to be involved in.legislative/
political process (F)

AIM (Association for Information Managers)
vs. SLA: no real conflict (F)

Issue of which organization is appropriate
for map librarians (F)

Study of libra'rians who become officers in
their organizations (Survey)

Protile of ASIS members (Survey)
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EDUCATION & TRAINING

General

PROBLEMS/ISSUES/TOPICS RESEARCH/STUDY

Training of librarians forlibrary-use
instruction (F)

Ilir

,

Training for computer-based reference`,
servibes: whose responsibility?
who should be trained? (F)

ibraries and library schools at'a
ossroads; conditions for survival (F).

Foundation expands professional education
opportunities for libraries (N)

$

4
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EDUATIQN & TRAINING (2).

Academic Programs

P 0 B L E S / I S S,U ES /TOP ICS

New era of library services calls for new

education (F)

Library education accreditation: retreat

from excellence (F)

Two-year librarVinformation
programs needed (LL)

science

Need for library internships (L)

Issues in recruitment of library school

students (L)

RESEARCH/S7UDY

,Comparison of admissidn charactkristics

and ,performance of students in library

school (Survey)

Analysis of predictors of success in

library school

Apprenticeships andoiorkshops as
alternative to library school (F)

Research orientation needed in health

sciences librarianship (F)

What is being taught about research at
(university) library school (F)

Analysis of library -field-iliterature sows
students in library schools need to leArn

more about statistics (Literature Review)

(Canada) Introducing significint statistics

component into library science research

methods course

Programming language, to teach computer

usage to library school students (F)

Teaching online information retrieval in

library school (F)

Total training program for online searching

available at (library school) (N)

Education for health sciences librarianship

(B)

7
Evaluation of library school institution
in online searching (Survey)

Integration of historical studies in
archival curriculiim of library schools (F)

------------

Clinical legal education for law librarians

(fiscal issdes) (F)

-

Administrators' opinions on cataloging

course content in library'schools (Survey)

Study of audio-tutorial method for teaching

basic reference work (Experiment)
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EDUCATION & TRAINING (3)

Continuing Education

r .

a

PROBLEMS /ISSUES/TOPICS RE' EARCM/STUDY

L

Continuing education courses of
(professional society) in automation doing

well (N)

ApOdel. Continuing-education 'iecognition.
system IB)

(Professional group's continuing education
program. not the befit way (L)

Standard'fees.for (professional group)'s
continuing education courses at national

meetings established (L)

Continuing education program of,home-'study
and workshop courses developed for
federal librarians (N)

t

'IP

4

AIL

O

A

S

Attitudessof librarians toward continui

education (SUrVey)

Contipuizig education for library educators- -

practices, perceptiohs, and preieves
-(Dissertation)

f 14

et,

0

6

c
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PUBLIC,POLICY/INFORMATION POLICY

Access to Information

illbAccess to information: 14ue of the 80s from
the'Wh.i.te iiiouse Conference on Library and

Informatift Services (F)

Concept a framework for planning to

alley nformation inequities (F)

.

Chores kri 'information-access policies
influenced by government policies and

technology (F)

Telecommunication policy and information
'services: implications for equity of

ss, (F) 00.

Techilical and legal issues in information
privacy and data security (Litdrature
Review)

Social impact on different cultur == of
transborder data flow (Literatuta,Review)

41.

I

O

Information equity in educatioa./

15,?

dry

4
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PUBLIC POLICY /INFORMATION POLICY (2)

Information Policies

PROBLEMS/ISSUES/TOPICS RESEARCHSTUDY

(Need for)' (Problems in development of)
a national information policy (FF)

4
COSLA OKs National Library Act (N)

Publishers react positively, with'some
caveats, to NPC plans L)

..

National iiformation polity fr the

research librarian's point of v ,(FF)(L)

Relations between the private se for an
the library and information serVices
community (F)

Discussion of LC's position papegbp a
national library and information network (F -)

Politics and information (F)

Absence of a national infordation policy
strains professional societies and
publication programs, and distorts
academic library accpkisitions budgets:
government should fiind dissemination of

information under federal research
budgets (F) .

ftS

Adaptive model of information policy
(Dissertation)

College librarians and a national
information policy (Suivey)

OP

h
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PUBLIC POLICY/INFORMATION POLICY (3f

Funding of Library Services

PROBLEMS/ISSUES/TOPICS
6t.

RESEARCH/SrDY

Effects of national events on library
funding ands, support .(F)

FlIfiding pf free public service in
libraries--a decision for the public, not

researchers (F)
464.

Funding altePnatives for libraries (B).

Public library funding (NN)

'Disagreement with editorial that support
for research libraries is keeping paceith
inflation (F)

(State) legislation enacted for financing

of public libraries (F)

4-

'41

"public finance approach to user fees in

'public libraries (DissertatiOn)

RelaCionship between public relations
activities and funds for public libraries

in (state) (Survey).

Relation ship of sex of director and per
capita support in large public libraries

(Survey),

t. a.
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GOVERNMENT: PR6GRAMS & SERVICES

V
%F.

PROBLEMS/ISSUES/TOPICS

i.

RESEARCH /STUDY

Role of government publications in a
national program for library and information

.services (B)

Obstacles in-establishing a separate
Patent and Trademark Office (N)

Carter establishes task force on upgrading

library services (N)

Need for private information brokers, not
more government services (L)

lexamines foundations of domestic U.S.
rmation policy (N)

U.S. Post Office to offer electronic
messaging service. for large-volume users

in 1982 (N)

Review of activities and research, 1977

(F)

Evaluation of NTIS as a clearinghouse of

federally funded research

Study report:, consolidation of ESEA IVB and

IVC not working (N)

Report on (state agency) library pilot
projects (78 -79) (F -E)

Need for research on impact of library use
lof general fund monies from the 1972 Fiscal
Assistance Act,

{Economic problems hit funding of
;presidential libraries (F)

I.

1

p

4

1/4

State of the art on information analysis
centers:, roles, staffing, funding fees,
and services (Literature Review)

Impact of Title II funds on public libraries
(in State) (Dissertation)

Problems facing state law libraries
(Survey)

Model for evaluating LSCA programs 4;.

Impact of Higher Edupation Act, Title II-B,
on minority recruitment in library and
information science education (Dissertation)

Rome Air Development Center informition
sciences .study
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;), PROBLEMS/ISSUES/TOPICS

-54

. STANDARDS

RESEARCH/STUDY

Suggestions for how academic libraries
in (state) can meet university,11brary
standards (F)

Problems with standards in the health

sciences field (F)

Potential role of state libraries in
development of public library standards

Perception of 1972 library ftandards by
president, academic deans, and learning
resource administrators in a 2-year

institution (Dissertation)

r

1
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COPYRIGHT

PROBLEMS/ISSUES/TOPICS. RESEARCH /STUDY

Protection folcompuier programs (F)

Hearings on new copyright law (F)

ACS announces "license to copy"

experiment,(N)

Guide for educators and librarians-(B)

Interpreting copyright law for government
publications (L)

PuLshers sue commercial photocopy house
for copyright infringement (V)

,.--

Problems with the new copyright laws (F).

.C8nference On copyiight dilemma

Copyright and infomation technology
(Literat.Ire Review)

p

15?
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CENSORSHIPAINTELECTUAL,FREEDOM

PROBLEMS/ISSUES/TOPICS RESEARCH/STUrY

A decade of censorship and ot the

_ increase (FF)(B)(N)'

S

OS

I

0

Rbview of research related to censorship
in libraries (Literature Review)

lb&
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THEFT

PROBLEMS/ISSUES/TOPICS HESE' RCH/STUDY

Theft (F) (N)

1

v.

c.

,

*
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FUTURES

PROBLEMS/ISSUES/TOPICS RESEARCH/STUDY

New ,technologies and other factors place

new demands on research libraries (F)

Future of online retrieval dependent on
technological developments; but also on
funds and numerous other factors (F)

Role of the librarian in a paperles4 society

Impact of technological Change on library

jobs--vanagement's role in redesigning them,

1.

Tichnology in libraries: 1960-2000
(Literature Review)

Coping with new tedhnolOgies

Effect on work life of computer-mediated
communication (Literature Review).

Effect of online database systems on
librarianship and library services

Information demand and supply for the

1980s (B)

Environment for special libraries in the

1980s (F)

Library services in business must change to

!match cha*es in business and information

technology (F)

Investigation of economic factors to
estimate demand for library services

Development of econometric model of demand
by scientists for scientific and technical

information services (Survey)

7
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APPENDIX B

SUMMARY OF IDEAS EXPRESSED IN CONVERSATIONS WITS "GVEKEEPERS"

Summaries of conversations with 21 Gatekeepers are presented in this

Appendix. The ideas, concerns, and research needs expressed by the
*individuals have been grouped into major areas.

In parentheses after or within a paragraph, we indicate the number of

Gatekeepers who expresied a concern in similar terms.

ORGANIZATION OP INFORMATION

A report from the Library of Congress.on the National Union Catalog pOints to

a research need in the area of variation in cataloging.. Is it due to

ambiguity in the presentation of the rules, e.g., in language and examples, or

in the rules themselves? When interpretations are made, what are the reasons

for differences in choices -- education? experience? DO we need to draw up

rules for the formulation of rules? (1)

. Bibliographic utilities are focusing on technical services and cataloging

support. But why not on referenCe service support, as well? What will it

mean to have public access to an OCLC, in terms of the enormous number of

'hits that a user will get if he/she searches on "chemistry?" What are the

implications for indexing? for natural-language searching? (2)

Research is needed into the psychology and linguistics of classificatilan for

applications in indexing and retrieval. (1)

We were admonished by Mortimer Taube in 1964, the year of the studywthat
launched MARC, to take advantage of computerization to reassess our system
and not to convert a 3x5 card into machine - readable 'form. We failed to

question our basic premises. (,L)

LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SERVICES

Recent studies have shown that reference services are likely to give a user
the right answer no more than 50% of the time. Some Suggest that this figure
is acceptable, e.g.; in the law, you have winners and losers. But, can a
doctor afford to succeed only 50% of the time? _Need followup on these
studies to say why the success' rate is no better. Do we need to develop

a network of reference specialists? Issue is particularly relevant for the
next decade,-because networks will move frost technical services to reference

services. (2)

Feasibility studies are needed on the effective utilization of automatidn
(not just tor housekeeping tasks) within a school media program, to include

requirements for staff development. Objective would be to make the center a
more integral part of the instructional program. (1)

With the advent bf the electronic transfer of information, the physical
housing of materials is becoming irrelevant, and we will need to develop new
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concepts of service and new measures of effectiveness. But ,not,all forms of

improved service need to be based on the electrobic medium--some forms can be

derived from an improvement iniour service orientation and some

resourcefulnespein using what is available. (1)

MANAGEMENT OF LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SERVICES

Need for models of coSts and cost accounting., There are no accepted

yardsticks that have been developed. And, what does it cost to use the

library, in terms of the value of users' time, convenience factors, etc.

Still no widely accepted method for putting a value (in dollars) on,

information. (1)

Need planning models to estimate consumer demand, so that local communities

can apply the models, using demographici and other variables relevant to their

own environment. (1) AlsO, need models for planning with a research

orientation. (2)'

What is the permanence of magneticata in the context of archival

considerations? What is the expected life of various media that are coming

into use? Significant commitments have been.made, and continue to be made,

with computer-readable data, and if knowledge exists in other fields, e.g.,

in the social security administration or computer science, it needs to be

learned and shared in our field.° If not known, then research is sorely

needed. (19

What percerAage of public library expenditures is going into pu6liC awareness

activities, particularly when compared with the proportions spent in other

non-profit and social service organizations? FOr example, how mercy libraries

have full-time public relations officers? What kinds of techniques and

methodi for exposure are being used, and which ones are working? (1)

All libraries need more effective marketing prograMs. (1)

How,do we manage change over the next decade? (1)

More is needed on measurement and evaluation of library services, including

-dutput measures. (3)

Need more sophisticated ways of-managing information resources--not just

techniques, but ways oC.thinking. For example, systems analysis is now out

(3; favor, and operations research never came into favor. Why not? (1)

What is the process by which decisions are being made now in libraries,

particularly in terms of their economic alternatives for allocating funds?

, (1)

/ 11

USERS AND USES OF INFORMATION
,

Impact research on the use of information is'needed, but with more realistic

aims. For example, it should focus on-the direct beneficiary of a system,

service, or program, not on an ultimate once-removed beneficiary. For

162
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example, in the case of school media programs, measures of effectiveness

should be made with ttie teacher, and not with the student. (1)

Ned to teach intermediaries and end users to kdow what information is

available and ho0 to find it. (1)

Need to train people who normally do not use informatiqn on how to use. (1)

What is the size and character of the potential market for home-based,

electronically delivered information services? (1) d

We seem to think that what users requestoor demand le.the same as What they

need, but they are not synonymous and we need to learn more about that

distinction. The decision on an appropriate level of service--whether a user
is to be pointed to a tool, instridted in its use, or given an answer--should

lie with that user. We are not really service-oriented and don't question

our basic value systems. (2) Another example: is the catalog really a

public-access tool? We have set,up systems to support our own technical

procetsing and system needs. (1)

Need to look at the kinds of information that people want and how they gather

and use information,. and then look at how libraries can rearrange their

services to meet people's needs. (1)

Need for 'more research on the information-seeking behaviori,of users from

different disciplines, e.g., the humaltst versus the scientist or engineer.,

(1)

Research is needed into the psychology of users as information seekers,
processers, responders*,and outputters. Research in past has studied the
"whole population," e.g., through circulation in public libraries. Next, the

move was made to studying sub - groups and the importance of social and

demographic variables. Now studies are beIng done on-the importece of the
user's stateof mind and on environmental variables.(e.g., whether the boss
approves or not)'. Need a basic mod4 to study the indiyidual in this
information seeking/using context, aring approaches froi the behavioral

disciplines. (2)

The profession educates individuals for particular jobs, e.g., to be a
cataloger or reference librarian or, more recently, an academic library
director or an information center manager. Have we done enough to think of
the 'user'-as an appropriate field of study, to help us build a constituency
in advance rather than thinking of them when they appear at the door of a
particular institution? If we were to think of such a field of study, we
woad give attention to the training needed in our society to be information
seekers and users. For example, when and how does one learn the concept of

authorship? When and how does one learn that what is written is not always
guaranteed to b. accurate or correct? As information sources become more
complex, individuals will need to be taught to deal with this complexity. (1)

Need to test the hypothesis that people don't really use information. To

what extent do people shop around for information to support their decisions,

and how do they use it? Information may not be as important as we think. (1)
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. What is the role of information in risk assessment, and in judging the-

acceptability of risk? (1)

Need to develop measurement techniques fbr determining the productivity of

knowledge workers, defined as professional and managerial white-collar

workers. We need to be able to quantify the "effectivity" of a knowledge

worker and how it Is improved through the use of information, e.g.,

databases. (Effectivity is used to mean productivity and effectiveness.)

Forexample, of the total cost that is spent to support knowledge, workers,

only.4% is spent on information resources. In contrast, for clerical

workers, 23% of the cost is spent on ihormation resources'' including word

processing, electronic mail, etc. (1)

Need to look at the information needs of children and youth, to find out

where they get their information and whether the sources of supply

(libraries, schools, bookstores) are adequate. (1)

INFORMATION t'ECHNOLOGY AND SYSTEMS

Conceptually, how do we think about full-text storage and libraries? What

are the systems and storage behind the concept? the economics? the impact?

(1) and indexing? (1)

What will the role of public libraries be with espect to the emerging public

infor tion systems, such as The Source, Microne etc. And, what socio-

politic, impacts ,will they have? "(1)

Can we now design a practical way to develop fact- retriE al and question-.

answering systems? In the past, we have had blue-sky research, but

technological adVances now make it more realistic. (1)

More followup research on what has been done is needed in the linking' of

systems, to create a "transparent'syitem," through an interface that provides

for the automatic analysis of users, to routethem appropriately, and to help

them select databases and switch among systems. (3)

G

Need for aids to help users subset output from large databaSes, to make the

output more manageable for decisionmaking. Some experimental work has been

done, but on small files, anck there is no funding support for scaling-up

these efforts to test them on large systems. (1) : .'...,

Time is ripe again for support to linguistics, because of numerous advance-

ments in computer sciences and systems. Also, in artificial intelligence.

(1)

Need for new coMuter-ArChitectures (hardware) for information retrieval.

This has never been attra ive .(:) the computer industry because of presumed

low demald. Probably nod rue any longer. (1)

rt makes no sense for the library field to put any money ipto telecommunica-

tions development. (2) -.It would be useful, however, to have some state-

of-the-art studies to determine what's happening, how telecommunications

technology is changing, and its economics. Also, some small amount of money
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could-Vell be spent in tryilm out new services; with the proviso that the

40 focus orthe research be on the objectives of the service and not on the
technology. One example is use of satellite-technology to Olt more and
better information into Indian reservations or remote and rural locations.

,(1) 0_

We are suffering frcm a re&. generation gap in keyboards and a great void in

both research and development about communication through keyboards. For

example, we do not know what typedf device is most acceptable and usable to

whom. In a. related area; we do not-know much aboutthe threshold of,
acceptability of various kinds of displays, and where along a continuum off
image definition people will Stop using or' watching a CRT..' (1)

InformStion and%referral services cry out for automation. Starting up a

basic information and referral sere in a public library system is pretty.

straightforward and has been desc din print.: On the other hand, there is
still a need to learn - -sand then to Le6thers - -him to do it with the belp of

computers. (1)

ECONOMICS OF 'INFORMATION AND

. I ,

It is difficult to raise money for .the of services'presently,provided by
public libraries. The problem is thetWe are; aving'a technological
revolution. The newameans of information distribution ake costly and the
costs are sensitive to the ambuntOf'use. It is no longer easy.to make a
capital investment- -e.g., in s building and books --and use this resource to
provide needed services at low cost thereafter. The types of services that

are aiming into demand continue to cost uoney,al,they are used, so the ,...

traditional mechanisms of public library funding'bre in jeopardy. If

libraries provide services that happen to satisfy user needs, they could be

wiped out financially. That part.of the problem is not very researchab'e.
However, ie does involve a number of challenges that will regufre"K 4

understanding over the years. (1) 4
.

LIBRARY SUPPORT

On a larger scale, our whole economic system is being undermined by new.,
technology. Part of the cost for obtaining information is for'the informa-
tion itself; the other part is for the carriers of information -- books,
coMmunicationS, etc. Even if information were toile treated as a free gOod--, -
one that does not get used-up as ft is shared - -one would still have to piy

for the carriers, i.e., the packages. Perhaps it would.be useful for
lftfaries to conceptualize

4
their services in these terms.- (1).

There is a.need to develop a better Understanding about this change, in our
economic system, as it applies to information. One must think in termsof
human capital, and one must think in terms of productivity issues. The
frieenterprise system mex.allocate manufactured and other non-informa-,
tion goods -well, but-it may,motallocate the other 50.0rcent of the
goods well --and there is a need for society.to share information. (1)

In terms of,nteded research, Arne first-rate economists who understand
information should do some conceptual research on the 'e'conomics of.

information, including alternative cost structures. One needs the kind of
effort that is the conceptual equivalent of Fritz Machlup's work 15 years
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ago. (1)

(

There is also some possibility of doing research that involves intervention

in the environment, e.g., on alternative economic Incentives. At present,

libraries have no feedback syqem. No one has tried anything like an

"information stamps" program telt would help to allocate library resources

(computer terminal use, use of he'copying machine, etc.) effectively and

provide feedback on what sery ces are most, needed. (1)

c Another type of research s statistics-gathering and observation on new

initrma on services information-chargin4.approaches (such as computer

time ves informat

)

n delivered, in the online systems) . (1)

How-should public libraries be financed? new services change the way in

which they should b# finanqed? (3)

Need to conceptua e responsibilities for the social cost of producing

information. Alt ugh page charges are now a part of life for scientific

and technical a hors, there is still'a basic assumption that "society" will

take tare of th rest of the procesb--bibliographid control and disttibution

`of the inform 'on. Can presentilibrary funding support the rest of the

process? Wha is the federal responsibility in this area, in an information

society ?;

INFORMATION POLICY

How can we change perceptions of both professionals and lay citizens

concerning the importance of intellectual freedom in our society and in our

libraries? (1)

Literacy in our nation is not the problemof libraries. Why are we asked to

solve a problem that the education community has long been worried about and

unable to solve? :(1)

The problems of illiteracy do not' have a home in academia; need to tie this

area together with library services, (1)

PUBLISHING,

The tradition of relationships and trust between publishers and - librarians

regarding the adequacy axd accuracy of basic bibliographic information that

ri is provided in print materials has been strong 66 a very long time. That

same relationship* and trust has not yet been transferred to tee publishing of

materials in new forms, e.g., cassettes,. These publishers are repackaging

basic works of information, sometimes in parts and pieces, and one cannot be

sure whether a purchase represents some or all of the collection. Need

ibiething equivalent to a "title" page concept with these alternate .

publishing forma. This problem ig-of great concern in networking and

resource sharg. (1),,=, -

4 .

. . \
,

.

-What impacts will come in a peperless society? -(1)

Various kinds of experiments need to be done on producing publications
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intended only for electronid distribution, as opposed to print form. These

11experiments are needed on journal materia as well as reference

Materials. One needs to determine what di keience it will make in how
material is presented to the user electronically, the different ways in

. which one can deal with narrative presentations, and the implications of
these differences. The economic implications of such experiments are quite

significant. It might be cheaper for users to pay ,for access to highly

current encyclopedia material than to,pay $200 for a let of bOtpks that sit

on the shelf. But, to make it:happen, we will need to meld'the achievements

of CA/ with information techques. (1)

,The private sector may be missing the boat by not asking what kind of
information lendi itself to the electronic distributionmedium. If it were

used to show current prices from a catalog, and the printed remained to
display and describe the products, then sane realistic/savings and benefits
could be realized--to the producer/supplier and to tO4 buyer. (1)

e

THE 9ROFE,SSION

Professionals

What kind of people are coming into the profession and what is their

educational experience? Can we relate educational needs to the ,

qualifications required for 21st-century librarianship? Ho* much sucdbes-is

related to the individuals,as compared to their educational experience? (1)

Need to define oompetenCies for various library professional positions. I

recent survey (of a group of professionals), understanding of research or the
ability to be an innovator were not among the top-named skills. Do we need

to address ourselves to competency in the translation of research into
practice? (1)

Are licensing and certification needed in our field? (2)

The assumption is made in library schools that individuals are being trained
for traditional services, but networking and the new technologies require new-

knowledge and skills. Ho* do we transition to a new educational concept? (2)

Faculty members are Supposeeto be leaders and i4novators in a field, but in

ours they are lagging. What continuing education and staff development,

Sffor.ts'are needed? The library is not a static institution and, therefore,
training and education must not be static. (1)

Fundamental questions need to be asked about what library and information

science Nhools should teach. In the controversy on whetherel1ibrarianship is

a profession or a trade, we sometimes forge£ that library schools are being.

pressured, both by students and employers, to produce trained graduates.
For example, there are strong pressures to teach a student how to search

specifically on system "X," instead of teaching concepts and principles in
information storage. and retrieval. And, if we decide what it is that should
be taught, can all 'library Schools meet these goals? (1)

How do we bring about changes in librarianship so that the professional can
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act rather than react? (11

How do we communicate professionally among ourselves? Are these

communication patterns-effective? (1)

More work is needed to distinguish between roles of professionals and

paraprofessionals in our field. (2)

Too many public librarians have rejected involvement in information and

referral services (because they smack of social service and advocacy). .Yet

librarians are the best equipped to respond to the full spectrum of

"everyday" needs for information. HOW can we get librarians to take the

necessary steps to expand their range of services to the public? (I)

The Institutions'

H6w can we de-institutionelize the library and focus on the librarian as

consultanta source of expertise on materials that are not necessarily

physically, present? For example, how might a "roving librarian" establish a

clientele? What vuld be the relationship between the librarian and the

client, outside of the institution? -Professional librarians spend lots of

time not actually meeting people's needs. (2) There is no reason why a

library'veds to be run by librarians; it could be run by a manager, with

librarians out in the field functioning as consultants; Librarians see

themselves as serviceoriented; many users do not. (;) This is reflected

in the fact that people don't think of going to see a librarian; they go to a

library. And yet, people don't think in terms of going to the doctor's

Office; they go to see the doOtor.

Need:to state explicit performance objectives for.libraries--some minimum set

of,criteria within a,modern definition. ,Not standards,4hut a definition that

encompassei a checklist of minimal-level services. What should be' expected

from a library? ,Networks need to have this, to determine eligibility of

participants, and citizens need to knOw how to edge the adequacy of their

own libraries. Also need to phrase these performance objectives in'terms of

benefits. Ord$nary citizens see only the tip of the iceberg; we have not

articulated the social, educational, 'Cultural, and other measures of worth of

libraries. Do we need to envision a society without libraries to get the

point across? (1)

For networking, need to define various roles of libraries, including the

school library media programs. There are regional library concepts -- resource

sharing among counties - -but no real definition or models of what the

connections should achieve. (1)

Need to define alternative/ forms of library service - -a continuum from

archival functions to source-answering services (e.g., in corporate t'

technical information center) - --sand to help libraries identify where they are

and where they belong on the spectrum. Each library or information center

cannot be all things, and various oonfigurationtearnneeded. (2)

The Discipline and Research

A.basic problem is lack of funding for research; therefore, researchers are
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not being trained in research methodologies in the library and information

science field. It-ts a vicious circle. (1)

Why is there no national-level research support in our field from NXE?

Although such support might help our field, the problem remains that our

field is not just a subset of education--many of our library and information

services take place Outside an education context. What about them? Then

scientistssask 'what is information science,' so we don't have a he in NSF.

Where is hospefor our field? (1)

Research to be done in the future will depend on the methodologies that

people have available to them. (1)

,What is the relationship, if any, of the law of entropy to information,

processing? Need an interdisciplinary approach to tudying this area., (1)

There is little empirical basis for the old laws that are being cited in

suppOrt of bibliometrics. Needs considerably more work. (1)

What is the relationship between library science and infocmation science? (1)

Most researchers in our field 6ome from the humanities and from the hard

science cognitive approach to research. Need to address problems more from a

behavioral and social-science perspective. (1)

Our field has been fragmented in the past, a result of its humanistic

orientation and viewpoint. The result is that commonalities across
information problem; and services have-not been seen and researched as such.

(3)

There really is no library science. We need to adopt the discipline of

information science and develop academic programs that produce information
professionals trained for a wide variety of positions, only some of which

involA traditional librarianship and boa's. (1)

More futures research is neededwill:not be more of the present. (1)

How does research (and how do research met
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APPENDIX C

BACKGROUND: PATTERNS' IN LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SCIENCE RESEARCH

Although the focus of the present project has been on research needs within
today's and tomorrow's environment of library and information services,
the project team reviewed past research activities, to provide an appro.,
priate historical perspective for the project work. This section reviews

trends in fuhding, identifies the organizations that have traditionally
funded library and information science research, and reports the results

of our analysis of various funding sources.

Early Patterns and Trends

A number of major articles have characterized or illustrated significant
aspects of the evolution of research and research support in library and

information science. The entire October 1957 issue of Library Trends

was devoted to "Research in Librarianship." For that issue, a group of 12
authors covered 11 different areas of librarianship, including readers!
services, the school library field, mass communication and adult reading,

and research methodology and applications. The issue concludes with a

proposal for coordinating library research.

It is instructive to consider some of the Observatidns and conclusions in
Shera's chapter on "Research and Development in Documentation.' From his

own investigations, and with help from the National Science Foundation and
the American Documentation Institute (the predecessor of the American
Society for Information Science), he identified a total.of 76 current
research projectsy in eight areas of documentation: use of information and
user requirements; indexing, cataloging, and classification; coding for
mechanized searching systems; equipment for information storage, retrieval,
and reproductionCtheoryr mechanical translation; production and dissemina-
tion of published information; and education and training for documentalists.
These projects reflected an important historical trend in documentation at

that time, away from its origins in photograibic reproduction, particularly
microphotography, and toward "systems for information retrieval.' Such

systems continue, to this day, to be a major focus of information science

research and development.

.

Shera found that only nine of the g76 projects were being carried out by
government organizations, such as the National BUreau of Standards, but
many of the projects being done by professionals in profit and non-profit
organizations had been undertaken with federal support. He estimates that
75 percent of 411 the projects involved the use of federal funds and
suggests that, in terms of actual dollars spent in research, the percentage
was even higher. He also expresses concern over the lack ofdepth and
,volume of research in the field, as well as the neglect of fundamental
(basic and theoretical) research. These problems were all the more
disturbing to Shera because of hl, belief that "probably no aspect'of
librarianship is more amenable tarresearch than is the field of

dotumentation."

While the field of "doCumentations was developing its pattern of research and
applications, and evolving into its successor field--information science--
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the field-of librarianship was also evolving. Writing on 100 years of

research in librarianship, Jackson (1976) reports that "although library

publication between 1876 and 1930 includes some materials valuable for

writing history, the value tended, to lie in the authors' ability to call on

their personal experience in libraries rather than in systematictscholarly

research.' For the most part, research to that time was largely confined to

'fact gathering,' which was given impetus by. the (then) U.S. Bureau of

Education's initiating the collection of library statistics, as well as by

later isolated survey efforts by individuali and associations.

Jackson creditslthe formation of the Graduate Library School at the

University of Chicago, in 1928, with the introduction of a "research style.

customary in the academic and professional world.' Be notes that thid

important milestone was followed by several others. One of these was the

launching of Library Quarterly, in 1931; to encourage research and

publication. Another was the social science research approach taken in the

work of Douglas Waples and Ralph W. Tyler, and reflected in What'People Want

to Read About, published in 1938. The study underlying this publication had

a number of sponsors, including the Carnegie Corporation, through the American

Library Association and the American Asspciation for Adult Education.

Jackson also mentions the earlier-referenced publicationthe October issue of

Library Trends in 1957--as the first major review of research, even though

not all that was`labeled research really merited that label" and "...no great

satisfaction could be reported.' Among the other studies, he Jingles out for

particular mention Tauber's 'Survey of Surveys," which cites lessons learned

from some 500 libraries; his own early work, in 1956, that assembled data on

'how 5500 library patrons actually used catalogs at 39 libraries .of different

'sorts and sizes;' and Fussier and Simon's study in 1961 (revised in 1969) of

Patterns in the Use of Books in Large Research Libraries, funded by the

Council on Library Resources.

Jackson includes some aspects of the history of documentation in his review.

He observes, about documentation, that the 'sophistication so often bought

by money, sometimes only, by money, appeared...not surprisingly, in the

offices of the scientists close to industrial and military matters.' He

traces the institution of various funding sources, including the National

Science Foundation and the (then) U.S. Office of Education, as well as the

Introduction of various publications. He concludes the article with the

thought that "... as one looks back on one hundred years, research

publication has gained in financing and sophistication, but the defects may

well owe something to uncertainty philosophically.'..""uncertalnty that he

attributes to a lack of clarity in "purpoSe and direction of our libraries

and librarianship.'

Patterns and Trends in the 1970s

General Trends. Reviews of the status of research in libtary and
information science, particularly by those who have recently studied

funding sources and patterns in funding, provide a very mixed picture:,

This brief review of research in librarx science highlights the
progress being made in this important aAlment of the profession.

,While federal funding for library research is not increasing, it
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is not, decreasing either, and it has tended to maintain a fairly

consistent level during the past several years. A number of

research crojeCts have been completed in the past three years,
and the reports of their results have added substantially to the

profession. (Slanker, 1978)

In the past three years library research has continued to
advance. (Miele, 1979)

Prom an overall assessment of the amount and adeguacy of funding

support for research in libraries...must conclude that such support
is meager... (Whitbeck et al., 1979)

As a final comment on what seems to be a rather bleak prospect for

the future, despite the considerable advanCes in public library

research in the last opecade, it is clear that the impact of this
research is.blunted by poor bibliographical control, mechanisms, poor
availability of copies, and failure to aynthesizeor rewrite
research findings in a form available to, and acceptable to,

practitioners. (Garrison, 1980)

None of us here would argue that research in our field is adequate

. to the need. Far from it. But, respectable research can be done

without "major funding.' While we are looking for major funding,

we need to remember that and act accordingly. (Lynch, n.d.)

Clearly, differences in overall perceptions of the status of library and
information 'science research stem in part from the particular aspect (e.g.,

area, funding, quality of research, or dissemination) that is being

reviewed. However, we may also be in a kind of 'chicken and egg" bind
wherein our perceptions of trends, particularly in funding support and in

progress in specific problem areas, are highly colosIO by our varying

expectations. In turn, these expectations may be dissimilar because we do,
not 'hare a common knowledge of the history, objectives, challenges, and
accomplishments of libiary and information science research.

But, even if lie shared common perceptions and expectations, we would be faced

with two other\major problems. One is that we do not know how much money is

now being spent \for library and information science research. The total

funding provided by the *name research-sponsoring organizations is probably
only a fraction 4what,, is being. spent in various public and private ,

organizations for reseatch that is directly relevant to their needs.
However, there is little gr no information on funds involved in such
research, much of which is)never reported jn the professional literatore:

Lynch -(15), Director of ALA's Office for Research, conducted an informal

survey prior to a Preconference on Library Effectiveness. The objective

was to find outrhow the research of the participants was funded, as a
stimulus for discussion at the conference. Of the 18 respondents, the

majority did not have funding from any,federal agency or foundation. They
covered research costs in a combination of several ways,,e4g., from
personal funds and local institutional support. Lynch acknowledges that

the people questioned oonstitute,a very small sample of the, universe of

those who have ideas about investigating library effectiveness. "But these
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are people who have done good work and many of thei are telling us that

they did it with a small amount of money found in various places besides

those we think of as the 'major funding agencies.'" Her belief is that

"most research in our field is done by people who care about doing research

and such people find ways to get the work done even if they can't interest

'someone with a lot of money in supporting it."

Whitbeck et al. (1979) conducted a study of FY 1976 funding of research in

librarianship, using (1) a review of various published sources and (2) a

survey of individuals in library schools and in public and. academic

libraries. From published sources, they identified a total of $3.2 million

of national-level funding, from federal agencies and foundations. (The mean

and median for project support were $57,000 and $52,000, respectively.)

They found that the largest source of funding among their survey respondents

who were engaged in research was the federal government but that this

funding provided support to only 24 out of the 100 researchers. The other

researchers either had institutional support, state support, or foundation

support, or they had no financial support at all. This survey, which did

not attempt to cover corporate libraries and information centers or

commercial information organizations, demonstrates the fact that support

for research is not limited to the federal and national, level and suggests

the difficulty of identifying the total expenditures on library and

information science' research in the United States.

The second major problem is that there is no common agreement on what .

proportion of total expenditures in any field or in any endeavor should be

alloCated for research, to continue effecting improvements. Even if

comprehensive data on research funding were available and were assembled

regularly; in a systematic way, we would still need to develop a reliable

estimate of the expenditures in the library and information services

'"industry," to establish a rational basis for estimating reasonable R&D

taargets.

In his study of research in the 1970s on public library problems, Garrison

(1980) addreises this problem. He identified 90 doctoral dissertations in his

,study, 40 projects funded under Title of the Higher Education,Act

(HEA), and 63 other reports, monographs, or studies. About 55 percent were

conducted in universities; about 15%, in R&D firms; and about 10%, in

municipal/state, and regional agencies. The research areas addressed by

these projects were primarily in public services (22%), user studies ()9%),

and management_(17%).

With respect to funding, the largest group of projects, at $7.9 million, were

the ones funded by HEA //-B. Che total cost of the others could only be

estimated, by assigning a cost, e.g., of $25,000 for each dissertation. .The

total cost of all of this research was estimated.to be $13 million. Garrison

concludes that this is far too little research to sustain "what is, in

effect, a $2-billion-a-year. enterprise." Many library and information
science professionals might agree with this conclusion but would be hard-

pressed to say what the proper level of research funding should be.or even

whether the $2- billion figure is (was) correct.

Trends in Federal Funding. Building on an earlier review by Cylke and

'zenich (1970), Janaske (1975) identifies some of the major federal programs
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thatl have provided funding in the library and information science area. He

(.7notes that "one of the earliest public records of reference to federal
support for research in librarianship appears in the Hearings before the'
Subcommittee on Education relating to the Higher Education Act" (1965),
when a representative of ALA stressed the need for legislation that would
encompass "research in the many areas relating to libraries aria library

activity." The context of this appeal was in the area of training, but.the
underlying message was related to the broader need for research to

understand users and to lear *how to make our libraries even more
effective instruments in our community life.'

- Janesk notes that, although the research initiative carried in Title II-B
of the Higher Education Act of 1975 was pre-dated by several government pro,
grans (e.g., in the Directorate of Information Sciences of the U.S. Air
Force Office of Aerospace Research, established in 1956, and in the National
Science Foundation's Office of Science Information Services, established in
1958), the Act was the first legislation *intended to serve any and all
concerns for library research.* Although no formal public debate has
ensued in recent years over ,the placement of library research in the (then)
U.S. Office of Educatiqn (USOE), it is interesting to note that some
professionals are not comfortable with this placement. Garrison (1980)
expresses this concern for research support in the public library arena: S

The dominance of the U.S. Office of Education as a source of funding for
public library research is troublesome in that the agency does not see
research support as a major goal....* and "Moreover, the fact that most of
this ($13 million) federal money came from one agency, the U.S. Office of
Education, is alarming, since the responsibility for public library matters
has never really seemed to rest easy in that agency, and library programs

there are constantly threatened."

Another important USOE programr reported on by Janaske was the Small Grants
Research Program, which, until its demise in 1973, fostered small (under
$10,000) research project grants to, colleges, universities, state
departments of education, and other public And private groups.

Janaske reports that, from Fiscal Year 1967 through Fiscal Year 1974, USOE
awarded 221 projects,Ifor a total commitment of approximately $18.7 million.
Over 50 percent of the projects were conducted in the academic community and
25 percent, in non-profit organizations. He groups the subject matter of

these projeOts into five categories: institutional cooperation to serve

special target groups; technology; functional deyelopmentl(e.g., reader
services and processingl; planning and development; and education and

training.

As noted earlier, Jackson (1976) makes the point that money can buy

sophistication. Janaske expresses the view that money essentially saves

time. "Many of the projects funded as research and demonstration could
have been done without federal support,-but it might have taken ten to
twenty years longer to get the job done.' He concludes with a partial

answer to hies own question on the impact of research: "If the project
served no other purpose, at least the efforts did provide a benchmark or
point of departure against which future judgments might be made. This may
be the essential ingredient of all research--the establishment of a point

of departure for future action."
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This view on the impact of researc0 is certAnly useful. It suggests

that, if futUre action involves further research, there must be means for

and commitment to cumulative research--i.e.,building on earlier works.

And, if future, action involves iliplementation, there must also be effective

access to research results and pradtitioners must be able to understand,

interpret and, as appropriate, apply those results.

Project Analysis of Funding Sources and Research Areas

Although there are several major sources published on the funding of research

in library and information science, most sources do not provide sufficient

detail for a comparative analysis of the research topics involved.

Therefore, the project team gathered data and conducted its own analysis to

provide some baseline data for this historical perspective, as reported

earlier, in Chapter III. This section presents additional detail.on

our analysis of selected funding sources--their funding amounts and areas

of support--covering the period from 1970 through 1980.

Major Funding Sources. In Exhibit C-1, we identify each of nine national-

level major funding sources and the approximate funding for library and

information research projects for the years in which data were made available

to us. Funding sources ate listed in rank order According to the levels of

funding, from the highest to the lowest. Of the nine major funding sources

included in this analysis, four have provided more than $5 million, over

the 10-year period. They are:

- The National Science Foundation/Division of Information Science and

Technology (formerly the Office of Science Information Service),

which, during the period 1974 to 1980, provided approximately $33

j." million for information projects.

- The Department of Education, Office of Libraries and Learning

Technologies (formerly the Office'of Libraries and Learning

Resources), which, during the period 1970 to 1980, provided

approximitely $10.5 million for library research and demonstration

projects.

The National library of Medicine, which, primarily through its

extramural program, provided approximately.$8 million to
information science and systems research in the health sciences

during the period 1970 to 1980.

- The Council on Library Resources, which, durf,hg the period 1970

to 1980, provided approximately $5.3 millionkto research,demonstration, and development projects in t library area.

Other major organizations that fund library and information research do so to

a lesser, extent, and generally within a specific area. 'For-exAmpler the

National Library Service for the Blind and Physically Handicapped, the

Library of Congress, supports research projects relate0to'its target,
population, and the Department of Education, National Institute for

Education sponsors studies specifically directed to services for the

educational community. With the except,ion of the Council on Library

15



Exhibit C-1- Summary of Library and Information Research Funding Patterns*

FUNDING AGENCY YEARS

1970-71 1972 -73 1974-75 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 Total

National Science Foundation,
Division of Information Science
and Technology N.A. N.A. $10,207K $4237K $3657K $4576K $4816K $5570K $33,063K

Department of Education/Office of
Libraries and Learning Technologies/
Library Research and Demonstration
Branch 2347K 3028K 1410K 1036K 1116K 776K 730K 142K 10,585K

National Library of Medicine,
EAtramural Grants Program 1659K 842K 2091K 604K 803K 932K 268K N.A. 7199K

Council on Library Resources; Inc. 2020K 1124K' 1672K 191K 227K 43K 40K -0- 5317K

Carnegie Corporation of New York -0- 1423K 404K ilk 515K 406K 635K 194K 3588K 1

n
-1

National Endowment for the Humanities 50K -0- 1803K 452K 35K 57K 262K 16K 2675K

National Library Service for the
Blind and Physically Handic ped,

Library of Congress N.A. N.A. N.A. 180K 301K -0- 953K 284K 1720K

Department of Education, National.
Institute f or Education -0- -0- 450K -0- 130K 75K 442K -0- 1097K

National Commission on Libraries
and Information Science N.A. 204K 292K 49K -0- 88K -0- 136K 769K

TOTALS $6076K $6621K $18,329K $6760K $6784K $6953K $81481( $6342K -$66;013K

NOTE: N.A. means the data were not available.

*Total dollars for multi-year contracts have been allocated to the year in which the contract was awarded.
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Resources, the private foundations tend not to fund research but, rather,'
to support network development, collection developtent, or public and
academic _14,Osaries.

Three organizations not included in this analysis--the Charles A. Dana
Foundation, the Andrew W. Mellon"Foundation, and the Department of
Education, Fund for the Ipprovement of Post-Secondary Education--also
provide funding in this area. The two private foundations in this group
tend to direct their funds to such areas as the development of library
networks, library .construction ormodernization, and general support. The

Fund for the Improvement of Pest-Secondary Educstion.bas supported a few
library- and information-related projects. Its funding is generally for
the development of information and referral services or for the
development of computer-assisted-instruction programs.

A number of:-other orginizations and agencies that are associated directly or
indirectly with interest areas in our field would need tp be included in a
full-scale analysis of this type. The Special Libraries Association (SLAt
sponsors a Grants-in-Aid program that supports research projects carried
out by units of the Association or individuals and groups. From 1974 to
1980, SLA"funded six projects for a total of approximately $4000. The
Exxon Educational Foundation has supported the Council on Library Resources
(CLR) and academic libraries. Duking the period 1978 to 1980, the
Foundation contributed approximately $400,000 to the suppArt of CI,* and
these libraries. Other units of the National Library of Medicine"(NLM)
also contract for studies, e.g., the Planning pffice is currently administer-
ing a contract to study the role of the academic health science libraries in
education for health professionals in the '80s. The National Historical,.
Publications Commission has, since 1975, supported research on the preierva-
vation of materials. The commission estimates that $300,000 to $40000 has
beep provided for, such a:sear-ft. ''Other poesible sources of support that ."44

would need to be considered in a full -scale analysis include institutions and
agencies at the regional, state; and local levels, as well as other
associations and professional societies, and commercial'information service
organizations.

a
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APPENDIX D

0

, . FULL DESCRIPTIONS OF TEE RESEARCH AGENDA PROJECTS

./
In this Appendix, we present the full copies og the originally prepared draft

.., descriptions of the Research Agenda projects. The descriptions are presented
t -

- . in numeric order, to facilitate locating individual projects referenced and

d scussed earlier in Chapters IV and V of the text.Q

...//

.

In cas11/Rere I Researdh Agenda project encompasses,several different

>/ proleo w, first present an introductory section, based on materials

prepared by the participantvw*developed the combined project. This

section is folldWed by summaries thit we have, prepared of the individual

project tiescriptions embodied in/the combination research project.

,...-

4.
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PROJECT 03: EXPLOITING THE TRUE CAPABILITIES OF ELECTRONIC PUBLICATION

*
Background: The application oi computers to any activity usually proceeds

through two major styes:

(1) Performing electronically some task that was previously performed

manuall The capability may be enhanced, the efficiency improved,

or the dObis reduced, but the activity remains essentially the,

same. p
(2) Applying electronics to do things not possible in the manual

mode of opliation.
.

,1F

In the application of electronics to publishing, we still seem to be in the

first of these stages. An elect7tkpublication today is-little more than

printed pages diSplayable on a sc . Putting the Encyclopaedia

Britannica online does not make an electronleencyclopedia, nor does

putting the"Journal of Applied Physics online make an electronic

journal. Such events should be considered merely interim steps on the road

to true electronic- publication, i.e., publication that exploits the true

capabilities of the electronic medium.

Purpose and Objectives: At the present stage of developmw, it is very A
, ....

difficult to demonstrate he real potential valise of electronic publication

a
,

and to show that a properly conceived electronic publication could be an order

of magnitude more effective than one printed on paper.''Only in the case of

indexing and abstracting services have the obvious,edvantages (e.g.,
flexibility and depth of search) of online access over print-on- per access

.., beer! clearly shown.

The''purpose the proposed' study is to demonstrate what a publication

designed ab initio for electronic access would look,like. Art the same

time, the study would experiment with alternative methods of information

presentation and wuld.measure user response -to these alternatives.

Methodology:

(even an eln
proposed.

-

Demonstration, experimentation,
i
and ser-reaction studies are

ile the experiments could involve any f,publication V

tronic novel), it is proposed to restri e study to three

types: encyclopedias, textbooks, d research journal

Capabilities offer by the electronic medium that fire not available in

VITV.F11print media

(1) flexible, re-organizable texts (i,e., form of "hypertext".),
oar

'(2) dynamic analog models of operations and activities,

0 .

4(3) sound output (of 6alue, for example, in an encyclopedia article on

bird song or the works of a composer), ,

a
(4) inclusion of access to programs, where such programs have been

used in a-resea h project, and Taw data, allowing the user of the

1
publication to erivknew results by ylugging in alternative .

variables.-
AN
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Since the protect is 4 research - -rather than an implementation -- project, Viel#

purpose is to experiment with' methods of presenting information. One count .
visualite, for example, an electronic encyclopedia.in which an electronic

1 analdg model, under user control, demonstrates the'forces acting oh an,
.aircraft to show what caused it to fly. Sow much more effective than static
illustrations! Likewise,one could visualize a research journal in, says
appliid mechanics, in which the effect of various types of loads on a
particular structure (variable in intensity uncle* the control of the reader)
can be demonstrated through an analog model. One can also visualize A

textbook in which the sequence can be re-organized to suit each reader, the
contents can te indexed by each reader, reader and instructor notes.
(including to each other) can be incorporated,..end so oft!

-

Many of these capabilities' already exist within systems of uter -aided

instruction (e.g., PLATO), so this type-of system would provide a hospitable
environment for such a project. The whole project may best be performed
within 4W academic comaunity in which"three different faculty teams would

lopprk independently on three (publication - related) subprojects. Clearly,
there would be an overall project coordinator and a high level of
interchange among the subprojects. The project teams would need to

"µ identify subject specialists willing to experiment with new methods of
_presedlting information in electronic form (i,e,, to make_contributions to a
prototype electronic encyclopedia or a prototype journal, or, to construct
some section of an electronic textbook). For each prototype publication,
it would be necessary to establish a suitable audience willing to use b4e
publication, evaluate alternative methods for presenting information, anS)r--
provide reaction." If the prototype encyclopedia were aimed at children,
pupils in selected schools could participate In this phase, of-the project.

4
The flibt that sane schools are already using CAI systems reinforces the
suitability of the CAI evironment for this type-,of study.

. .

On the scale proposed, this would be an ambitious study and one not easily
implemented. Nevertheless, this type of work needs to be done if we are to
achieve the true capabilities of electronic publication.

\
Cost: Difficult to costbecause of 'so many imponderables (e.g., would all
contrib( ors require payment? how many articles would be needed to form a
useful- Nucleus? how much of a text?). Could easily cost $500,000 fdr each
of three rears.
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'PROJECT 04: AN ONLINE NETWORK TO SUPPORT QUESTION ANSWERING IN LIBRARIES

Background: It is Un eniable that OCLC has been highly successful in using

online technology to f ilitate a cooperative approach to cataloging among

libraries. It seems somewhat ironic, however, that the most extensive

library-initiated application 'of this technology shcluld have been timed

primarily at improving techlcal processing rather than public services.

The main initiattVe in the application of online. systems to publi-

servicei--namely literature searching--hascOme more from the private sector

than from the library community itself. It is only recently that online

systems have been moved, by thit library community,'closer to public

service applications--to online catalogs, including union catalogs, and ta

interlibrary lending.

4

4

r

While online systems have had a profound effect on the literature-searching

activities of libraries, they have so far had a negligible impact on the

other major component of reference service, namely the answering of

factual-type questions. One ?eason is simply that appropriate databases

and,data banks have not been available. This ituation is beginning to

Change as various kinds of 'reference books" b come accessible online.

Nevertheless, there seem o be little doubt that an online cooperative

network that-could substa tialiv raise the level of question-answering

services in libraries cou d now be implemented.

?depose and Objectives: The major justification for this protect can be

summarized as foll&s:
.

(1) Several studies conducted obtrusively or unobtrusively in (mostly

public) libraries have repeatedly cfirmed that the probability of k

g4tting a question answered completely and correctly is shockingly

low: little better than 50 percent for all questions and all types

of libraries on the average.

(2Y The probability of gettingsa correct answer is lowest for

.
questions in which the answer his recently changed.

0.
(3) Small public'libtaries tend to have a limited capability for .

question-answering because of bibliographrc resources.

(4) It is likely that the same questions are-repeated time and time

again in libraries of various types up and dewn'the country. On a

national scale, this approach can hardly be considered cost-

effective,.since some of these guestions may reque a considerable

amount of time to answer.

(5) A questionothat is difficult
simple for another. Thus, a

in one minute an answer that
or more of staff time to loc

(6) Some libraries maintain card
frequently asked questions.

of limited access approaches

librarian.

for one library to answer miky be

special library Might-produce
might take a public library an hour
ate:

files of answers to 'difficult" or
These are limited in value because

and inaccessibility to other
.

1 St
7.
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4h(7)' There is very little cooperation among librar' s in Astion-
answering at the present time. Nevertheless, t e patteniial is

)

great. ,' e
. c

.

(8) Some large public libraries-update reference sources (e.g., names *

4?f national and local goverment officials) on a daily basis, and

such work is duplicated throughout the country.
*

The purpose of the proposed study is simply to demongtjatPthat an olilne

cooperative network to support question-ansWering is via e, includidir

economically viable, and that it has the potential to impfove substantially

the quality of reference services in libraries of all types. The

'
beneficiaries will be the libraries themselves anti their users.

Methodology: A demonstration and market research project is proposed. The

demonstration woulce modeled on the OCLC approach to cooperative cataloging.

The first step would be to'build a nuclOua-database to get tpe project

moving. A suitable approach would be to build this nucleus from exOting

card files maintained by one or more'large public libraries Chicago)

or regional reference libraries. The file would need to be edited and

(possibly) answers/sources verified'prior to putting it machine-

readable form., A single record might consist of:

- text of- the question posed,

- the answer supplied,

source of the answer (bibliographic or other),

- date of the record, and

- symbol, for the contrihuting library-
_

The initial file should probably contiln no fewer than 100,000 records to

havi provable value for demonstration puposes. The file would not be indexed

but would be searchable on keywords in questions and in answers. A KWIC-type

display wouYd probably be useful (e.g., one could view allquestions in which

YRoy Roger's* appelirs) .
S

:Once the initial file is created, it would be madi widely accessible to

potential useIlibraries. This might be done through an existing network,

such as OCLC, g/ through one or more of the commercial services MRS.

Lockheed, or SoC):.`-r

the-teiFor aaibility study, a relatively small number oflibraries would be

invited to part ipate. 'arge public libraries would be obvious candidates.

In the long run owevec, the strength of the enterprise would depend on
wholesale invol em t of libraries of all types.

t16
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Participation in the project would involve:

= use of the file as a prime source for question-answering

- adding new ds to the file as new questions arise in

coop atin librariesAsome type of formatted display for

input dtbe needed; so would guidelines on types of questions

to be included),

- evaluating the use of the file and maintaining time/cost figures.
111

The pilot project is intended to demonstrate utility but also to 'allow some

experimentation (e.g., with different, olicies regardinqcontenty.- Since the

Lb'
file would grow rapidly through library partici tion, the full capability

would only be reached when the project moves o of the demonstration phase

and iito,fUll implementation. When this occurs, new features-would be .

intro'uced, including:

- a file of unanswered questions (participating libraries would be

urged to check this file regularly; a_question undnswerabir in one

library might be simple for another), and

visionof regular update responsibilities (e.g., library A
would be responsible' for updating entries relating to sports). .

_. ..!_.

In the long terOsuch a file would be self-supporting, since libraries would
I 4

f

II

be subscribers. Presumably, the libraries adding records woUldLreceive some

11 II
.

financial c ?edit. This file could eventually becodi the single mqpt intpoaant----1

source for question-answering in libraries of all types. It could reduce the

size of reference collections in print-on-paper form and greatly 'improve the

overall quality of reference service, especially in small, ibraries. _.

4.
.:,1, I

Cost: Would depend on the size of the initial file, the number of
libraries and many other variables (e.g., for demonstration purposes,

would the full costs be borne by the' roject or would the partipants absorb , 't

Ithe access costs?). A twoiyear demonstration/experimentation/market research

0

project, Including cost of file file editing and conveission, might.

supported for about 5500,000.

9
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PROJECT 09: TECHNIQUES- FOR MARKETWG LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SERVICES

Background: Given the-difficult nature of the times and the trends toward
reduced government spending, which daily gather momentum, it is clearly
essential for American libraries that a form of organization be developed
that maximizes the usefulness of library services provided, thereby making
the institution more'vital and likely to survive.

Libraries must be agile and flexible enough to move beyond their old roles
and responsibilit s. They must tailor their services and offerings more

exactly to the n s of the community. Thus, we have advocated more tharpa

cosmetic change i the substance of American libraries' service programs.

Studies have repeatedly shown that the general public's perception of the

. role of the library as an information source provider has been grim. Even
if the substance of library service programs has been modernized to be
'orient:a more toward user needs, libraries will not-be utilized fully
'without an aggressive marketing plan to inform the informatiOp-seeking
public of their services. Thus, if libraries are to achieve viability in
ihis,new socio-economic' cltmate, they must adopt more agressive, bold, and
response-oriented stritegiei: they must pursue a more competitive stance
toward' each other. In short, library management Should take a lesson from
private business:- the information-seeking-public should be viewed'as

'rp9teniial consulters who are to be drawn to the libraryactively only through-
,,Jaolle attractive sekrices and more extensive marketing strategies.

durrent'elfoits in,thelareSof library marketing are insufficient and
ineffect'ive. The-traditional formsbulletin boarde, posters, displays
within the library itself, telephone listings, yell pages, ads in journals,'

,newspapdi ads,'wOrd-of-mouth advertisi "ng, publications, lectures,
etc. -- certainly will not hurt the library but ultimately will not solve

.%Iibrary problems.,.1In racenttiears,_mere potent and flexible advertising
viismass meld* advertis ements have brought better results, but they also are
lot sufficient. /0.,
Whai4is necessary,, then, is" that, in addition to the ctikmonly known marketing
forms described above, libraries must be aware of, and must possesi the
competency to wee, rdpvitnt buslnees-orientea competitive marketing
techniquei, with oc Witlibut modifications, In 'this way; when libraries see
theselves ascolipeting with tthep 1,pfdrmalion providers (including
information.bOkers, pcivste-ancl public cAsultant/advocacy groups, and the
like) for the prize of the patronage of the public information consumer,
libraries atm make their fiscal posi,tionsecure and invulnerable.

The proposed prd*ct will attempt to bring together a body of literature to
support and defeba,Ahe heed to utilize Rodern marketing techniques in
promoting librailinformatior seivites.7Though it is recognized that some
library information professkonals harbor almbst instinctive reactions against

-'the introductiort pf-active ad aggressive marketing techniques to library
management, and that this negative inclination cripples their ability to
.formulate a-workablesand productive teikrof guidelines and objectives in

,-
expanding library services, it,is likewise recognized that the first step in

aderhization must take.place in the area of attitudes, inclinations, and
perceptiOns.

Cje
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Marketing is not seen to be a cure-all. It can only achieve maximum

effectiveness in conjunction with,an actual program of innovation and

development in available library services, just as any advertising is most

persuasive when the product itself is worth buyihg. As stated Iy_Peter

Drucker, marketing and innovation are the only two basic functions of a,

business. (1)4

The responsiveness of the library to the community can be increased by the

use of polls, questionnaires and the encouragement of feedback, inquiries

and complaints. In short, the information-seeking public should be viewed

as consumers upon whose patro age the fiscal. stability of the library

depends, just as does that of y business.

Purpose and Objectives: This oject has multiple purposes. Its

ultimate aspiration is to make safe the expansion and development of

libraries in the face of a fiscally uncertain, foreboding future. It would

attempt this through the advocacy op a more proMinent role .for libraries in

serving the basic needs of the community, since, if the libraries must in

some places compete with essentialiservices such as fire and police

departments, the willingness of the taxpayers to support these institutions.

is directly proportional to their perceived benefit from that institut ion.

If libraries must compete with police and fire departments, it is necessary

that the librily occupy at least a comparable position of indispensable

service to the public.

It is anticipated, that, given an a areness,of the needs of the community,

library managers cal adopt progr s and services more useful, valuabl', and

worthwhile to the taxpaying pub c. Once these new offerings have been

devdloped and innovated, the information seeking public can be made ,cognizant

of their availability through effectively designed, intelligently deployed

marketing techniques.

Thus, the immediate objectives of such a project .include:'

- Identification of viable marketing research techniques,

11.

- determination`of'those that can be used *as -is" by non - profit

organizatiowns such as libraries, those that should be employed
ri

with modifications, and those that are of no real relevance to

librariei,

- formulation of library marketing strategies in coping with

competition,

- heightening of the librarians' awareness of the importance of modern

marketing techniques.
do.

-

(1) Peter Drucker. Management. New York: Harper &"Row, 1974: p. 61

AI

;
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Methodology. Marketing research and its related techniques are---

essential subjectt that have been extensively covered in fields such as

.management, business administration, economics and the like. Ideally,'

this project should_be carried out by experts drawn from these

interdisciplinafy fields-, as well as from libraries.

The proposed project conceivably can be designed'in two phases: Phase I

will synthesize information available through,both formal and informal

sources, including experts in fields such as business administration and

managemeilt. The steps to'be covered will be 0t4iiiilar to those presented in

project #07, 'Information Seeking Patterns of the 'Information Poor'."
While the project's emphasis will undoubtedly be related to non-library

fields, it will also incl*de a thorough literature search on library

marketing practices.

In this phase, it is expected that emphasis will be placed on the types of

marketing strategies that deal with competition, since libraries are facing

abundant competition. For example, marketing strategies dealing with
competitive forces in the open economy, such as "the threat of new entrants,
the bargaining power of customers, the bargaining power of suppliers, the
threat of substitute products or services, and the jockulng among current
contestants ", as discussed by Midhael E. Port& (2), wirl be of great

interest to the project.

Phase II will be an exploratory research project involving case studies of

those libraries that have employed some'of the aggressive marketing
stritegies in selling and promotin: their services and examination of the
impact of these techniques. Became of present OMB regulations, nine
libraries will be selected, the basis for selection to be determined later

by the researchers. On-site interview techniques will probably be the most

appropriate. They will be implemented through the use of a questionnaire,

which will be designed jointly by a project staff that includes marketing

experts.

Cost: Because of the interdisciplinary, cooperative nature of the
project, it is expected, that no meaningful results could be accdaplished

without funding of at leaet two professional person-Years.

(2) Michael E. Porter. "How competitive forces shape strategy." Hama.
Business,Review. March-April 1979. pp. 137-145.

/
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PR CT 11: ALTERNATIVE FUNDING POSSIBILITIES FOR PUBLICLY SUPPORTED

LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SERVICES'

Background: The fiscal situation confronting American libraries is grim.

Made vulnerable by a long-term dependence CiA local source's of taxation (most

notably the property tax that is the target of Propositions 13 and 2 1/2 and

many other similar proposals), libraries are reeling from each successive

budget cut.

It would seem that the only solution that truly cuts to the heart of the

problem is the. development of sources of revenue outside the taxpaying cycle.

One alternative that has been largely ignored, however, could at least offer

sommsecurity, while allowing libraries to expand their services more than

ev ,dr before. This option is that of charging some kind of fee to certain

segments of the library's clientele for the use of some services.'

The belief among most library managers in America that their public

institutions are by design and philosophical necessity free and open to all

is still persuasive and influential. It, is their strongly held conviction

that non-tee charging libraries are an element of democracy, that.such

institutions allow individuals to make 'informed choices, educate themselves

up from poverty and achieve true equality. To charge for certain libiary

services, they say, would be like chargittg for sunlight or freedom of

speech.

Though there if still a profoundly rooted inclination to reject the notion

of a fee library, the serious realities of recent times have compelled many

managers to avail themselves of this alternative. In an American Library

.Association Survey (1) 'it was notedthat' one library in five charges rental

*fees for certain bboks, one in three,charges for film borrowing, one in 27

charges registration fees, and one in 60 charges for admission to library-

sponsored programs. Recently, the Dallas Public Library System launched an

extensive nonresident-fee-card program that charged individuals who did not

support the library through tax dollars to pay for the use of its resources.

(2)

If libraries are to survive and prosper in the troubled fiscal times ahead,

then they must shed their dinosauric modes of thinking about the roles,

responsibilities, and duties of a library to the community it serves.

Managers should actively and aggressively locate and utilize non-traditional

sources of funding. The monies lost as a result of property-tax reduction

schemes can be partially replaced through apppeals tp other government ,sources

(i.e., state and federal);'however, this is only a piecemeal, temporary patch-

up solution to the problem. As long as libraries are seen by the public.as

(1) American Library Association, 'Debating the financial future."

Editorial Research Repvts 2:811-8;9 (November 9, 1979).

(2) Donald A. Hicks, "Diversifying fiscal support by pricing public Library

services: a policygdmpact ana,lysis." Libraruarterly 50: 453-404.
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and of the most expendable government services (as we conclusively have shown

in a-recent poll (3)1, and cuts must be made, libraries, wholly dependent on
government funds, will stand on ve y uncertain ground.

f fee libraries are, at least partially, a viable alternative for fiscally
essured institutions, it is Clearly essential that studies be conducted at

He soonest possible moment in order to survey the different modes of this

approach and other alternative funding approaches to assess their relevance

to different'situations. There is still a dense tangle of central questions

left virtually unanswered:

- What sources are available?

- which-of these are practical or realistic possibilities and why?

- Which services could or should be charged for?

- Who are the target (i.e., fee-paying) groups?

what_are their abilities to pay?

- What will be the total effect of fee libraries on the

relationship of the library with the community?

This study, if funded, will attempt to lay the groundwork for answering some
of theSe.queetions, so that, even if library managers decide to reject
alternative funding as a means to fiscal security, they will make is choice

out of knowledge and not ignorance.

In addition to tee-for-service as an alternative funding source, other
possible sources alsoexkst, including netwoOking libraries with private-
sector organizations to provide relevant information services and teaming
up libraries with volunpeer organizations tollshare the expenses of comprehen-

sive information programs.

Pu4pose and Objectives: Ong of the first objectives of thiiproposed project
is to generate a piece of empirical research that will open the eyes of
library managers to the great potential of this form of alternative.

funding. The survey would attempto,to show that a fiscally-vital library
offering more extensive and responsikre services would be of morevalde to

the whole community than & financially-crippled one. It would try to show

that library services can differ from essential services such as police and
fire departments in that tt4"-Upholding of the law or the curbing of fire'is
a communal benefit, while the library's provision of information can be, in
part, kprivate one that should (in certain cases) be accompanied by a fee.
While fee-for-service will most likely be the emphasis of this project,
other additional funding sources.and/or possibilities will be explored as

well.

(3) Lawrence J. White, "The public library--free of fee?" New Leader

(December 17, 1979). pp. 3:5
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The proposed project would Oplore the viability of a, battery of alternative

funding options currently open to library managers in the n

kiter!

States. 'If

such alternative funding strategies were adoptedr it would einyigorate the

growth off' libraries and halt the decline that is inevitable with diminishing

financial resources. It would redude single-source dependency and diminish

fiscal vulnerability: 1

If a cogent and well-designed reorganization were initiated, including fee

library programs such-as that at 401a Dallas Public Library, this mould lead

to a vastly increased level of library responsiveness to community needs; to

a greater interchange of empathy, perceptions, and feedback between the

library and information consumers, and to enhanced involvement of the library

in comilunity affairs, which would, inturn, make taxpayers more willing to

help support the library.

It is hoped that the institution of alternative funding would allow an overall

regeneration of American libraries. In giving managers and key decision-

makers a realistic, non- biased pictute of the problems and potentials of

alternative sources of funding, it is intended that further research on

the topic will be stimulated and the Choiceswhen they are made - -will bet'

the wisest and best-informed ones possible. Since many (perhaps a majority)

of these influential information profetsionals are still tied to an old,

unthought-out attachment to the conception of public libraries as completely

free libraries, it is hoped that this survey will make them aware of their

options. Ignoranceafter all, is a luxury we can no longer afford.

Finally, and most speifically, the survey will seek to answer the body of

questions surrounding the issue of alternative funding:

What exists?

- What is best for my situation?

- Whit is the feasibility of several of the Options?

- If libraries are to chairge, who should be charged and for what?

Unitl we begin to address these considerations, we will remain incapable of

judiciods choice.

Methodology: Given the broad scope and applicability of the topic of alterna-
tive funding, and the relative lack of previous research in the area, there

are a number of approaches available, each ofmhich would provide unique

but valuab q results. The proposed project could, therefore, take several

471

aforms pr itably.' It could either be a survey or more evaluative

inVestig tion (i.e., one that would attempt'to examine, analyze, and assess

the effect of fee-charging on all aspects Of library functioning, including

relations with the community and government, possible effects upon
managerial.structures, and the potential impact upon services'and

organization). The severity of the crisis facing librarift dependent u
single-source funding is such that any type of investigation into this
field would yield valuable and vital data and
BecaUse of this, an evaluative survey project
methodologies using mailquestiOnnalreswould

food for thought and action1
is woposed. Survey
probably be most appropriate



for'tlis investigation.

Sample size. A mmallnumber, say 50 to 100, of publicly funded

libraries should be selected randomly from each sub.=group of libraries

such as:

D-13

A

- small public libraries

-) -'mediule-sized public libraries

large public libraries

-.school libraries

- publicly funded community college libraries

- publicly funded academic libraries A
4

Available directories of these libraries can be u4ed as a basis for

selection.

Questionnaire design. Questionnaires should be designed in such a way

as to encompass all the essential areas coved in many of the questions

regarding-alternative funding sources mentioned above. One should be

designed for libraries and librarians, and another for library users.

Case study on tbe effect of fee-for-service. The initial survey of

the libraries regarding alternative fgnding will enable the researchers
to select nine (for the convenience of fulfilling OMB requirements)
libraries with different charaaistics in terms of type and size of
library, user'groups, libraria views on alternative funding; and users'

perceptions and feelings on library services and paying, for needed

information.

Data analysis. Data processing will be required and it is expected
that commonly used analysis Methods, such as the Statistical Package for

the Social ,Sciences (SPSS), will be used to analyze the collected data.

Cost. This is a rather involved research project. In order to be able

to conduct a meaningful project with a reasonable sample size, it is
anticipated that the cost will be at least three professional person-years.

191
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PROJECT 18: DEVELOPMENT OF A CONCEPTUAL FRAMWORK FOR-OBSERVATION OF #

USER BEHAVIOR WITH ONLINE INFORMATION/DATA SYSTEMS (a revision)

Background. with human /computer interaction' becoming so pervaiive in our

modern society, research on user interaction will benefit literally millions
of people. Within the past few years, techniques to improve
user-information system interaction that have been suggested draw upon da a
collected on the actual behavior of users confronted with real ret ieval
systems. (e.g. Penniman, 1975; Meadow, et. al., 1977). H er, in.spite of

the availability of such data (whether collected by online mo ito ing,
protocol analysis, or direct unobtrusive observation), the abs e of any

consistent measurement approach makes correlations across systems and
'studies impractical.

A project at the National Bureau of Standards (Abrams, et. al., 1976) has.
suggested a framework for one,clags of variables involved, i.e., those that'
can be measured through their network monitor, machine.* In that project,
Abrams, et al. identified over fifty variablei involving time, length, and
rates Of interaction. Their me sures, while not focused on information

search and retrieval systems, uggest a framework for general data that can
be used in'studying the user nterface across many types of interactive
systeml and that is based on a stimulus-acknowledgement-response model of
humak-Oomputer interaction. Their results. are not in the form of standards,
but are a useful means of measuring interaction variables.

The prOposed projeCt should result in an expanded conceptual framework or
model, that is (1) based utZn'`a behavioral science view of the communication.
process and (2) focUiedon providing a consistent interpretation for user-
system interact n variables. These variables should represent a wide range
of user interacti 1F-(in. terms of systetfl and user functions) and should be
illustrated throug sample data and analysis procedures: The framework
should not be limited to analysis of bibliographic retrieval but should be
applicable to tvariety of text-editing and infora"tion/data display
functions. Numerical analysis and graphic-display-oriented knteracelons
shouldrpok be included at thIA stage, although the framework should allow for
such variables to be included in the future.

Consistent and meaningful techniques for-defining and measuring user
behaiior must be available for those organizations developing services for
an expanding base.of nave users. For example, inrthe coming years, many
libraries will expand'their services to include public access to online
catalogs, replacing the older manual systass. This will require more
attention to the design of user interfaces for occasional and untrained -

users. Other information-service-based organizations also will,face similar
problems in their growth. Consistent measurement and analysivtechniques
that are derived from a common theoretical base'could contribute'
significantly to he solution of the interface sroblem. In addition,
existing quantitative measures of user behavior need to be reviewed and
placed within a unifying framework.

A

19:2
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Purpose and Objectives. The Objectilles of this study are:

- to develop a behavioral-oriented model or conceptual frainewciik that

can be used for developing observational measures, of usersbehavior,

vis -a -vis online information/data systems

- relate the components of the, framework or model to spedific areas

of system deSign/operation in order to demonstrate the role of
observational data in imprOvingsystem performance

The justifiAtion forwbhis study is the growing interest in data collection
regarding user behavior (through online monitoring, protocol analysis, and
other observational methodologies) and the lag* of a consistent behavioral

framework oar model for user-computer interaction. The proposed framework

should provide'a valuable design tool for information systems designers and

should provide a common framework within which researchers can present and

compare data. IFuthermore, sample data for most variables should be included

in order to indicate the form and nature of each measure/ The proposecfstudy

-would provide the information research community with an effective framework
in which future'prOjects involving user behavior with online systems can be

evaluated.

Methodology. The project will be conducted in three major phases with the
results disseminated to the research community through the open literature.

The phases include:

- Data Collection/Evaluation

- 4C)onceptual Framework Development

- Incorporation of Sample Data to to Framework

Phase 1. Data Collection ancrEvaluation (3 mos.): This phase
will produce ,a comprehensive Meview of existing research and data

concerning online user behavidr. Techniques of data collection for

this phase will include open literature search (incorporating
online database subject searches, citation trails, And library

searches) and contact with researchers working in this area

(identified via SSIE, NTIS, and\Other resouEces). The results

from this phase will be organic to provid a comprehensive
bibliography with annotations.

Phase 2. COnceptual Framework D elopment (5 mos.): Based on

an analysis of data collected fr- Phase 1 and an evaluation of
user - computer' interface viewed as communication interface, a

Conceptual framework will be devel d for analysis and presentation

of user behavior' data. This conce tual structure will include.
identification and interpretation o significant variables and guide-

lines for their consistent capture analysis: Similar dimensions

of user bdiuivior can be measured in several different ways and,
conversely, the same measurement may apply to vastly different

941
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dimensions of user behavior. By placing the behavioral dimension and

the measurement techniques-identified in the data collection task within

a unified framework, it should be possible both to relate different

observational methodologies and to choose a comprehensive and

nonredundant set of metrics for incorporation in-a syitpm being

designed. The relationship between. (1) data collection guidelines and

(2) the mapping of measured variables anto factors affecting system

'performance ails be illustrated through specific examples and in, general

teims, to aid system designers in organizing the collection and

interpretation of behavioral data as an integral part of the design

process. The purpose of this phase is to make explicit the

relationships between specific types of User-related data and specific

parameters influencing the system design. -

The conceptual framework or model to be,developed will be communication-

process-oriented and will encompass variables reflecting user and system

conditions and interactions. The development of this framework will be

done through synthesis of a process-oriented structure that reflects

variables identified from data in Phase 1. The procedure for developing

this framework is not rigid, but should involve at Ilast the following

steps:

(1) Identify variables reflecting communication process

(2) Determine relationship between these variables

(3) Determine influence of variables upon each other

(4) Synthesize framework from these factors

(5) Evaluate framework based upon available data

(6) Revise framework

Phase 3. Incorporation of Sample Data Within Framework. (3 mos):

Examples of observational data will be incorporated into the framework,

drawing from published works as well as available raw data (e.g., OCLC,

NLM, etc.). As an example, OCLC has collected monitor data on user

behavior when cataloging library resources online. This data. represents

over 100 million individual user interactions (e.g..message/response)

per year involving search, text-entry and editing functions and includes

general measures of elapsed time. Several other organizations have

collected other types of data that could be analyzed within the framework

to expand the body of empirical data for system designers. By

incorporating samples of existing data into the developed framework, the

usefulness Of the framework in comparing results across studies will be

demonstrated. It is hoped that, by example, this will also,encourage

other. researchers to use the framework for data presentation/comparison.
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Cost. The estimated repuireSents to Conduct the study are:

information scientists

reference librarian

secretary .25 FTE (12 mos., Phases 1,2,3)

1.5 FTE (12 Mos., Phases 1,

1 FTE (3 mos., Phase 1)

graduate research.assistant 1.5 FTE (12 mos., Phases 1,2,3)

Additional expenses:

/".
literature searches, inter-
library loans, facsimile/
copyright charges

postage, communication:Iprinting

------

References,.

Abrams, M., et.al- "'Measurement of computer communication networks.'
National Bureau of Standards Tecbnical Note 908; Jbly 1976.

$2,500

$1,500

Meadow, C., et.al. Individualized instruction for data access (IIDA).
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Penniman, W.D. 'Rhythms of dialogue in human-computer conversation.'

The Ohio State University. Columbus, Ohio., Unpublished PhD
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PROJECT119: THE INFLUENCE OF SELECTED INFORMATION SEARCH MECHANISMS

ON 'USER BEHAVIOR (a revision)

Background: While a number of different search mechanisms are being designed

for information search and retrieval' (e:g., menu-oriented, command-oriented,

index look-up versus keywoid, query by example, natural 'language), very

little is known about how the different mechanisms influence the underlying

patterns of human information-seeking behavior.* It is generally assumed

thatAsers can adjust their behavior to suit,the particular requirements of

a search system.

' With the advent of online monitoring of user interaction, data are available

that allow information system researchers to evaluate user behavior. Couple

'this capability with intelligent front-end devices (terminals or pre-
processors) that allow the search mechanisms to be varied for a single system

and these tools make it possible to determine how system design and search

mechanism design influence user behavior. -%Also, they alloWus to stud/oto

what extent users "adjust to the system." There is some evidence that users

do not take advantage of the full range of search system capabilities in any

given system.

As systems proliferate, it is possible that users retain a "core-concept" of

information-seeking methods and use each system on the basis of this approach.

If this is the case, then system designers need to understand whet this

"core-concept" is. Furthermore, the existence of common search behaVior

patterns across significantly different'sysiem desighs could be of major

imporpance to'system designers. For example, search-session length may be a'

system invariant and depend mostly on user thresholds (such as patience).

Amouht of_time searching for documents versus reviewing documents or document

surrogates may be another invariant. "k
1/0

Foc the sake of the user, system designers need to have a better understanding

of the influence of search mechanism:4,6n user behavior. This study proposes

to investigate that influence. Within the context-8f bibliographic retrieval

systems it should be noted that analagous projects could be constructed for

both non-bibliqpraphic (textual) and non-textual (data) systems. Such

projects should be considered as follow-on efforts to the proposed study.

Purpose and Objectives. Two questions are posed in this study:

(1) How does the fundaAntal design of the search mechanism influence
user behavior vis -a -vis online interaction?

() What invariants and/or commonalities in user/system interaction
patterns exist across distinctly different search mechanisms?

The objective of this study is to answer these two questions in terms that
can be of use to system designers, search trainers, and end users.

Methodology. It is proPosed that this study limit its scope to four basic

search mechanisms: menu-oriented retrieval, command-oriehted keyword with
controlled vocabulary, command-or ienteci full-text keyword, and natural

language. The data should be analyzed on' the basis of user interaction
variables that could be applied.acnods additional systems in the future:
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Some fundamental iariables include: session length, interactions per

session, interactions per minute, and proportion of each session spent

doing various,classes of activities.

Because of the difficulty of gaining sccess to monitor data for a variety of

systems (particularly from commercial:search services), it is proposed that

this study be conducted as a controlled experiment using prescribed searches

conducted by a selected set of searchers against a system capable of

simulating a variety of rfterfaces. The same searchers should perform

searches across tdlie four types of ystems. Such system simulators have )loeen

developed at library and informatibn science schools. Thus the study could

be conducted readily by an academic institition but should.not be limited to

academic searchers.

The'study will involve four phases:

Phase 1 (4-mos.): The four proposed interfaces (based on existing ,

interfaces from other systems with no new interface design) will be
selected and simulated.

Phase 2 (2 mos.): Searchers will be selected for the experiment
and trained to search across all four systems. At the same time a

set of queries will.be designed to be used in the experiment:

Phase 3 (2 mos.): A set of searches will be conducted across all

four system types by each of the trained searchers. The searches will_

be ordered for each searcher to test for order effects.

Phase 4 (4 mos.): analysis and presentation of the data will occur

during this phase.

Cost. The estimated requirements to conduct this study are:

information scientist

computer programmer

statistical analyst

graduate research assistant

Additional expenses:

PTE (12 mos.,' Phases 1,2,3,4)

1 FTE(4 mos., Phase 1)

.5 FTE (6 mos., Phases 2,4)

2 PTE (12 mos., Phases

computer time $5,000

searcher compensation , 1,500

printing, duplicitilg 800
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PROJECT 21: EVALUATION OF THE/CHANGING NEEDS OF ONLINE SEARCH SYSTEM

USERS AS INFLUENCED BY SEARCH SYSTEMS EXPERIENCE

Background. System designers are becoming more and more concerned with the

"naive' or "casual" user, i.e., user types who are unlikely'to have the

knowledge of, or take the tfmi to learn, 'sophisticated system procedures.

The design of information systems, for these types of users poses a

significant challenge, but an even greater challenge is the design of

systems that can grow with the users as they gain experience with and/or

knowledge about the system that they have started using. At -some points,

it is conjectured, many users may wish to change their approach to

information system use and begin to exercise more sophisticated system

options. This "maturation' process can vary across users and systems and
1

may require that systems have at least two modes of operation br a

continuum of complexity and sophistication, in rder to serve both naive

and cesual users as well as sophisticated used!. -some preliminary studies

(Pennlman, Fenichel, Wanger,.Chapman) indicate that users'iwith,different

levels of training and/or experience vary in system-use behavior. The

proposed study would evaluate a single set of users over an extended period

of time in order to evaluate Changing behavior/meeds as system-use

experience increases.

Purp.se and-Objectives. Two research questions are po d in this study:

(1) How does user behavior change with respect to online system use as a

function of experience gained with the system?

(2) What implications does any change in behavior have on system design?

The objective of this study Is to answer these questions in a manner that can

0 be-applied to user interface system design, as well as to design of training

rograms for inexperienced, intermediate, and experienced users. In

addition,'it should be possible to evaluate the influence of, intermittent or

casual use on the user "maturation" process.

Methodology. The research method can be characterized*.as a controlled field

survey (as opposed to controlled experiment or a regular field survey). A

sample of users will be selected who are just bein rained on a particular

system (possibly a computer oonferencing system w multiple modes of

operation, or a retrieval system with different evels of command

complexity). This group of subjects will be tracked over a fixed period of

time (possibly 9-12 months) and their s!arch behavior will be recorded. In \,

addition, their attitudes towards the selected system and any other training

ot other system experience will be documented by means of a series of

questionnaires administered over the test period. The results will be 0

analyzed through time series analysis, end significant variables
contributing to any observed change in search behavior or measured change

in attitude will be sought.

The critical factors ,to be resolved in the study desig-Nare: *Igs

- System selection: should the system he one that h \s multiple

conferencing system, or DIALOG retrieval system)
levels Of command structure or system complexity (e.g., EIES

198
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- Number of 'subjects in sample: the sample size-should be a function of

the number of variables to be analyzed in each of two major categories

(use behavior and attitude towardi system use) and the confidence
level desired for ttie selected analysis .

- Attitudinal measures: a special-purpose instrument will be needed to

quantify user attitudes' toward system features. This instrument-will

need tot be designed so. that it can be reapplied two to three times

during the course of the study.

The major phases of this project are:

Phase 1 (6 mos.): System/sample selection and instrument design.
This phase will involve the review' of several candidate systems/
organizations and the selection cif a single system for evaluation.
An attitudinal instrument will be designed and the sample users will

be selected.

Phase 2 (2 mos.): Sample subject measurement and training. During

the normal course ofiuser training for the systems, the users selected
for study will be.adthinistered the preliminary attitude measurement

instrument.

Phase 3 (12 most:_ MeasUrethent of system use and attitudinal change

over time. For the selected subjects a complete record of system use
will be kept over time and the attitude instrument will be administered.

periodically.

Phase 4\(4 mos.): Data analysis and evaluation. The results will be
reviewe9 And evaluated vis-a-vis design implications for future sydtem

design-concepts:

The results of:'this study will be analyzed to provide system designers with
insight into the changing needs/perceptions of users with respect to system

features and the user interface. In addition, the methodology and
instruments developed should provide system designers with tools they, can

apply to future system studies.

Cost. The estimated requirements to conduct this study are:

information scientist 1 FTE (24 mos., PhaAms

behavioral scientist .5 FTE (19 mos., Phase 1,4)

graduate assistant

secretary

Additional expenses:

2 FTE (24 mos., Rhases 1, 2,3,4)

.25 FTE (24 mos., Phases 1,2,3,44 .

travel , $2,000

oprintiing, postage, communications 2,000
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PROJECT 31: IMPACT OF INFORMATION ON INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTIVITY

-Background: -Since 1972 the productivity growth rate of U.S. industries has

dropped to only 1 percent per Year, down'from 3.2 percent pet year in the

period betwen 1948 and 1965. At the same time, our competitors in the world 2-

market have enjoyed increasing productivity growth rates (e.g., 5 percent

per annum in Japan and 4 percent per annum in West Germany). This shift is

causing serious-concern among U.S. economists'and policy makers since it

affects our international balance of trade and the real value of goods and

services produced and consumed domestically.

One part of the market, the information sector, is doing quite well. A

_recent Harvard study revealed that 25 percent of the total productivity

growth'in,American industry is a result of the growth of information
industries, and U.S. Department of Commerce statistics indicate that U.S.
exports in telecommunications and information goods were responsible for 10

percent of overall U.S. merchandise exports in 1977.

Beginning with the benchmark studies of Machlup and Porat, a great deal of

effort has gone into measuring the size and impact of the primary information

industries (those that sell information goods and services to other firmsc
individuals, governments, etc.); yet very little has been done to measure the

.impact of information as an element Of production. While many feel that

there is a positive correlation between an investment in information goods and

services and productivity growth, there are so data that suggest that, in

some industries, the use of information t ology may in fact contribute to

productivity loss.

The two researchers whb have come closest to analyzing information goods

and services as an element of production are Edward F. Denison, who has
approached the problem from the productivity side, andILW. Kendrick, who
found, in a study sponsored by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD), that technological change was the major contributor to
the growth of Total Factor Production (TFP) for the U.S. Business Economy

between 1948 and 1978.

Purpose and Objectives: The overall goal of this project is to increase
understanding about the impact of information goods and services on

productivity by industry. The objectives of this research are:

- A comparison of growth rates of productivity ill selected key

industries with corresponding rates of investments and expenditures'
in information goods and services within those induarries.

- A comparison of these data with matching industries in other
selected industrial' countries.

An analysis of data/on expenditures and productivity, to provide
a cross-industrial and international comparison of growth rates
of information-related investments and productivity.

On a conceptual level, this study will be of value to these who'are
interested in developing new economic theories. On a practical level, it
will help corporate executives to make bebter investment decisions. We,
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assume that a better understanding of the impact of information on

industrial productivity would help strengthen our entire economy, thereby

benefiting everyone in the U.S. in sane way. More specifically, however,.

it'would develop a body of knowledge and techniques that could conceivably

be applied to library and information services in other environments.

Methodology: This research wjl.l test the hypothesis that changes in

investments and expenditures for information goods and services are related

to changes in productivity, and that this relationship can be revealed by

productivity is the r su of many variables and differs widely among
countries. This type ta collection and analysis is necessary, since
comparing these variables over time, across industries, and between

industries. >

Ae general approach is to collect-data on productivity and investments in

information goods and services by industry. This procedure will require a

refinement °Utile definitions of productivity and information goods and

services. In addition, industries must be selected with care and existing

data examined to establish adequacy.

There is some indication that data collection may prove to be a problem,

since data on investment in information goods and services by industry are

not readily available. It may therefore be necessary to establish some

subset of information expenditures, such as data processing equipment.

Industries Should be selected on the basis of several criteria: (1)

availability of data; (2) impact on U. S. balance of trade; and 3Y

variety. In any event, one industry should be in the high-technology

category, one should be a service industry, and one should be agricultural.

-It is expected that 'this research-vould be most successful if a

multidisciplinary approach were taken. Clearly, it req.zires expertise in

economics, information science and technology,..management science, and public

policy analysis. Carezust be taken in the interpretation of the data

collected, and the inAlvement of researchers with a wide variety of

backgrounds will help preserve the proper perspective.
e ,

Cost: Approximately 3-person years should be required to refine the

project and collect and analyze the data.
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PROJECT 32: IMPACT OF PUBLIC LIBRARIES ON COMMUNITY PRODUCTIVITY

Background. Productivity is usually defined as either output per unit of
input or outplit per worker-Hour. It is a measure of the efficiency of the
production function and is'commonly used by elms, industries, and nations
as an indication of economic health.

Defining productivity for the public sector has proved to be quite difficult;

& across the board. The definition of a unit of output is elusive,
institutionalconstraints_prohibit managers from reallocating resources, and
inadequate data collection makes an analysis of input /output relationships
impossible, in many instances,. Nevertheless, taxpayers are demanding greater
efficiendy, in government, and a few researchers are studying the problem of

measuring local government productivity.

Co unity productivity is an even fuzzier notion, combining, as it does, the -

output of both public and private sectors within a given jurisdiction.' In
spite of data-collection problems, however, the concept may prove useful in
conceptualizing the role of the public library and in discovering a way to

measure its economic contribution.

There have been several studies that have dealt with the problem of measuring

library effectiveness. By and large, these effdrti have focused on the
relationship between inputs (books, periodical Subscriptions, staff; etc.)
and outputs (circulftion., reference questions answered, referrals, etc.).
While this is a respected approach to the problem and enables us to compire
libraries, it tells us little about the economic contribution that a library
might make to a community.

Another' approach is one that was first suggested in 1938 by Clarence Ridly
and Herbert Simon. They suggested output measures for a variety of
government services, including libraries, and-ft*essed efficiency measured in
-terms of consequences, rather than direct output. More recently, the Urban
Institute, in conjunction with the Na5ional Comfaissf6n op Productivity,
undertook a four-part study of local §overnient productivity and arrived at
the same conclusion--that output should be measured in terms of consequences.

Purpose and Objectives: The goal of this research is ,Libevelop and test a
model for measuring the impact of the public library on community
prodtictiyity.

I '
, -,%

The objectives of this study are to:

- Identify all library outputs

- Identify all,parts of the community effected by outputs

- Quantify impacts

- Compare, the above with inputs to library %

Analyze and develop model

Direct immediate beneficiaries of the study will be litrary administrators,

. J '
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This study will provide-data thit will be useful in making decisions

concerning a/location'of resources and in justifying them to library bc.ards,

local government administrators, etc. Long-term beneficiaries,_will be

library users, who presumably will receive improved services Ln the areas of

greatestneed:

Methodology: If possible., this research should be conducted in conjunction

with the Urbah Institute or same /similar agency. Every effort should be made

to take advantage.of techniques that have been developed to measure the

prodUctivity of other local gnvernment agencies.

Stage 'Refine Methodology. Identification of all data collection

points is criticat to-this research. While the usual service units

mentioned above are obvious, the library may also make contributions

in more passive ways. The presence of a library, for instance, may be

a factor in attracting new business to the community, Use of the

building by volunteer groups such as literacy instructors may alsobe

a valuable service. The contribution of the library to a shadow economy
in which goods and services Are consumed directly and never enter the,

market shbuld also be included.

Stage 2: Data Collection. This will undoubtedly require a survey

that must be designed with great care and sensitivity. Asking people

why they want information can be a. touchy business. Telephone contact

will not be overlooked and the community at large will be sampled to

discover any economic impacts that may not be obvious from contact with

users.

Stage 3: Analysis. Data collected will be analyzed and value will

be assigned to various types of impacts. Comparisons will then be made

with level of support in general and by type of service. For instance,

some of the services that might be compared by level of productivity

include: reference materials, best sellers, business services,

historical material, films, reference setvices, referral services, and

ancillary services such as literacy training.

Once the methodology is tested and a model developed, it would be most useful

to replicate the study in several locations.

While productivity iS certainly not the only goal of ,a public library, the

findings may,sugges1 a different allocation of resources and could help

libraries to become more responsive to their constituencies.

Cost: If done properly, this should be a 2 to 3 year project conducted by

'a team of researchers with strong backgrounds in economics, library science,

local government finance, and public policy analysis. It will require the

active cooperation of the staff of the library and community leaders. iThe
estimated level of effort is 3 professional person-years, plus appropriate

clerical support.
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PROJECT '37: CONSUMER BEHAVIOR RESEARCH APPLIED, TO LIBRARIES

Background:: The use of market research techniques by libraries to under-
stand better the needs of users and potential users is regularly cited as
having great poWittial payoff. NUmerous user studies have been COnducted,
but the findings appear to contribute little to planned changes in services,
resources, and management of the librarles dbnducting the sutneYs. This may
be true because the findings often do not contribute useful new
information: Community surveys on the use of poutalic libraries ten to,

reconfirm what previous surveys found,goihg back to the'classic s dx by
Berelson in the late 1940's.

The concepts of marketing go far beyond the basic idea of describing the
maticet, as in the case of_ most libraty surveys. The modern marketing concept
stresses the identification of pekples' needs and offering prodi is and
services to-satisfy those.. needs. This'is generally contrasted to the earlier
"produpt orientation that most firis had. The product orientatio assumed a

Arixed product, plentiful customers{ and no marketing research or advertising.
The next stage in the evolution of 'the modern marketing concept w s'the
.product orientation with the addition of selling and promotion.. The focus
was still on the product, with an increased effort to find customers for it.
A few libraries are in this second state, but theliulk of theAl still An
'stage one. Perhaps, a few have begun experimenting with the n marketing
concept.

An area that offers promise to libraries ii consumer behavior. This
relatively newNald in marketing emphasizes the understanding of customer',
motivation and behavior. Consumer behavior is-defined by Engel, Blackwell,
and Kollat in their book, Consumer Behavior, as the "acts of individuals
directly involved in obtaining and using economic goods and services,
including the deciAlbn processes that precede and-determine these acts."
It provides an analytical framework for studying the behavior of users.

/Consumer behavior draws heavily from social psychology,,sociology, and
anthropology: ,'

Purpose and Objectives: The purpose of this project is to review the field of
consumer research, identify the most promising areas, and test applications
in One community. An area of particular interest is the predictiOn of
library user behavior on the basis of psychographic variables such as life
style, attitudes, and behavior patterns. Research questions include:

(1)'What are the most promising consumer behavior models for studying
library user behavior?

(2) What is the most meaningful way to segment the community for library
purposes?

(3) What is the likely effect of increased promotion of library
services?

(4) What are the anticipated benefits from libraries becoming more
mapeting-oriented?

(5)% Row will citizens react to the adoption of marketing techniques
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(6) What is' the
staffin ?
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eting on libraZy funding, organization,

Methodology: The study shodld be conducted in the following tasks:

(1) "Review consumer liphavior models..

(2) Adapt the most promising.modai to the library field.

43) Prepare interim report discussing the review of consumer behavior

models and the recommended model for library research.

(4) Test the model in a single library community

(5) Prepare report on the application of consumer-behavior models for

library rlesearCh.

The success of the proposed study depends to a iirge degree on the

researchers' previous experience, in consumer behavior. This kind of

eeperienc. is 1 requirement for the project award.

-
volt,

Cost: The proposed project. will 'require 2 1/2 to 3 person-years of

,.. professional effort.
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PROJECT 47: A STUDY OF SELECTED ORGANIZED GROSS WH CH ACTIVELY PROMOTE
.CENSORSHIP OF.MATER/ALS IN PUBLIC LIBRAR ES AND SCHOOLS

Background: Reported censorship iipcidents in librarie and schools have

increasedt.greatly in the last few years. The ALA Offi e of Intellectual
Freedom reported a five-fold increase in censorship laints after the

November 1980 election. Though this upsurge has levels off at two or three

times the normal complaint level, staff members expres4 e feeling that
these reported incidents represent a very small percenta e of the censorship
attempts that are ocurring throughout th0 country. They urther inAtcate
that the number of censorship reports they receive involv ng public libraries
have grown from 10 percent to 20 to 30 percent in'tfte las three years.

Major factors influencing the increase in censorship incid nts appear to be
organizational ability and sophisticated techniques used by national; state
and local groups who promote censorship of materials in lib aries and
schools. Organizations of the New Right, such as the Moral ority, have

many resources at their dispoial,,which are targeted to _remo e taterials that
they find offensive from library shelves and the school.

Those who would prepare before the censor comes,as he/she /thy surely will
in this conservative climate, must be aware of how the'tensor pperates and

who he/she is in order to plan an effective strategy to counts act this
insidious influence and promote intellectual freedom for every e in a
community. This study attempts to help librarians to_gain the nformation

necessary to develop more effective strategies.

Smelser's value-added stages of collective behavior is used as a
framework for analyzing each stage in a censorship incident.' Th
are: structural,conduCiveness, structural strain, growth and spre
generalized belief, precipitating factors, mobilization for actio
operation of social control.

Purpose and Objectives: The objectives of this research study are (1) to
gather information about the characteristics, purpolits, perceived gible

, effects, and strategies of selected major organized pro censorship rdups
that have attempted to censor materials in public libraries and/or chools;

(2) to assess selected demographic, social-psychological, political and

participatory characteristics of the leaders of this movement and tq compare
,them with the same characteristics of leaders in anti-censorship-
organizations, to determine differences and similarities; (3) to id tify
the methods used to combat pro-censorship forces in particular loc ities;

and (4) to ascertain whether censorship campaigns move through pred table

stages,such as those specifiiadby Smelser.,

basic

e' stages

d of a
, and .the

1

The following research questions will be studied in this inveetigatfon:

(1) What are the stated purposes, objectives, and top priorit4s
of selected major pro-censorship organizations?

(2) What strategies have the pro-censorship organizations used to
achieve their objectives?

.
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(3) What-tangible effe'dts have pro-censorship organizations had on

public libraries and schools?
,

(4) at differences and similaFitied-exist i selected demograph4c,

oral- psychological, - political, and part ipatory characteristics

'Between leaders of pro- and.adti -censorship groups? (Elements such

as professional occupation, family orientation, view of society,

political affiliation, education, religious persuasion, geographic

locat4on, and other related items will be considered as part of

this question.)

(5) Whit methodi have anti-censorship forces used to combat the pro-

censorship groups when they have attempted to censor materials in

a particular locale?

(6) To what degree do the-censorship incidents examined reflect

Smelser's value-added seages of collective behavior?

The direct intended beneficiaries of this study are those who attempt to

promote intelle&tua/ frpedom in public libraries and schools.

-Methodology: This research study utilizes three basic field research

techniqUes4Optument search, infogmal and unstructured interviews, and formal

and structdPed interviewer to investigate selected pro-censorship

organizations, their tactics and strategies, methods that have been used to

cofthat these efforts, and differences and similarities between censors and

'non-censors. The study is patterned in part after the study by Zurcher and

others'entitled "Adloc Antipornography Organizations and their Active

Memberi," which was conducted for the Commission on Obscenity and

Pornography.

The organizations and thedr leaders,will be identified through two methods.

First, the last year of the "Newsletter on Intellectual Freedom" and similar

Publications will 4. examined to determine which groups have been involved in

censorship attempts. Second, experts on the topic will be asked to provide

additional information about relevant organizations, their leaders, and other

major participants in censorship ippi4ents. A third group composed of people

who have not been involved in pro- or anti-censorship campaigns will,also be

a purr of`this study.

Organizational documents, newspaper accounts, and other items will be

employed to collect basic data to answer the research questions posed in this

study. .Unstructu ed and structured interviews will also be utilized to

obtain 6 a tion. These. will be conducted with organization leaders

and oth r major rticipants in censorship incidents The structured

interview, items will be composed of informational inquiries and items

assessing socialpsychological characteristics that are drawn from various

validated scales dealing with topics such as political intolerance and

attitude toward censorship. The unstrubtured interviews will focus on

eliciting, information not obtained from other sources.
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With few modifications this appioach would be applicable to any environment
where the abiidoemeht of intellectual freedom is occurring through the
efforts of an organized group.

'Cost: This study will require one and one-half person years. Additional
direct expenses will be incurred for interviews and document analysis.

References

Ruth Narcui, "Censorship in the Schools." The National TM; Journal 3

(May 25, 1981): 1, 16, 20.

NJ. Smelser, Theory of Collective,Beha4ior (New York: Fiee
1962).
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PROffECT 54: INFORMTIel TRANSFER AT AN ONLINE REFERENCE DESK IN A PUBLIC

LIBRARY SETTING--DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FOR STAFF AND PATRON

Background: Mortimer Taube had some words of wisdom in 1964 on this subject,

just before he died and just as MARC was being launched:. "With computeriza-

tion, the time has come to reassess our system and not to convert the 3x5

card into machine-readable form. We have failed to question our basic

premises if we do not do this."

Others have also questioned the manner in which' reference work in a library

will progress, now that we have fee-based literature searchirig, online

interlibrary loan, online circulation, and online catalogs. Some people have

tried to analyze existing service and show all of this as a mere extension,

while others have said that it will make a qualitative and substantive

difference.

For'anyone who can encompass the possibility bf full-text searching of

library,collections, merged indexes of the book and journal collection, and

direct user interaction with the circulation and catalog records, this new ,

world of information transfer could spell the doom of the general reference

desk in a public library. But is this really a definite possibility? Are

there not some indispensable-activities at the reference desk What cannot

be met by all these new technological developifnts? Take refence service

on the telephone, query negotiation,,directory assistance, and short/quick

question-and-answering. How can they be computer-aided?

Purpose and Objectives: Not for survey purposes, but for census purposes,

it seems necessary to itemize and categorize the typical reference service

activities in public libraries, to i'temize and assess the development of

possible machine-aided tools for rakthese activities, and to suggest some

means of developing a machine-bated reference-service environment, complete

with merged databases of more than bibliographic reference tools, possibly

incorporating dictionaries, handbooks, and encyclopedias for ready online

access and question-searching.

The objective of this research would be to understand what does and might

exist at a public library reference desk if the full capability of the

information industry ware integrated and placed at the disposal of the

reference staff and the patron. These data would provide the system

designer with the specifications necessary to determine the extent of *re

task to be performed and the possible costs of designing a system with

utility in general reference departments in public libraries in

metropolitan areas, or possibly even all public libraries of a certain siz6

with profeSsional reference assistance.

Methodology

(1) By review of the literature on reference service in public

libraries, by Fompilation of statistics of these activities, and

by case studies, develop a categorized census of the most cited

reference work and user questions that reference staffs must

respond to year, after year.
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(2) Check the availability of these works in machine-readable form
and the economics of generating a combined database of these tools
with retrieval capability superior to Channel 2000, (gee OCLC
repOrt), New York Times Information Bank, NEXIS, and Paper Chase.

(3) Develop a prototype system that could exemplify the type of service

possible at a reference desk by such an augmented. reference
collection. Tie this to an exissting circulati , catalog, and

interlibrary lending system like that availabl at Ohio State
University or the Columbus; Ohio public lihrat , or any other

possible site where an experienced public couC be used as subjects.
Even the Library of Congress clientele has some characteristics of
a public library user community and the library might be a candidate

site.

4(4) Working with software specialists, human factors engineers, systems
analysts, and librarians, des+elop the design specifications for a
system that could handle 25 to 40 percent of the activity around a
typical reference desk, including telephone inquiries.

A5 Eve- these design specifications reviewed by librarians and other
Atifpormation specialist's from non-participating libraries who would

*be representative of the public .library community that could be
affected by these developments,

Cost: At leas4 three years of effort by the Principal Investigator to steps

1 to 3. With consultants in the aforementioded fields (2 years PTE) and
with clientele,participation, conduct steps 3 and 4. Two to six months to

' do step 5.

References

American Library Association. The Present Status and Future Prospect of
Reference/Information Service, (1967).
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,PROJECT 55: DIRECT AND QUICK INFORMATICH 'RETRIEVAL SERVICE'

IN A SCHOOL SETTING

Hackgtound: In children is the hope of the world, or at least among them

are then most adaptable to change, as witness'their use ofcomputer4 for

games, mathematics problems, and possibly information retrieval.

rears, ago a group'at MIT experimented with a "knoWledgeable,information

system' and eigroup"of teen-age boys. They presented these boys with a

typewriter console and microphone and told them they could ask any questions

they liked: The information system (really a room of top-grade physicists ,

and engineers in the next room) recorded their questions and tried to respond

on the typewriter console. By this means the information systerdesignerS

hoped to learn how people really want to ask questions and what we might

have to do to answer them, /
This proposed research could open up that interaction one more time,jin'a set

of representative schools acrossthe country, and the findings might tell us

if the present menu-driven computer systems or new systems need to be

designed for direct and quick question-answering systems for the general

public, for children, for the-,nixt generation of Americans. ,,

'Purpose and Objectives: This study would provide valuable insight into the

way young people ask questions, the topics in which they are interested,

and how information services might be re-designed with the aid of

computer-based information systems technology that could be piped into the

home, the school, the library, etc. The limitations of the existing

developments could be noted and some reflection and recommendations could

suggest new avenues of research.

This study would be useful to system designers, librarians, infoimation

entrepreneurs, and eventually even the information seeker.

Methodology:

(1) Review and revfte the fixperimental design of the, original MIT

study, taking into account axistingcapabilities and technologies.

,/
(2) Prepare the identical research environment in several'locations:

metropolitan, suburban, rural, elementary and 'secondary levels.

(3) Gather data on these interactions and codify the similarities and

necessary equipment for luccessful responses.

(4) Do failure analysis and user acceptance of the service.

(5) Develop a "wants" list for system development of a quick' and direct

user information service for the population aged 10 to

IncorpOilte in this any database developments that migkebe needed.

(6) Publicize the findings and shocka people!
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Cost: A two-year effort for thS Principal investigator; the equivalent of,
two years PTE- for consultants -who form tha:".invisible" Information system;
related costs for teams Or transporting ofiresearch envirbnment for at least
four different locations; tOme_computeroplitp; support staff for literature
review, report writing, etc.

.6
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' PROJECT 58: INFORMATION SEEKING IN HIGH AND LOW SCATTER FIELD6

Background: A provocative result appears in a study published nearly 20

years ago by Mote. He divided the scientific users of the Shell Thornton

Research Centre Library (U.K.) into three groups according to whether their

fields of research were lair, medium, or high scatter.' He defines low-scatter

fields as those in 'which the underlying principles are well developed, the

literature is well organized, and the width of the subject area is fairly well

defined' (p. 170). In high-scatter fields the number of different subjects is

great and the organization of the literature is almost non-existent. The

medium group falls in between, in degree of structure. Fith a sample total-

ing 178 people, he found that the average number of inquiries requiring 30 or

or more minutes to answer per person during a three-year period fas, for the

low- to high-scatter groups, 1.4, 3.6, and 20 (yes, twenty!) respectively.

No one in the first group made more than six inquiries and no one in the

third, group made fewer than 10. Mote also found the same pattern with

under-30-minute requests studied in a smaller sampling over,a three-month

period. The differences in needs of members of thesi groups is striking.

I have long long felt that the Mote study deserved more attention than it got

and was reminded of it again recently when the results of a study by Packer

and Soergel appeared. In a study of 134 Canadian university chemists and V

chemical engineers, they examined the relationship between scatter of

information and need fore various forms of current awareness (CA). Their .

"tentative" results: scientists in high-scatter fields had their efficiency

(success per time spent) increased by using selective disiemination of

information (SbI), while those in low-scatter fields had their efficiency

decreased by using SDI. Also, among the CA methods tested (e.g. scanning

journals, reports from students), subscribing to an SD/ service was the only

one found to"have any cspacity to counteractscatter.

These studies suggest that degree of scatter may be a very important variable

in determining researchers' information-seeking behavior. Degree of matter

may account for far more variance in search behavior tban subject/discipline,

for example. (The latter has been,exhaustively studied). These-'studies

suggest that not only may therebe differences in how scientists in the two

types of field do seek information, but there may also be' differences in

how they should search, i.e. differences in optimal searching techniqrs.

What is good for one m4y not be good for the other.

Despite the longstanding interest in literature scatter engendered by Samuel

Bradford and all his successors, the impact of scatter on information-seeking

behavior appears not to have been directly studied outside the research men-

tioned above. The extensive reviews by Meadows and by Garvey, for example,

make no mention of scatter as a variable in studies of information-seeking

behavior.

Purpose and Objectives:" Two studietare proposed:

(1) A study of hawtpeople in low- and high-matter fields do search

(2) A study comparatively testing methods of opitmizing information

'gathering when the field is high- or low- scatter, i.e., testing

how people should search. The Parker and Soergel study sug-
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ed that there may be dramatitally dj.fferently optimal informs-
search strategies for people in high- and low- scatter fields.

The o jecti s of these studies are' (1) to increase our scientific knowledge
about %hi. potentially important (i.e., inffuential) factor in information-
seeking behavior, and (2) to determine, where possible, optimal seeking
strategies for researchers in high- and low-scatter fields. With information
from the latter study, particularly, apientists and librarians can be advised
of Optimal search techniques in the different cirlbumstances addreshed.

Methodology: Study 14 The possibilities here are virtually as rich as the
possibilities for research on information-seeking behavior generally.
Research on high and low scatter can be combined with study of people in
different subject fields, applied vs. basic, early in chreer, vs. mature in
field, etc. But before those are done, a study should first be carried out
that provides a particularly strong test of the central question raised
above: Do people in high-sciAter fields exhibit different information-

_ seeking behavior from people in low scatter fields? So, in order to make
that strong test, all factors should be'as similar as possible except
degree of. scatter. This can be done by studying the information-seeking
behavior of scientists in closely related fields--a "main line" central
subfield within medicine, for example, against another medical subfield at
the intersection of several others--the latter presumably showing high
scatter. /t would be desirable to use two pairs of fields, in case the
chosen pair has unknown idiosyncrasies.

A measure of degree of sitter will haVe to be defined. This would be a
particularly elegant study if such a measure could in fact be drawn from the
work in bibliometrics on Bradford's Law of Scattering. (Neither Mote nor

Packer and Soergel used a Bradford-like measure.)

A modest sample of researchers- -say about 20--could be studied in each pf the
four fields. Researchers should also be drawn from more than one institution,'
to eliminate biases due to pecularities of the institutions or their
personnel policies. The study should be at least modestly longitudinal,
perhaps three months, using diary or periodic interview techniques, to get
a,sense of both the variety and amount of information. seeking done.

Study 2: Since Packer and Soergel dealt with current awareness, it would be
interesting to turn instead to retrospective information'needs. Real,

information needs of people in high- and low- scatter fields should be used in
bke/testing. /t may be possible to gather some or all of the questions to be
tested in the first study when the information-seeking is observed.

The basic approach in this study is to take two sets of real retrospective
information needs, one set from people in high-scatter fields and one from
people in low-scatter fields, and have experienced searchers search'these
questions by several methods. Specifically, all questions from both groups
should be searched in online databases in the following ways:
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Hypothesized as best strategy for low-scatter. fields:

- Single most relevant database to subject of inquiry

One of these hypothesized as best strategy' for high-scatter fields:

A

- Citation index database -
I

- Multidisciplinary databases (e.g. HTIS )
. .

..-

1
k '' Several relevant databases

(..---

- Combine results of the above three in various ways to see if

any combination is superior across questions or question types.
I

-Ten to fifteen bibliographic questions should be searched from each of the

four fields. Evaluation of b'output for relevance may be difficult. By

combining all results and eliminating duplicates it may be possible to ask

original reoplesters to give a one-time-only evaluation of all citations for

relevance. ,

Cosi7:

Study 1: Diary -or interview study op actual information-seeking

Ibehavior of researcheri in two high- scatter and two low-scatter fields.

Study 2: Comparative study of search strategie# to see which are most
V.-

suitable for high- and low-scatter fields. :

J

In using real search questions from the researchers in the first study, it

might be desirable to phase the second study in parallel to the first, but

beginning several months later. 'ft this way researchers cm be asked to give

relevance evaluations (for study 2) Shortly after the chpletion of the

1g
observation phase of study 1. The two studies 'would last a total of 15

months, each individually being 9 to 12 Months long. Eac of the M.L.S. staff

members would be responsible primarily for work do one of the studiesl and

their time would be phased accordingly, one starting work severaL months

after the other. The cost estimate below is for,the two studies combined.-

..

1 Ph.D. (P.I.) 40 perCent time during academic year,' 100 percent

time ih summer, 15 months

2 M.L.S. 100 percent time, 11 months each

1 to 2 Research Assistants, 40 percent-time each

100 hours online database search time @ $100 per hour = $10,000'

20,000 citations printed offline@ $.10 each = $2,000

2j
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PROJECT 64: FROM CHILDHOOD TO ADOLESCENCE; CHANGING INFORMATION NEEDS

Background: School and children's librarians frequently comment on the sharp

drop-olOgin reading activities and use of the library as children enter

puberty, around the seventh or eigtxth grade. In part, this may be due to a

larger.variety of activities competing for their time. In part, it may be due

to the psychological preisures brought on by bodily change creating s degree

of restlessness too high for a relative passive activity like reading.

Because of-the possibilities and uncertainties in their environment at this

time, -it is a period when information-seeking activity may be potentially as

high as it ever will be.' There are numerous studies of information-ieeking

behavior in adults but only a very few studies that,focus on children and on

adolescents, in particular. These are often confined to reading and library

use. One good example is the longitudinal study on Young People's Reading

Habits done by the Centre for Research on User Studies at Sheffield, England.

This project examined a sale of 60 young adults from the middle of the

third year of secondary edu ation to the end of the fourth year, and provided

some useful informationrabodt the nature of their reading habits and prefer-

ences. For one thing, the researchers expected a decline in reading but did

not find it. The proposed study would look more broadly at information-

seeking behavior. The target population would also be adolescents, but

three to four years younger than those in the Sheffield study.

Purpose and Objectives: Many people have commented on the value for young

People of the "Dear Abby"-type of column in the newspaper. These columns, at

best, help to clarify problems,. provide factual information, assist the reader

in becoming more objective about his/her problem, and provide emotional

support. To what exte do adolescents in the age group under consideration

rais! use of these columns as information sources? To what extent do they

use recorded discourse from libraries, book stores, personal collections,

etc.? To what extent do they find adult mentors? Or use peers?

Some children have good instruction on information - gathering in elementary

school. To what extent do these children use these skills when faced wiqh

information needs?

What are the primary information needs of this adolescent group? We make a

lot of assumptions about them.. Every book, on collection development for

young adult libraries contains a set of categories. Adolescent counselors

are accustomed to 'Aping another set of specified categories of concern. How

do these. coincide with the'children's own perceptions of their information,

needs?

The objectives of the proposed research are to test empirically some of the

assumptions abaft information needs in early adolescence and, in particular,

to determine whether formal instruction on information-gathering makes a

difference in strategies for obtaining information.

The target population is a relatively large sample (300 to 500) seventh and

eighth grade children from a variety of settings: urban, suburban, and rural.

The intended beneficiaries would be all who work with this age group and

ultimately the children themselves, throu4h the provision of more flier-

standing and perhaps better-suited information,aervices.
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Methodology: An approach based on the work o itenda Dervin (1) seems

appropriate. Dervin suggeits that information needs should be studied by
focusing on the individual and the situations-that opnfront the individual.
She suggedt$ that 'information is not a cOnstant butt rather a flexible term
defined by the individual for him/herself. In this respect, Dervin makes a
distinction between objective information, which describes external reality,
and subjective information, which describes the meanings imputed to reality
by people. She also uses'situation analysis as a means for determining
real information nccds.

For this resiarch, a modification of Dervin's questionnaire would be Used, in
particular, that aspect that deals with the analysis of situations. For each
situation, the state of mind of the individual is assessed. It might be a
decision state, where a choice among more than one alternative must be made.
It might be a 'problem state, in which the individual knows what he wants but

some obstacle or barrier stands in the way. It could be a worry state, in
Which the individual lacks control, or a comprehending state,-where the person
wishes to undeistand something. Info oration- seeking behavior is assessed by

eliciting responses to five questionslfor each case where the individual tried
to find out something, or learn, or come to understand.

(1) How hard was the information to'find?

(2) How didyou go about finding it?

(3) Did you succeed in finding it?

l(4)1140 .finding it help?

(5) How did it held? Why didn't it help?

1

Addition information about the nature and extent of information-gathering
and eval on skills instruction that the individual had would also be
Collected.

.
.

The- questionnaire would probably best be administered in personal interviews.
A large sample, approximately 300 to 500 students, from a variety of
settings, will be a good approach for a firdt attempt. Later studies can
look for diffe tiation among urban-rural, male-female, SES, and other
demographic fa LS. .

. qt

!
'Cost: 'Two and one-half professional person-years, with appropriate

clerical and technical support, plus two to three interviewers for six-month
stifits should be sufficient. Significant amounts of pmputer time for data
analysis would also be required. ,I:

w

(1) Dervin, Brenda,et The Development of Strategies for Dealing with
the Infornation NW' of Urblin Residents: Phase f - Citi.zen Survey. Final
Repoit on Project ,L0035JA, Grant #0EGO-74-7308..to U.S. Dept: 9f Health,
Education and Welfare, Office of-Education, April 1976.
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,PROJECT 78: IMPACT OF THE "NEW LITERACY" ON THE "KNOWLEDGE GAP" BETWEEN

DEMOGRAPHIC GROUPS

Background: Katzman ('974) and others have written about the "knowledge

gap" between demographic groups in American and other societies where

exposure to information media (although.not entertainment media) is highly

correlated with education and socioeconomic status. Some social researchers

predict that the 'knowledge gap" will be narrowed by the .introduction of

information media that require less processing skill than books, magazines,

and newspapers. Other social researchers point to the faci that use of all .

information media 141intercorrelated: the most ctive users of each new

'information medium are the active users of preVlous information media. Most

empirical evidence supports the second point ofIview or "Matthew Effect"

(taken from the Gospel of Matthew: to them who have, mori shall be given).

The belief that radio adh television would narrow the knowledge gap '

founded on their universal accessibility. Even illiterate persons gain

information from these "first-generation" electronic media. /nfact,

however, the potential of radio and television to close the knowledge gap

remained unfulfilled, because most person:fon the "downside" of the knowledge

gap lid not choose to hear or watch information programs, while perspna on

the "upside" of the knowledge gap added such programs to their already-rich

information diet.

The "second generation" electronic media of viewtext systems (see definition

in Project 100, Appendix E) seem to ofker little hope for narrowing the

knowledge gap. These systems require not only literacy but a "new

literacy" that combines reading skill with some understandinswof computel-

stored information files. The only evidence to the contrartis the fasena-

hon for all ages and demographic groups-of computer games, some of which

(e.gt, Adventure and Star Trek) display full screens of'text for the player'

to read and respond to. If radio and television failed to narrow the

knowledge gap by making information more accessible, can viewtext system&

succeed by making information more accessible and information-seeking

more interesting?

Purpose and Objectives: Public-service stakeholders should be concerned

about the equity implications of viewtext systems. If public funds are spent

on projects such as converting community library files for'viewtext

distribution, will this only add to the riches of the information "haves,"

while not offering the information "have nots" more than a hypothetical

benefit? Cin viewtext services narrow the knowledge gap? If so, uncle& what

circumstances?

C Methodology: Field research on the use and non-use of viewtext services is

proposed. User studies recently completed (Harnish, 1981) or now underway

(Paisley and Rogers, in progress) provide data for preliminary analyses to

guide the subsequent, research design.

Samples,'instruments, and analyses must answer three related questions.

First, does the decision to acquire viewtext home information services have

demographic correlates? Second, do viewtext .adopters make more use of other

information media than viewtext non-adopters? Third, controlling statisti-

2-2 p .
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caYfy for other demographic and media-use variables, is there an increasing
or decreasing knowledge gap (variance of knowledge means by demographic

w group) in communities where viewtext services have been extensively adopted
for a period of a year or longet?

Survey data could be collected to answer the first two questions at this
time. However,'the preconditions of the tik;c1 question will not be met until
1982 when several recently initiated viewtext systems pass their first
birthday. ,

Once viewtext adoption reaches the level of 5 to 10 percent of 411
households, which may take another five years, broadly representative data
bearing on the third question can be collected' by placing one or two pages of
questions on a national- sample *omnibus" Purvey.

Cost: Preliminary analyses of viewtext adqption, based on completed or
ongoing studies: $25,000 (a good doctoral dissertation project). -yew survey
data capable of addressing all three questions: $150,000. The professional
person-year requirements are 0.5 and 1.0 years, respectively. Total cost:
$265,000.

a
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PROJECT R4: ECONOMIC VALUE OF INVESTMENT IN INFORMATION

*

BackgMhd:t. - Over the past couple of years, I have been examining the

economic value of information, first by applying "production models" (the

Cobb-Douglas moderin particular) to libraries and, second, by applying

similar analyses to the Marc Forat data an related data on the "information

economy." The results from those studies wire clear, consistent and robust.

They unequivocably show that there is a positive return to productivity and

to profit from an Investment in information services. They also show that

U.S. industry is under-utilizing the information resources available. That

is, the use II information in U.S. industry, is significantly less than

optimum.

These results, if they can be verified, extended

toward answering the question, 'What's the value

Tiestion underlies every decision about investme

prodUcts and services. It will affect determine

Investment by inform4tion entrepreneurs, and d

organizations about their internal information

, and applied, go a long way

of information?" That
in information resources,

if natural priorities,
ions by individual

stems.

Purpose and Objectives: The purpose of the research is to establish a

methodology for evaluation of the economic value of investment in information

resources, products and services.

Methodology: The study approach is a continuation of the present

methodology, in which the "input-output" statistics showing the purchases of

each industry from every othec industry are an yzed in the context of models

for return to profit (or to "slue-added" or "contribution to gross

national product"), to determine the effec ok investment Ln different types

of resources. The current results show e following:

Given the internal investment, in capital and labor, in an industry,

t ?algturd to added value from external purchases should be zero

se external purchases are being optimally used. (If the return

to added value is positive, then one should purchase Pores if it is

negative, one should purchase 1,ess.)

The current return to add value from purchases from the "inrmation

industries" is very pos ive, while the, return from ail other external

, purchases is zero.

These results need to examined in detail for specirfiC categries of

industry, using much more detailed input-output data. They also peed to be

examined in terms of more specific bfeakouts of/categories of "information

industry" purchases. z
The data are available from national ind try statistics, for the D.E. and

for other countries. Those data would eed to be acquired, placedl on a

consistent basis, and analyzed. The-- alysis at this stage is skite

straightforward and replicable fici the present study approach. Other
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methods of analysis, designed to test the robustness of the results, the
effects of different cate4orization of industry,,etc., would need to be
carried out.

The project is multidisciplinary by its nature, requiring economists as well
as information scientists.

Cost: A level of four person-years, over a two-year period, should yield
results that will test the validity of current results and, if valid, show
their applicabillity.

1
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a PROJECT 94: COSTStAND COST ANALYSIS OF LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SERVICES

(Combines aspects of projects 17, 82 and 36),

Background: We need accurate, reliable, consistent cost data for internal

management and inter-institutional coap&rison. We presently lack the

accounting standards and practices for providing such data in libraries.

Purpose and Objectives: The purpose of this project is to establish

Standards for recording and reporting cost data in ibraries. It draws upon

the purpose and objectives, reported in three compo ',projects thAt are

summarized in the following pages.

Methodology: Phase I is to establish standard accounting practices (see

Projects 82 'and 17). Phase II is to use them to establishistandard unft

costs. Phase III is to apply them to a particular type of management

decision--the automation decision (see Project 36). These phases include:

(1) Review current relevant accounting practices and standards as they

apply to these issues;

(2),Establish a task force of administrators, librarians, and cost

analysts to identify elements of costm in specific library contexts;

(3) Establish a sample of representative libraries Oyolving a cross-

section of types and do an "ex-post-facto' allocation of costs to

the standards, to establish benchmark values for those institutions;

(4) Rave those institutions acquire data according to the standards.

This will test the feasibility of'the procedures aed the

comparability of results over time;

(5) Apply the resulting cost data to specific decisions, in-particular

to automation decisions

Description of Component Projects

SUMMARY OF PROJECT 17: ELEMENTS OF COST IN THE PRODUCTION AND

DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION

Background: Techniques for the identification and measurement of,unit costs

are well developed throughout'industry and society, and there is no reason

to suppose. that they dial not fit at least some library functions. It is

,quite feasible, for example, to establish PERT harts for library

operations, to establish critical path mechanisms, to establish

productivity objectives and throughput,eFiteria, and to monitor both

quantity and quality concurrently, as is done in any well-orgapized

production operation. That his has ot happened has largely Amen

attributed to the insistence(of libra ians,that they were professionals who

could not be treated in such a manner and that their work was too variable

in nature to be quantifiable.

I

.1

1
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There are numerous indications that this is nothe case. Some studies

suggest that the amount of tine spent on analysis has little, if any,
relation. to the quality of catalogingnot least in terms of retrievability.
Score ,government and commercial information PCocessing operations not only
establish and enforce throughput standard( and backlog maximums but do so
with considerable quality control, despite varying input.

While the investigation of cost factors may not be applicable to score library
!operations, such as reference services, itican lead to improvsesfficiency and
cost reductions in other areas.

0

Purpose and Objectives: This project seeks to determine a set of universally
accepted procedures for col/acting and projecting unit costs in libraries.

41"F' Such standard per-unit costing techniques will rovide crhcial data for
decision-makers and.help point out'ths differen between cost and price.

Methodology: It is suggested that a task force ffelecte:d librarians and

cost analysts identify and tag,all of the el is of cost in specific
library Operations. Them, cost elements, onee identified, should receive
thorough_professional review and critique within the library field. After
this is completed, a group of 1(eprosentative libraries will collect cost
data in a variety of production environments. These data, in turn, will

serve as stimulus material for discussions concerning per-unit costs and
cost - efficiency alternAtivss for each institution. On a larger scale, the
study will yield useful information vitiated to such hational concerns as an
interlibrary loan policy. Accurate determination of costs will influence
not only decisions on centralization and decentralisation but also
decisione on Ohethar to borrow or to buy. Such adstsrmination can also
suggest incentives to lenders to maks the cysts. more efficient.

Cost: This is soon not as one project but as a series of continuing
projects that could last throUghout the 1980's. The initial project - -the -

identification and acceptance of cost elebents in certain library operations
such u technical processing,0circulation, and interlibrary loan --tan
probably be completed through a review cycler In a period of 18 months,
although it may take longer for discussion in various piofessional
conferences and meetings. The initial 18-month study will cost anywhere from
$100,000 to $350,000.

SUMMARY OP PROJECT 82: COST-ACCOUNTING STANDARDS

Background: Currently, data on the costs of library operations are
difficult to obtain, inconsistent among institutions and over various time
periods, and not based on any standards for accounting practice.

0

Various stugss (such as, the Palmour study of inter-library loan) have had to
make ass ions about such things as "overhead allocation," even to
establish realistic bases for comparing alternatives. Those assumptions may
well have been valid, but decisions About the costs and benefits of
alternative systems for library internal operations and information services
obviously depend uction reliable, consistent, comparable,, and widely accepted

data on costs. Assumed values simply are not adequate.
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Purpose,and Objectives: The following kindi of questions are to be

addressed in this project:

- What should be the standards for internal accounting for

-.,
"overhead" in the costs of library operations? (This involves the

I

handling of indirect' labor, benefits, allocation of clerical, and

supervisory time, allocation of costs for space and utilities, etc.)

- What should be the basis for recording standard. direct costs for

library technical 'services and other internal library operations?

- What should be the basis for recording standard direct,costs for

library information services and other.reader services' (i.e., the

"output' of the information ictivity)? 4P,

'- What should be the basis of accounting for the capital investment

in the information resources- -the means for providing information

products and services?
- What should be the basis for treating costs of library and,

information services, taken as a whole, in the accounting system

of organizations within which they function?

Methodology: Three major steps ar involved in carrying out this project.

They each involve essentially "au ey" (of present operations), and "review"

(of the existing published meter/ ). .
(1)1iiiiew of current industrial accounting practices and standards

as they apply to these issues -- either directly or analogously.

(2) Review of current accounting practices in libraries and other

informationiactivities, to establish present patterns and

bench -mark tcost data.

(3) Reconciliation of cost data as 'reported in the literayire With

the practices identified in (1) and (2).

erdisciplinary %Kirk is involved to the extent that specialists in

adcounting will need to work with spedialista in library and information

vices work.

Cost: 3 person-years.

SUMMARY OP PROJECT 36: DEVELOPMENT OF COST AND PERFORMANaS MODELS FOR

EVALUATING. LIBRARY AUTOMATION PROGRAMS

Background: Librariei of Au trpet are fa0114 with decisions about automating

their operations. However, surprisingly little is known ablaut the impact of

automation on library operations based on systematic study The inability,

to estimate the effects of automation on library operationsris becoming

even more critical with the introduction of intimated library systems.

Management tooli,.based on systematic observation and study, are needed to

assist library managers in these decisions.

Purpose and Objectives: The purpose of `the project is to develop a series

of mathemitical models that could be useful in decision-making on library

automation for the following library functions: acquisition, serials

, control, cataloging, catalog maintenance, circulation, reference, and

interlibrary loan. The primary objective of a model should be its use in

22.6
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.estimating the effeCts of automation on a specific library function. The
models should also be linked, perhaps hierarchically, across one or more'
functions so that the effects of automating more_than one function can be
predicted. The models should be geared toward management needs and should
be useful for all types of libraries. The models must be based on inputs
that can be assembled by libraries without an inordinate amount of data
collection.

. - .

Methodology: The study should begin with the selection and definitions
of library functions. Each function should be analyzed in terms.of its
major activities and record files, and flow charts should be prepared. A
review of the literature in the fields of library automation, business
automation, and other computer- related areas should be conducted,
concentrating on previously-developed model's for evaluating automation
programs. 'Tentative models will be developed and tested in several
libraries that are considering automation. The produe4-oLthalpaposed
study will be a manual on how to use the models. The study will also
address how best to make'available the computer prdgrams of the models. It
will ask, for example, whether it would be feasible to Offer software
padkages for applications on microcomputers. .-

(

Cost: 3 professional person-years for a team with experience in
mathematical modeling, library operations, and library automation. Other
direct coats, including travel online literature searchts, and computer

///
Agetme, would add-approximately $12,000, depending on the 'location of the test
libraries.
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PROJECT 97: RESEARCH ON THE DIFFUSION OF LIBRARY /INFORMATION
RESEARCH AND INNOVATION (a combined project that

encompasses -a new project, 98, and projects 42,

26, and 23.)

Intr/duCtion

Since the beginning of post-war interest in the future of libraries and

information systems (e.g. the Public Library Inquiry; Science, Govern-

Sint, and Information), extensive research has been condusted on many

library/information topics, such as the users and uses of information-, the

management of libraries and information systems, and the application of

4 computer and communication technologies in information services. This

research has been supported by federal agencies, state and local governments,

foundations, universities, professional associations, corporations, etc.

Building on the research and also arising spontaneously in the field, many

innovati s in library/information service have'alio been developed, tested,

and in cases adopted widely by libraries and information systems.

Not much is known, however, about the diffusiCn of 1 information

research findings, models,'and methods to other resear h , policymakers,

edUcatore, library/infokaation system managers, and the interested public.

Similirly, few studies have been conducted on_the diffudion and adoption of

library/information service innovations.

Three kinds of research projects on these topics are proposeds

(1). Research an the diffusion of library/information innovations.

There is some consensus among diffusion researchers in other fields

that "classic"%diffUtion studies have been defjcient in two respects.,

First, they used a 'top down' rathlr than a 'bottom up" methodology

AP,
and thereby overlooked procesies of adaption and reinvention.

Second, because of their early applications in fields like

agriculture and medicine (primarily fields of "solo" practice),

they overlooked the organizational factors that facilitate or impede

innovation in r,Ureaucracies, corporations, service organizations,

etc. Accordingly, diffusion researchers are reformulating their

studies as ' botton up" tracer studies of where innovation occurs

and why; they have also begun to' measure formal rand informal

characteristic* of organizations to provide additional explanatory

variables. As yet, such studies have not been conducted in the

library/information field.

(2) Research on the diffusion of library/information /research

findings. Research on library/ihforletion topic* is condu

in research inotitutes, library/information science schools,
corporations, etc. most of the research is openly disseminated,
ether,in technical reports, journal erticlesr-cOnvention

presentations, informal correspondence and conversation, etc. Other

discipline*, some of them on the "harder" of the library/information
field., have been foCi of research on the flowof research findings.

The model for conducting a comprehensive study of such information
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'flow within'a discipline ormeield continues to be the American
Psychological Association's Project on Scientific Information
Exchange in Psychology, which was completed more than ten years ago.'

).

(3) Research on the diffusion of library/information research models
and methods: From one-half decade to the next, library/informi -
tion research is conducted in different ways. The power of same
methods decreases over time; they are augmented or superseded. New
models and methods of research are "imported" from other fields.
There is a dynadic interplay among models, methods, findings, and
'applications. The process by which library/information research
models and methods change over time has not been studied.

Four projects related to these research areas, proposeeby several
participants, are summarized below.,

Description of Component Projects/

SUMMARY OF PROJE8 : ANALYSIS OF kiFECTIVE RESEARCHER - PRACTITIONER
4NICAGES IN THE LIBRARY/INFORMATION FIELD

Background: The linkages that need to exist between researchers and practi-
tioners for' the sake of well-focused research and effective practice.are very
complex. Ariearly model of researcher-to-practitioner communication has
been discredited in many studies: researchers do not easily:obtain the ear
of practitioners, even when they try, and practitioners wish 'they had been
consulted before decisions were made that affected the relevanceand
validity of steadies.

According to the beat research of other fields in which large practitioner
constituencies are served by reseachers (e.g., education, agriculture), it
is imperative to study linkages between researchers and practitioners as a
system in which communication events, supported by a communication
infrastructure, take place. In addition. to events in which research
`findings are passed on to practitioners, there are "feedforward" as well as
"ftedbick" events in which practitioners take the initiative to advise
future reseach and critique past research.

Purpose and Objectives: While there are neither funds nor reseach personnel
to undertake a comprehensive study of the structure and function
of researcher-practitioner relatiohships, the alternative approach of
conducting one or more "microcosm" studies has some merit. A "microcosm"
study would dap and describe the linkages between researchers and
practitioners that occur either within a geographical area or within a
shared area of research and practice, such as library automation.

Methodology: More specifically, the structure of the researcher-
practitioner relationships would be mapped via pricier network mettrds, with'
Is much attention as possible being given to both longitudinal and cross-
sectional characteristics of the reseacher-practitioner networks. The
function of sets of linkages would be analyzed from interview responses
accordimg to a taxonomy of functions (e.g., knowledge of specific findings,
development of research or practice skills, feedforward, feedback, ,etc

229
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Three or more geographical areas and three or more shared areas would

provide valuable contrasts across'the "microcosms".

Cost: 1 professional person-year. Data acOisition and analysis costs of

$5,000 per area. Total: $75,000.

SUMMARY 0,4-9110001CT 42:1DIFFDSIONOP INNOVATION IN LIBRARIANSHIP

4 Tr

Background: The major problem'area that this project addresses is the lack

of- `systematic planning and implementation strategies for bringing about the

adoption of important innovations in librarianship. Worthwhile innovations

and new services are often rejected because not enough attention has been

given to ways of creating an environment that will be conducive Ito the

adoption of innovation. The processes for successfully diffusintk and

utilizing innovations have been studied extensively in several fields, and

much work has been done to attempt to develop methods to assess the adequacy

of plans that have ken incorporated into a project or program to promote

desired changes. Title I of the Library Services and Construction Act

(LSCA) lends itself particularly-well to thii type of investigation.
.

Purpose and Objectives: A major purpose of this study is to ascertain the

extent to which library professionals who receive LSCA Title I funds have

identified and used in their projects systematic ways of bringing about

changes. A second purpose is to determine the importance that these

library professionals attach to developing and implementing systematic plans

for change to ensure maximum diffusioh and use of hew'services and

innovation. Finally, it is anticipated that this study will result in

recommendations that will make library professionals participating in LSCA

Title I projects more effective as change strategists.

. -

The intended direct beneficiaries of this study are public library staff,

members who will be in a better position to act as change.atrategists.

Indirect beneficiaries will be users of library services.

Methodology: Literature related to the change process will be investigated

to develop the necessary framework and instruments for evaluating LSCAw

projects and for obtaining needed information from LSCA project/personnel.

Interviews with 'key project personnel of a nationally representative sample

of LSCA Title I projects for the current year and for projects submitted

during f seal year 1978 will be conducted to obtain additional information

about th it attitudes toward incorporating change mechaniiims in library

projects their awareness of research findings in this area, and their

perspectiveson the methods that have been used to promote adoption of .

their innovation.

The approach outlined for this study can be applied; with a minimum of

modification, to other kinds of projects or programs and to clientele in

different types of libraries. Once the framework and instruments

Pertaining to the change process are developed, they can be used to

evaluate the role of various factors in the adoption of ap innovation in

librarianship and the plan that the change -strategist has developed to
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bring about maximum diffusion and utilization.

Cost: 2 professional person-years, with additional funds for visits to
selected RioJeCt sites and telephone interviews.

'*

SUMMARY OF PROJECT 26: "PATHFINDERS": THE DiFF1JSION OF AN INFORMATION
INNOVATION

Background: Innovation diffusion research concerns itself with spread,
by means of various channels of communication over a period , of. a

program, technique, or activity perceived as new. In a ". h as
library science, which is undergoing rapid chance, it is -..--.5.tant to

determine efficient and effective means of diffusing new tecNhological and
non - technological programs, techniqueli and activities of presumed benefit
to the field's clientele.

Purpose and Objectives: The purpose of this project is to determine the
stages through'which an innovation in library practice passes and to
identify the communication channels used in the diffusion process to
facilitate future planned innovation and change in the field. The findings
would be useful to government and professional association Olanners and to
publishers, all of whom may need to communicateinformation about important
new ideas and techniques throughout the library and information sciences
community.

Methodology: This-will be both an historical study,Aatilizing sociometric
survey methods,to tract the development and distribution of a particular
innovation, and an active research study, to introduce the innovation into
test sites and trace the diffusion from that point forward. The innovation
chosen to be studied is the "Pathfinder," a step-by-step bibliographic tool
that introduces its user to the variety of information sources available in
aloarticular library on 4 particular subject.

The first phase of the study will attempt to determine the present stage
of 4iffusion, i.e., awareness, interest, trial, adoption, confirmation or
rejection, of the "Pathfinder" in,library practice and, to the extent
possible, the communication channels, i.e.,'professional literature,
conference programs/workshops, student instruction, colleague interaction,
publication distribution, etc., through which the innovation passed. People
involved in the original "Pathfinder" development, will be conte !Led and
asked to recall whom they spoke, to about "Pathfinders "' and through what.--1
channels awareness and interest in them spread. After the first stage of
data collection by telephone interviews, mail qbestionnaires will be sent
to all individuals mentioned. A second round.of questionnaires will be
sent to people mentioned by the respondents to the first questionnaire. If

warranted, a third round of questionnaires will also be sent. In addition,
notices will be placed in journals to locate persons not named who have
interest in, or who have adopted or rejectedomPathfinders."
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The second' stage will introduce "Pathfinders" into four large libraries of

different types and one litrary/infoTmation science school. Du;ing the next

three years,,representatives from these institutions will keep a log of

activities associated with "Pathfinder" administrative (including promotion)

and use activities. The-final stage of thi project will compare the paths

of diffusion identified in Stage 1,(natural or spontaneous diffusion) and

Stage 2 (planned diffusion).

Cost: An estimated 1.5 professional Person-years over '5 years.

SUMMARY OF PROJECT 23: DIFFUSION OF SOCIAL/BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES RESEACH

'METHODS INTO INFORMATION SYSTEM/USE STUDIES (see

also Project 22, Appendix E)

Background: This is a companion study to the identification and documenta-

tion of a collection of research methods from the social/bghavioral 'sciences

appropriate to information system/user studies (see Project #422). Too often

after a study is conducted the results are presented-an report form and

made available only through one of the document distribution centers. This

is too passive a system for widespread dissemination of results,

particularly when a'change in behavior (i.e., use of new research methods)

is sought. Therefore, this study will focus on the active transfer of'the-

research results of the (referred-to) companion project.

Purpose and Objectives: This study will evaluate a specially developed

Aeries of seminars as a means to transfer the research methods evaluated

/and presented in the companion study.

Methodology: The study will Involve three phases and will draw upon the

skills of technology transfer specialists. In Phase I (4 months), the

"Research Methods Handbook" developed in the precursor study will be used

as the core for development of a seminar series. The series will be

promoted and presented in Phase II (6 months). Phase III (2 months) will

involve evaluation of the seminar's effectiveness by means of appropriate

follow-up techniques. The results of this, evalualion will be used to

develop recommendations to the sponsor for additional seminars and for

enhancement to the "Research Methods Handbook."

-Cost: 1.67 professional perion-years. 'Additional expenses would include:

prOmotional material and seminar expenses, $5,000; mailing and communica-

tion, $1,000; and tray , $2,500.
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PROJECT 100:
ribrHE

ROLE OF LIBRARIES IN CREATING AND PROVIDING VIEWTEXT
INFORMATION SERVICES (a new project combining piojects 79
and 80)

:D-55
4.0

Introduction

A number of new electronic home information services have been introduced
in the United Staten since 1975--the" majority since 1980. Some of these
services use teletext technology, defined as the transmission of text
to television sets during the vertical blanking interval of the TV signal.
In CEEFAX, the BBC's pioneering teletext service, four of the 625 Video
raster lines (British standard) are devoted to text; a 960-character page
is transaitted in 0.24 seconds. Up to 250 pages of updated information are
transmitted continuously in a cycle that repeats every minute (lesslused
pages are transmitted lessen). A ktypad and decoder permit the user to
selectand view a desired page when it Lames along in the cycle.

444

Other services use videotex technology, defined as the transmission of ,

user-selected pages via telephone,' coaxial cable, fiberoptic cable, FM sub -

carrier,, etc. Unlike teletext, videotex pages do not, enter the transmission
stream until a user has selected them through the keypad or full-keyboard
terminal the pages ase then sent to that user alone.- Whereas;Ahe number of
available teletext pagesis limited by the fact that all pages 'Pre' 0

retranalitted in cycles, the number of available videotex pages is limited
only bIrcomputer memory. 'Several videotex'sy s have "planned capacity
of more than a million pages, although none ched that size yet.

Viewtikt,.the term chosen for this paper, is intendedmio encamps* the

following' technologies:
,

(1) Teletext;

(2) Videotex;

J
(3) Bibliographic information retrieval., generally using telephone lines

and full-keyboard terminals;
° 411

(4) Cartridge., cilmette-, or disc-format text files that cawbe
displayed on personal computers or videodisc players.

e of structural differences, these viewtext technologies have
ofunctional equivalence for same home information service applications but not
for others.

Broadcasting and publishing corporations correctly perceive that viewtext
seiviceswill-displace same use of newspapers, magazines, radio, and.
television. They are hedging the economic threat by acquiring viewtext
subsidiaries. or buying substantial interests in them, The Reader's Digest
acquisition of The Source, a nationwide-telephone-based videotex service, is
'a well - publicized case in point. In Other cases,' broadcasting and publishing
corporipions did launching their own viewtext experiments. bow Jones,
Reuttrs,and CBS are among the co'rpprations that have begun viewtext
experiments in more'than one community.

I
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What about the community ltbrary, whose information services may be either

augmented or displaced by viewtext7 In the Middle of 1981, only two viewtext

exper4ments involving community libetries are being discussed. The Public 4

i' , Library of Columbus and Franklin County (Ohio collaborated with OCLC (Online -1 I

Computer Library Center) to provide a videotex library catalog to 200

Columbus households participating in the Channel 2000 experiment. In the

follow-up survey, the Channel 2000 users ranked the library catalog second ___

'among all the videotex services asa motivped.on for subscribing to Channel r

;pp° or its successor in the future. However, it is noteworthy that the

Mst-rankid service, a 21- volume, 32,10 article video encyclopedia, has the

Ipotential of displacing library services, as do the fourth- ranked and

fifth-ranked services, the public information file and the community events

,calendar '(the third-ranked service was home bankiljg.)
,-..-

I
A different collaboration is being tested in Washington, D.C., where

community libraries are among the reception points fir teletext transmissions

over WETA -TV. Whether regularislibrary patrons will use the teletext service .

'and whether new patrons will be attracted to the libraries because of the

service are important questions for the WBTA -TV experiment to answer.

description of Component Projects

SUMMARY OF PROJECT 79: ROLE OF THE COMMUNITY LIBRARY AS A VIEWTEXT

INFORMATION PROVIDER

Background: Viewtext systems farther reduce the small set of information

resources' that only libraries have been in a position to provide in most

communities. Bibliographic citation files, video encyclopedias, news wires

and financial services, consumer-information, and even ohline reviews of

books and the lively arts make it convenient for the viewtext user to bypass

the library--or so he or she, thinks. In fact many files in future viewtext

systems lay originate .at the community library.

Purpose and Objectives: The proposed researchbwill determine, for a sample

of community libraries, tbe information resources they now hold--or could

arrangeto ho1d in the future--that would make a unique contribution to

-44ewtext home informat on services in their communities. Presumably such

resources include a confuter catalog of their collections.

Methodology: The first/phase of the prdposed research will consist of as many

as ten case studies of/the "viewtext pdtential" of information resources held

by a stratified sample Of community libraries.

The second phase will cons s't of a mail questionnaire survey of a stratified

sample of community libra ies.

Cost: 0.5 professional,person7year of effort will be required over a

one-year period, divided equally between the first and second phases of the

project. Data acquisition and analysis costs add $5,000 to the $30,000

personnel cost. Total: $35,000.

a

I
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SUMMARY OF PROJECT 80: IMPACT OF VIEWTEXT SYSTEMS ON TRADITIONAL REFERENCE
FUNCTIONS OF THE COMMUNITY LIBRARY

Back T e sight of a reference librarian at a computer terminal has

become lace: Inmost cases the librarian is using one of the biblio-
graphic retrieval systems to identify relevant documents foi a patron. In

a few years it will be commonplace for reference librarians to turn to
their'terminals for fact retrieval of all kinds. When online reference
resources are fully developed, .they will probably be logged into a
special- purpose viewtext system designed for them by OCLC, RLG, or a skMilar
research and deintopment grQupInthe meantime they will be hard-pressed
to paX commercial rates for services like CompuServe, The Source, Bow
Jones,-and Reuters. However, if they don't routinely use such services,

will fall behind their own patrons in "fact'retrieval power." )

Purpose and Objectives: The proposed research:project will help to/dentify
the viewtext information files of greatest usefulness to reference librarians
in community libraries, based on an analysis of reference questions.

MetIodology: Quantitative content analyses will be conducted of reference ,

questions answered in,a sample of community libraries. Sane currant samples r-

of reference questions should be collected in order to determine the range of
topics that patrons are now bringing to the reference desk, but post of the. 41'

data for the content analysis can be extracted from a number of previous
studies in,this area.

When the samples of reference questions have been categorized by topic and by
the required depth of the answers (e.g., single-source-fact retrieval,
multi-sourca fact retrieval, synthesis of partial information derived from
multiple sources, etc.), this two-dimensional classification will be posed
against detailed descriptions of the information files now_being offered or
planned by the ten or so major viewtext vendors.

Cost: 0.25 professional person-year plus 0.5 person-gear of clerical
assistance over a one -year. period. Data acquisition and analysis costs are

. estimated at $2,500. Total: $15,000 + $10,000 + $2,500 = $27,500.
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This Appendix contains summaries of the'remainimg universe of projects
considered for inclusion in the Research Agenda. These summaries have been
'prepared by the project staff from original descriptions that were submitted

by researchers in advance of the meeting. and from those created by partici-
*rr pants during the course of the meeting. 1

The summaries are presented in numeric order, for nvenience In locating
projects referencedipy number in the ttxt of this sport, in Chapters INT and

a

4

4,e +41V4,"--......

'
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SUMMARY OF PROJECT 01: THE IDENTIFICATION OF *BRIDGE PAPERS"

Background: Much of the literature in some disciplines is theoretical

rather than practical and may be beyond the comprehension of the typical

-practitioner, with no immediate or obvious relevance to everyday problems

encountered in that field. Nevertheless, one would hope that some reasonable

portion of, the research literature will eventually find applicability in the

solution of practical problems. Moreover, one can hypothesize that there

exist certain papers that tend to bridge lbe gap between research and

application. An unpublished preliminary investigation of such contributions,

or *bridge papers;" in engineering confirmed that bridge papers can be

subjectively identified ex post facto but was unable to identify any

characteristics.by which such papers could be predicted.

Purpose and Objectives: The purpose of this research is to determine the

criteria by whidh bridge papers can be identified,objectively as they are

published. If this could be done, it would allow the implementation of some

procedure where pers are deliberately brought to the attention of

practitioners The potential advantage this are that key applications- -

relevant contributions--would be highligh rather than lost in the total

mass of literature, and that the lag bet n theoretical studies and

practical applications of research results :night be greatly reduced.

Methodology: An empirically-based'approach to identifying' bridge papers

in three diverse subject areas--e.g., engineering, medicine, and fuel

technology--is proposed. In each field, several hundred leading

practitioners would be mailed a brief questionnaire asking them to:

(1) confirm or reject the idea that identifiable bridge papers

exist in their field;

(2) (if they confirm the idea) list what they colTider to be the

main characteristics of such papers;

(.3) list papers that they would consider important bridge papers in

their field.

The results would be collated to determine if any could be used to identify

bridge papers objectively. Such characteristics might include:'

characteristics of author;

- institutional affiliation;

- type of source in which published;

- structural characteristics of

paper (e.g., presence or absence
or illustrations or equations)

- citation practice 4r.g.,
early citation of a paper
in research journal by an
article in an application
journal)

- any combination of these

Cost: 0.2 professional and 1 research assistant person-years.
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SUMMARY OF PROJECT 02: THE MIGRATION FROM PRINT TO ELECTRONICS

Background: As more and lore publications become accessible electronically
as well as in print-on-paper form, it seems likely that,a gradual but
inevitable migration of use to the electronic version will occur. Already,
someimeasurable migration has occurred. For example, there is evidence
that some recently established libraries ere foregoing subscriptions to
printed publications for which art online equivalent exists. It seems
reasonable to hypothesize theA by 1982 there will be stronger evidence of
migration in several, sectors--including public libraries and personal

consumers. furthermore, if the fai text of enough journal articles is
available online, there may be some preliminary evidence of migration at the
primary literature level by 1982.

Purpose and Objectives: It would be valuable to be able to measure the
rate at which this migration is taking place. This could have a major
impict oh planning in the library community and the publishing industry. We

also need to identify the majcrarriers to migration. These could include
lack of an adequate terminal frastructure, unwillingness of library
administrators and funding-tgencies todsubstitute subsidized access to
electronic sources for subsidized aecefe to paper sources, and lack of "user
friendliness' in present systems, which forces reliance. on mediated rather
than unmediated use of such systeels. The pufpose of the proposed study is to
produce definitive answers to queitions in these areas.

Methodology: A questionnaire will be mailed to large, random samples of
(a) large public libraries/ (b) large and small, academic libraries, and
(c) special libraries. Questions will include:

- Which online databases for which printed equivalents exist are
used by the library?
Does the library subscribe to the ptinted equivalent?
Sow many subscriptions to printed services for which an online
equivalent exists have been discontinued in the past five years?
How mucky have the decisions to discontinue those subscriptions been
influenced by. the availability of the information in electronic
form?

- What ate the barriers to'higher levels of aigration?
Concurrently, recently established libraries will be contacted to determine
the extent tea which they subscribe to printed indexing/abstramting services
or-utilize online equivalents. Information on factors influencing their
decisions will also be solicited. Finally, an attempt would be made, rh
conjunction with an information-pro#ider (The Source being the most likely
candidate at the present time), to assess the extent of migration in the
non-institutional sector. A questionnaire maileg,to a random sample of
non-library subscribers would be used .to,determine the extent to which their
use of online information resources represents a move away from print on
paper, e.g., fewer newspapersor financial services subscribed to.

9211: One professional (0.5 person-year) andJone research assiqpnt
0.67 person-year), with appropriate clerical support:
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SUMMARY OF PROJECT 05: THE ELECTRONIC CATALOG

Background: Many libraries are implementing online catalogs to replace

the card catalog./ These online catalogs, although they, may offer more

flexible search approaches, are little different from the card catalogi they

replace. They use cataloging codes governing choice Of.10adings, including

AACR2, that are based on the supposition that catalogs must be organized

for sequential alphabetic access and that points oCaccess must be arranged

linearly. Such linearity is completely alien to true electronine-access7-----

since names; titles, and other elements can be treated merely as character

strings and searched on any word fragment. Thus, the questions arise:

Shouldn't an electronic catalog be something different? Are cataloging

codes needed in an electronic Catalog? Going further, do we need

cataloging at all if it is economically feasible to store some portion of

the text of.a book in machine-readable form?

Purpose and Objectives: The purpose of this project is to determine

advantages, costs, and user acceptance factors associated with a catalog

that makes no use *ataloging." The following hypotheses are to'guide

the investigation:

(1) That more effective author/title access can be achieved by

storing the front and back of the title page of each book than

is achieved try present procedures. ,

(2) That this would yield enough descriptive detail on a book to

serve moat purposes.

(3) That storing the contents page in searchable Corm, along with a

searchable title field, w11 provide better subject access than

that provided by present subject cataloging practices.

Methodology: The hypotheses would be tested empirically in a small library

(environment. Two parallel online catalogs would be developed, one a

conventional version an. the second non-conventional. The non-conventional

version would store archable fora the recto and verso of the title page

of each book, togeth with its contents page(s), the cataloging data

being captured by sc ing the appropriate pages on a Kurzweil machine. The

, content indicators would be searchablein a full-text mode. Users would be

created vis-a-vis the more
/ given the ability to combine fragmentary data, e.g., a surname and a key

word in a title. Evaluation of the catalog thus,

conventional online catalog would be achieved through:

(1) Task-oriented problems (e.g., find particular books or

information on particular subjects) applied to both catalogs

under controlled conditions. Success rates, problems encoun-

tered, and search- times would be recorded.

(2) Questionnaires and interviews of library users to determine

user success with, and reaction to, both catalogs.

(3) Comparative cost figures on construction, maintenance, and use of

the two catalogs.

Cost: Variability in collection size and uncertainties on programming

costs make estimation difficult. Minimum cost will be about $750,000.
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SUMMARY OP PROJECT 06: THE LIBRARY WITHOUT WALLS

'Badkground: Librarianship is perhaps the most institutional ized Of all
professions. In the eyes of the public, a librarian is "someone who works
in a library' and librarianship is "what goes on in a library.' The public
does not recognize that, professional librarians. are 'pectinate in the J

,organization and retrieval of information. Librarians have triedhard to
dispel the "custodian" image, with only limited succeft. One major reason

is that the profession has placed too much emphasis on the library as an
institution and not nearly enough on its 11140inr resource- -the skilled

professionals who work there. One could 1"Que that most of the
professional, tasks that librarians perform could be performed outside
the library. Indeed, one could argue that the'future of libraty service
lies outside the library.

Purpose'and Objectives: The SurVival of the library profession depends
on its ability and willingness to change emphasis and image. Since
physical facilities and resources must inevitably decline in importance as
more anemore informationre roes in electronic form are utilized, the
profession can survive only f it shifts its emphasis to the technical
expertise of _its practiti . This whole idea of the de-institutionalized
librarian and the "library withOut walls" is the'focus of this research.

Methodology: A large-scale demonstration project, in one community is
proposed. The project will focus on services that the librarian, as a
technical specialist, can provide,for,the community. The librarians in the
project will work in the community, rathee4than in the libraky, using the,
local library collection as one of many information resources.

Because this is.a radical departure from 'conventional' flbrary service,
it is difficult to be precise on what the de-institutionalized librarian
will actually do. -Indeed,the identification of viable activities and
experimentation with these is the whole purpose of the projeCt. The
services provided by -the librarian probably will not differ from those now
offered. Bowever,-the-form of delivery will differ. Technological
capabilities will be used whenever these seem appropriate -to a'particular
type of service. The desired end result is simply a higher level of
professional Service to the community.' -

While this is a demonstration prc3eCt, it will also seek answers to questions.
such as the following:

- Bow can soPhistiOated communications technology be used
effectively in a library service program?

- Bow do people who have always used libraries react t o new forms
of service?

How do people who have never (or rarel) used braries react to
new.forms of service,delivery?

- Bow does the professional role ofsthe librarian change in a
program emphasizing the library as 'function?"

- To what extent can the library as 'function' be detached from
the library a" 'place?"

Cost: About $2,250,000 over three years.
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SUMMARY OP PROJEcf 07: INFORMATION SEEKING PATTERNS OF THE

"INFORMATION POOR'

Eleckground: Information is a national resource which should be accessible

to all citizens. For various reasons, however, the "information poor"

(defined asculturally or educationally disadvantaged groups suchas the

poor, theelderly,'thi handicapped, the imprisoned, and racial/ethnic

minoritieS) have been excluded from the-enjoyment of this resource. The,

White Rouse Conference op Library and Information Services in Novembe;1.1979

assigned a high priority to the plight of the information poor, passifig

resolutions urging information science professionals to press on with

research in this area sr a step toward effective reform.

Purpose and Objectives: The primary purpose of the proposed research is

to identify both the occupational and non-occupational needs of the special

population groups (SPGs) which comprise the information poor. Specifically,

its objectives are:

(1) To ascertain the information requirements of each SPG;

(2) To examine the perceived level of satisfaction of citizens of

the pGyithinformation source providers: interpersonal,

institutional (including libr ies),.and mass;

(3) To develop a taxonomy of barriers td effective information

access.

Methodology: Por a study of this type, the most common format is the

generalized survey or poll. It is necessary, however, to consider the unique

complications related to the study of these SPGs and to modify the general

methodologies accordingly. For example:

- Each (ebbe SPGs has its own specialized characteristics and,

likewise, specialized information needs and informationseeking

patterns.

r For the, same reason that many of these groups' are denied jccess

to public information resources, they are difficult to reach

through the common questionnaire approach.

- The ability of'the information poor to articulate their own

information needs'and information seeking patterns will at"most

surely be less than that of-other groups.

Cost: The cost of this project will be a function of such variables as

the number of SOGs to be studied, the size of sample populations, and the N-

technique selected to perform the study. It is anticipated that the level of

effort will b t least 3 professional person-years.

A.
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SUMMARY OF PROJECT 08: INFORMATION SEEKING PATTERNS OF THE "STUDENTS"

Background: In the face of severe and potentially traumatic budget cats, it
itis vital that libraries, both public and school=affiliated% learn to -
maximizemaximize the use of limited resources to provide only those services that
are most essential to their continued effectiveness in serving their primary
clientele. Recently, certain public libraries, such as in.Bokton,
suggested a plan whereby college students would be charged for the use'of

public library services and resources. In light of the emergenCe of this
strategy as a possible way. to reliava flical pressure, there is clearly a
need for accurate apd complete base-line data, first, on the information
needs and requirements of,atudents, and second, on the role of various'
libraries in relation to these needs and to other information source

providers.

Purpose_and Objerb,iesi The primary purpose of the .proposed research is to
identify both the occupational and non-occupational needs of students,
concentrating upon the identification of information needs and
characteristics. Thespecific objectives are:

(1) To ascertain the information requirements of students

(2) To examine students' perceived levels of satisfaction with
information source providers: interpersonal, institutional
(including libtaries), and mss

(3) To determine a taxonomy of barriers to effective information
seeking 11

r

Methodology: The most comMonly used technique in studies similar to this
is the survey or poll. For a survey of the information needs of students,
however, ehe techniques egioloyed'must take into consideration the specialized
problems involved in the attempt to investigate each special subgroup. Since
Vletzsbrella classification of "student" includes a number of significantly
different subgroups (pertaining to age, level of education, sex, race, etc.),
the study must be suffieiently broad so as not to exclude certain subgroups
from the final ltatistics. The ability of students (defined here to include
children from 6 to 16), especially the very young, to articulate accurately
their needs and information Seeking patterns will almost Certainly be less
than that of older individuals. Therefore, techniques such as questionnaires
and phone interviews will not be effective for all subgroups. Furthermore,
the actual contents of the survey instruments used for each subgroup will
have to be modified to reflect the extreme differences in student subgroups
in terms of intellectual development and sophistication.

It is proposed, therefore, that the study be conducted either at the state or
regional level and that the project deal with a viable and statistically
significant cross-section of the student population.

Cost: About 2 professional person-year .
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SUMMARY OF PROJECT 10: DYNAMIC AND CYCLIC MODEL OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS

Background: From an economic point of view, the_course of information

flow is a complex cycle consisting of a myriad of macro- and micro-sectors

and sub-cycles. If we are to understand the whole, we must understand its

parts. To deal with the cost-related problems of information' flow, it is

essential that we delineate the macro- and thicro=substruofures and expose

their effects upon the functioning of the whole cycle, exploring the

cost-oriented aspeCts of each operation'and examining each individual,

input/output relation lifel a structural-systemic perspective using detailed

and comprehensive economic models.

Purpose and Objectives: The proposed resealch in'intended to emphasize

the widespread influence of economic forces, potentials, and limitations on

continuous flow of information, the specific purpose being to formulate an

inclusive, incisive, and analytic economic model of.the dynamic and cyclic

information system. With such a model, information scientists could achieve

a broader and more profound knowledge of and control over the generation and

dissemination of innovative ideas.

The project objectives include:
- identification of Acro- and micro-structures in the system

of information flow
- investigation of the interaction between various substructures

- identification and examination of problems and bottlenecks in

the cycle
- development of conceptual tools with which to predict costs of

alternative practices and assess the effectiveness of inLimmation

delivery systems

Methodology: The research plan will be divided into thfee phases.

Phase is a structural study of the presedt system. Phase II is a modeling

analysis of this system. Phase III is an economic analysis of alternative

systems.

The research methodology will include the following steps:

(1) exhiustive literature search

(2) identification and collection of all pertinent information and data

3) structural study of the information system

(4 formulation of hypothesis

5) conception of ormal model ""
`(6) testing of hypotheses
(7) development of an actual model -

(8) testing of model

(9) reporting of results and recommendations

The project is expected.to use all available modeling methodologies

, specifically suited to policy modeling, paying particular attention to those

of linear economics, operations research, system dynanics, and econometric

modeling. In addition, a number of more specific dynamic, socio-economic

models will have to be considered.

Cost: At least 3 professional person-years.
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SUMMARY OF PROJECT 12 :. EXPANDING LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SERVICES:
FEASIBILITY AND POTENTIAL IMPACT OF COMMUNITY-RELATED
SERVICES

Background: Community-related information services have been expanding
rapidly in all areas. Examples of such services inclilde information
acquisition and ortjanization, active information dissemination, coordination
of network.of diverse information resources, publications, counseling,
medi , advocacy, 16bbying, and direct ,political action. While libraries

r have n identified primarily with the first four areas, librarians have
begun be more inVolved in all of these. But what is the library's role
in these activities? .What types of activities are feasible,and desirable
for them, and which are not? In these tines of u ertainty, when libraries
must compete with other essential public'servic06 f6r scarce tax dolltrs,

v they must become more receptive to the needs of the information-seeking
-

4public. The need for community-related services will have a strong impact
on deciding the new directions of library an information services.

Purpose.and Objectives: The purpose of the study is to suppc.rt the
effort to make library systems more flexible, resilient, responsive,
relevant and thus more fiscally viable. The objective is to delineate in
detail the variety of modes and techniques that can be/have been used to
achieve responsiveness. It is hoped that this study will help to improve
and upgrade library services through an updated outlook for library
managers, a new public image for libraries, expanded services and roles for
public information source providers, and increased funding for more
responsive libraries.

r

Metfibdology: 'his study should be v as a pilot project, uncovering
and synthesizing existing data and/or Info tion and laying t e groundwork
for-future research in this field. Though the research is not r orous, it
comprises a necessary first step, making later in-depth studies ssible.

Several basic steps can be foreseen in such a project. It is crucial, first,
to establish macro- and micro-structures and an overall purpose and plan of
the project by answering some fundamental questions, including: .

- What other organizations/institutions provide community information
sources?

- Which of these are most relevant to the question of library
expansion?

- Which of these could be potential partners with libraries?
- What makes institutions successful as alternative information

source providers?,,

- What services curre1tly available from organizational -instit tional
sources could be prdllided by libraries?

An exhaustive literature search of all related topics will be cond cted.
All pertinent documents and information sources will be compiled,
cataloged, classified, and synthesized into a manageable and acc asible
volume. Finally, areas that emerge as deserving special on will be
outlined apd larified.

Cost: At least 1.5 profes$ional person-years.
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SUMMARY OF PROJECT 13: ACADEMICIANS AND THEIR PREFERRED INFORMATION

APPROACHES
,

4

Background: We know virtually nothing about how people want and need

information. Most work in this area has consisted of so-called library user

studies that have typically used questionnaires that sought to confirm

present practices from present users. No attempt has been made to differen-v

date between, what users need (something they may themselves be unaware of),

what they %Ant, what they ask for (already a reflection of what they consider

a reasonable request to make), and what they are willing to settle for. It

is also clear'that many.library users, particularly in academia, expect no

'information service as such. What they expect, what they ask for, and what

they get, is document delivery. Butt do they really prefer? And what do

Tthey need?

. Purpose and Objectives: The purpose of this project is to plow through

the layers of guilt,,defensiveness, and,entrenched expectations, to determine

what informatioh services academihians really need, rather than what they

want or expect to get from the library. The objective is to help determine

priorities for libraries in meeting the needs of academicians.

Methodology: The study will use fell -day (or longer) interviews of

academicians from a variety of disciplines And organizatiOnal settings (e.g.

two- and four-year colleges). The questions, which should not concentrate on

the library at all but, rather,, on the individual's own work, could include:

- What do you do?
- How. do you do it?

- What areyour problems and hang-ups?

- What do you wish you could have, no matter how unreasonable you think

the wish might be?
- If you could be provided with a variety of services to be enumerated,

how helpful would this be?
- TO what extent would it depend on your confidence in the 'education

and qualification of the individual providing the service?

- If you were provided a single contact, how well could pill work

together?
- To what extent are your responses constrained by fear of appearing out

of phase with the 4thics of your own field?

The responses to these and other-questions will be analyzed, reviewed by

reaction panels, and published in a report. This methodology can then be

applied to library useiland non-users,in other communities.

Cost: Approximately $250,000.
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SUMMARY OR PROJECT 14:. CASE STUDIES TO DETERMINE THE IMPACT OF
INFORMATION AVAILABILITY

Background: The benefits received*from library services on a continuing
basis are difficult to-determine. Although one can point to anecdotal
evidence of saving time and money by using library services, it is next to
impossible to "prove" the value of the library's information and services.
First of all, information not obtained from the library can be ,obtained
from other sources,yerhape even from other library users who neglect to
give the 14.brary c....-44* Secondly, it is not possible to set up controlled
experiments in which certain users would be perthitted access to information
sources and others would be deprived. Finally, while it may indeed be
possible to get individuals to agree that the library has been valuable to
them, it is more difficult to get'them to agree that without the library
they would have failed. It is equally difficult to quantify the value of
the library service to the user.

Purpose and Objectives: The purpose an4 objective of this effort is to.
provide some indication of the value oil library and information services on
the life, work, and accomplishments of spetific end users or of information
seivice.professionals who serve as intermediaries between the library and the
end user.

Methodology: A-cade study approach is proposed. Two groups will be
selected: one a group of individuals who work in the absence of informatiOn
sources, the other a group whose members have access to information
resources, Members of the first group will be interviewed in depth after the
completion of specific study efforts to determine and document hew'they
determined their need for and the availability of information, what kools and
individuals were brought into the process, the successes and frustrations
encountered, and the ultimate outcome.

The second group will be asked to chart their own methods and progress
throughout the test period to determine what use is made of available
library services and resources, when they were and were not used and why,
and the results achieved. The investigation should include scholars,-.
researchers, political and community leaders, business executives, and a
cross-section of general public library users. The methodology to be
employed will have to lean heavily on other disciplines, including
sociology and, psychology.

Cost: Cannot be attemPted without additional input on the establishment
of adequate samples, inquiry methodology, and response analysis criteria from
researchers in other disciplines. Each case study would probably cost .

$50,000-60,000.
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OF PROJE 5: THE LTBRARY'ASA PRODUCTiON ORGANZATION

Background: In the past decade,some librarians have begun tb examine

the library as an ;organization, and some library schools have stressed

management ConcepV as they partidularly and uniquely apply to libraries.

Nevertheless, measurements in libraries have not truly involved criteria,

central to the mission of the organization.
Recently, a new and digturbi

element has broached this vacuum. Funding bodies concerned about ,

establishing priorities, and government agencies and foundationt anxious to-

provide tools fog, such examinations, hum begun to fund studies undertaken by 'NI

- operations researchers and economists'to determine the " effectiveness" of the

library. As a result of all this, we now have economic feasibility studies

that ',ell" governing boards which of their libraries are the most effectilA

and skald be retained and which can be curtailed or closed. They do this

primarily through the measurement of.circulation and the application of that

easily derived statistic to various operational costs. In otter words, these

studies assume that the -purpose of the library is to generate:tirculation'and

40 that branches should be opened or closed on the on the basis of their - '0

'success in achieVing tBleobjective.

Librarians have objected heatedly to the development of such si tie ,

measures for effectiveness. Economiifs and statisticians have ended,

quite reasonabtiy, that if this is not what librarians want them ameasure,

what do they want measured?
,

I
Purpose and Objectives: The purpose of this project is t entify

criteria for evaluating library performande and aging pr ions about

future directions in times of growth, retrenchment and s ng

401

.Methodolo9y: The proposed study approach consj.stpf several steps.

First, a intensive literature search will beAdertaken to uncover relevant

activities in this and other fields. Management analysts open to new ideas

and-willing to adapt their techniques to library needs will be asked to study

the problem. In addition, groups of distinguished librarians will be asked

to identify; perhaps using tHil Delphi technique, critical areas that should

be measured and evaluated to determine effectiveness' of library services and

.priosities. After the narrowing of focA achieved through the Delphi

technique, a meeting to produce specific recommendations will be held.

4

Cost: This type of, study could be undertaken for one group of libraries

(e.g., small academic libAkies) over a period of 24 mopths for aNcost of

approximately $250,000 to $350,000.
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SUMMARY IN PROJECT 16: DETERMINING AND ASSURING THE QUALITY OF
INFORMATION SERVICE

- Background: Concerns for the assurance of, standards of quality of
4* performance can at 4imes create contradictory pressures, and the

.Aapncentration on the fulfillment of one need can in turn produce or aggravate
ano = , For example, insistence on,the assurance of accurate document
.knaly s (cataloging) can give rise tosa deterioration in another qualitative

rn- -the rapidity of material preparation for use. Rut into its-simplest *
, is it.3cre important to analyze material well, no matter how long it
or bo,prepaze it rapidly, doing the, best qualitative job that can be

n -(There is also the option of-purchasing less, particularly it there is
little likelihood of use.)' As a second example, studies of acquisitions
poliby shifts during the 19/0's show that major academic libraries attempted
to prOtect the "qualitative concern" of collection integeity and continuity,
in large part by elilinat.ing or severely curtailing the acquisition of
duplicates in the collection. In doing this, they may have turned their^,s,
backs on another quilitattzp standard -- delivery of materials upon request.

---)
Asa third and final example, different methods for shelf storage (e.g., by
author, by classification number, by accession number) offer different--and
conflictingqualitative advantages. An author arrangement allows for-direct
access to works; t classified arrangement facilitates subject browsing but
requires an intermediate step to determine the appropriate classification
number; and an arrangement by accession number uses space most ,Watently but
precludes di?-ect access as well as browsing. . .

Purpose and Oblectives: The basic purpote of this research is to study
user needs' for access to library materials and the ways in which the
organizatioh of the collection, and the' finding tools provied by the
library, really help to meet those needs.

Methodology: The several study approachet implied in the backgtound
statement are not at all clear, except that one needs to focus first on the
services needed. (These are not necessarily the services asked for.) Only
after we have determined Information service needs can we examine
alternative ways of implementing the required services, using ranking
technique -to deterline what canliracannot be afforded. Initially, the .

study needs to eseine, use patterns and user needs--for example, the use of
theocartalog. The results of catalog-use patterns would then be compared to
other patterns of subject access. For example, do users head for the
shelves or for the catalog? Do our clwification-systems keep their
material togAther or must they move throughout the collection because -their
needs are-lioss-diseIplinary (at least as we have defined them)? How much
browsing do people do in various types of libraries, and what would be lost
if the opportunity for browsirig were eliminated?

This is only'one approach for one of the issues identified. Others, similar
Sand yet different, would have to be devised for sane of the other alternative
issues raised.

Cost: since project costs will depend on the approach Wen, an
estimate is difficult to provide. A very rough cost estimate for the
study outlined above wouldrbe $100,000 over a period of 18 months.
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SUMMARY OF PROJECT 20: ADAPTIVE PROMPTING - -A METHOD FOR INTELLIGENTLY

INTERVENING IN USER-SYSTEM INTERACTION

Background: There has been a great deal of talk about novice or untrained

users' searching databases through online AystemsTSUNntermediaries continue

to provide most of the interfaces between the end user and the systems. While

While there are many reasons why'people do not embrace an innovation such as

online searching, the system itself generally, provides little encouragement to
4 the beginning user. For example, while error messages are not Openly hostile,

they seldom provide suggestions for how t9,correct errors. There.is'also a

class of errors that. is not detected at all by most systems. This type of

error contains no single action that is incorrect but, when the series of

actions or protocol is viewed in its entirety, there are, indications that

the user nevls help. 1,/

Adaptive prompting is basically a context-sensitive method of issuing

diagnostics. Because the context what the user has done during the

session) is evaluated, the diagno tics are based on patterns of actions,

as well as individual actions. T proposed approach can be considered a

form of synergism,gkthat the sum o he interactions is at least different

from (if not greater than) the individu components.

Purpose and Objectives: The proposed r se rch-will continue development of

adaptive prompting as a technique for improving user-system interactions

end. will apply this technique to a' single online system with significant

potential for naive or casual user interaction (kTe.,', an online public user

libraucatalog). Two research questions are posed in this study:

1) How can non - productive user interaction be characterized by

Means of online monitor data analysis in real time?

(2) What diagnostic and prompting techniques can be derived from such

real-time analysis?
The objective is to develop a prototype adaptive prompting interface, based

on actual user behavior captured. through online monitoring and capable of

residing in a microcomputer front-end to enlarge interactive system, or

possibly in an Intelligent terminal.

Methodology: The research method is empirical. Data captured through an '

online monitor on a public-use system will be analyzed for patterns of typical

"correct" and "incorrect" behaviox. . The datA will be used to derive algoriths

'that can operate on a microcomputer to screen user-system interaction in real-1

time. A prototype "prompter" will be leveloped, with.ertor messages and

diagnostics coupled with the errv-de edtion algorithms so that the total

system will consist of error-detectid% and error-correction processes.

The project will have three phases. Phase Iwinvolves system selection,'data

collecti#1, and data analysis. The analysis of Phase I data-44.11 lead, in

Phase II, to algorithm develOpment for real-time error detection. In Phase

III, a prototype prompter will be developed with associated error messages

and diagnostics to operate on a microcomputer situated between the system and

the user.

Cost: 4.67 professional,,4research assistant,'hnd 0.5 clerical

person-years. additional expenses: $6,000 far 'computer processing and

$500 for duplication and communication.
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',SUMMARY OF PROJECT 22C-DEVELOPMENT OF A HiNDBOOK OF METHODS FROM THE SOCIAL
AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES APPROPRIATE '0 INFORMATION

SYSTEM/USER S

Background: While information sciehce h been struggling over the years
with the develdpment of theories and techdiqued to establish itself as a
legitimate discipline, it has for,the most part overlooked the tremendous
store of research techniques already developed in other dfsctlines. There

is a need for a.prAtical research and teaching resource handbook of
mthodnlogies focusing on userAistem interacti9n and drawing from the social
and behlvioial sciences for proven tools.

Purpose and Objectives: *There are three research questions to be
addressed in this proposed study:'

(1) ,What establtahedelita Collection/evaluation techniques exist in
the social/behavioral"sciences that can be applied directly to
current needs in information sciencefl

42) What is the basic informatiod'required fof each of these -

techniques to describe it adequately for use by information
scientists?

(3) What is the appropriate method for presenting this information
in handbook form?

11

The Objective of the study is to answer these quettions and to produce a
handbook of data collection/evaluation techniques based on the resulting
answers. The beneficiaries of this study will be information system
researchers, designers; and operators who have -a need to:

- develop and test new theories
- develop and test new systems
- maintain and ephance current systems.

Methodology: The study will involve three phases. Phase I (8 months)
involves the identification and screening of data collection/ evaluation
techniques through an extensive literature, search and a survey of selected
researchersl. Phase /I (4 months) invoIles formulation, by a panel of
experts, of basic informatiOn requirements for presentation of techniques
to an information system research/designer audienci. Phase III (6 ;months)

ipialles the Production, of a handbook incorporating the content
giequirements established In Phase II.

Cost: 3.2 professional, 1.5 'research assistant, and 0.75 clerical
person-years. Additional expenses:

literature searches, 'interlibrary loan,,
and facsimile/copyright charges $2,000

$3,500

postage, printing, artworik, and misc. $4,000

computer conferencing
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SUMMARY OF PROJECT 24: UTILITY OF THE UNOBTRUSIVE PARTICIPANT OBSERVER

TECHNIQUE IN THE STUDY OF INFORMATION - SEEKING BEHAVIOR

Background: The variables associated with information-seeking behavior

are difficult to define, isolate, and measure. In fact, it has not been

demonstrated that all variables' relevant to information-seeking behavior have

been identified, much less defined. ,Different methodologits for gathering

data related to information-seeking
behavior need to be apAied in areas

where studies have previously been compiated and techniques that have not

previously been applied in studying
information-seeking behavior need to be

tested.

Purpose and Objectives: The purpose of this study is to determine whether

the unobtrusive participant observer technique, which has proved useful in

anthropology and sociology, is a useful research methodology through which

to identify variables relevant to information-seeking behavior. The

project would focus on the identification of relevant variables, their

definition, and their subsequent classification. The immediate

beneficiaries of this research would be those.who design studies of

information-seeking behavior. Intermediate beneficiaries would be the

designeri of information systems, with the end beneficiaries being those who

utilize information systems.

Methodology: This study proposes to ylace an'unobtrusive,perticipant

observer in a depaitment (sociology, far example) of a major university.

The researcher would be knowledgeable in three areas: the unobtrusive

participant observer methodology, information-seeking behavibr, and the

sociology of knowledge. The researcher would spend one Summer term, plus one

full academic year and a subsequent summer term, ostensibly as a full-time

doctoral student but actually studying the information-seeking behavior of

students, faculty, and research associates in the department. The first

summer w6uld be used to familiarize the researcher with the-university

environment, available information systems, etc. The academic year would be

devoted'to observing the behavior of persons in the department,

concentrating on identifying the behavioral and environmental variables

that affect information-seeking behavior. The subsequent summer would be

,spent describing and defining the identified variables, classifying. them,

and integrating them with those previously identified in research ofi

inf9rmation-steking behavior.

Cost: A pilot project at one site utilizing one sociology of knowledge

instructor and one instructor in the research technique, plus one field

researcher, would entail,2.25 professional person-years. Expenses

would include the tuition and liv g expOnses of the field researcher.

Using a library and informatio ace doctoral student and

faculty instructors for such study could help keep the costs down.
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SUINKKRY OF PROJECT 25: EFFECT OF PUBLIC LIBRARY SUM ER READING PROGRAMS
ON READING LEVEL RETENTION OF UPPER PRIMARY
GRADE STMENTS

Background: Many services and programs of public /ibraries are
predicated upon mattets of faith, rather than fact, and upon traditional
services, rather than upon planned outcome.> One of the most popular public
library programs for children is the summer reading program. If it can be
demonetrated that public library summer reading programs positively affect
reading level retention, justification for at least continuance of these
programs can be made.

Purpose and 00Jectives: The purpose f this.study is to evaluate the
effect of b summer reading program ini0,tated in a national sample of public
libraries. If the results of the project provide evidence that summer
reading programs positively affect reading retention, the results can be used
to gain financial support for the program. Furthermore, positive results
would be useful for marketing summer reading programs., Negative results
could be used by library management in determining objectives fox summer
reading programs (e.g., recreational, hot /educational) and in deciding amdng

.,__ programs competing for.fundAng. .

Methodology: A national sample of public libraries, stratified on the
basis of 'size, 'would offer a typical summer reading program, using the same
publicity materials, program components, etc. In each library, the fourth-e
one fifth-, and one sixth - grade class wouldhe randomly selected to
participate in the study. From each class; summer reading, program
participants woulA be randomly selected; At the mill of the normal school
"fear, each student int the randomly selected class Auld be given a standard
reading level test (e.g., the reading level test from the-California
Achievement Test). At the beginning of the subsequent school year, after the
summer reading program, the test would be-readministered. CoMputation of
class pretest-post-test gain scores could be made and a t-score could then be
computed between experimental and control groups on the gain scores; or,
analysis of covariance, with pretest: scores id the covariable, could be ,
computed.

Cost: This large-scale national study, designed to include approximately
260 public libraries, 980 upp4r priAiry grade classrooms and 20,000 students,-
could)e- e ing.5 professional person-years. Additional expenses would be
incuRred for tesOng.j.nstruments and publicity wig program materials. A less
ambliouts st linalng the eubjects to one upper primary grade, etg.,
-fourth\grade on y, could be done with 1.75 professional person-years.
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SUMMARY OF PROJECT 27: IDENTIFICATION .OF RESEARCH METHODOLOGIES OF

UTILITY IN LIBRARY AND INFORMATICH SCIENCE

Background: Researbt Methodologies and data-gathering techhiques used in

the field of library ind information science can be characterized as:

1. CO predomtnantly borrowed, often uncritically, from other fields;

(2) used non - cumulatively, i.e., in isolation;

(3) lacking in imaginative application;
(4) narrow in scope.

To improve the quality of research in the field, we need to identify a

broad range of potentially useful methodologies that can then be

systematically validated and tested for reliability.

Purpose and Objectives: The purpose of this projict is to identify a

broad range of research methods and techniques that-have potential utility

for the field of library and information science research. The immediate

beneficiaries will be library and information science researchers.

However, both practitioners and information systems users will undoubtedly

benefit from methodologically improved research Studies.

ilk

. .

Methodologyi he.projett-wilruse the DCtphi technique, with electronic

mail, to obtain a reliable consensus from about 50 research experts in the

natural, physical, and social ,sciences, humanities, and the professions, on

the methodologies appropriate to the study of a set of research - e-

problems/questions in the field of library and information science. Each

individual 40.'1 be assigned to None of sixi'groups--one for each of five

general areas, and one multi-area group. All of them will be asked to

ropose appropriate methods and techniques to study a set of 15 research

problems.

In the second stage, within-group proposed methodologies will be shared. A

third-round questionnaire of within-group proposals will be undertaken in

an attempt to reach some level of consensus. A fourth-round questionnaire

will be developed that integrates propoad methodologies and techniques

across all groups. To achieve consensus, a fifth round questionnaire might

also be.necessary.

The final product would be a monograph of bisic research methods for

library and information science.

Cost: Approximately 8 professional person-years.
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SUMMARY OF PROJECT 28: PROGRAMS OF STUDY FOR LIBRARY AND INFORMATICS
SCIENCE RESEARCH PERSONNEL

Background:, There are six key problems that make, the teaching of resear
methodology 'in the field of library and infortation science difficult:

(1) students' limited knolpdge of the concerns of thefield

(21 students' limited background in research.design, methods,
and techniques

(3) students' limited motivation to study research methodology

(4) limited time for research methodology in the curriculum 1

(5) limited materials designed specifically for teaching'research \

methodology related to library and information science

(6) limited numbesobf faculty trained at a sufficiently sophisticated
level to teach research methodology courses in the field

Purpose and Objectives: The purpose of this project is to develop a
sequence of model courses in library and information science research *

design, methodology and application at a variety of levels. The immediate

beneficiariis will be library/information science school curriculum
planners-and instructors of research methodology courses. Secondary '

beneficiaries will be students in research methodology courses, with
subsequent benefits accruing.in the ability to solve problems in information

practice in aimore systematic manner.

Methodology: This study is, in essence, a development project. A

principal study team of library/information science educators would gather
all identifiable research course syllabi and related materials from the
field and compile an annotat-e bibliography of relevant monographs and
journal articles.- A sUppl en ibliography of materials produced
outside of library and inf. ..ti n science would also be created. A

secondary study team of res arch methodology educators from the field would
meet in a two-day session w th the principal study team to develop model
courses. The principal study team would then draft a model- urses package

(sr

that would be reviewed and critiqued by approximately 25 re arch

methodology educators from a wfde variety of disciplines an professions.
In the final stage ofthe project, the principal study teas will
complete a monograph presentingithe model course package and information
about it. The monograph would be made available to all library and
information science schools.

Cost: 2 professional person- yeais, with additional expenses for the
two-diy meeting of library/informatioirscpence researchers.
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SUMPOARY OF'PROJECT 30: DEVELOPMENT OF A NEW ECONOMIC THEORY

_

Background: TheimVibt of information both as a resource and as a

product has yet to be integrated adequately into the thinking of contemporary

economists. Nevertheless, information, which is characterized by simultan-

eity of ownership, difficulty in exclusion, and non-depletability, is respon-

sible for over 50% of our gross national product. Many feel that our current

economic chaos may be related to the fact that economic systems and public .

110

policies are being based on assumptions that are no longer true The market

does not act the way that it once did and has become unprediC 11- le, even to

r the most skillful forecasters.
'MP

Purpose and Objectives: The purpose of this project is'to achieve a

better understanding of the role Of information in our economy and to devise

an economic theory that is built on accurate assumptions and -is therefore

more useful as a planning and policy tool. The 'specific objectives are:

- to bring together creative thinkers from a variety of disciplines

to consider the problem

- to develop hypotheses that can be tested

- to provide a synthesis and integration of ideas.

If successful, his project would benefit every person in the country.

Methodology: A group of bright, creative thinkers in a variety of
disciplines will be asked to develop one or more hypotheses that can be

evaluated and then the group will be brought togeer a retreat

epvironment for debate and dis6ussion. Ten to fifteen economists will be

asked to prepare papers, which will be discussed at the meeting. The

agenda will include discussions of specific economic functions but will also

provide ample opportunity for participants to break away from traditional

ideas. Bach participant will be encouraged to describe how he/she would

construct a model to reflect the workings of our economy. After the

meetingp,several participants.(synthesizers) would prepare papers. Original,

papers would be revised and all would be-published.

Cost: The project will require approximately 1.5 person-years, plus
travel, conference, and publication expenses.
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SUMMARY OF PROJECT 33: ALTERNATIVE FUNDING POSSIBILITIES FOR P1= CLY
SUPPORTED LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SERV

Background: Public libraries are facing a financial crisis of massive

proportions: Inflation, the fad of fiscal austerity at every level of

government, and a burgeoning private information sector have eroded the

financial base that has long supported traditional library services. Librar-

ians,have resisted the use df fees on the political and philosophical grounds

that inf9rmation should be freely available to citizens in a democratic

society. Some libraries do, however, charge for some services such as,the

rental of beet sellers and the searching of databases. While the presence of

these activities does not appear to have affected public support for other

library services; the information concerning the impactof such fees is

really inadequate to form a sound conclusion.

Purpose and Objectives: This research into the,past and potential impact

of using fees seeks to help public libraries achieve financial stability.

The objectives are:

- to collect and analyze data aboUt current use of library fees

- to provide a mechanism to assist the library community to

distinguish type& of information and the principles affecting

the accessibility of each

- to develop pricing models for selected library services.

Direct beneficiaries will be library administrators. Long-term beneficiaries

,will be public library users.

Methodology: There will be three phases. Phase I will'consist of a

survey of public library administrators, with selected follow-up interviews,

to collect data on and use of fee systems. The data will be analyzed and an

Merin report prepared for use in Phase II.

In Ph- e II, approximately 50 public librarians, information scientists,

and expe s in municipal finance will meet to make distinctions among types,

of informat on and to arrive at agreement about which library services

apoUld be -supported and which might be supported by fees.

`In Phase III, the final part of the research, models will be developed that
provide practical information to library administrators about the use of

tees. Information useful in the promotion of fee-based services will also

be provided. Preparation of a Final Report, written in a lively, readable
*style, will-complete the project work.

Cost: Phase I: 6 to 8 people for one year.° Extra expenses for data

processing and communications. Phase II: Travel and support expenses foE

50 people for three days. Also requires conference planners and 1 or 2

people to prepare meeting report. Phase III: One librarian, one economist,

and one marketing evert for six months. Total cost is estimated to be

3 person-years, plus data processing, communications, travel, confdrence, and

publication expenses.

256
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SUMMARY OF PROJECT 34: IMPACT OF NEW INFORMATION' TECHNOLOGIES AND

SERVICES ON PUBLIC LIBRARIES

Background: The advances in computer and communications technologies that

occurred in the 1970s are now being applied to prActically every facet of our

lives. These developments are having a major impact on institutions charged

with the collection, storage and distribution of\information. Some public

libraries are making great strides in using high technology to providebetter

services, while others are running as fast as they just to deliver tradi-

tional services. At the same time, numerous proje are testing home infor-

mation delivery systems that bypass the public library altogether. -

Purpose and Objectives: The goal of this research,is to assist public
libraries to use emerging technologies in a creative manner to make new

services available and to provide old services more efficiently and

effectively. The specific objectives are:

- to develop a database on information technologies and services and

their possible use by public libraries .

- to make"the databaie widely available

- to develop a mechanism for keeping the database current.

Library administrators facing decisions concerning the use of technology and

the development. of new services will be the prime beneaciaries of this

research. Long-ter4 beneficiaries will be libiary users. P

Methodology: :All available information concerning computer and
communications technologies and their uses will be collected by means of a

literature search and contact with government agenOies, public libraries,

and private,organtxaVons. The materials obtained will be indexed by:

(1) type of technology

(2) Ude

(3) name of project 46

(4) corporations involved

(5) geographic location

The information will be-transformed into a database that will be made

available in. one or more ways, e.g., through'the,National Center for
Educational Statistics, through state library agencies, or through a

central independent source for a fee. Maintenance of the database will

depend on the mechanism established for distribution.

Cost: The project will require 8 to 10 professional person-years over

two years. Additional expenses, will be incurred for equipment and data

processing.

2f; -
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S;DIMA,BY OF PROJECT 35: DEVELOPMENT OF EXPANDED COMMUNITY LIBRARY AND
INFORMATION CENTERS THROUGH USE OF NEW TECHNOLOGIES

Of AND INS "ITOTIONAL RELATIONSHIPS

/

Background: The major forces shaping public libraries today are:
expanding technologies, a shaky economy, and the proliferation of public and

private sources of information. While these forces have pushed libraries into

networking, hastened the development of automated systems, and generated
questVons about the future role of the public library, they have also brought
about reduced budgets and the closing of many libraries. The basic premise

of this research project is that to intervene in a financial cycle 'that
threatens to put many libraries out of busineis and rob citizens of access to
informition ieguirie an integrated approach. 6

Purpose and Objectives: The overall goal of this project is to help
public libraries redefine their role, provide expanded services, and re
attract the local support that has historically proV'ided the bulk of

library funding. The primaiy objective of the project is to create three
to five integrated community information utilities "libraries of the
future") that will serve as models for decision makers and demonstrate that
sophisticated library and information service's at the community level are

possible. The primary beneficiaries will be citizens residing in the model

communities. Other beneficiaries include public libraries and other

community agencies throughout the country.

Methodolog Three phases will be undertaken over four years. Phase I:
Research and Development (12 months). A database on the use of information
technOlogies will be developed at the same time that an operatiool plan is
being developed, potential participating libraries are being contacted, and
funding, for the implementation phase is being sought.

Phase II: Implementation. This phase will be coordinated by a central
office, whose staff will provide -training and technical assistance to the
participating communities. Loc4.advisory committees will ensure that the

real information needs of the community are addressed and will help to
obtain support for the project. The information delivery systems imple!--

iented in each community will be locally run, the emphasis being on using
technology creatively to meet the information needs of each particular
community.

Phase III: Exaluation. The final evaluation will describe each project,
evaluate its success in meeting the needs of the specific community, and
compare the various approaches taken.

Cost: Approximat-ely $8 to 10 million. Since one aspect of the project is
to achieve public/private cooperation in this area, financial support for the
project should come from government agencies, foundations, and corporations.

23
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summART OF PROJECT 38: EXPLICATE THE CONCEPT OF COOPERATIVE COLLECTION

DEVELOPMENT IN LIBRARY NETWORKS

Background: Althdugh cooperative -collection development is often discpssed

and a few schemes_ have been implemented for serials, the concept has not

been developed and'articulated sufficiently. Most discussions cen- ter on ,

the techniques or mechanics for doing cooperative collection develop, went:

how do we do it? The first question that should be considered is: what is

cooperative collection development? Little, if any, work is in progress to

define and explicate the concept.

Purpose and Objectives: The prim9ry purpdse-of this research project is to

define and develop the concept of cooperative serials and book collection

development in library networks. This would include explicating the concept;

establishing goals and-objectives of cooperative collection development;

identifying and reviewing alternative ways of implementing the concept; and

speculating on the expected benefits. The following questions should be

considered:

(1) What is cooperative collection development?

(2) What kind of access is required for different kinds of

A "materials?"

'(3) What would be the impact or! library acquisitions and storage?

(4) What are the costs atiq benefits for users?

(5) How can cooperative collection development programs be evaluated?

(6) What are the critical factors for effective cooperative

collection development?

.(7) How would widespread applications affect publistters of library

materials?

Methodology: The proposed project is primarily a desk study that calls

for clear, organized, original thinking and research writing. It should

begin with a quick review of current literature and possibly telephone

cohversations with selected individuals involved in cooperative collection

development programs. Another early task is the definition of the problei.

Once the problem has been adequately described, cooperative collection

development can be defined and alternative strategies to accomplish it

considered.

Cost: 1 professional person-year.

nn
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SUMMARY OF PROJECT 39: EVALUATION AND IMPACT OF THE PUBLIC LIBRARY.
ASSOCIATION'S PLANNING PROCESS

Background: In 1980,. the Public Library Association (PLA) departed from its
tradition of publishing public library standards and introduced a planning
process for use by public libraries to assess their community needs;
evaluate current library services; determine the future role of the library
in the community; set goals, objectives, and priorities; develop and
evaluate alternative programs, services policies, and systems; and monitor
progress 'toward the accomplishment of goals and objectives:' The planning
process was designed to produce a written long-range plan that would be

'continually up- dated. ,The PLA isaromoting the planning process heavffy,
and it is being applied by many public libraries across the country. Its

use, however, has raised a number of questions.

Purpose and Objectives: The purpose of the proposed study is to conduct a
thorough evaluation of the planning process and its applications in order
to assess its impact on public library_services and programs, staff
attitudes and morale, management changes, funding, and community awareness.
The re- search project would identify the goals and objectives of the
planning pro- cess and deXermine if they are being met.

Methodology: The project will be carried out in two phases. Phase I will
be a survey of all- libraries that have completed at least one cycle of the
planning process. It will consist of the follow tasks:

(1) vel frame of libraries completing at least Brie cycle of
pl ing process.

(2) Develop questionnaire for use by mail.

(3) Develop analysis plan.

(4) Test and modify questionnaire and analysis plan.

(5) Conduct survey.

(6) Collect and analyze results.

(7) Prepare draft report on findings. N
Phase II will be a detailed onsitq investigation of 20 libraries selected
from the reporting libraries in Phase I: ten libraries that have had f

favorable results with the planning process and ten with no results or
unfavorable results. The purpose of the case studies is to determine "why"
the results turned out as they did, e.g.,,what factors contributed to
success or failure? The pilpuct of Phase II will be a report describing
the-succest and failure f rs, with recommendations 'on future applica-
tions of-the planning process.

Cost: l-1/2'professional person-years over 12 months, with an
Additional $10,000 to cover telephone, travel, printing, and computer

expenses.

2 6
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SUMMARY OF PROJECT 40: RESEARCH' OM THE IMPACT OF PUBLIC LIBRARY USE
Al

Background: Recent literiture in the information IfieXds herald the growth

and importance of information; yet little is known-about the impact of its

use. Research on the impact of information could involve a se4es of

studies designed around different kinds'of information and userg. -The pro-

posed project takes the perspective-of public library users. What is the

impact of using libi"ary materials on public library users and how do library

serivces help users?

Purpose and Objectives: The purpose ofthZlorodect is to describe system,'

atically the ways that the use of library materials impacts people. A

conceptual model is to be developed, tested, and modified.. It. should

',provide-a means to answer questions such 'as the ndlowing:

- How do library c nts perceivewthat.the use of library

materials has he A-them?
- How does reading' function for different people? '

- Which fora of librar'use AT, the greatest impacts?
- Row do library usu.& ate the impact of using library

materials? '

- How could libraries desig, cervices to have grftter impact on

users?

Methodology: The first task will be ehe development of a conceptual model

of'the ways in which library use impacts users. The model, which will

concentrate on the use of library-materials, will be tested in one *

community. The purpose of the study is not to numerate the impacts but to

attempt' to understand how/the impacts occuc. Based on the test

applicaticin, the model will be modified as filicessary. A report will be

prepared describing the model, results' from the tests,/and implications' for

further research and applications. ;-

Cost: 3 professional person-years. 4

7",
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SUMMARY OF'PROOECT 41: THE ROLE'Of ELECTRONIC HOME DELIVERY SYSTEMS
IN MEETING INFORMATION NEEDS OF CITIZENS

Background: A number of. new elltsonic systems are currently being tested

for delivery of information in ttie-hcime. These systems include "teletext,"

"viewdata," and he computer erminals linked to numerous databases, e.g.,

The'Source. Technology.is wing the early design of these new systems;

there appears to be-littl user input at this stage. On the basis of what

is rain about the aver citizen's percept*Rn of ihfor- oration (most

people Alit approach robiem-solving in term- obtaining better

information), the ro] of electronic he delivery sOtems in helping

citizens satisfy the r information needs presents a new area for research.

Purpose and Objecti es: The purpose of the project is to study the role of

electronic home del very systems in }meeting information needs of citizens.

Research questions include:

What are e perceptions of the usefulness at such systems for

meeting nforma4ion needs?

- Wha, a the characteristics of the people most,likely to use
these systems?

- How will these systems compare.with other information sources?

- What kinds of situations will lead to use of these systems for

problem- solving?
1

A secondary objective of the study is to speculate on the role of the public

library in light of the in-home information delivery systems.

;

Methodology: The proposed methodology is a survey of citizens in a single
community. --A -valid 'statistical sample should be used for personal interviews

of citizens. The project tasks are:

(1) Conceptualize the problem.

44' (2) Define iUsueand questions.

(3) Define anlysis glen.

(4) Design questionnaire for personal interviews.

(5) Test questionnaire and analysis plan.

(6) Conduct survey.

/
(7) Procey and analyze results'.

(8) Report findings.

*Cost:" 3 professional person-years.

A
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SUMMARY.10F PROJECT 43: PROMOTING IMPROVED FUTURES FOR LIBRARIES (STUDY I)

J
r

Background: This study addresses a
P
number of problem areas related to'

planning for the most desirable future for libraries. First, librarians tend

to be reactive rather than proactive. Second, library professionals fre-'

quently fail to yiew the library as a dynamic institution within a societal

context. Third, many librarians seem unaware of the effect that they ian

have on moving the library toward a most desirable future.

Purpose and Objective,: The major purpose of this study is essentially

the same as that of the futurist - -not.to predict but to generate i ges or

perceptions and to analyze them so as to increase the probability f

'producing futu4es more to our liking. A second purpose is to, ass st library

,professionals in systematically eicploring'new and expanded visions of

librarianship and developing to problems. It is hoped

that, by participating in this study and nevi access to the findings,

library professionals will develop .a framework for planning, through the

investigation of 'hat futures are possible for libraries, which are probable,
whi6h,are most desirable, and what issues mudt be addressed by the library

profession to achieve the'future`it has chosen. The beneficiaries of this

study wilt be library professionals who want to become an effective and
positive force-tin planning for the future of libraries.

Methodology: Scenario writing has been selected as the method of
'presenting various constjucts of the future for theaxploratiom,of

librarians. An advisory committee composed of leaders in the library
profession, the principal investigator, and a futures research consultant
will develop four internally consistent scenarios describing alternative
views of the United States -between 1981-2001, with attention being given tol_.---
trends and events relevant ttk libraries. This group will then assess the .

degree of probability of latA scenario, determine the major implications for
libraries to he found in the scenarios, the common developments in all lour
scenarios,' characteristics of aach scenario, major potential discontinuities
and contingencies that form the bases for alternative scenarios, etc.
Finally, the group will identify the major issues related to libraries to be
addressed within the selected alternative future. The study will not be

limited to any one type of library.

Cost: The study would require a principal investigator and a futures'
research consultant for 1-1/2 years, plus funds for database searchei end

at least two meetings with library leades.

mo
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SUMMARY OF PROJECT 44: PROMOTING IMPROVED FUTURES FOR LIBRARIES
(STUDY II)

Background: This study addresses the same problem areas Identified in
Project $43 (StudyI) on Promoting Improved Futures for Libraries, which
focuies on helping librarians plan for the most desirable future in
libraries. The second study builds upon the of Study I, where four

scenarios.were developed to investigate the possible.course of libraries in
these alternative futures, an alternative future was seleoted as a basis for
planning, and major issues related to libraries-within that future were

identified.

'Purpose and Objectives: The major purpose of this study is to help
library professionals begin to formulate solutions to problems/issues that
must be overcome in order to move toward implementation of the alternative
future selected in the first study on this topic. A second purpose is to,

involve librariansin a group communication process that will encourage
them to broaden their'thinking about their roles and responsibilities in
promoting alternaelve library futures. The specific objectives of this

-study are:

(1) to identify the range of possible solutions to the
problems/issues identifiedin Study I

(2) to assess the current thinking, the perceptions, values, and biases
9f librarians, who are in a position to have an impact on the future
direction of library development

The beneficiaries of this'study will be library professIonals, who, as
Planners and decision, makerse have a large part in determining the future
development of libraries.

Methodology: Using the Delphi technique, this study will attempt to
4; achieve consensus among 1 panel of library leaders about feasible, desirable

solutions to issues/problems relating to the alternative future selected in
Study I. As,wis the case in the first study, the present study has not
been limited to any one type of library or information services institution.

Cost: .67 professional person=years.over one year, plus additional
funds for a futures research consultant.

I
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rfUMMARY OF PROJEOT 45: THE SCHOOL LIBRARY MEDIA SPECIALIST'S IMPACT

ON CLASSROOM INSTRUCTION

Background: The major problem area that this study addresses is the

difficulty of assessing the impact ofmedia services on the educational

program in elementary and secondary schools. For years, media professionals

have attempted, with little success, to show a direct relationship between

pupil academic achievement and the services of the school media specialist.

One of the major reasons for this problem is because pupils generally are

indirect recipients of these .services in the instructional area, so it .

is extremely difficult to isolate the impact of the school media specialist

'on their academic achievement. Instead, attention should be focused on the

influence of the media specialist in helping teachers to teach more

effectively, since it appears that teachers who receive services related to

instruction frost the media staff can significantly improve their ability to

help students learn more'effectively.

Purpose and Objectives: The purpose of this study is to assess.the

media specialist's role in promoting more effective teaching in the class-

room. The objectives are to investigate the role of the media specialist

in the planning, implementation, and evaluationof instruction; to examine

the media specialist's impact on the classroom environment; to determine

the extent to which increased individualization of instruction occurs in

the classroom; to investigate the extent to which teachers involved in the

study become more effective presentors of instructional activities; and, to

determine if incision of the media specialist in the instructional process4

will sake a significant difference in student self-concept. The direct

beneficiaries of this research will be school media professionals who wish

to haveobjective information that demonstrates the impact of media services

on the teaching process. In addition, if the results of the study show
significant differences,' eachers who desire to find more effective methods

to improve their teaching will alsq-be ben ticiaries.

Methodology: An experimental methodol will be used. A media

specialist will be assigned to work wi a certain number of teachers on a

full-time basis, to help them pl lement, and evaluate learning

'alternatives for their classes. Ano er teacher will be assigned to work

with a comparable number of teachers on a full-time basis. A third set of

teachers will act as the control group. At the end of the treatment periqd,

a number of items will be measured and compared to identify significant

differences. Several major design elements must be taken into consideration\

and controlled in order be able to attribute differences in the groups to \,

the intervention that took place. A quasi - experimental method will be

used, if necessary, to overcome many of the problems inherent in doing a

study in an environment where complete experimental control is very

/difficult, if not impossible, -'to achieve. This approach is applicable to

the investigation of the instruction), role of the school media staff and

would have limited-usirfor librarians in other settings.

Cost: 2 professional person-years plus funds for employing a media

specialist and a resource -teacher and for providing extra supplies for these

people and teachers in the control group.

*I
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SUMMARY OF PROJECT 46: SCHOOL LIBRARY MEDIA PROGRAMS AND NETWORKING

Background: This study addresses itself to the level and types of involve-

ment of school media programs in library networks. Networking has received

increased attention in the school library media area, as school's have moved

toward personalizing instruction for students. In fact, the one long-range

recommendation of the NCLIS task force on the Role of the School Media

Program in Networking was that library networks in which school library

media peograms are full participating members be established and
operational in every region, state and area of the nation. Bow far school

media professionals have progressed toward this objective has not been
established. Further, whettier school media programs receive equal treatment
in and provide equal contributions to library networks is also largely

undetermined.

Purpose and Objectives: The major objective of this study is to'determine

the present status of school library media programs in library networks.
The target population will be school media professionals who are attempting

to establish guidelines and future directions for more effective participa-

tion in library networks to meet the needs of teachers and students.

Methodology: The survey method will be used to gather the information

needed to answer the research questions. The latest editions of the ASLA

Report of Interlibrary Cooperation and Library Networks will serve as
major sources for information about existing cooperatives and networks and

their services. Further, key personnel charged with directing network
activities of library networks inwhich school media programs are
participating yIll be surveyed to obtain relevant information related to
level and type of participation. A stratified random sample of school media
supervisors from school districts .that are participating ih metworks will
also ba queried to.provide complementary. information about school media

participatiori.

With modifications, this approach can be used to investigate the status of

other types Of libraries in library networks.

Cost: 1 professional person-year, plus funds for purchasing tapes from

the National Center On Education Statistics.
p
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SUMMARY OF PROJECT 48: STUDY OF LIBRARY SCHOOL GRADUATES

Background: Little information is available on the reasons why individ-

uals elect to go to library schools, what they think of their library educa-

tion, and what they do after leaving school.

Purpose and Objectives: There is some reason to believe that fundamental
problems exist with the information profession, but there is little evidence

on which to base an analysis. For example, how many graduates of library
schools actually enter the information labor force, and what are the reasons

that they do. or do not? Are the technological' advances in the information

professions reflected in the training of those professionals?

'Other major questions relate to the career patterns of information workers.

How long do.they stay at a particular job? How do their salaries change

over time? Is their pay scale comparable to others that are doing similar

work? What are their unemployment patterns?

Perhaps the most perplexing problem has-to do with the nature and degree of

occupational transfer and the reasons that can be attributed to its occur-

rence: It would be very useful to understand what it is about librarianship

that causes people to leave the profession,after same period of time. This

information could lead to a rethinking of the structure and nature of

information professional jobs.

Methodology:, The methodology would involve selecting a stratified random

sample of indiVidhals and following their .careers fOr approximately 10 to 15

years. A longitudinal approach could be avoided if there was reason to

.

believe that perceptions and facts from the past could be reconstructed

accurately. If not, repeated interviewing of the same individuals over times

would be required.

Cost: 5 to 6 professional person-years plus appropriate clerical support.
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SUMMARY OP PROJECT 49: RESTRUCTURING THE NATIONAL INCOME ACCOUNTS

Background: There is constant discussion pi the United States today about
the view that ours is becoming an information economy. The basis for this

claim lies in the work of Machlup and Porat, who have analyzed'in detail
the amount of money spent on various'' information activ ties. The National

Income Accounts of the United States record the monies spent by various
sectors of the economy. The accounts are so organized that it ismot
possible to determine directly the size of the'information sector. It would

be desirable to determine the feasibility of priding details on the size

of the information economy on an ongoing basis by evaluating current
methods for measuring the size and arriving at new methods, if appropriate.

Purpose and Objectives: The purpose of the research would be to analyze in
detail the two different approaches taken by Machlup and Porat and decide
which one is the bests The second part of the study would develop alterna-
tive approaches to both Machlup's and Porat's approaches and choose the

best among these. The project could then consider the feasibility of
implementing a single approach to be applied to a long-term study that would
measure the economic and structural changes in the information sector.

-Methodology: Little experimental or survey data would be needed for such a

study. Rather, a detailed analysis bf the work of Machlup and Porat would

be necessary. Familiarity with National Income Accounting and the Federal

agency performing it would be an asset.

Cost: 1.25 professional person-years.
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di/ SUMMARY OF PROJECT 50: .MEASURING THE PRODUCTIVITY OF INFORMATION WORKERS

Background: Traditional performance measures of libraries and other infor-

mation organizations take into account the quantity and, to some extent,
quality of the serviced-provided, but few studies have delved deeply into the

Matter of worker productivity within the information professions.

Purpose and Objectives: For a number of reasons, we should be developing

measures of productivity for information workers. Thia-includes monitoring

individual performance to determine how productivity is affected by the
introduction of automation and to analyv the trends in productivity in

various types and sizes of libraries.

Methodology: .The problems involved in developing measures of productivity

are numerous. First, it is necessary to determine how to measure the output

from an organization. in the case of a manufacturing organization, it is
relatively straightforward to determine output and, in fact, most productivity

analysis has been conducted for these types of units. But service organize-,
tions generate a much more varied set of outputs,,which are thus much harder

to measure. Included in a productivity measure are usually variables that

are surrogate& for the quality of the service pro- vided. A major problem

in the'research will be to develop the measures of quality.

The project would first examine productivity measures in other sectors of the

economy. The hext phase would involve developing measures of output that

.include quality variables. Empirical testing of the measures against a

sample of information organizations would be necessary to ensure their

validity.
. ,

Cost. 2 professional person-years.
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1UNPARY OF PROJECT 51: PROPERTY TAX AS AN EQUITABLE MEANS' FOR FUNDING
,*

PUBLIC LIBRARIES

Background: A rge proportion of the funds for the support of.public

libraries comes ram local property' taxes. Public library users have been
characterized by a number of studies with regard to age, sex, income,
occupation, and the like. An important area that has yet to be investigated,

however, is the relationship between the users of a library and the suppliers
of funds for that libranq particularly in instances where property taxes are
the library's primary :Pea q of support. The problem of equitably distribut-

ing e funding burden could be potentially complicated if direct charges

we instituted,,as some libraries now propoie to do. Potentially, one set

of sers would pay direct dhargts, while another-set.would support the

library through property taxes. Conversely, the same group might be put in

the-position of paying'for library services twice--once for direct service
and again through property taxes.

.... .

Purpose and Objectives: The purpose of this is to develop data bearing
on the question of whether property tax is an equitable means for funding

public library service.

This project could also investigate how the bdrden of support through the

property tax varies when a cross section of taxpayers is examined against a
longitudinal study of taxpayers. There is some evidence that alongitudinal
analysis of property tax burden produces different distributional results.
Another aspect of this project might compare alternative funding methods for
libraries and examine their effectiveness in equitably distributing the
funding burden to the public.

Methodology: The project would require a detailed synthesis of the

library usef study and library .tinance literature. A model describing the`

incidence of property tax would have to be developed and validated with
empirical data from dVailable user studies and,property tax information.
Lacking available secondary data, it might be necessary to conduct surveys
to get both use and property-tax data for the same time period.

Cost: 2 professional person-years.
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SUMMARY OP PROJECT 52: USER COMMANDS AND DIALOGUE PROTOCOLS IN ONLINE'

BIBLIOGRAPHIC SYSTEMS FOR THE PUBLIC TO USE IN

HOMES,'INFORHATION CENTERS, AND LIBRARIES

Background: The Z39-G Subcqpmittee of ANSI and the ISO TC46-SC4-WG5 have

been struggling with the idea of preparing a standard command language for

bibliographic retrieval systems. Their work will only scratch the surface

of the problems caused by the proliferation of retrieval System features

and languages for commands, and they do not address the protocol (or order

of statements in the interaction) nor theisystem responses. They are also

assuming that the intermediary and the end user have.comman attributes,

which may or may not pe a correct assumption. Someone or some group should,

begin to get a handle on this Tower of Babel and see if some simple

standards of clarity, consistency (in structure syntax, and use),

flexibility, power (optimization of recall and precision), simplicity, and

protective and forgiv,ing capability can be developed and incorporated into

the public online services. Such an effort would benefit all public users

of online systems without detracting from the individuality and strengths

of existing systems or databases.

Purpose and Objectives: This research would Ave us an illustrated catalog

of system functions and the beginning of an assessment of system characteris-

tics. The results would serve as a talking point for some agreement on basic

common features across systems and would effectively begin to implement some

industry-wide standards. Such research and interaction between system

designers could ultimately benefit all users of online systems and bridge

the gap between systems for the home market and the more traditional

information industry of libraries and information services.

Methodology:

. JP
(1) Expand the survey of public access online catalog features

(currently in progress by Charles Hildreth at OCLC), to include

(by updating) retrieval systems' studies (by Martin, NPAIS, Conger)

and distribute to a knowledgeable audience such an illustrated

compendium of system features.

(2) Arrive at a consensus of basic common features. Exemplify what

protocols are possible with such commands and what system responses

could look like.

(3) Call an invitational conference where the features and protocols

are reviewed, some consebsus is reached, and minimum standards (e.g.,,

for clarity) are arrived at.

Cost: 1 professiOnal person-year, with support fog compilation,

computer use, graphic presentation, travel and subsistence for

approximately 25 conference participants, and reporting the findings and

recommendations.

1
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SUMMA17/?F PROJECT 53: DISRLAY FORMATS AND OUTPUT CONSIDERATIONS. FOR
ONLINE PUBLIC ACCESS CATALOGS IN DIVERSE SETTINGS

Background: The online interactive information retrieval system environment
permits access to this type of service, with or without the use of an inter-
fiediary, i.e., a librarian or information'professional. The generation of

private databases and .individualized software on microprocessorscould help -

to proliferate ghat is already a very heterbgenoui asdenbly oinformation
services. What the user sees and may wain; to see may be two very different
things. Can we alive at some guidelines for what to outpdt and what'not

to output and for how much a screen should display for comprehension or
for output? Shneiderman'e recent work at L.C. and elsewhere (the
philosophic essence is in his Software Psycholo*) is of profound
interest here and could lead to a new awareness of correct and essential
efforts at improvements.

Methodology:

(1) Develop, for various systems, a User Panel that represents the

spectrum from naive/beginner to experienced/seasoned.
(2) By using the findings from Project 57, conduct trials of

preference or various, displays and outputs.

(3) Compare the e findings' with the Review Panel mentioned in Project

57. Be e that the User Panel represents the usual demographic
characteristics of the average family, the typical publip library

user, the academic community, etc.
(4) Allow the Principal Investigator the opportunity to display

alternatives to thecae displays that will be useful on CRTs, TV
screens, and haidcopy printers. Also allow. him to list output

considerations.
(5) Arrive at an answer.(graphically) to the following question:

What will replace the 3x5 card for bibliographic entries?

Cost: At least 1 person-year for the Principal Investigator, with
travel expenses to study existing systems on site, conduct focused
interviews;' and develop findings from the User Panel.

I
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SUMMARY OF PROJECT 56: IMPROVED INDEXING CAPABILITIES ONLINE'

Background: We have come a long way from the early constfaints of direct

-matches in controlled vocabulary fields to today's "free text" searching in

almost .every field of the record in online bibliographic files, including

online ribrary catalogs. But we have, for the most part, stip. kept the

online searcher in the dark about the syndetic relationships between

descriptors, and we have provided little assistance if a search is made in

free text. Given this state of affairs, several possibilities present

themselves for automatic user-searcher assistance: These possibilities need

to be, assess' to find out if they really will improve the construction and

4
maintenance of thesauri and.the indexing and searching of,databases.

Purpose and Objectives: 'his research would survey and evaluate the existing

systems for linkages between online subject authority files, baiic indexes

to "free text" in online databases, and machine-readable dictionaries and

technical glossaries for various subject fields. This work would benefit

online sistem designers and users.

Methodology:

(1) Investigate the availability of online thesauri, subject authority

files, machine-readable glossaries, and dictionaries. Match up

with databases on several systems and library catalogs online.

. (2) Itemize, describe, and illustrate the existing tactical aids and

tools for the online searcher.

(p) Develop a prototype systemoto demonstrate Bates' search tactics

and other potentially useful aids diScOvered by the research

team.

,(4) Run controlled tests to determine retrieval scores and user
satisfaction with these search aids and subject indexing

capabilities. Whenever possible, run tests on operational as

well as experimental systems.

(5) If feasible, load and.use glossaries and dictionaries online, .

performing controlled, tests with and without this feature.

(6) Assess the pticability ok a common online subject authority

file or switaping system across databases and a common set of

tactical Arias for tnif online. searcher.

Cost: Staff for this project would include a principal investigator (2

to 3 person-years), research assistants (4 to 5 person-years), and =Sill=

tants (2 person-years).. Also needed are students (4 to .5 person-years).

Other expenses would be for somputer time, database deveIopment,payment
for machine-readable files, fnd travel for at least 3 months (to contact

system, and database suppliers in their own' environments.)

0 !
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SUMMARY OP PROJECT 57: DESCRIPTION OP INFORMATION ITEMS FOR IMPROVED

ACCESS ONLINE

Background: After 80 years of professional efforts to establish codes
of description, most library card catalogs are gradually starting to look
alike in format and content, and, after more than ten years of online
databases, the abstracting and indexing serviceavare accepting a "vendor

standard," so that the user on one vendor's systam does see sane uniformity
across data elements in the various databases. However, notwithstanding
AACR2, COpTI Cataloging Standards, NPAIS and Z39 efforts, the description
(naming and format) of information items in online catalogs and bibliographic
databases shows no signs of verging toward commonality.

Purpose and Objectives; This research would develop a typology of common

data elements in onli1Nt bibliographic records, with guidelines for abbreviated
tags and order of data elements in both brief and full-record displays. This

research would benefit all online information users and 'Would aid vendorsy

who must presently accommodate the present variation.

Methodolcpy: The work of others who have grappled with this problem would

be reviewed. The current status of.displays in several "public" systems
(i.e.,'commercial vendors, utilitdes, networki, and academic and public

online library catalogs) will be surveyed and illustrated' A compendium of

data elements, tag (fieldrnames, and abbreviations would be, assembled. A

set of model brief and full displays would be,prepared. A review panel
consisting of members of the user and producer communities woUld select the
most acceptable ones. Data elements not now in some files would be
suggested for inclusion, and data elements for identifying records in
numeric databases might be explored.

4
Cost: Project staff would includea principal investigator (0.5 person-
year) and support persoiit-e10\(1 person-year). 'Additional expenses' would'be
incurred for computer time,communication, and report preparation.

27
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tSUMMARY QF PROJECTt59,i COGNITIVE, AFFECTIVE, AND SENSORY DIFFERENCes

AMONG MEDIA AS EXPERIENCED BY INFORMATION SEEKERS

Background: Research has been done for many years on the channels of informa-

tion used by studyopulaEione ,However, little', if any, research has been

done on,the cognitive and Sensory differences experienced by the viewei/

-liatener/reader Of various media, especially the differential impact of the

various mmdia"on the person's:experience of qie information received through

those media. Differences among media and their impact, e.g., on the ease of,'

cqpiehension, may determine, at least partially, the choice of medium by

!ig
formation seekers.' Research done in various fields touches the edges of

is,gUestion, b9t none gets at the central comparison of media effects('

Pepose and Objectives: The purpose.of thig project is to develop a

research paradigm for studying the effects of media upon' information trails-

fli--to identify the variables and their values, and to propose a series of

subsequent studies to test-this paradigm. his design study should contrib-

ute ultimately (after the later empirical tudies are done) to our scientif-

ic understanding of human responses to me and should provide results of

practical value decision-makers fn both communication and library/

information sci ee. 'If we learngyfor examp e, of preferences for obtaining

some types, of Informatfon through-certain medis, decisions can be.made about

which "carrieeto-purChase in a library. .,
i

tk. Methodology: The project' ill delis ate and describe the varibles to be

considered in studies of this area and outline several studies Cif likely

interest. The Nriables.can be grouped into several classes:

.

. +
- type of medium, e.g., aural, aural-vis911, tactile

.
a.-

- factors,infiuencing medium choice, e.g., subjective

.

leHbe of

,
ease of use of medium., whether the information is personalized
to the individual'or generalized to a group of users. .

it 1 - presentation of informationiAs.g., print (visual written lanspage),

. .

A-

diagrammatic' (visual symb6lic.language1, pictorial cvisual4W-
linguistic) ,

. % - subject of information
-

.

$
Proposed studies will-be a subset of podsible combinations to prOduce

the maximum amount of usable information from the fewest.poSsible,studiei.
: .

ft .

qo,
, Clot:` Project staff would include arfncipal

t

inVestigator (0.3 person-

year) and a'r earch assistant.(0.25 person-year). 14Mline search costs are

estimated 1,000.

ew

+a

a
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SUMMARY OF PROJECT' 60: COMPARATIVE EVALUATION OF SEARCH STRATEGIES
L

Background: A searchtstrategy it an approach .to or plan for a whole ,

search. it is used to inform.orfdetermine specific search formulation.
rdecisions and operates at a level above term choice and command use.,
Literature proposim search strategies is almost non-existent. Literature
on testing and cosetring search strategies in Nanual and online enSironments

is also apparently non-existent: not a single study was found that made
;careful comparative test of search strategies.

Pur srand Objectivm: Two substudies are proposed:
AP C7

(1) It would be worthwhile to supOort work to identify possible
strategie9Pat the broadeLootarching level, i.e..7 for the whole
searchi including choidebf sources and between online and manual
sources. In addition, new stribeees might be found for
Online searching within a chosen database. This first study would

yield a store of possible information search strategies to
test empirically.

The objectivell the second study-is to do comparative testidq 01111
previously Ideqpified strategies and of the other strategies de-F.-7
veloped in the first study, to discover which strategies are -

efficient and effective in which situations.

. The beneficiaries would be professional informationtearchers of all kinds.
Once good strategies are identified, there should be.additidnal nefits

...for the teaching of students and the general public. '.

Methodology: or the second study, real'questions should be used to test,
the strategies, with the questioners available laterito give kelSvance

judgeientl. Major types of questions and, possibly, subject areas, will be
identified, and questions from each type will'be tested. Most searches

will ge done by library and information sciences students. There should be

sampling of questions, students, and trategies. e re ults of strategy

use will b e e tluated on three criteria-=efficiency, ff ctiveness and th;

subjeftive re tions of the search rs. The results ma e Us clues for

other research on information relat behavior, as well s general

problem- solving. ,

Cost: Study employ a principal investigator (0.3 person-year) and
a research assistant (0.35 person-year)i Online search costs for the study

._. will be approximately $1,000..1k ow 4111a
,

Study 2 will employ 3 professionals (2 person-years), 2 research assistants.
*(0.6 person rear), 40 to 60 students. (800 to 1200 person-hours), and 40 to
80 resOlesters. Additionalexpenses for online searching will be
appoximately $40,000.

1
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suhmAn OF PROJECT 61: DISCOVERY OF MANS TO OPTIMIZE BROWSING AS AN

INFORMATION1SEERING METHOD
1 4111

Background: At least'since Menzel's paper ons"Planned and Unplanned

Scientific Communication;." we have been'aware'in information science orthe

importance of browsing as a means of encountering unknown or unsought useful

information. Efforta are made to include browsing capabilities in automated

information systesps of various sorts, but this method of information

7 seeking is,littki understood or studied. Perhaps browsing has been ignored

because it tend3'to be casual, anplannedotand easily influenced by random

factors. But, for the-sake of those designing expensive biowling .

capabilities in automated information systems, and fof the sake of

scientific understanding of this form of information-seeking behavior, we

should learn more about browsing. al!

Parpose and Objectives: The proposed study has two' ph 4s es: (1) -an

extensive search of the literature in fields outside of library/information

science, and (2) carrying out Licklider's idea.on the cOmparison of

."browseries.' The purpose of this study is to compare the functions and

effectiveness of three osnfigurations of browsery in providing information

to researchers in scientific laboritorles, think tanks, or institutes. If

the study produces a greater understanding of what contributes to

productive browsing, then users in all types of informftion facilities may

_ *ultimately mefit. -

Methodol : Phase 1 will involve a standard literature search and a

write-up of relevant data found. In Phase2, three types of br series will

be tested, along with two controls. The three configurations wi

materials central to a person's interests; materielNperipheral to a

c person's interests; and materials entirely novel to a person's interests.

The controls will be: materials selected randomly from,the source library

from which the bcowseries are created, aid no browsery:

The five conditions will be tested on groups of researchers in industrial

scientific laboratories, think tanks, or academic institutes. in each

institution, a browsery, consisting of4materials selected from the library

'serving that institution, will be set up convenient to the target group's

work locations. The browsery configuration will be changed every six

(Sonths. Researchers will be told that we are experimenting with "small

/laboratory libraries of various types" but not about the specific character

of each'browsery. Each will be interviewed briefly four times during each

six-monthtperiod about their use c the browsery, wther they encountered

any new ideas or information d, if sa, of what sor t.

a

Cost: The study will employ Wirofessioaals (5.3 personryears) and 2
1 I ' g

research assistants J2.4 person-years). Online search cost Are estimated
.

,

t0 be $1,500.
.
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SUMMARY OF PROJECT

E-43,

.0

THE USER'S UNDERSTANDING OF THE LIBRARY AS A
REFERENCE RESOURCE

Background: Th6 first' step in both studying and carrying out the task
Of promoting/educating publid use ,of systems is totgain a better
understanding of how peoplei currently View and relate to those information

_systems. In particular, item succeed_ in constructing in detail the image

of the library as it is seen in the public's mind, that picture may provide
clues to explain the low use levels that show up in study after study.

.Ignorance (i.e., inadequate image) may be a cause of low use. The'*
literature suggests pieces of the public understanding of libraries, but
it appears that at no time hes there been an effort to build a picture of
the public's affective an4 cognitive image of the library directly.

Purpose and Objectives: A series of studies would be.required to build
a reasonably complete model of the public's library image. The proposed

study will concentrate on jolt one part of the cognitive image: the user's

rian is prepared to help
understanding of what types of reference resres'are available, how to
'get to them, how to use them, and how the lib

then with reference que ons. For generations, library school professors
have told their students thatiiibrary patrons generally do not ask for what
they really want when th y came to the reference desk. If people-do not ask
questliOns in a way that fits the librAian's conception of th- library, the
jleIron's image is probably different in essential respects. f.we know
'Mat those differincel are, we will be in a better positio both to promOte

the library and to help users. An additional side ben it may be thatswe.

can educate some librarians to stop vieving users as being deliberately
'difficult when they ask questions this way. III

Methodology: It is hypothesized that users' ignorance about reference
sources leads them to make assumptions that, in turn, condition the way they
phrase questions. The study will be conducted in an academic library
settings, in different institutions,. The stu plan is, first, td find 20
to 30 students and 'faculty willing to participate in in a two-hour

experiment. They will be interviewed, with minimal lorOmpts to express

their image. If. they run odt of things to say, they may be given tor
three hypothetical information need situations and asiced tb solve those'
needs in the library in-their normal manner, while telling the researcher
what they are thinking. With this information, the investigators will
construct ; brief questionnairebinterview guide to bq given to 200 or so
patrons who come to the reference desk. The instrument w41.probe their
assumptions about an0 expectations of library resource and the
librarian. The reselts of these. two a oaches.may at last answer the
question: Why do people not ask for what they really want at a reference
desk?-

Cost: The study will employ 2 professionalks(1.2 person-ye irs) and

vs research assistant (0.3 person-year). Online search costs will be
approximately $501).
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SUMMARY OF PROJECT 63: HIERARCH/CAL4TRUCTURING OF AN ONLINE

SUBJECT CATALOG

'Background: 'Virtually all public, schOol, and academic libraries use

alphabetiCally-arranged subject catalogs. Yet when catalog users are

given the opportunety,.they express an expectation of, or desire fqr, some

fora of hierarchical structuring when they do subject searching. If a

llfetime of exposure to alphabetico - specific catalogs still does not stamp

out a desire for hierarchy in subject searching, there is probably

'something very. useful and meaningful Imo people abit this hierarchical .

structuring. If we design an online subject catalog for use be general

public in which ttie subject, headings are'arrangedltn menu -sear ing format,

the user would not need to understand the subject heading system in order

to search it effectively. An hierarchical structure would make users aware

of subject term options that do not occuf to them now and would enable them

to select search terms better, with a sense of each 'term in relation to

surrounding-4erms.

Purzose and Objectives: The puipose of this project is to 'develop and

test in an operational environment an online subject c4talaW-14 which the

terms are arranged hierarchically, and can be searched in a menu format, e.g.,

starting with the broadest terms. The study will have two phases. Phase

1: Determine the - feasibility of converting the Library of Congress Subject

Reading-list into, hierarchies and develop hierasekies for one test subject

discipline. The results-of this phase will help to determine the ultimate

costs of such a hierarchy-baked Catalog. Phase 2: Develop a menu-driven-

subject catalog for the selected subject field and test it in an

operational environment, comparing it, if possible, to another online

subject catalog designed along-different lines, to see if this sort of

catalog is cost-effective and well-liked by users. The beneficiaries of

this study may ultimately be all users of LC-based subject catalogs, which

are found inmost academic and large public libraries.

Mefhcaoogy: For Phasesl, a subject discipline should be selected that

matches the field of concentration of a university branch library that is

to be the test library. Relevant terms in the LC list will be identified

that are relevant to the chosen subject aml,hierarchies developed through

use 9f the cross - referent structure im the list. Difficulties are to be

idediifiell:nd the likely coat of converting the whole list estimated. For_

Phase 2 Development of a henu-diiven online subject catalog should be

done in)monjunction with one of the existing, online catalog systems, to

save dikelopient ;pits. The catalog will then be implemented in the target

ealibrary;And user teactions assessed. Users should be observed directly

(with their crperation) and given interviews or questionnaires.

Cost( Would depend on whether existing systems would be interested

and, if , how much of their software could be'used. Phase 1 will require

2 profe 'oral person -years plus-support staff. Phase 2 will be at Yeast

a ,two-y roject.

d r.
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SUMMARY OF PROJECT 65: FIELD TESTING OF PROPOSED REVISION OF ANSI
STANDARD FOR LIBRARY STATISTICS

Background: The t standard for the reporting of library statistics

was adopted\in 19 9 by the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) Z39

Committee, Libraryl and information Sciences and Related Publishing Practices.

Since then, there have been a number of analyses and research studies that

have pointed out the inadequacies of these standards and suggested different

approaches. In 1977, the z39'Commtttee established Subcommittee 7 on Library

Statistics to revise the standard. The new standard is now close to a final

(7

raft that can be submittedfor a formal' vote by the member organizations of

AaNnSdI Z39:41rIcil!te, however, testing only on a voluntary basis

Purpose ehd Objectives: Will the proposed standard provide aggregate
reliable data for all types of libraries in a form useful for the federal -

government and for researchers? Is the information requested practical to

collect? The proposed research is a field oritet or feasibility study foj the ,

col ion of statistical data, according to the reporting cateqprlee

spec ied in the new standard:

The 6b ficiaries of this research are the federal legislators who must

make decision on library le4islation"fesearchers who need accurate data,
lin4 library managers of all liwels who require information on their
operation for dicision-making purposes.

Methodology': A single medium-sized state (e.g., Minnesota) shbuid be
for the test. The project 'staff will prepare, pretest, and revise data-
gathering instruments, paying particular attention to developing sampling
methods with specific instructions that can be followed easily library-

staffs with little statistical e rtise. Site supervisors will travel.to

each of the approximately 10 per ent of the state libraries Rartibipating
in the study to observe, occasoio 11x.assist, and validate the completion

of the instrument. Estimates for state totals will be developed by t

extrapolation. Participants will 4e requested to evaluate the efficacy,
ease, satisfaction, and usefulness of the results. Rspocamendationa- for

revisions as a result of the field test..will be forwarded to ANSI Z39

Subcommittee

Cosa 2 professional person-years, plus appropra e c erica' and
technical support and 30 to 5 days of professional consulting [time. Ogler

expenses will include printiRf and duplication costs, postage, .glata.

processing, and trauma.

Ls:
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SUMMARY OF PROJECT 6-64_ ESTIMATION MEASURES FOR PRODUCT/SERVICE
CONSUMPTION IN LARGE INFORMATION SYSTEMS

4,Sackground: Large distributed network information systems, like ERIC and

MEDLARS, provide access to materials through local libraries and information

centers. Thus the products of these large systems are enhanced by the

services surrounding them within the local outlets. Monitoring the

Consumption of large system producti as they have,been enhanced by services

of local outlets'requires collecting data from point where consumption takes

place.

Pu se Ob ectives: The'measuremen of the product/service unit of

output at the local level is the focus Of this proposed study. The

consumpti and utilization measures that will be estimated are measures of

impact on the environment and will include volume of system output, patterns

of usage, and number of people using system outputs. Longitudinal data will

be collected to identify cyclical patterns in use of products/services.

The results of this study will benefit both researchers and managers

through the provision of estimation techniques for measuring large

information sySteWlapaci. These will include time-frame factors,
reliability of local data, and ease (or difficulty) of aggregating data

f,ros diverse local units. Other beneficiariei will be governmental

_ policy-mikers who often provide initial and continuing support for these

.large Sysgms.

lothodologY: The L'esear.ch design involves a survey with multi-stage

stratified samples. A system with a' number of products, numerous local

dutlets, and a cooperative attitude will be chosen, along.with a state with

la diverse population (34-these-outlets. A first-stage survey will identify

the set of product/services widely available at local outlets. The second

' stage would allow_selection of one product /service for further study. Six

outlets that cap pro;Ade dal* (or weekly) /data on levels of usage for the

selected produci/servics.will be chosen. During the test period,,all users

who use the selected proddtt/service at the six local sites will be counted

Ind given pe7 gra1 interviews., The data from all six units will be

ir aggregated for estimate of System level consumption, after first developing

mapping procedures to Take'thiS six sets of data compatible'.

Data collected to this study can support later Simulation studies comparing

efficiency and sffictivenese afernative means of monitoring use of

systii resources.* ?/.
II

Coat: '2 professional person-ye ms, plus appropriatpclerical and

technical support, and 6 on -sit 'interviewers for approximately one month.

OtherMenses will include computer time and travel.

9
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SUMMARY OF PROJECT 67: ELECTRONIC MEETINGS AS REPLACEMENT FOR FORMAL BOARD
MEETINGS; CASE STUDY OF THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF
LIBRARY SCHOOLS TAALS)

Background: Travel costs have recently been increasing far more rapidly
than the current rate of inflation. At the same time, new developments in
technology make the idea,of electronic'meetings not only feasible but
eminently Practical. Many professionals already participate in computer
networks on a regular bas However, the use of this technology as a
replacement fo an associat on board meeting has not been reported. It

raises some interesting beha oral and psychological questions, in addition to
the obvious cost-effectiveness considerations.

Purpose and Objectives: One v able of interest might be the satis-
faction of bOard members. Is part of the willingness to volunteer time to
serve on boards a function of the pleasure in socializing and traveling?
The behavior of people in groups isequite complex. For example, group norms
develop, dominance _is established, people assume sPecific functional roles
within the group, and particular tebhniques for dealing with conflicts
emerge. How will these and other aspects of group interaction change
communication is restricted to an electronic channel? The objectives

as
bf

this proposal are to study these social /psychological variables and to
record the adaptations made by one group to the computer conference format.

The beneficiaries of this study are the many other organizations that face
the prqblem of information transfe and coordination among a small group of
geographically distant people.

Methodology: AALS is planning to conduct some or all of its regular
board meetings as teleconferenc4s. The proposed project would take
advantage of this change in procedure to. study its effects on the board
members,and their interactions during meetings. A survey of all formet.AALS
Board members from the past five years would be designed and completed.
Validated instruments on group activities that score task functiod and group
building-maintenance functions, and power and conflict resolution
strategiei, would be included. For a period of one year after
implementation of teAcOnferencing procedures, the activities, perceptions
and attitudes of tie current Board members would bd tracked. A complete
case study would be developed along the lines ofd those used at the Harvard\
Business School. In the development of this case, information from the
survey and a structured interview with the AALS Executive Secretary would
be. used to guide the collection of data to demonstrate sensitive changes
that might be taking place. Ideally, a follow-up study after three rcrrit
years should also be undertaken, but this is not included in the cost
estimate below.

Cost: 2 professional person-years, with appropriate clerical and
technical support-and travel and telephone costs.
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4 SUMMARY OF PROJECT 68: EFFECT OF LEVEL OF TECHNOLOGY ON INTERNAL
ORWIZATTON.STRUCTURE

Background: In academic libraries and large public libraries,the

number of non-professionals seems to be increasing in relation to the number

of professionals. Does the adoption of various technological methods of .

providing both public an technical services change the staff ratio within

the library? Does it al change the power structure? It has been argued,

for example, that manageme information systems lead to increased

centralization of authority'and to greater managerial control, with.a

significant decrement in professional autonomy.

Purpose and Objectives: One objective of the study is to gather data to

determine whether with the increased use of techndlogy, there has been a

significant changl in organizational structure that may have diminished the

numbers and the autonomy of the professional staff. Other shifts in

structure that might be predicted include a lengthening of the

lines of authority, an increase in non-librarian specialized staff, and a

greater emphasis on quantifiable measures of efficiency rather than

effectiveness.

Methodology: A small sample of academic and large public libraries,

stratified on the type and extent of technoloelbse in both technical and

service functions, would be visited for two days each to collect data

through--eeeords, surveys, and interviews. If possible, personnel records,

for the past ten years would be examined to determine if trends in numbers

and kinds of personnel relate to the use of advanced technology. Directors

would be queried as to what would happenif professional staff were to

resign, e,g.,,how would each staff member be replaced? Job descOptions

and advertisements would also be analyzed. A standard organization

structure questionnaire would be administered to all staff Within the

organization to characterize the perception of power an4 influence, the

degree of differentiation and integration, the manner in which decisions

are made, the control and communication.structure, techniques for handling

conflict, etc.

Cost: 1 professional person -year, plus strong technical. and clerical

support and travel and computer time.

A
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SUMP)ARY OF PROJECT 69: RELEVANCE JUDGMENTS AS A FUNCTION OF LEARNING AND
RECONCEPTUALIZATION

Background: , Infbrmation retrieval system effectiveness is usually
measured by recall and precision, both of which are functions of the number
of outpUt documents deemed relevant. Thus, relevance judgments are a
primary depende variable for_meaauring retrieval success. Yet they

exhibita hig degree of variance from one judge to another and even from a
single judge er time. An information processing model from cognitive
psychology ma be useful in explaining the general instability of relevance

judgments. e focus of the work on informatiRp processing focuses on
semeAtic memory using speeded classification and verification tasks.
Collihs and Loftue view semantic memory asa non-hierarchic network
organized around semantic distance. The model posits that a concept node
is activatediwhen a'person sees or thinks about a concept. This activation
spreads to adjacent nodes. The path between the two nodes supplies the
information to evaluate a proposition about the concept pairs. This
research proposes to use the Collins and Loftus model and experimental
methods using reactions time to assess what happens cognitively when

individuals make relevance judgments.

Purpose and Objectives: The objectives of this research are to test
the value 6f the information processing paradigm to the measurement of
information syatem effectiveness. The beneficiaries would be researchers
in the information science field who would gain a better understanding of
the key measures of information system effectiveness.

Methodology: This experimental study would involve the use of a
+O computerized information retrieval system and, if possible, realveries and
responses. An initial interview with each subject would result'in an
elaboration of the subject's, query. This query would then 134 reframed into
an associational cognitive map showing relationships among concepts and the
properties of the concepts. Each query would then be searched in typical
fashion. The citations-cum-abstracts would tihen also be mapped in a
similar manner and a collinearity score would be computed. Subjects wecld

then be presented with the citations, one at a time, and their reaction
times for making relevance judgments measured. At the end of the session,
the subject would be asked to restate his query. A new associative
cognitive map would be developed and compared to the initial One to see
whether it had changed in any direction or become more complex. The
subject would then.be asked to re-ekamine each citation in the same order
as originally presented, verbalizing his thoughts as he processed each item.
A pilot study of 20 or so subjects with three queries each would provide
sufficient information to determine if a controlled' experiment would be
frtitful.

Cost: 1 professional Rirson-year, plus appropriate clerical and
technical suppOrt, 10 to 20 days of consultation time, computer time, and
remuneration for subjects. a '
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SUMMARY OF PROJECT 70: ELECTRONIC INFORMATION TRANSFER

Background: The costs of transferring information 5y means other than print

have continually decreased, and one technology, television, has reached a

level of economic feaeibil ty and ubiquity to justify its consideration as

an alternative to print mast application. ,The French government, for

example, has determined that it is more economical to provide the citizenry

of France with terminals connected to an online telephone directory, rather

than to continue, printing telephone books. In this country, 36 percent of

the homes with televition receivers (nearly all homes) will have broad-band

cable transmission by 1982. It is time to explore this technology as an

alternative to print.

Purpose and Objectives: The puYpose of this project would be to determine

the utility of television technology (in the broadest sense) to alternative

and new operatiorial modes for the library. At least three specific technol-

o ogies should be explored: cable television; video-text systems; and

interactive information transfer. The project should characterize each of

these in terms of existing practicality, economic feasibility, and

interfacing with typical library operations. The objectives of this

project should also include establishment of a range of potential

experimental scenarios and measurement parameters across that range. The

overall goal of this project is to characterize the technologies, present a

series of application possibilities, generate experimental scenarios, and

provide measurement parameters.
0

-Mbthodology: The television technology to be used in this project is already

available, in large quantity, in many communities across tNtcountry. Both

the features of the technologies and of library operations lie large in

number and variant from community to community. This prdject is seen as a

design study meant to serve as a precursor to a set of experimental

projects. Itis ,thus a 'paper study4Orather than a 'breadboard.' Basic

data on the technologies and library operations should be colleoted; a set

of experiments should be suggested; and an experimental framework should be

established.
.."-

The results of this project.should enable the designer of an experiment to:

- properly scope out hip study

- (leve reasonably acoprate guidelines of resources needed

- define the parameters'he will study, and

- be able,to visupfize the relationship of his work to the

overall problemh

Cost: 1.5 to 2 professional person-years.
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SUMMARY OF PROJFCT 71: STORAGE TECHNOLOGY AND INFORMATIOVELIVERY IMPACT

Background: The videodisk introduces an exciting possibility for a

revolution in information storage. Optical disks compete favorably with

paper for cost, with microforms for capacity, and with magnetic media for

access under compUter control. Videodisk applications are burgeoning. Sears

has put its catalog on optical disks, Pergamon Press.has released a Videodisk

collection of patent drawings, a d IIT Research "Institute has developed a,

prototype device for the transfer of print and/or computer-readable text to

videodisk.

Purpose and Objectives: This project is concerned with the potential use

of videodisks in libraries, information centers, and other organizations

with large collections of archival information. The basicqpestioris to be

addressed are 'those of mechanism, cost, and acceptance. Optical disks will

have to compete as storage media, but there are additional. features of

disks that may greatly expand their potential beyond that of mere storage,
and those features add a new range of questions to be addressed. While the

project must addressathe basic questions, it should also cover some of

those raised by the uniqbe capabilities of optical disks.

Methodology: The project suggested is that of the functional and system

_design of an information center based on storage and dissemination through

videodisk and state -of the -art computer technology for acquisition,

organization, and circulation functions. The center would also transmit

information electronically and explore navel information_organization
methods made possible by videodisks. Such scenter would effectively be a
laboratory for development and test of a revolutionary "library." Three

major products would be generated through this project:

- a functional design, in terms of collection, services, and .

user population
- a system design, with specific selection of hardware/

software/staff
- an experimental plan for the initial set of studies to

be underiaken

Cost: '2 to 4 professional pefson-years (senior level library scientist,

information scientist, and videodisk/computer tedhnologist) for a period of

1 1/2 years. A sum equivalent to about 20% of personnel costs should be

allotted for additional expenses (e.g., prototype system experimentation).

2S6
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SUMMARY OF PROJECT 72: 'THE ELECTRONIC USER' a

Background: If several of the changes predicted for libraries and informa-
tion centers come to fruition, the impact upon the users of those institution,

is going to be large. Since the inertia of users may beyery high, it is
quite as important to explore the reaction to new technologies as it is to

explore the technologies and methodologies 'themselves.

Purpose and Objectives: This project will attempt tOMkee if ihestelevision-

\
oriented generation will adapt to a TV -based technology for information

provision. Since the project is to provide measures of behavior, it must

be structured to compare similar populations served by different methodolo-

gies. in so doing, it must also determine the validity of the new method.

This is a critical point. A key objective of this study should be to,

include the accurate performance measurement systems made possible by the 4,

modality.

Methodology: This, project should measure the behavior of a selected popula-

tion in performance of a typical library/information, center service function

.through a new technologically-oriented methodology. One experiment that

could be conducted with the available technology would be book selection
and ordering (by a user population, not library personnel) via cable or

closed-circuit television. Television would be used to present a subset of

the collection of the library, and'oraering would be done by telephone.
Results would be obtained through mealtrements of system use (number of

orders, time of day, percent filled, etc.) and through interviews with
participants to determine attitudes toward the system. A control group

using traditional techniques would be employed.

,Cost: 2 to 3 professional person-years to build the database for the TV
.71/ system, followed by 1 person-year of effort to conduct the

study. There would be co derable cost for the Ii? system.

287
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SUMMARY OF PROJECT 73:, TO RAVE BUT NOT TO HOLD

Background: Currently,, the entire operational modality of libraries
0

and information aeritacs is keyed to items.: books and journals are selected,
ordered, received, cataloged, shelved, and circulted. 'However, as technology
makes the sources more ephemeral and the tranmeittal of information easier

,and more varied, a new orientation will have to develop it is t saatiom

based rather*than item-based: an eleguot-of information w be transmitted

from orfqinator to organizer to users, and it will be the tralra ions that

can be measured, counted, controlled, and peid for.

%
Purpose and ,Objectives: Tt?e purpose of this project will be to determine-
the implications of A transaction-oriented information society on
library/information center opirations. The objective of the project will be

to predict impact and propose a4ions.

Methodology: The proposed approach is a Delphi study. A group,of"

information scientists would define the parameters of the study by generating
--1:eet of scenarios for review by a body of Bibrarians/information scientists.
End* such scenario would briefly describe what might happen. ;Participants.
in the Dplphtc study wield, be asked to concentrate on the impliCationsf
the'scenario.on a set of parameters provided bl the originatin4 gr'oup'. After

iteration, should, be potsible to determine which faCtors are likely to be
thb most impl;tantj most difficult to strive and most likely to occur. This

viould provide'' for eSPerimetal studies exploring the alternatives;

Cost: Approximately 3 to 5 person- years.over 1-1/2 to 2 years. (This
would bean ide" rtment to conduct through ehe use Of an electronic

mailbox system.)

6
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Background:
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rather than simply a book,'a
container. Words have meanin
with an integrated set,of expe
given an experience base, it, too,
rapidity -with which processing speed
are decreasing make this a posiibil
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PROJECT 74: KNOWLEDGE DELIVERY SYSTEMS

Some work in the field of Artificial Intelligence (Al), suggests
be possible to have computer software "read" an-information

ovide a user with meaningful information,
urnal article, or'some other information
to people because they can associate them
ences. If a computer program could be

uld sense the meaning in words. The

are .increasing and processing costs

y in the near future.

kl/k

Purpose and Objectives: There are two sub-areas of Al research` that deserve
special attention lrom the library and information science communities:
nattAal language processing and world-set definitiod. Natural language
processing may be used as a tool to improve the efficiency or
user-acceptance of traditional systems, while world-set definition gets to
the badic objectives of AI research. Projects that address either could
range from a user-friendly conversational card c:kalog to a sch4Ma for
representing historical observations in an Al system. Results of the first
type of study might be reducible to practice in the very near-term, while
results of the other might provide only a framework for the Leginning of a
succession of prVects ovet considerable time before a practical application.
was reached. To maintain a balance of constraint with basic research

di freedom, AI projects should address one' of these two questions and postulate
a useful application.

Methodology: Research in this project area will almost certainty be
experimental; If studies are proposed.that are not aimed at a near-term
,appl-ication, an extensive peer-"review pr9Oess is indicated. Some
'possibilities, such as the conversational catalog mentioned above, might be
performed as pilot studies in a typical library or information center
environment. Such a system could almost assuredly be built with availible'
technology. The approach in this case would be to define a reasonably
exhaustivd set of likely requests of the system, build the language
processor, map the user language 'to the Aristotelian categorization of the
particular classification systemth,use, and proceed to an experimental
test. However, projects that are relatively Straightforward in design
(like the oversimplified idea above) are the ones'of least excitement and

1..

potential benefit.

Cost: Several studies are needed in this area. Any given project should
be in the range of 1 to 2 person-years of effort, with provision for computer
resource utilization at 10 to 10 percent of the personnel time rate.
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SUMMARY OF PROJECT 75: PRESERVATION AND PROTECTION OF NON-PRINT MEDIA

Background: Librarians are frequently caricatured as curators of collec-
tions4rdhose ultimate goal is to keep information safely on shelves and in

file boxes. Although recent emphasis has been placed on the necessity to

use, not just store, information,-the preservation of informs- tion is
still an important function that libraries and information centers perform.
There are a large number of original works that have instrinsic value.
Beyond that consideration, however, and more germane to non-print media, is
a body of material (e.g., art works, films) in which only the original,

truly encompasses the information.

Purpose and Objectives: This research project is aimed at the development
and trial of the use of an electronic storage technology-for the long-term
preservation of non-print media with as much fidelity at possible. It is

restricted to one technique: multichromatic film information preserved on

videodisks: The major degradation factor affecting film has to do with
color fidelity, and the current situation is analogous to that of books.
Just as post-World War II papers are of lower quality than earlier papers
(because of high acid content), ,so current color films, tough less
expensive,tare more subject to color degradation. While close replicates
can be made, the very nature of dyes precludes exact duplication. This

project is designed to explore the feasibility of preservation of such film
materials by Mews of electronic storage.

Methodology: This project is experimental. Techniques for vidiconscanning
of color film (for purposes of putting film content on videotape) are well,
established and, under computer control, color fidelity can be maintained.
Videodisks would seem to offer the ideal preservation medium: shelf life

isprojected to be centuries, use has no effect on the storage medium, and
it is possible to make one-for-one replicates. This study should address

the types of materials to be preserved, establish the resolution necessary
for replication of the detail in the original, define the system
specifications for conversion to disks, generate sample materials on disk,

and provide accurate cost data. The results of the project should indicate

4 the technical feasibility of such a technique and present the investment
and operational costs to be expected. A prototype system should be

constrEtcted and simple materials converted.

Cost: 3 to 5 person-years over 2 years, plus an equipment budget

of $100,000 to $250,000.
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SUMMARY OF PROJECT 76: STRUCTURE-FUNCTION RELATIONSHIP IN VIEWTEXT

INFORMATION SERVICES

Background: Collectively, the viewtext home infal'mailor/ices technolo-

gies are extremely versatile. Individually, each is limited'in the'

information content that itS production and distribution system can

itccoaroodate. For example, teletext service using the TV vertical blanking

interval is limited to a few hundred pages of text because of recycle time,

and videotex lerdice using a.common carrier cannot economically transmit

pictures or high-quality graphics.°

Purpose and Objectives: An analysis of the relationships between the

structure 00 each viewtext technology and its optimum functions will help to

Clarify decisions that public-service stakeholders and the public must be

ready to make in the next few yearf.

Methodology: The dimensions that help to differentiate viewtext

technologies include

(1). tr ission vs. non- transmission systems

(2) g e al purpose vs. special purpose systems

(3) i to active capability

(4) band vs: broad-band transmission

(5 efface'

(6) oopfiguration

(-7) vs. Private databases

(g) vs. private delivery systems

(9) jegulatable vs. non-regulatable delivery systems

(10) regulatable vs. noc-regulateble content

Posed- against these structural dimensions are the functions that public-

service stakeholders are interested in deriving from viewtext services.

These functions include:

(1) announcement or current awareness functions

(2) reference or retrieval functions

(3) instructional functions

(4) entertainment functions

-.
The methodology of the study is that of a features analysis. Data on

existing and proposed viewtext technologies will be assembled and synopsized

according to structural dimensions, including, but not limited to, theten

listed above. From a resulting "structural profile" of each viewtext

technology, its suitability for each information function will be scaled.

The result of this analysis will be a directory of existing and °posed

viewtext systems, cross-indexed by structural dimensions and by functions.

Cost: 0.5 professional person-year, with non-professional (Staff

support (approximately $30,000).
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SUMMARY OF PROJECT 77: FORMATS FOR VIEWPEXT DISPLAYS

Background: Evaluated solely as displays of printed information, viewtext
systems leave much to be desired. Character sets incorporated in decoders

are usually upper case onl. The American household TV-set general permits
a display of only 20 lines of 40 characters each, and many American
viewtext systems display only16 lines of .32 characters, which is less _than
one - fourth of an average book page. Users are accustomed to seeing hundreds
of words of context around each sentence that they read in books, magazines,

newspapers, etc. A viewtext'screen of 75 to 100 words provides little

+ context for reading each sentence. The limitations of viewtext displays of
printed information may be more than offset, however, by dynamic display
features in .viewtext systems that have yet to be developed beyond
laboratory prototypes. Unlike the printed page, the viewtext screen can
transform itself "before the viewer's eyes" from a text page to a map or
graph, to a statistical table, or even to .an animation.

Purpose and Objectives: This project prOposed to explore and'evaluate the
dynamic display features of selected systems. The definition of "dynamic
display features" is itself an important milestone within the research
project, since "dynamic" may Mean:

(1) motion on the display screen, the purpose of which may.involve
either content or technique;

(2) responsiveness of the system to upique information that the user
has provided, such as his or her preferdhce for data in the form
of graphs rather than statistical tables.

Methodology: This project incorporates* brainstOrming phase, in which -both
viewtext.experts and users have an opportunity to share suggestions for
dynamic display features. The conceptual work of this project is to create
a taxonomy of dynamic display featurte;' cross-indexed by display purpose and
technique. When the taxonomy includes 20 or more features of diverse types,
the focus of the project will shift to field trials of the most promising
features. Data will be collected. on both the ipplementation and operating
costs of the features in a diverse group of operating viewtext.systems.
Where either category of costs proves to be prohibitive, a less expensive
method of approximating the same feature should be found.

-4 Cost; 0.5 professional person -years -plus S50,000 in software development
costs ($5000 for each feature iMPlemerrteqi, or approximately $80,000.

. .
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SUMMARY OF PROJECT 81: CONSORWIUM ARRANGEMENTS FOR COMMUNITY LIBRARY t .

INVOLVEMENT IN VIEWTEXT INFORMATION SERVICES 4111

Background: The comdUnity library, which is a principal stakeholdy in

the success of viewtext home information services and which has a unique role

as a viewtext information provider, is severely constrained in participating
in viewtext experiments by its charter and revenue base.

Purpose and Objectives: Although few community libraries are yet
involved in consoqium arrangements whose specific purpose is to provide

viewtext home information services, there are many examples of interlibrary

consortium arrangements, aslwell as interagency consortium arrangements

involving ,libraries, thit suggest possible bases for library involvement in

viewtext consortia.

Methodology: This project will begin with a six-month phase of case-by-

case analysis of a stratified sample of community libraries. After a

structured questionnaire is developed from data obtained in the case studies,

the second phase will consist of a mail questionnaire survey of a much larger

stratified sample of community libraries.

Cost: 0.5 professional persen-year of effort will be required over -a

one-year period, divided equally between the first and second phases of the\

project. There are $10,000 additional data acquisition and analysis costs.

Total cost: $40,000.

I-
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SUMMARY OF PROJECT 83: HUMAN FACTORS IN SYSTEM DESIGN

-Background: As automated-information systems become integral parts of
both the internal, operatiOns and the user7oriented (even'user-operated)
servicess the 'human factors' engineering of these systems will become

increasingly critical. An issue as trivial as the 'aspect ratio' of a
standard video display, compared with that of a normal printed page, can
result in major complications as one tries to combine video graphic images
-(say of printed or typewritten pages) with digital data.

Experiments on the readability of video displays began being carried out at
. ,

least ten years ago (see Schade, Ott H. Image Quality: A Comprison of
Photographic and Television Systems. Rd.). Yet we do not seem to have even

begun to identify the relevant aspects of the itlysical and operational
relatiknships between users and library-based lInformation.systeis--not even-
to tal l! about establishing benchmark values for the parametersoinvolved.

Purpose and Objectives: The objectives in this set of research Projects
are twofold: first, to identify the relevant h n factors parameters and,

second, to establish the benchmark values for th The issues involved

?elate not to the substance of the information pr ide r even to thelap
process or procedure by which information is obtailed instead, to the

physical aspects of the communicatiom process:

- Format of displays
- Image intensity
- Resolution
- Speed of transmission

- Pace of system response
- Flicker rate

Ambient light
- Multiplicity of display
- Keyboard layout (especially of

spedial function keys)
- Quantity of information displayed

These obviously are a bare start in identifying the relevant factors, but
they do suggest the kinds of issues involved.

\ 'methodology: The research methodology is almost completely experimental,
in which factors considered as potentially important are experimentally
identifiedand then ranges of the parameters involiftd are tested for their
effects. Experimental testbeds will need to be cpEated, in which the
operation of an information system can be simulated, with the variables
carefully controlled and with the test or independent variables exercised
through the ranges of interest. To illustrate, the 'readability' of a
display will need to be measured in terms such as "error rates" in
recognition of data then the effects of variables such as font size, line
length, Coding, intensity, etc. can be evaluated for their effects on
readability as so measured.

Cost: 5 person-years.
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SUMMARY OF PROJECT 85: THE EFFECTS OF "UNCERTAINTY" ON SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
i

Background: For years.there has been debate in-information retrieval
theory about the extent to which "preCision" and "recall" are inverse

functions (i.e., about whether an'ilitcrease in recall necessarily--or, at

least, on the average -- implies a decrease in precision). My own hypothesis

is that they are, and that the reason they are is simply the effects of

uncertainty, as measured! for example, by winter-indexer (in)consistency," in ,

the assignment of terms. Furthermore, those effects are amplified, not
reduced, by going to natural language systems, and for the same fundamental

reason, namely, the uncertainty in the use of terms by authors ana

requestors.

In prYbciple, this issue should be answerable.byr mathematical/ analysis, in

which the effects of a postulated level of uncertainty can be predicted and

the predictions then tested. (It is important to note that I am not

suggesting an absolute relationship, bue*,a statistical or probabilistic one,
so the testing will need to be a statistical testing.)

Purposeand Objectives: The purpose is to determine whether the
relationship between precision and reca1.1 is the result of the more
fundamental system Oarameter and, if so, to establish the basis for measuring

system performance and for improving that performance.

Methodology: Thestudy approach involves two stages: first, a

mathematical'analysis by A person competent in combinatorial methods to
establish the relationship between *uncertainty" and retrieval performance
and, second, to test the predicted behavior on an experimental basis.,

Cost: The mathematical phase is 1 person-year; the experimental phase
involves about 5 person-years, plaS processing time for running test queries:

2v5
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SUMMARY OF PROJECT 86. HISTORICAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LIBRARY AND

Y INFORMATION SCIENCE

Background: During the past ten to twenty years, library science'ind
information science have merged into a combined discipline, but they have
done so with varying degrees of compatibility and mutuality. There appears
to be a common core of interest, but there also appears to be significant
divergence in origins and methodologies. The question raised by this project
is the extent to which the-current pattern of interaction is similar to that
at other periods of history. Example= published in the literature can be
'cited to illustrate: (1) the interactions among Billings, Fletcher, and

Hollerith, (2) the interactions among Panizzi and Crestadoro, (3) the '

possible interactions among Panizzi, de Morgan, and Babbage, (4Y the-
relationship between NLM and the developpnt of computer-controlled photo-
composition.

Purpose and Objectives: The hypothesis underlying the proposed research
is that the "library problem" (the library catalog as a problem, in
particular) has had an effect. upon the development of technology at times in
history other than simply the most recent decades. The purpose of the
project is to establish links between the two components of the diiiipline
thatjwill demonstrate the historical connection between them.

Methodology: The study approach will focus on specific individuals and
technical developments, with the aim of establishing links between those in
libraries and those concerned with development of information technologies
and information handling conceptst The research requires identifying
documents such as correspondence that relate to those individuals or, better
yet, relate them together. .

Specific contexts to be cdnsidered are the following:
V

- The developmeht'at the Smithsonian institution of concepts for using
technology to produce a national union catalog, an international

. catalog of scientific publications, etc.

- The development by Babbage of the "analytical engine" for the
identified Purpose of printing (of navigation tables), a development
that could have been applied to the British Museum Library catalog.

- The known relationship between Billings and Hollerith in the
development of punched cards for statistical process, but with
recognition of Billings and Fletcher's interests in production of ,

Index Medicus.

Cost: This is a long-term effort -- perhaps five years- -but at a level of

effort representing about 20% time. Hence 1 person-year for the principal
investigator, plus supportby research assistants at a lev4 of about 2
person-years., plus travel (for examination of relevant doc ents).
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SUMMARY OF PROJECT 87: RESEARCH PRODUCTIVITY BY FACULTY OF LIBRARY AND

INFORMATION SCIENCE

Background: I have just completed an analysis of the rates of

publication and citation for all tenured-level (i.e., Associate and Full

Professor) faculty ofischools of lib,ary and information science. They show

that the general level of research productivity is low, with a few of them

publishing and being cited at a' high rate, bat the majority of them at a very

low rate, and a substantial number not at

This kind of analysis needs to be made on a continuing basis but, beyond

that, the conditions that lead to high or low research productivity need to

be identified.
1

Purpose and Objectives: The pUrpose is to establish benchmark data for

the evaluation of faculty as the basis for personnel actions in appointment

and promotion (especially to kenured-level positions). It is also to

determine what can be done to raise the level oi quantity and quality (it

research in the field.

.1Methodology: The current analysis has been based on the publication and

citation data derived from the Social Stience Citation Index and the Science

Citation Index-for the past 15 years (for all of the tenured-level faculty).

At the moment, however, the analysis has been purely descriptive, with only a

minor effort to relate rates of publication to other variables.

The study approach will therefore involve the following steps:

(1) Maintain an updated file on all faculty, non-tenured as well as

tenured, from year to year

(2). Add variables to the file for each individual that may be

relevant determinants of research productivity (such as

undergraduate major, time of professional lbrary experience,

age, area of research focus or teaching focus, school granting .

doctoral degree, etc.)

(3) Test the effects of specific variables, especially over time,

on the rates'of research publication.

Cost: Currently, the cost is about 0.1 person-year of principal

investigator time, plus about 0.25 person-year of research assistants.
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SUMMARY OF PROJECT 88: ROW.- OF SPECIALIZATION IN LIBRARY EDUCATION

Background:' Library education is'experiencing some major changes, as
schools try new approaches to their curriculum, Bch as "the core curriculum"
and the "two-year program." UndeAy4 many of these experiments is concern
about the proper role of "specialization" in library education. Some
specialties, such as medical librarianship, have established their on
requirements for certification. Others have tried to maintain the view that
librarianship is "universally applicable" and that specialization should not

e7

be part of library edp ati n. *
. _.

.
I

Purpose and Objectiv s: The aim of the project is to establish criteria
for evaluating the extent to which a library school provides preparation for
specialized work and the level At which it prepares its graduates for such
work. This will provide standards against which a school can measure its own
objectives as, well as providing a means for students to .evaluate schools in

'terms of their objectives.

Methodology: The study would invdlve the following major steps:

(1) A review of the literature concerning specialization, including
the Dictionary of Occupational Titles, the announcements of the

several professional societies, and the professional library
literature

A

(2) Commissioning a set of papers of,specific, spects of
specialization

A

(3) An analytical study of aspects of specialization, inclpding:
how are specializations to be characterized; what are the
various levels of preparation for specialization; and how can the
education for various levels be provkded?

(4) A Delphi-piocs series, of questionnaires, in which a selected
panel of about 30 experts explores issues related to
specialization, with.emphasii on educational aspects.

Cost: This will require about 5 person-years per year, for a two-year
period, plus the panel of experts participating in the Delphi"process.
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SUMMARY OF PROJECT 89: UTILITY, FEASIBILITY, AND POSSIBLE STRUCTURE OF * I

A RECOMMENDED NATIONAL PROGRAM FOR EDUCATION OF

LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SCIENCE PERSONNEL (a new

Iptbject that recasts project 29 and'supersedee'it)

Background: Problems abound in library and information science education.

necessarily precede the issue of whether the personnel training needs for I
However, questions regarding the content of educational programs should not

library and informatioh services could be met more effectively througha

planned national structure of educational. institutions. The questions

posed by this study do not imply solution'by regulating the total number of I

studentd in the field but will address questions related to the levels of
.

'faculty and student body size and institutional support below which quality

, .
4--

'"education programs in the field cannot survive.

IPurpose and Objectives: This project seeks to identify the essential / '

aspects of library and information science education and the changes that

must be made in the present system to provide adeqUate training for library
-.1

and information science professionals. The specific objectives of the

project are:.
.

. (1) To bring together practitioners ARd educators to identify the 1

essential aspects of professional library/information science

education `
1 ....

(2) To identify the essential aspects of library/information

science education o,

,(3) To identify the resources needed to support programs of I

library/information science education .

(4) To communicate the results of this project,to relevant bodies

Methodology: This project is an exploratory study. A principal

investigator will summarize the hiltory/and Peesent state of library and '

Iinformation science education/ Up to 25 professionals from a variety of

academic and professional fields will read the background paper and then meet

in -a two-day conference to address the 4bestions of utility and feasibility

1of the concept of a national structure If the group concludes that-such'a

structure would be both worthwhile and Ifeasible,the principal investigator

. will develop a'proposed structure fOr review by members of the group. A

secOhd drift and review .cycle will be followed by the production of a final,
.

report outlining the recommended national structure. The report will be

disseminated to library/information science, schdol administrators,

.4.

accrediting Algencies, and other interested parties.

wt Cost: 1 professimial person-year, plus expenses for the two-day
. . ,

.

.

conference. i 1, /

' lk,
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SUMMARY OF PROJECT 90f FULL-TEXT RETRIEVAL (ahew project)

Background: Word processing creates large quantities of unstructured
full -text, information. Technology is just now arriving to help use this
inforMation, but the technology has not been evaluated even'for the quality
of interface, much less flex the maluCand quality of information retrieval.
We have neverdoiefore hard, such lar4e databases of unstructured, natural-

language material to process. We also cannot afford to index, classify, and

organize all of this, as we have in the past. Users, perceive that they want

access to this, with instant, full-text retrieval,. Can we, is information

professiohals, help to evaluate the technology and to make it truly-useful?

4
4

Purpose and Objectives: To evaluate information retrieval on large,
unstructured, natural-langauge text files,,t6examine satisfaction levels for
two'groups in full-text retrieval; and'to get a sense of the dimension of the
problem.

Methodology: Theproject should be an exploratory study, using one or
more of the existing technologies (IBM 8100-STAIRS, SDC Records Manager,
Burroughs OFIS 1, Xerox STAR, Datapoint AIM) to test the quality of retrieval
and to understand the information-seeking behavior of several populations.
One of these populations should be business professionals and one, scientific
'professionals, because the language of each may present different problems.
For example, business language may be,non-specific, while scientific lipguage
may require synonym conhection.

Each group should be large enough (perhaps 30 ersons) to be statistically
valid. The steps would be to

(1), analyze literature to determine the information requirements of
each of the two groups

(2) analyze the retrieval characteristics of the major texiretrieval'
systems,

(3) expose the users to the technology for retrieving the data that
they and their colleagues have created

(4) interview the users to identify problems and determine satisfaction
with the ft:II-text information retrieval process.

Coil: (Not specified)

t
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SUMMARY OF PRCT3CT711.:' IMPROVED INDEXING.CAPABILITIRS.ONLINE (new project

that providet addendum to purpose and objecttves

Aof project.56.and incorporates project 63)

The re earch questions to be answered are the following:

(f) What subject authority files for databases eild 'library catalogs

exist inlmachine-readablirform?
d

. V

(2) Wbich of (1) are being used in online dearch
* .

(3) Row are basic indexes (inverted files for searchable fields).

linked to ,these s4bject,aut2Ority files?

(4) Which dictionaries` and glossaries exist incma Nine- readable form?

15) Id it feasiblkto build an online searching pability combining

(1), )(1), and (4.) for given'subject areas?

ita(6) What features online retrieval systems aid in the search

prOcess at the ge of choosing 'terms to search? (Project 63

" is an example Of one specific study in this,area.)

(7f- How could online'reirieval systems be redes d to include more

aids for revising search strategy and vocabu ry choices .

pring:the search? _,

A
The project would test a prototype system that,is developed to incorporate

,..-

the features uncovered in questions (5) through.(7) above.

See projects 56 and 61 for details..

.Costs: to as original Project 56.

sit

1
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-SUMMARY OF PROJECT 92:, ADOLESCENT INFORMATION BEHAVIOR (a new project
combinigidgbjects 55 pd 64)

07"
, Background: Children in junior high schools and high schools today will
live as adults in a society whose information dimension is significant*
different from their parents'. They will work, play,continue to Learn, and
scare for others inan information-rich, media-saturaeW, electronicilly
linked society. Their effectivenessfn choosing and achieving1ducationally
and occupationally is affected by their ability to cope with information
sources. The nation's io,00d+ high school libraries have the potential to

support effective adolescent information behavior. This potential is

. limited, in part, by a noreexistent base of knowledge about adolescent
informoon behavior. Two projects exemplify how the knowledge base could

begin to be established.

Project 55 (Direct and Quick Informaton anefetrieval Service in a
School Setting) focuses on use of current technology to reveal
adolescent gUistions, topics, and search behavior iv.a' ,

learning environment:

Project 64 (From Childhood to Adolescence; Changing Information Needs)
focuses on,identifying situations in which an adolescent population'

uses information in dealing with specific life taski;.

In both studies,the literature on adolescent psychology and adoleicent
';:ciology could be synthesized to contribute to structuring the data-'

thering.

(See projects 55 and 64 for details.),

4
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SUMMARY OF PROJECT 93: INFORMATION- SEEKING BEHAVIORS OF CHILDREN AND

YOUNG ADULTS (a now project combining aspects it

.of,projects 55,8, and 64)

Background: There is a need to,research the information-seeking behaviors

of children and young adults as these behaviors relate to a radically altered

information environment, including:

- the multiplicity of information-bearing resources available,

e.g., books, television, film, and compber- generated data;

- multiple site possibilitieb for accessing information, e.g.,

school library media center, public library, and home;

- the national debate over the positive'or negative qualities

of the impact of the non-print Media upon the learning and

behavior patterns of children and young adults.

Purpose and'Objectives:

- to provide information about the ways that various media formats

may be used most effectively to stimulate divergent, thinking among

young learners;

to identify utilization patterns that expand or circumscribe access

to media information formats;

- 'to examine the learner's perceived level of satisfaction with

various media informaton formats as informition providers;

- to develop, through situational analysis, a means for determining

how library media programs may best meet the information needs of

children and young adults.

'Methodology:

(1) Savey and interview methods, both to take into account existing

capabilities and technologies;

(2) Experimental situations to study information-seeking behaviors.

Idehtify appropriate research environments (e.g., urban, suburban,

or rural school and public library sites) and ag'range (8 to 20

is suggested). Alarge national sample should be developed.

Cost: '2.5-professional person-yews, plug zr interviewer force and

computer time. At

114
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SUMMARY OF PROTECT 951 ALTERNATIVE FUNDING POSSIBILITIES FOR PUBLI
,

SUPPORTED LIBRARY -AND INFORMATION SERVICES a new

project combining projects , 11, and 51) -N

Backproun : 4Public libraries currently derive 82 pe cent of their

support fibm local government. Most of this public funding is dr
local proPerty taxes. With the recent cuts in property tax that ha
adopted across the country, public libraries are experiencing sharpl
declining supidatt.

This situation has caused library administrators to explore alterna ve

'funding posjibilities. One alternative is the use of fees for spec is

services. Though controversial, fees have been used by sane librar s.

The need to identify additional sources of funding and to examine the impact
and potential use of fees is giea. Projects 33, 11, and 51 are

examples of approaches' to this prdblem. They are presented here as

singleAoackage.

from
been`

(See Projects 33, 11, and 51 for details.)

I
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SUMMARY OF PROJECT 96: LIBRARIES AS A MECRANISM FOR DISSEMINATING
"GOVERNMENT INFORMATION" (new project)

Background: Federal legislation frequently authorizes the establishment

of new "information centers" to collect and/or disseminate information.

Libraries have been co-opted for government informations dissemination

activities only through the depository library program.

Purpose and Objectives: The purpose of this research project is to

determine whether public and academic libraries can operate as the mechanism

to achieve federal information collection and/or dissemination objectives, so

that new mechanisms need notioa established.

Methodology: This two-phasa re earch project will consist of:

4

(1) Analysis and on -site data collection at ten information centers

established within the last_four years. The purpose is to develop

a model or models of the operational requirements of information

centers.

(2) FoOus groups consisting of 10 to 15 library direotOrs will be

asked to review the models and determine whether these activities

can be carried out effectively by public ar0 academic libraries.

If so,'wpat bar;iers exist to libraries' participation? *If not,

under,whaechanged conditions could libraries Participate?

Cost: (not specified)
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SUMMARY OF PROJECT 99: CHARACTERISTICS OF ELECTRONIC PRESENTATION AND.
DELIVERY (a new prOject combining projects 3# 73, 74,
76, and 77)

Background: It idpointed out in the following projects that a new
medium like electronic information deliver/ begins by emulating the
characteristics of the media whose functions it displaces. Later, unique

characteristics of the medium are explored, and it begins tb convey messages

in a different way than, its predecessors.

Each phase in the development of electronic information delivery systems 14111
be expensive, and early phases will not be as effective in conveying
information as later phases. There is reason to6telescope the early
development phases as much as possible in order to provide library-based and
home-based services that are well-accepted both by information professionals
and by the public.

The projects groups here deal with four topics:

(1) Differences between paper and electronic publication
(2) The legal, economic, and other aspects of electronic documents
(3) ApplicatiOns of artificial intelligence research andlhatural

language processing research in prliding adaptive access to
electronic information delivery systems

(4) Features of electronic displays and their associated hardware
that establish preconditions (both opportunities and constraints)
for information presentation.

The projects that fall in this section are:
%-

Project 03: Exploiting the True Capabilities of Electronic Publication

Project 73: To- Have but Not to Hold

Project 74: Knowledge Delivery Systems (not a good title)

Project 76: Stiucpre-Function Relationships in Viewtext
Informaton Services

Project 77: "Post-Gutenberg" Formats for Viewtext Displays.

k
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SUMMARY OF PROJECT 101: DIRECT DELIVERY TO USERS (a new project
combining projects 70, 72, 41, and 78)

Background: In addition to the role of libraries as a delivery channel,

these electronic media are amenable to direct delivery to the penultimate

user through existing or about-to-exist ubiquitous mechamisms in dwelling- and

working-places.

Purpose and Objectives: Two generic questions are addressed by the

research projects in this section:

(1) What are the characteristics of the-direct delivery technologies

and how could their utility be assessed?

(2) What are the chaiacteristics of the users of the direct delivery

systems?

Methodology: The study approaches are given in the following three

4 .projects:

(1) Combinatidc of
Project 70: Characteristics of Direst Delivery Techniques, and
Project 72: The Electronic User

(2) ,Project 41: The Role of Electronic Home Delivery Systems in
Meeting Information Needs of Citizens

() Project 78: Impact of the "New Literacy' on the "Knowledge Gap"
4 Between Demographic Groups.

Projects 70 and 72 are readily combinable. The other projects (41 and
78) address two related but distinct questions.

Cost: Costs' are given In each project description.
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